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Opening speech at CMI Assemby and CMI/AIDIM Seminar by the President: Stuart Hetherington on 8 September 2017

We are here to honour Francesco Berlingieri, President Ad Honorem of the CMI.

Francesco was born in Genoa on 20 February 1922, he was awarded the Silver medal for military valor as an officer in the Italian Royal Navy. He attended his first CMI Conference in Naples in 1951, some 66 years ago.

As a young man of 34 he received instructions to act on behalf of Italia di Navigazione in relation to the collision between the "Andrea Doria" and the "Stockholm" off Nantucket on 25 July 1956, which had resulted in the rescue of 1,660 passengers with the loss of 46 lives. Ken Volk and Gordon Paulsen being two of the United States Attorneys long associated with the case arising from that collision.

He was President of the CMI from 1976 to 1991.

He is President Ad Honorem of the Italian Association of Maritime Law, he is an honorary member of the Order of the British Empire (OBE), he is a Doctor Honoris Causa in Jurisprudence from Bologna University and also from the Universities of Antwerp and Athens. He is an Honorary Member of the British Maritime Law Association, the
USMLA as well as various other organisations and the editor of "Il Diritto Marittimo".

In the wonderful collection of essays which Giorgio collected to honour Francesco on the occasion of his 88th birthday in 2010 was one by Kate Lannan of UNCITRAL. From her experience of working with Francesco on the Rotterdam Rules between 2002 to 2008, she described him as the "Consummate gentleman diplomat". In order to elaborate on that theme she cast her net widely to see what others had said about the qualities of such people. She then quoted the following:

"A diplomat is a person who can tell you to go hell in such a way that they actually look forward to the trip"

"It is a necessary quality of a diplomat or a politician that he will compromise. Uncompromising politicians or diplomats get you into the most terrible trouble."

"A gentleman is a man who can disagree without being disagreeable."

I note that she overlooked the description of an ambassador by Sir Henry Wotton, the English author and diplomat of the late 16th and early 17th centuries. He described an ambassador as being "an honest gentleman sent to lie abroad for the good of his country." That got him into quite a lot of trouble in Italy, which possibly explains why Kate did not refer to it!

I should say, that amongst those essays was the delightful "hommage to Francesco Berlingieri" by my predecessor, Karl-Johan Gombru. He disclosed that the Berlingieri name had been associated with the CMI at least since 1900. His research led him to identify that there was a young maritime lawyer called Francesco Berlingieri from Genoa at the CMI Conference in Paris in 1900.

He also noted that at the CMI Conference in Copenhagen in 1913, although Francesco Berlingieri headed the Italian delegation there was also a young maritime lawyer from Genoa present by the name of Giorgio Berlingieri. He also noted that in 1959 at the Rijeka Conference both Giorgio Berlingieri and a young maritime lawyer from Genoa by the name of Francesco Berlingieri were present as part of the Italian delegation and in 1977 at the CMI Conference in Rio de Janeiro, Francesco Berlingieri was the President of the CMI and a young maritime lawyer from Genoa, Giorgio Berlingieri, was also a member of the Italian delegation. (That amounted to two Francescos and two Georgios). One of the Francescos being the person that we honour today.

The others being his father and grandfather and our own Vice President
Giorgio; all have been Presidents of the Italian MLA and active within the CMI. This caused Karl to comment that the Berlingieris during the last hundred or more years do not "waste names"!

Very few of you here today need me to tell you very much more about Francesco. His attributes are well documented but let me highlight a few more of them.

Apart from the brief period after the Second World War when Lord Justice Scott was the President of the CMI for about a year, Francesco was the first non-Belgium to be President of the CMI. He is the third longest serving President of the CMI, coming in behind Albert Lilar, who he succeeded, and served in that role for 29 years (1947 to 1976) and Louis Franck who served for 16 years from 1921 to 1937.

In writing about his 15 years as President of the CMI, Francesco identified the administrative challenges which he faced. The fact that he was in Italy while the Secretary-General Executive was in Sweden and the Secretary-General Administration was in Belgium and, secondly, also the new international order which started to emerge as a result of the formation of the IMO in 1959, UNCTAD in 1964 and UNCITRAL in 1966. I can empathise with all of that. The more things change the more they remain the same.

My first exposure to the whirlwind which was Francesco was at the Paris Conference in 1990. While there had been tentative steps taken before then to resolve the problems of the Hague Visby regime and the lack of support for the Hamburg Rules it was at the Paris Conference that the first serious steps to finding a solution were launched by Francesco using his diplomatic skills. Although his role as President ceased the next year his continued involvement with that project for CMI and then as an Italian delegate to the UNCITRAL meetings is as they were set out and commented on by Kate Lannan in her 2010 essay; there is no need for further elaboration from me.

Hopefully the international community will come to its senses and finally start ratifying that Convention in large numbers and enable the next generation of maritime lawyers to appreciate one of Francesco's great legacies.

The contribution that Francesco and his wife of 68 years, Anna, who we memorialised last year, made to the CMI cannot be measured in words.

Francesco: we would like to present this salver to you as a small token of the appreciation we have for you and the esteem within which you are held by the worldwide maritime community.
William Robert Ashley Birch Reynardson, or Bill to all, was born in 1923. When he was 6 his father was appointed ADC to Lord Athlone who was Governor General of South Africa, and Bill spent a happy 5 years in Cape Town. He loved South Africa and returned many times throughout his life.

After the Dragon School in Oxford and Eton College, Bill went up to Christ Church, Oxford, but after 2 terms he was called up to fight in the war, and after some training he was sent to North Africa, and then fought in Italy with the 9th Lancers, a tank regiment. He fought up Italy via Naples (where he found time to hear Susy Morelli and Tito Gobbi perform in Tosca), and he was involved in fierce fighting at Coriano Ridge where he was wounded by a mortar shell: “I was very lucky” he enjoyed telling his grandchildren “one shell blew me conveniently into the nearest ditch and the shrapnel went over my head – one bit actually through the top of my tin hat – but I left parts of 2 of my fingers hanging on a barbed wire fence.”

He ended up in hospital in Rimini where he shared a room with Randolph Churchill (son of Winston) and Evelyn Waugh. “I found myself in the middle of three beds,” he wrote. “They never stopped talking (seldom to me) and constantly drank whisky day and night. I was glad to move on.”

Once he had been de-mobbed from the army he went back to Oxford to finish his law degree and then qualified for the Bar in the Middle Temple in London. His career took a change of course when he met Sir Guy Ropner of Ropner Shipping Line on a shoot in Yorkshire. Sir Guy told him that one of his ships had recently been in a collision and that he needed some legal advice. Bill knew nothing of shipping law at that stage of his career but wrote to Sir Guy having looked up what he could in his
law books, proffering advice which turned out to be correct. A few months later Sir Guy invited Bill to lunch and explained that he was going to be President of the Chamber of Shipping and that he needed a legal assistant. Would Bill be interested in applying? Bill applied for the job and when it came to the interview he was up against two other candidates. During the interview Bill noticed the General Manager pass a note to Sir Guy. Later, Bill was called back and offered the job and was asked whether he had any questions. “Yes”, said Bill “may I ask what was in the note?” They showed him the note which said: “Birch Reynardson has an M.A. The other candidates only have B.A.’s”. In those days, as now, an M.A. at Oxford is available to anyone who has a B.A. on payment, of £5! Fortunately the other candidates had failed to pay the necessary £5.

Bill then worked at the Chamber of Shipping for a few years and came into contact with the Miller Brothers – Cyril and Dawson Miller, who managed the UK P and I Club. Cyril, who was secretary of the British Maritime Law Association asked him whether he would be willing to be assistant secretary. It was this appointment which first got him involved with the CMI. His first involvement was as a member of the BMLA delegation to the Brighton Conference in 1954, then representing the Chamber of Shipping where the first draft of the Limitation of Liability Convention 1957 was considered. In 1960 he joined the Thos. R. Miller partnership and he continued to attend all CMI meetings thereafter. He attended the New York Conference in 1965 at which, under the Presidency of Albert Lilar, work was undertaken on revision of the 1926 Maritime Liens and Mortgages Convention. Following the Torrey Canyon incident in 1967 the CMI set up an International Sub-Committee to look at the private law aspects of pollution from tankers, and Bill played an important role with Lord Devlin in preparation of the CMI draft of what was to become, in 1969, the Civil Liability Convention for Oil Pollution Damage. It is said that Bill and Lord Devlin developed the first draft of the convention on his kitchen table. The text of this convention was finalised at the 1969 Tokyo Conference.

Bill became a member of the CMI Bureau Permanent in 1970 and when, under the new Constitution, the Executive Council was created in 1973, he continued to serve on that body. In 1978 he was elected Vice President and in 1996 he was elected the first CMI Member honoris causa in recognition of his outstanding service to CMI.

Bill and his wife Nik, who invariably accompanied him on CMI business, had the greatest fun in making friends in the CMI family, both young and old, and his support to his great friend, Francesco Berlingieri when he was President was a formidable double act which contributed greatly to the survival of the CMI into the 21st Century.
In 1985 Bill set up the CMI Charitable Trust. He was able to go round his many City contacts persuading them to contribute to the Trust and this is now a thriving fund which encourages young students to develop their knowledge of maritime law and has supported the CMI in some of its academic endeavours. The Trust awards a prize to the best IMLI student and thereby secures the close relationship between the CMI and the Institute of Maritime Law in Malta. Bill was made an honorary Doctor of Law by IMLI in 1995.

Bill was always forthright in his approach to business, and his career at Millers was a very successful one. He saw the need for Millers to develop business streams outside the traditional P & I model, and was integral in setting up the Through Transport Club, managed by the Millers partnership. It was through his friendships with James Sherwood of United States Lines, B.G Nilson of Swedish American Lines and Peter Carlsson that he became interested in container shipping and the issues which this new form of transportation threw up. With their encouragement and expertise he was able to build an insurance model in what became known as the Through Transport Club which became extremely successful and is a thriving business today. Likewise, when he had become Senior Partner of Millers he developed other business streams such as the Bar Mutual, insuring the professional indemnity risks of barristers and ITIC, insuring risks of intermediaries in the shipping business.

Bill travelled extensively meeting with Members of the Clubs under the Thos. Miller management, lawyers and governments. He enjoyed telling the story of travelling to Soviet Russia with the young Lord Fairfax, then an employee of Millers. When they were shown their rooms Lord Fairfax was embarrassed to discover that he had been put into the Presidential suite whereas his Senior Partner had been given a modest room on the first floor!

In the early ‘80’s Millers were asked to assist the Saudi government in drafting their maritime code. Bill was asked to come to Jeddah to make a presentation to Dr Fayez Badr, Saudi Arabia’s daunting Minister for Ports on the progress Millers were making. Bill spoke fluently for nearly an hour as he took the minister section-by-section through the hundred pages of legalise.

At the end, the minister expressed complete satisfaction and agreement with everything he had highlighted. Afterwards, Bill confided to a colleague that he had forgotten to bring his reading glasses and had conducted his presentation entirely from memory.

Bill’s approach to business was, in today’s terms, old fashioned. Shortly after the Torrey Canyon incident, the Treasury Solicitor on behalf of the UK government refused a guarantee for pollution claims issued by a
Luxembourg based Club on the grounds that it was a “foreign” entity. The Club’s solicitor (CMI past president, Patrick Griggs) contacted Bill, interrupting his lunch. Bill, not in the best of moods, his lunch having been ruined, marched into the Treasury Solicitor’s office to very briskly but politely point out that the UK Treasury had been consulted about the setting up of the Luxembourg office and had encouraged the Club to do so. Collapse of Treasury Solicitor. Bill was then able to go back to the City and finish his lunch!

Likewise, his approach to recruitment at Millers, for which he took responsibility shortly after he became a partner, might not be considered “politically correct” by today’s standards. In an interview he gave towards the end of his career he said: “Recruiting was so different in those days – I recruited everyone, very often because I knew their fathers or cousins. But I knew these people and they owed their loyalty to the firm and they stayed, often for the whole of their working life”.

Away from the office Bill had a very active life, involved in his family house, Adwell in Oxfordshire. He loved the countryside and any friend who came to stay was expected to help in the garden. There is even a Berlingieri Bridge in pride of place in the garden today! He was an enthusiastic chairman of the South Oxfordshire Hunt, and he was High Sherriff of Oxfordshire, responsible for the judges in the county.

Since the war Bill had a particular love of opera and he used to hold operas in the garden at Adwell. Later he became involved with Les Azuriales Opera company in the South of France of which he was chairman (this has a Millers connection through Sarah Miller and Mark Holford) and Garsington Opera which Bill supported for many years and became chairman of on his retirement from Millers.

In 1995 he was appointed a Commander of the British Empire for his services to the unification of maritime law.

Bill died on 4 July 2017.

*Tom Birch Reynardson*
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PART I

Organization of the CMI
CONSTITUTION

2017

PART I - GENERAL

Article 1
Name and Object

The name of this organisation is “Comité Maritime International”, which may be abbreviated to “CMI”. The name of the organisation may be used in full or in its abbreviated form. It is a non-governmental not-for-profit international organisation established in Antwerp in 1897, the object of which is to contribute by all appropriate means and activities to the unification of maritime law in all its aspects. To this end it shall promote the establishment of national associations of maritime law and shall cooperate with other international organisations.

Article 2
Existence and Statutory Seat

The Comité Maritime International is incorporated in Belgium as an Association internationale sans but lucratif (AISBL) / Internationale Vereniging zonder Winstoogmerk (IVZW) under the Belgian Act of 27 June 1921 as later amended. It has been granted juridical personality by Royal Decree of 9 November 2003. Its statutory seat is at Ernest Van Dijckkaai 8, 2000 Antwerpen. Its statutory seat may be changed within Belgium by decision of the Executive Council.
PART II – MEMBERSHIP AND LIABILITY OF MEMBERS

Article 3
Voting Members

(a) Subject to Article 28, the voting Members of the Comité Maritime International are national (or multinational) Associations of Maritime Law elected to membership by the Assembly, the object of which Associations must conform to that of the CMI and the membership of which must be fully open to persons (individuals or bodies having juridical personality in accordance with their national law and custom) who either are involved in maritime activities or are specialists in maritime law. Member Associations must be democratically constituted and governed, and must endeavour to present a balanced view of the interests represented in their Association.

(b) Where in a State there is no national Association of Maritime Law in existence, and an organisation in that State applies for membership of the CMI, the Assembly may accept such organisation as a Member of the CMI if it is satisfied that the object of such organisation, or one of its objects, is the unification of maritime law in all its aspects. Whenever reference is made in this Constitution to Member Associations, it will be deemed to include any organisation admitted as a Member pursuant to this Article.

(c) Only one organisation in each State shall be eligible for membership, unless the Assembly otherwise decides. A multinational Association is eligible for membership only if there is no Member Association in any of its constituent States.

(d) Where a national (or multinational) Member Association does not possess juridical personality according to the law of the country where it is established, the members of such Member Association who are individuals or bodies having juridical personality in accordance with their national law and custom, acting together in accordance with their national law, shall be deemed to constitute that Member Association for purposes of its membership of the CMI.

(e) National (or multinational) Member Associations of the CMI are identified in a list published on the CMI Website or as may otherwise be determined by the Executive Council.
Article 4
Titulary Members

Individual members of Member Associations may be elected by the Assembly as Titulary Members of the Comité Maritime International upon the proposal of the Association concerned, endorsed by the Executive Council. Individual persons may also be elected by the Assembly as Titulary Members upon the proposal of the Executive Council. Titulary Membership is of an honorary nature and shall be decided having regard to the contributions of the candidates to the work of the CMI and/or to their services rendered in legal or maritime affairs in furtherance of international uniformity of maritime law or related commercial practice. Titulary Members presently or formerly belonging to an Association which is no longer a member of the CMI may remain individual Titulary Members at large pending the formation of a new Member Association in their State.

Titulary Members of the CMI are identified in a list published on the CMI Website or as may otherwise be determined by the Executive Council.

Article 5
Provisional Members

Nationals of States where there is no Member Association in existence and who have demonstrated an interest in the object of the Comité Maritime International may upon the proposal of the Executive Council be elected as Provisional Members by the Assembly. A primary objective of Provisional Membership is to facilitate the organisation and establishment of new Member national or regional Associations of Maritime Law. Provisional Membership is not normally intended to be permanent, and the status of each Provisional Member will be reviewed at three-year intervals. However, individuals who have been Provisional Members for not less than five years may upon the proposal of the Executive Council be elected by the Assembly as Titulary Members, to the maximum number of three such Titulary Members from any one State. Provisional Members of the CMI are identified in a list published on the CMI Website or as may otherwise be determined by the Executive Council.
Article 6
Members Honoris Causa

The Assembly may elect to Membership honoris causa any individual person who has rendered exceptional service to the Comité Maritime International or in the attainment of its object, with all of the rights and privileges of a Titular Member. Members honoris causa may be designated as honorary officers of the CMI if so proposed by the Executive Council. Members honoris causa shall not be attributed to any Member Association or State but shall be individual members of the CMI as a whole.

Members honoris causa of the CMI are identified in a list published on the CMI Website or as may otherwise be determined by the Executive Council.

Article 7
Consultative Members

International organisations which are interested in the object of the Comité Maritime International may be elected by the Assembly as Consultative Members.

Consultative Members of the CMI are identified in a list published on the CMI Website or as may otherwise be determined by the Executive Council.

Article 8
Expulsion of Members

(a) Members may be expelled from the Comité Maritime International by reason of:

i. default in payment of subscriptions;

ii. conduct obstructive to the object of the CMI; or

iii. conduct likely to bring the CMI or its work into disrepute.

(b)

i. A motion to expel a Member may be made by:

(a) any Member Association or Titular Member of the CMI; or

(b) the Executive Council.
ii. Such motion shall be made in writing and shall set forth the reason(s) for the motion.

iii. Such motion must be filed with the Secretary-General or Administrator, and shall be copied to the Member in question.

(c) A motion to expel made under Article 8(b)(i)(a) shall be forwarded to the Executive Council for first consideration.

i. If such motion is approved by the Executive Council, it shall be forwarded to the Assembly for consideration pursuant to Article 11(b).

ii. If such motion is not approved by the Executive Council, the motion may nevertheless be laid before the Assembly by the Member Association or Titulary Member at its meeting next following the meeting of the Executive Council at which the motion was considered.

(d) A motion to expel shall not be debated in or acted upon by the Assembly until at least ninety (90) days have elapsed since the original motion was copied to the Member in question. If less than ninety (90) days have elapsed, consideration of the motion shall be deferred to the next succeeding Assembly.

(e)

i. The Member in question may offer a written response to the motion to expel, and/or may address the Assembly for a reasonable period in debate upon the motion.

ii. In the case of a motion to expel which is based upon default in payment under Article 8(a)(i), actual payment in full of all arrears currently owed by the Member in question shall constitute a complete defence to the motion, and upon acknowledgment of payment by the Treasurer the motion shall be deemed withdrawn.

(f)

i. In the case of a motion to expel which is based upon default in payment under Article 8(a)(i), expulsion shall require the affirmative vote of a simple majority of the Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting.

ii. In the case of a motion to expel which is based upon Article 8(a)(ii) and (iii), expulsion shall require the
affirmative vote of a two-thirds majority of the Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting.

Article 9
Limitation of Liability of Members
The liability of Members for obligations of the Comité Maritime International shall be limited to the amounts of their subscriptions paid or currently due and payable to the CMI.

PART III – ASSEMBLY

Article 10
Composition of the Assembly
The Assembly shall consist of all Members of the Comité Maritime International, the members of the Executive Council and the Immediate Past President.

As approved by the Executive Council, the President may invite Observers to attend all or parts of the meetings of the Assembly.

Article 11
Functions of the Assembly
The functions of the Assembly are:

(a) To elect the Officers of the Comité Maritime International;
(b) To elect Members of and to suspend or expel Members from the CMI;
(c) To fix the amounts of subscriptions payable by Members to the CMI;
(d) To elect auditors;
(e) To consider and, if thought fit, approve the accounts and the budget;
(f) To consider reports of the Executive Council and to take decisions on the activities of the CMI, including the location for the holding of meetings, and in particular, meetings of the Assembly;
(g) To approve the convening of, and ultimately approve resolutions adopted by, International Conferences;

(h) To adopt Rules of Procedure not inconsistent with the provisions of this Constitution and make such additional Rules of Procedure as may be necessary when so doing to take account of any transitional issues that arise; and

(i) To amend this Constitution pursuant to Article 14.

Article 12
Meetings and Quorum of the Assembly

The Assembly shall meet annually on a date and at a place decided by the Executive Council. The Assembly shall also meet at any other time, for a specified purpose, if requested by the President, by ten of its Member Associations or by the Vice-Presidents. At least six weeks' notice shall be given of such meetings.

At any meeting of the Assembly, the presence of not less than five Member Associations entitled to vote shall constitute a lawful quorum.

Article 13
Agenda and Voting of the Assembly

Matters to be dealt with by the Assembly, including election to vacant offices, shall be set out in the agenda accompanying the notice of the meeting. Decisions may be taken on matters not set out in the agenda, other than amendments to this Constitution, provided no Member Association represented in the Assembly objects to such procedure.

Members honoris causa and Titulary, Provisional and Consultative Members shall enjoy the rights of presence and voice, but only Member Associations in good standing shall have the right to vote.

Each Member Association present in the Assembly and entitled to vote shall have one vote. The right to vote cannot be delegated or exercised by proxy. The vote of a Member Association shall be cast by its president, or by another of its members duly authorised by that Member Association.

Unless otherwise provided in this Constitution and subject to Article 8(f)(ii) and Article 14, all decisions of the Assembly shall be taken by a simple majority of Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting. However, amendments to any Rules of Procedure adopted pursuant to Article 11(h) shall require the affirmative vote of a two-thirds majority of all Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting.
Article 14
Amendments to the Constitution

Amendments to the Constitution shall be made in writing and shall be transmitted to all National Associations at least six weeks prior to the annual meeting of the Assembly at which the proposed amendments will be considered.

Amendments to the Constitution shall require the affirmative vote of a two-thirds majority of all Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting. Their effectiveness and entry into force shall be subject to Belgian law.

PART IV - OFFICERS

Article 15
Designation

The Officers of the Comité Maritime International shall be the governing body of the CMI within the meaning of the Belgian Act of 27 June 1921 as later amended and shall consist of the following members who are the directors of the CMI within the meaning of the Act:

(a) The President,
(b) Two Vice-Presidents,
(c) The Secretary-General,
(d) The Treasurer (and Head Office Director)
(e) (hereafter “The Treasurer”),
(f) The Administrator (if an individual), and
(g) Up to eight Executive Councillors.
Article 16
President

The President of the Comité Maritime International shall preside over the Assembly, the Executive Council, and the International Conferences convened by the CMI. He or she shall be an ex-officio member of any Committee, International Sub-Committee or Working Group appointed by the Executive Council.

With the assistance of the Secretary-General and the Administrator he or she shall carry out the decisions of the Assembly and of the Executive Council, supervise the work of the International Sub-Committees and Working Groups, and represent the CMI externally.

The President shall have authority to conclude and execute agreements on behalf of the CMI, and to delegate this authority to other officers of the CMI.

The President shall have authority to institute legal action in the name and on behalf of the CMI, and to delegate such authority to other officers of the CMI. In case of the impeachment of the President or other circumstances in which the President is prevented from acting and urgent measures are required, five officers together may decide to institute such legal action provided notice is given to the other members of the Executive Council. The five officers taking such decision shall not take any further measures by themselves unless required by the urgency of the situation.

In general, the duty of the President shall be to ensure the continuity and the development of the work of the CMI.

The President shall be elected for a term of three years and shall be eligible for re-election for one additional term.

Article 17
Vice-Presidents

There shall be two Vice-Presidents of the Comité Maritime International, whose principal duty shall be to advise the President and the Executive Council, and whose other duties shall be assigned by the Executive Council.

The Vice-Presidents, in order of their seniority as officers of the CMI, shall substitute for the President when the President is absent or is unable to act.

Each Vice-President shall be elected for a term of three years and shall be eligible for re-election for one additional term.
Article 18  
Secretary-General

The Secretary-General shall undertake and be responsible for the tasks and duties assigned to him or her from time to time by the President or the Executive Council.

The Secretary-General shall have particular responsibility for organisation of the intellectual and social content, and all non-administrative preparations for International Conferences, Colloquia, Symposia and Seminars convened by the Comité Maritime International.

The Secretary-General shall liaise with appropriate international bodies, especially Consultative Members of the CMI and may represent the CMI at any forum when so requested by the President or the Executive Council.

The Secretary-General shall be elected for a term of three years and shall be eligible for re-election without limitation upon the number of terms.

Article 19  
Treasurer

The Treasurer shall undertake and be responsible for the tasks and duties assigned to him/her from time to time by the President or the Executive Council.

In particular, the Treasurer shall:

(a) be responsible for the funds of the Comité Maritime International, and shall collect and disburse, or authorise disbursement of, funds as directed by the Executive Council, in accordance with protocols prescribed from time to time by the Executive Council;

(b) maintain adequate accounting records for the CMI;

(c) prepare financial statements for the preceding calendar year in accordance with current International Accounting Standards, and shall prepare proposed budgets for the current and next succeeding calendar years;

(d) submit financial statements and the proposed budgets for review by the auditors and the Audit Committee appointed by the Executive Council, and following any revisions, present them for review by the Executive Council and approval by the Assembly not later than the first meeting of the Executive Council in the calendar year next following the year to which the financial statements relate.
(e) at the request of the Executive Council, open such bank accounts and other financial facilities, such as credit cards, as are necessary to facilitate the financial operations of the CMI, and take all steps necessary to manage the finances of the CMI including arranging the deposit of funds and payment of accounts.

In his/her capacity as Head Office Director, the Treasurer shall be:

(a) the line manager of the Administrative Assistant in Antwerp in relation to his/her office duties and in general to oversee the day by day business of the Secretariat of the CMI.

(b) authorised to give, and be responsible for, all formal and informal notifications of amendments to the Constitution of the CMI; official notifications of the appointment and termination of officers of the Executive Council; and all other notifications required by the laws of Belgium from time to time. And in this regard, the Treasurer shall appoint and liaise with a practising Belgian lawyer to ensure compliance with all formal and legislative prerequisites in relation to the Executive Council, the Assembly, and the CMI in general.

The Treasurer shall be elected for a term of three years, and shall be eligible for re-election without limitation upon the number of terms.

Article 20
Administrator

The Administrator shall undertake and be responsible for the tasks and duties assigned to him or her from time to time by the President or the Executive Council.

The Administrator shall have particular responsibility for the formal administrative preparations for meetings of the Comité Maritime International, and to that end, shall:

(a) give official notice of all meetings of the Assembly and the Executive Council, of International Conferences, Symposia, Colloquia and Seminars, and of all meetings of Committees, International Sub-Committees and Working Groups;

(b) circulate the agendas, minutes and reports of such meetings;

(c) make all necessary administrative arrangements for such meetings (such as the liaison with the host Maritime Law Association for the booking of venues and associated social activities);
(d) take such actions, either directly or by appropriate delegation, as are necessary to give effect to administrative decisions of the Assembly, the Executive Council, and the President;

(e) circulate such reports and/or documents as may be requested by the President, the Secretary-General or the Treasurer, or as may be approved by the Executive Council; and

(f) keep current and ensure publication of the lists of Members pursuant to Articles 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

The Administrator may represent the CMI at any forum when so requested by the President or the Executive Council.

The Administrator may be an individual or a body having juridical personality. If a body having juridical personality, the Administrator shall be represented on the Executive Council by one natural individual person. If an individual, the Administrator may also serve, if elected to that office, as Treasurer of the CMI.

The Administrator, if an individual, shall be elected for a term of three years and shall be eligible for re-election without limitation upon the number of terms. If a body having juridical personality, the Administrator shall be appointed by the Assembly upon the recommendation of the Executive Council, and shall serve until a successor is appointed.
PART V - EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

Article 21
Composition, criteria for election and terms of office of the Executive Council

The Executive Council shall comprise the Officers of the Comité Maritime International as described in Article 15.

Executive Councillors shall be elected by the Assembly upon individual merit, also having due regard to balanced representation of the legal systems and geographical areas of the world characterised by the Member Associations.

Each elected Executive Councillor shall be elected to his or her specific office in the Executive Council for a term of three years and shall be eligible for re-election for one additional term to each such office, except that (as provided in Articles 18, 19 and 20) there shall be no such limit on the number of re-elections of the Secretary-General, Administrator or Treasurer.

Article 22
Functions of the Executive Council

The functions of the Executive Council are:

(a) To receive and review reports concerning contact with:
   i. The Member Associations,
   ii. The CMI Charitable Trust, and
   iii. International organisations;

(b) To review documents and/or studies intended for:
   i. The Assembly,
   ii. The Member Associations, relating to the work of the Comité Maritime International or otherwise advising them of developments, and
   iii. International organisations, informing them of the views of the CMI on relevant subjects;

(c) To initiate new work within the object of the CMI, to establish Standing Committees, International Sub-Committees and Working Groups to undertake such work, to appoint Chairs,
Deputy Chairs and Rapporteurs for such bodies, and to supervise their work; reports of such Committees, Sub-Committees and Working Groups shall be submitted to the Executive Council and/or the Assembly as requested by the President;

(d) To initiate and to appoint persons to carry out by other methods any particular work appropriate to further the object of the CMI; reports of such persons shall be submitted to the Executive Council and/or the Assembly as requested by the President;

(e) To encourage and facilitate the recruitment of new members of the CMI;

(f) To oversee the finances of the CMI and to appoint an Audit Committee;

(g) To make interim appointments, if necessary, to the offices of Secretary-General, Treasurer and Administrator;

(h) To nominate, for election by the Assembly, independent auditors of the annual financial statements prepared by the Treasurer and/or the accounts of the CMI, and to make interim appointments of such auditors if necessary;

(i) To review and approve proposals for publications of the CMI;

(j) To set the dates and places of its own meetings and, subject to Article 11, of the meetings of the Assembly, and of Seminars, Symposia and Colloquia convened by the CMI;

(k) To propose the agenda of meetings of the Assembly and of International Conferences, and to decide its own agenda and those of Seminars, Symposia and Colloquia convened by the CMI;

(l) To carry into effect the decisions of the Assembly;

(m) To report to the Assembly on the work done and on the initiatives adopted.

(n) To pay an honorarium to the Secretary-General, Administrator and Treasurer if it considers it appropriate to do so.
Article 23
Meetings and Quorum of the Executive Council

The Executive Council shall meet at least twice annually; it may when necessary meet by electronic means, but shall meet in person at least once annually unless prevented by circumstances beyond its control.

The Executive Council may, however, take decisions when circumstances so require without a meeting having been convened, provided that all its members are fully informed and a majority respond affirmatively in writing.

Any actions taken without a meeting shall be ratified when the Executive Council next meets. At any meeting of the Executive Council seven members, including the President or a Vice-President and at least three Executive Councillors, shall constitute a lawful quorum. All decisions shall be taken by a simple majority vote. The President or, in his absence, the senior Vice-President in attendance shall have a casting vote where the votes are otherwise equally divided.

Article 24
Immediate Past President

The Immediate Past President of the Comité Maritime International shall have the option to attend all meetings of the Executive Council, and at his or her discretion shall advise the President and the Executive Council. His or her expenses in so attending shall be met in the same way as those of Executive Councillors.
PART VI - NOMINATING PROCEDURES

Article 25
Nominating Committee

A Nominating Committee shall be established for the purpose of nominating individuals for election to any office of the Comité Maritime International.

The Nominating Committee shall consist of:

(a) A Chair, who shall have a casting vote where the votes are otherwise equally divided, and who shall be appointed by the Executive Council;

(b) The President and Immediate Past President of the CMI (provided that a Past President may resign from the Nominating Committee at any time upon giving written notice to the President);

(c) Two members proposed by Member Associations through the procedures of the Nominating Committee, mutatis mutandis, and thereafter nominated by the Nominating Committee for election by the Assembly;

(d) One further member appointed by the Executive Council.

Notwithstanding the foregoing paragraph, no person who is a candidate for office may serve as a member of the Nominating Committee during consideration of nominations to the office for which he or she is a candidate.

All members of the Nominating Committee other than the President and Immediate Past President (who respectively shall hold office ex officio) shall hold office for a term of three years and shall be eligible for re-appointment or re-election for one additional term.
Article 26
Nomination Procedures

On behalf of the Nominating Committee, the Chair shall determine first:

(a) whether any officers eligible for re-election are available to serve for an additional term in which event he or she shall obtain a statement from such officers as to the contributions they have made to the Executive Council or the Nominating Committee during their term(s);

(b) whether Member Associations wish to propose candidates for possible nomination by the Nominating Committee as an Executive Councillor, or other Officer or, where applicable, to serve on the Nominating Committee.

The Chair shall then notify the Member Associations and seek their views concerning the candidates for nomination. The Nominating Committee shall then make nominations taking such views into account.

Following the decisions of the Nominating Committee, the Chair shall forward its nominations to the Administrator in ample time for distribution not less than six weeks before the annual meeting of the Assembly at which nominees are to be elected.

Member Associations may make nominations for election to any office independently of the Nominating Committee, provided such nominations are forwarded to the Administrator in writing not less than 15 working days before the annual meeting of the Assembly at which nominees are to be elected. In the absence of any such nominations from Member Associations, the only nominations for election by the Assembly shall be the nominations of the Nominating Committee.

The Executive Council may make nominations to the Nominating Committee for election by the Assembly to the offices of Secretary-General, Treasurer and/or Administrator. Such nominations shall be forwarded to the Chair of the Nominating Committee at least fourteen weeks before the annual meeting of the Assembly at which nominees are to be elected.
PART VII - INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

Article 27
Composition and Voting

The Comité Maritime International shall meet in International Conference at places approved by the Assembly, for the purpose of discussing and adopting resolutions upon subjects on an agenda approved by the Executive Council.

The International Conference shall be composed of all Members of the CMI and such Observers as are approved by the Executive Council.

Each Member Association which has the right to vote may be represented by its delegates present and by Titulary Members present who are members of that Association. Each Consultative Member may be represented by three delegates. Each Observer may be represented by one delegate only.

Each Member Association present and entitled to vote shall have one vote in an International Conference; no other Member and no Officer of the CMI shall have the right to vote in such capacity.

The right to vote cannot be delegated or exercised by proxy.

The resolutions of International Conferences shall be adopted by a simple majority of the Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting.

Clerical mistakes, or errors arising from an accidental mistake, omission or oversight, or an amendment to provide for any matter which should have been but was not dealt with at an International Conference can be corrected by a resolution at a subsequent Assembly meeting.
PART VIII - FINANCE

Article 28
Arrears of Subscriptions

A Member Association remaining in arrears of payment of its subscription for more than one year from the end of the calendar year for which the subscription is due shall be in default and shall not be entitled to vote until such default is cured.

Members liable to pay subscriptions and who remain in arrears of payment for two or more years from the end of the calendar year for which the subscription is due shall, unless the Executive Council decides otherwise, receive no publications or other rights and benefits of membership until such default is cured.

Failure to make full payment of subscriptions owed for three or more calendar years shall be sufficient cause for expulsion of the Member in default. A Member expelled by the Assembly solely for failure to make payment of subscriptions may be reinstated by vote of the Executive Council following payment of arrears, subject to ratification by the Assembly. The Assembly may authorise the President and/or Treasurer to negotiate the amount and payment of arrears with Members in default, subject to approval of any such agreement by the Executive Council.

Subscriptions received from a Member in default shall, unless otherwise provided in a negotiated and approved agreement, be applied to reduce arrears in chronological order, beginning with the earliest calendar year of default.

Article 29
Fees and Expenses

The Secretary-General, Administrator and Treasurer shall receive such honoraria as may be determined by the Executive Council and the auditors shall receive such fee as may be approved by the Executive Council.

Members of the Executive Council, the Immediate Past President, and Chairs of Standing Committees, Chairs and Rapporteurs of International Sub-Committees and Working Groups, when travelling on behalf of the Comité Maritime International, shall be entitled to reimbursement of travelling expenses, as directed by the President or the Executive Council.
The President or the Executive Council may also authorise the reimbursement of other expenses incurred on behalf of the Comité Maritime International.

PART IX – FINAL PROVISIONS

**Article 30**
**Liability**

The Comité Maritime International shall not be liable for the acts or omissions of its Members. The liability of the CMI shall be limited to its assets.

**Article 31**
**Dissolution and Procedure for Liquidation**

The Assembly may, upon written motion received by the Administrator not less than six months prior to a regular or extraordinary meeting, vote to dissolve the Comité Maritime International. At such meeting a quorum of not less than one-half of the Member Associations entitled to vote shall be required in order to take a vote on the proposed dissolution. Dissolution shall require the affirmative vote of a three-fourths majority of all Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting. Upon a vote in favour of dissolution, liquidation shall take place in accordance with the laws of Belgium. Following the discharge of all outstanding liabilities and the payment of all reasonable expenses of liquidation, the net assets of the CMI, if any, shall devolve to the CMI Charitable Trust, a registered charity established under the laws of the United Kingdom.

**Article 32**
**Governing Law**

Any issue not resolved by reference to this Constitution shall be resolved by reference to Belgian law.

**Article 33**
**Entry into Force**

This Constitution shall enter into force on the tenth day following its publication in the Annexes du Moniteur belge.
RULES OF PROCEDURE

1996, as amended 2017

Rule 1

Right of Presence

In the Assembly, only Members of the Comite Maritime International as defined in Article 3(a) of the Constitution, members of the Executive Council as provided in Article 10, the Immediate Past President and Observers invited pursuant to Article 10 may be present as of right.

At International Conferences, only Members of the CMI as defined in Article 3 of the Constitution (including non-delegate members of national Member Associations), Officers of the CMI as defined in Article 15, the Immediate Past President and Observers invited pursuant to Article 27 may be present as of right.

Observers may, however, be excluded during consideration of certain items of the agenda if the President so determines.

All other persons must seek the leave of the President in order to attend any part of the proceedings.

Rule 2

Right of Voice

Only Members of the Comite Maritime International as defined in Article 3 of the Constitution, members of the Executive Council and the Immediate Past President may speak as of right; all others must seek the leave of the President before speaking. In the case of a Member Association, only a listed delegate may speak for that Member; with the leave of the President such delegate may yield the floor to another member of that Member Association for the purpose of addressing a particular and specified matter.
Part I - Organization of the CMI

Rules of procedure
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Rule 3

Points of Order

During the debate of any proposal or motion any Member or Officer of the Comite Maritime International having the right of voice under Rule 2 may rise to a point of order and the point of order shall immediately be ruled upon by the President. No one rising to a point of order shall speak on the substance of the matter under discussion.

All rulings of the President on matters of procedure shall be final unless immediately appealed and overruled by motion duly made, seconded and carried.

Rule 4

Voting

For the purpose of application of Article 13 of the Constitution, the phrase "Member Association present, entitled to vote, and voting" shall mean Member Associations whose right to vote has not been suspended pursuant to Articles 14 or 28, whose voting delegate is present at the time the vote is taken, and whose delegate casts an affirmative or negative vote. Member Associations abstaining from voting or casting an invalid vote shall be considered as not voting.

Voting shall normally be by show of hands. However, the President may order or any Member Association present and entitled to vote may request a roll-call vote, which shall be taken in the alphabetical order of the names of the Member Associations as listed in the current CMI Yearbook.

If a vote is equally divided, the proposal or motion shall be deemed rejected.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, all contested elections of Officers shall be decided by a secret written ballot in each category. Four ballots shall be taken if necessary. If the vote is equally divided on the fourth ballot, the election shall be decided by drawing lots.

If no nominations for an office are made in addition to the nomination(s) of the Nominating Committee pursuant to Article 26, then the candidate(s) nominated by the Nominating Committee may be declared by the President to be elected to that office by
acclamation. If the Nominating Committee nominates more candidates than there are vacancies for any office, then the Assembly shall conduct an election in accordance with the procedures of this Rule.

**Rule 5**

**Amendments to Proposals**

An amendment shall be voted upon before the proposal to which it relates is put to the vote, and if the amendment is carried the proposal shall then be voted upon in its amended form.

If two or more amendments are moved to a proposal, the first vote shall be taken on the amendment furthest removed in substance from the original proposal and then on the amendment next furthest removed therefrom and so on until all amendments have been put to the vote.

**Rule 6**

**Secretary and Minutes**

The Secretary-General or, in his absence, an Officer of the Comité Maritime International appointed by the President, shall act as secretary and shall take note of the proceedings and prepare minutes of Assembly meetings. Minutes of the Assembly shall be published on the CMI website (where practical) in the two official languages of the CMI, English and French, and in the CMI News Letter and/or otherwise distributed in writing to Member Associations.

**Rule 7**

**Amendment of these Rules**

Amendments to these Rules of Procedure may be adopted by the Assembly. Proposed amendments must be in writing and circulated to all Member Associations at least six weeks before the annual meeting of the Assembly at which the proposed amendments will be considered.
Rule 8

**Application and Prevailing Authority**

These Rules shall apply not only to meetings of the Assembly and International Conferences, but shall also constitute, *mutatis mutandis*, the Rules of Procedure for meetings of the Executive Council, International Sub-Committees, or any other group convened by the Comite Maritime International.

In the event of an apparent conflict between any of these Rules and any provision of the Constitution, the Constitutional provision shall prevail. Any amendment to the Constitution having an effect upon the matters covered by these Rules shall be deemed as necessary to have amended these Rules *mutatis mutandis*, pending formal amendment of the Rules of Procedure in accordance with Rule 7.

Rule 9

**Carry-over of terms when electoral process is changed**

Where the Assembly amends the Constitution by changing the manner in which the members of a Committee or body of the Comite Maritime International are to be elected, the Assembly may by resolution agree to permit the terms of office of members of such Committee or body, who were elected under the previous process specified under this Constitution, to be extended until the next Assembly meeting, and for such persons to carry out their functions on that Committee or body until their terms expire at the subsequent Assembly meeting.
GUIDELINES FOR PROPOSING THE ELECTION OF TITULARY AND PROVISIONAL MEMBERS

1999

Titulary Members

No person shall be proposed for election as a Titulary Member of the Comité Maritime International without supporting documentation establishing in detail the qualifications of the candidate in accordance with Article 3 (I)(c) of the Constitution. The Administrator shall receive any proposals for Titulary Membership, with such documentation, not less than sixty (60) days prior to the meeting of the Assembly at which the proposal is to be considered.

Contributions to the work of the Comité may include active participation as a voting Delegate to two or more International Conferences or Assemblies of the CMI, service on a CMI Working Group or International Sub-Committee, delivery of a paper at a seminar or colloquium conducted by the CMI, or other comparable activity which has made a direct contribution to the CMI’s work. Services rendered in furtherance of international uniformity may include those rendered primarily in or to another international organization, or published writing that tends to promote uniformity of maritime law or related commercial practice. Services otherwise rendered to or work within a Member Association must be clearly shown to have made a significant contribution to work undertaken by the Comité or to furtherance of international uniformity of maritime law or related commercial practice.

Provisional Members

Candidates for Provisional Membership must not merely express an interest in the object of the CMI, but must have demonstrated such interest by relevant published writings, by activity promoting uniformity of maritime law and/or related commercial practice, or by presenting a plan for the organization and establishment of a new Member Association.

1 Adopted in New York, 8th May 1999, pursuant to Article 3 (I)(c) and (d) of the Constitution.
Periodic Review

Every three years, not less than sixty (60) days prior to the meeting of the Assembly, each Provisional Member shall be required to submit a concise report to the Secretary-General of the CMI concerning the activities organized or undertaken by that Provisional Member during the reporting period in pursuance of the object of the Comité Maritime International.
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Collection of Outstanding Contributions
John O’CONNOR [Canada]  
Chair
Peter VERSTUYFT [Belgium]
Benoit GOEMANS [Belgium]
Aurelio FERNANDEZ-CONCHESO [Venezuela]

Constitution Committee
Jean Francois PETERS [Belgium] Chair
Benoit GOEMANS [Belgium]
John HARE [South Africa]
John O’CONNOR [Canada]
Patrice REMBAUVILLE-NICOLLE [France]

Implementation of International Conventions and Promotion of Maritime Conventions
Deucalion REDIADIS [Greece]  
Chair
Maria BORG BARTHET [UK]  
Rapporteur: Implementation
Peter LAURIJSSEN [Belgium]  
Rapporteur: Promotion
Rosalie BALKIN [Australia]
Giorgio BERLINGIERI [Italy]
Dimitri CHRISTODOULU [UK]
Nicholas GASKELL [UK]
Benoit GOEMANS [Belgium]
Patrick HOLLOWAY [South Africa]
Luke Chidi ILOGU [Nigeria]
Måns JACOBSSON [Sweden]
Kiran KHOSLA [UK]
Leven SIANO [Brasil]

Database of Judicial Decisions on International Conventions
Stephen GIRVIN [Singapore]  
Chair
Lawrence TEH [Singapore]
Taco VAN DER VALK [Netherlands]
Alexander VON ZIEGLER [Switzerland]
Katerina VUSKOVIC [Peru]

Publications and Website
Taco VAN DER VALK [Netherlands] Chair
Chris GIASCHI [Canada]
CMI Archives
Jean-Francois PETERS [Belgium] Chair
Rosalie BALKIN [Australia – New Zealand]
Evelien PEETERS [Belgium]

Audit Committee
Måns JACOBSSON [Sweden] Chair
Peter CULLEN [Canada]
Luc GRELLET [France]
Andrew TAYLOR [UK]

Nominating Committee
Andrew TAYLOR [UK] Chair
Stuart HETHERINGTON [Australia] Ex Officio
Giorgio BERLINGIERI [Italy]
Henry Hai LI [China]
Jorge RADOVICH [Argentina]

Security Interests over Shipping Containers
Benoit GOEMANS [Belgium] Co-Chair
David OSBORNE [UK] Co-Chair
Giorgio BERLINGIERI [Italy]
Blythe DALY [USA]
Tomotaka FUJITA [Japan]
Ann FENECH [Malta]
In Hyeon KIM [S Korea]
Dihuang SONG [China]
Michael STURLEY [USA]
Edmund SWEETMAN [Ireland/Spain]

Liaison with National Associations (*Provisional)
Rosalie BALKIN South Africa, Nigeria, Senegal
Ann FENECH Croatia, Greece, Italy, Malta, Romania, Slovenia, Spain, Turkey
Aurelio FERNANDEZ CONCHESO Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Panama, Peru, Mexico, Uruguay, Venezuela
Luc GRELLET Cameroon, Congo, France
Stuart HETHERINGTON Australia & New Zealand, Indonesia, PIMLA
John O’CONNOR Canada, USA
Dieter SCHWAMPE Denmark, Finland, Germany, Japan Norway, Poland, Sweden, Ukraine
Lawrence TEH India, Malaysia, People’s Republic of China (incl Hong Kong), Republic of Korea, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Philippines, Singapore
Taco VAN DER VALK Ireland, Netherlands, United Kingdom
Peter VERSTUYFT Belgium
Alexander VON ZIEGLER Israel, Switzerland

CMI Charitable Trust Trustees
[Appointed by the Trustees, with written consent of the CMI as required by Clause 19(1) of the Trust Deed]
Patrick GRIGGS [UK] Chair
Thomas BIRCH REYNARDSON, [UK] Treasurer
Ann FENECH [Malta]
Karl-Johan GOMBRII [Norway]
Alexander VON ZIEGLER [Switzerland]
INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUPS

[As constituted during Virtual EXCO meeting April 2019]

Note: In terms of Art 16 of the CMI Constitution, the President is ex officio a member of all Committees and Working Groups.

Acts of Piracy and Maritime Violence
Andrew TAYLOR [UK] Chair
Rodolfo GONZALEZ-LEBRERO [Spain]
Patrick GRIGGS [UK]
John KIMBALL [USA]
Louis MBANEFO [Nigeria]
Pietro PALANDRI [Italy]
Lars ROSENBERG OVERBY [Denmark]
Frank L.WISWALL Jr [USA]

Liability for Wrongful Arrest
Aleka MANDARAKA-SHEPPARD [UK] Chair
Edmund SWEETMAN [Ireland/Spain] Co-Rapporteur
George THEOCHARIDIS [Greece] Co-Rapporteur
Giorgio BERLINGIERI [Italy]
Robert BRIGHT [UK]
Ann FENECH [Malta]
Karl GOMBRII [Norway]
Kiran KHOSLA [UK]
Leonardo MAINERO [Argentina]
Reinier VAN CAMPEN [Netherlands]

Liability of Classification Societies
Luc GRELLET [France] Chair

Alexander VON ZIEGLER [Switzerland] Rapporteur
Tomotaka FUJITA [Japan]

Maritime Law for Unmanned Ships
Tom BIRCH REYNARDSON [UK] Chair
Lina WIEDENBACH [Germany] Rapporteur
Diego CHAMI [Argentina]
Donald CHARD [UK]
Brian COLLIN [Finland]
Pieter GAËL [France]
Andrew GARGER [USA]
Nicholas GASKELL [UK]
Joseph GRASSO [USA]
Andrew HIGGS [UK]
Tim HOWSE [UK]
Beatriz HUARTA MELGAR [Spain]
Erik van HOOYDONK [Belgium]
Kiran KHOSLA [UK]
Oskar LEVANDER [Finland]
Jeffrey MOLLER [USA]
Mišo MUDRIĆ [Croatia]
Helen NOBLE [Ireland]
Sean T. PRIBYL [USA]
Henrik RINGBOM [Finland]
Vanessa ROCHESTER [Canada]
Dieter SCHWAMPE [Germany]
Offshore Activities
Jorge RADOVICH [Argentina]
Chair
Andrew TAYLOR [UK]
Rapporteur
Aldo BRANDANI [Argentina]
Robert DOREY [UK]
Aurelio FERNANDEZ-CONCHESO [Venezuela]
Luc GRELLLET [France]
Patrick GRIGGS [UK]
J. Clifton HALL III [USA]
Måns JACOBSSON [Sweden]
Henning JESSEN [Germany]
Steven RARES [Australia]
Erik RØSÆG [Norway]
Lorenzo SCHIANO DI PEPE [Italy]
William SHARPE [Canada]
Wylie SPICER [Canada]

Cybercrime in Shipping
Julian CLARK [UK] Chair
Elias BESTANI [Argentina]
Rapporteur
Kate BELMONT [USA]
Remy CARREIRA [Panama]
Boriana FARRAR [USA]
Sebastien LOOTGIETER [France]
Giovanni MARCHIAFAVA [Italy]
Valeria EBOLI [Italy]
David HEBDEN [UK]
Linda HOWLETT [UK]
Kim JEFFERIES [Norway]
Kiran KHOSLA [UK]
P.K. MUKHERJEE [Canada/India]
Natalie SHAW [UK]
Edmund SWEETMAN [Ireland/Spain]

Subcommittees
Maritime Law & Refugee Migration at Sea
Valeria EBOLI [Italy] Chair
Edmund Sweetman
[Ireland/Spain]

Pandemic Response at Sea
Paul GILL [Ireland] Chair

Foreign Judicial Sales of Ships
Ann FENECH [Malta] Co-Chair
Henry HAI LI [China] Co-Chair
Benoit GOEMANS [Belgium]
Luc GRELLLET [France]
Stuart HETHERINGTON [Australia and New Zealand]
Frank NOLAN [USA]
Jan Erik POETSCHKE [Germany]
Andrew ROBINSON [South Africa]
Lawrence TEH [Singapore]
Alexander VON ZIEGLER [Switzerland]

Fair Treatment of Seafarers in the Event of a Maritime Accident
Olivia HAMER [UK] Chair
Paul GILL [Ireland] Deputy Chair
Michael CHALOS [USA]
Security Interests over Shipping Containers
Benoit GOEMANS [Belgium]  
Co-Chair
David OSBORNE [UK] Co-Chair
Andrea BERLINGIERI [Italy]
Allen BLACK [USA]
Sheng CHEN [China]
Ann FENECH [Malta]
Souichirou KOZUKA [Japan]
Camilla MENDES VIANNA CARDOSO [Brazil]
Stefan RINDFLEISCH [Germany]
Andrew TETLEY [France]
Haco VAN DER HOUVEN VAN OORDT [Netherlands]

Cross Border Insolvencies
Sarah DERRINGTON [Australia] Chair
Martin Davies [USA]
Rapporteur
Manuel ALBA FERNANDEZ [Spain]
Beiping CHU [China]
Maurizio DARDANI [Italy]
Olaf HARTENSTEIN [Germany]
Sébastien LOOTGIETER [France]
William SHARPE [Canada]

Polar Shipping
Aldo CHIRCOP [Canada] Chair
David BAKER [UK]
Phillip BUHLER [USA]
Kim CROSBIE [USA]
Peter CULLEN [Canada]
Nigel FRAWLEY [Canada]
Gen GOTO [Japan]
Tore HENRIKSEN [Norway]
Stephanie JOHNSTON [UK]
Kiran KHOSLA [UK]
Young Kil PARK [Korea]
Esther MALLACH [Germany]
Bert RAY [USA]
Nicolò REGGIO [Italy]
Henrik RINGBOM [Finland]
Lars ROSENBERG OVERBY [Denmark]
Donald ROTHWELL [Australia]
Alexander SKARIDOV [Russia]
David (Duke) SNIDER [Canada] technical adviser

Ship Nomenclature
Francis NOLAN [USA] Chair
Edmund SWEETMAN [Ireland]
Rapporteur
Jens MATHIASSEN [Denmark]
Massimiliano MUSI [Italy]
Lawrence TEH [Singapore]
Ricardo ROZAS [Chile]
Bülent SÖZER [Turkey]
Restatement of the Lex Maritima

Eric VAN HOODYDONK [Belgium] Chair
Jesús CASAS ROBLA [Spain]

Rapporteur
Aybek AHMEDOV [Russia]
Kerim ATAMER [Turkey]
Olivier CACHARD [France]
Tomotaka FUJITA [Japan]
John HARE [South Africa]
Andrea LA MATTINA [Italy]
Alex VON ZIEGLER [Switzerland]
Michael STURLEY [USA]
Gustavo Omaña PARÉS [Venezuela]
Luiz ROBERTO LEVEN SIANO [Brazil]
Frank SMEELE [The Netherlands]
Andreas MAURER [Germany]
Massimiliano RIMABOSCHI [Italy]
Mišo MUDRIĆ [Croatia]
Filippo LORENZON [UK/Italy]
Lijun ZHAO [China]
MEMBER ASSOCIATIONS
ASSOCIATIONS MEMBRES

ARGENTINA

ASOCIACION ARGENTINA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
( Argentine Maritime Law Association)
Leandro N. Alem 882 - 7º piso, Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires, República Argentina, C.P. C1001AAR. Tel.: +54 11 4310.0100 int. 2519– Fax +54 11 4310.0200 - E-mail: presidencia@aadm.org.ar and secretaria@aadm.org.ar – Website www.aadm.org.ar
Established: 1905

Officers:

President: Alberto C. CAPPA GLI, Marval, O’Farrell & Mairal, Av. Leandro N. Alem 882, 7º piso, 1001 Buenos Aires. Tel.: +54 11 4310.0100 – Fax +54 11 4310.0200 - E-mail: presidencia@aadm.org.ar

First Vice-President: Domingo M. LOPEZ SAAVEDRA, Esnaola & Vidal Raffo, San Martin 664 4° piso, 1004 Buenos Aires. Tel.: +54 11 4515.0040/1224/1235 - Fax: +54 11 4515.0060/0022 - E-mail: domingo@lsa-abogados.com.ar

Second Vice-President: Carlos R. LESMI, Lesmi & Moreno, Lavalle 421 – piso 1°, 1047 Buenos Aires. Tel.: +54 11 4393.5292/5393/5991 – Fax: +54 11 4393.5889 – Firm E-mail: lesmiymoreno@fibertel.com.ar – Private E-mail: clesmi@fibertel.com.ar

Secretary General: Diego Esteban CHAMI, Chami, Di Menna & Asociados, Libertad 567, piso 4°, 1012 Buenos Aires. Tel.: +54 11 4382.4060/2828 – Fax: +54 11 4382.4243 – E-mail: diego@chami-dimenna.com.ar

Assistant Secretary: Fernando ROMERO CARRANZA, Llerena & Asociados Abogados, Av. L.N. Alem 356, piso 13, Tel.: +54 11 4314.2670 – Fax: +54 11 4314.6080 – E-mail: fr carranza@llerena.com.ar
**Member associations**

**Treasurer:** Esteban A. VIVANCO, Average Adjuster, Surveyors, Consultants, Estudio Jorge P. Vivanco, Sinclair 3244, 3rd floor, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Tel.: +54 11 52521079 – Fax: +54 11 43439439/0943 – E-mail: esteban@estudiovivanco.com

**Members:** Abraham AUSTERLIC, Jorge M. RADOVICH, Ricardo REVELLO LERENA, Haydée Susana TALAVERA

**Auditor:** María Cecilia GÓMEZ MASÍA, Hipólito Irigoyen 785, piso 3, depto G. Tel.: +54 11 4331.2140, Part: 4431.9309/4433.6234 – E-mail: mcgomezmasia@gemceabogados.com.ar

**Assistant Auditor:** Hernán LÓPEZ SAAVEDRA, Tel.: +54 11 4802 4147 (extension 201) – E-mail: hlopezsaaavedra@mlsrc.com.ar

**Titulary Members:**

Dr. Alberto C. CAPPAGLI, Dr. Diego CHAMI, Dr. Fernando ROMERO CARRANZA, Dr. Carlos R. LESMI, Dr. Domingo Martin LOPEZ SAAVEDRA, Dr. Jorge M. RADOVICH, Dr., Dra. Haydee S. TALAVERA

---

**AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND**

**THE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND**

Attn. Anne CHAHWAN, c/- Clerk Young, Owen Dixon Chambers West, 525 Lonsdale Street, Melbourne VIC 3000, Australia. E-mail: admin@mlaanz.org – Website: www.mlaanz.org

*Established: 1974*

**Officers:**

**President:** Pat SARACENI, Clifford Chance, Level 7, 190 St George's Terrace, Perth WA 6000, Tel. +61 8 9262 5524 – Fax: +61 8 9262 5522 – E-mail: pat.saraceni@cliffordchance.com

**Australian Vice-President:** Paul BAXTER, Hall & Wilcox Lawyers, GPO Box 2346, BRISBANE QLD 4001, Australia, Tel: +61 7 3231 7710, Email: paul.baxter@hallandwilcox.com.au

**New Zealand Vice President:** Kerryn WEBSTER, Wilson Harle, 64 Fort Street, AUCKLAND 1010, NEW ZEALAND, Tel: +64 9 915 5700 – Fax: +64 9 915 5701 – Email: kerryn.webster@wilsonharle.com
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Executive Secretary: Danella WILMSHURST, Thomas Miller Law, Level 10, 117 York Street, Sydney NSW 2000, Tel: +612 8262 5852 – Email: danella.wilmshurst@tmlawldt.com

Treasurer: Nathan CECIL, Holding Redlich, Level 65, MLC Centre, 19 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000. Tel: +61 2 8083 0388 – Fax: +61 2 8083 0399 – E-mail: nathan.cecil@holdingredlich.com

Committee Members:

Clinton McKENZIE, AMSA, 82 Northbourne Avenue, BRADDON ACT 2612. Tel: + 61 2 6279 5000 – Email: clintonmckenzie@amsa.gov.au

David GOODWIN, RMIT, E-mail: david.goodwin@rmit.edu.au

Immediate Past President: Neal BEADLE, DLA Piper New Zealand, Level 22, DLA Piper Tower 205 Queen Street, Auckland 1140 New Zealand, Tel: +64 9 300 386, Fax: +64 9 303 2311 - Email: Neil.Beadle@dlapiper.com

Administration: Sophia POLETTO, Legal Secretary, Holding Redlich, L65, MLC Centre, 19 Martin Place, SYDNEY NSW 2000, Australia, E-mail: admin@mlaanz.org

Titulary Members:


Membership:
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BELGIUM

ASSOCIATION BELGE DE DROIT MARITIME
BELGISCHE VERENIGING VOOR ZEERECHT

(Belgian Maritime Law Association)
Mrs. Ingrid VAN CLEMEN, Ambos Advocaten, Generaal Lemanstraat
27, B-2018 Antwerpen, Belgium
Tel.: +32 3 201.2760 – Fax +32 3 201.2765 – E-mail:
ingrid.vanclemen@amboslaw.be
Website: www.bvz-abdm.be
Established: 1896

Officers:

President: Frank STEVENS, Roosendaal De Keyzer, De Burburestraat 6-8, B-2000 Antwerpen, Belgium. Tel: +32 3 237.01.01 - Fax: +32 3 237.03.24 - Email: frank.stevens@roosendaal-keyzer.be

Past President: Karel STES, Past Chairman of the BIMCO Documentary Committee (2009-2015), Former Chief Legal Officer, Secretary and Compliance Officer of the Exmar group of companies (2003-2015), Het Klooster 38, 2980 Zoersel, Belgium. Email: karel.stes@gmail.com

Vice-President:

Saskia EVENEPOEL, Metis Advocaten, Frankrijklei 105, B-2000 Antwerpen, Belgium. Tel: +32 3 289.10.00 – Fax: +32 3 289.10.01 – Email: se@metisadvocaten.be

Secretary: Ingrid VAN CLEMEN, Ambos Advocaten, Generaal Lemanstraat 27, B-2018 Antwerpen, Belgium. Tel.: +32 3 201.27.60 – Fax: +32 3 201.27.65 – E-mail: Ingrid.VanClemen@amboslaw.be

Treasurer: Geert PRECKLER, Van Doosselaere Advocaten, Justitiestraat 26, 2018 Antwerpen, Belgium. Tel: +32 3 203.40.00 - Fax: +32 3 225.28.81 - E-mail: geertpreckler@vandoosselaere.be

Other members of the Board:

Vincent FRANSEN, Fransen Luyten Advocaten, Everdijstraat 43, 2000 Antwerpen. E-mail: vincentfransen@fransenluyten.com

Jef GORREBEECK, Van Breda Risk and Benefits, Plantin en Moretuslei 297, 2140 Antwerpen. E-mail: jef.gorrebeeck@vanbreda.be

Bénédicte GREANT, Kegels & Co Advocaten, Mechelsesteenweg 196, 2018 Antwerpen. E-mail: benedictegreant@kegels-co.be
Jan LOYENS, LVV Advocaten, Grote Steenweg 417, 2600 Antwerpen. E-mail: jan@lvv-law.be

Caroline MAES, CMB, De Gerlachekaai 20, 2000 Antwerpen. E-mail: caroline.maes@cmb.be

Tom VAN ACHTER, Elegis Advocaten, Mechelsesteenweg 64, 2018 Antwerpen. E-mail: t.vanachter@elegis.be

Members of the General Council:

Paul BETTENS, Hendrik BOSMANS, Ralph DE WIT, Stefan DECKERS, Ann DEKKERS, Saskia EVENEPOEL, Bernard INSEL, André KEGELS, Jacques LIBOUTON, Peter MARCON, Karel STES, Frank STEVENS, Ingrid VAN CLEMEN, Eric VAN HOODYDONK, Lino VERBEKE.

Titulary Members:

Claude BUISSERET, Leo DELWAIDE, Christian DIERYCK, Wim FRANSEN, Etienne GUTT, Pierre HOLLENFELTZ DU TREUX, Marc A. HUYBRECHTS, Tony KEGELS, Herman LANGE, Jacques LIBOUTON, Jan THEUNIS, Lionel TRICOT, Jozef VAN DEN HEUVEL, Guy VAN DOOSSELARE, Eric VAN HOODYDONK, Henri VOET Jr.

BRAZIL

ASSOCIAÇÃO BRASILEIRA DE DIREITO MARÍTIMO

(Brazilian Maritime Law Association)
Rua México 111 sala 501 - Rio de Janeiro – RJ – Brasil –
CEP.: 20031-145
Tel.: (55) (21) 2220-5488; (55) (21) 2524-2119 –
Fax: (55) (21) 2253-0622
E-mail: presidente@abdm.org.br

Established: 1961

Officers:

President: Luis Felipe GALANTE, Escritório Jurídico Carbone, Av. Rio Branco, 109 - 14º andar, Rio de Janeiro, RJ - Brasil. CEP: 20040-004 - Tel (55) (21) 2253-3464 - Fax (55) (21) 2253-0622 - E-mail: presidente@abdm.org.br or felipe@carbone.com.br

Vice-Presidents:

Osvaldo SAMMARCO, Sammarco e Associados Advocacia – Rua XV de Novembro, 65 – 7º andar, Santos – SP – Brasil – CEP: 11010-151. Tel.: (55) (13) 3219-4329 - E-mail: osvaldo@sammarco.com.br
Jones Alexandre BARROS SOARES, Petrobras Transporte S. A. - TRANSPETRO, Av. Presidente Vargas, 328 – 5º andar, Centro – Rio de Janeiro, RJ. CEP: 20091-060 -E-mail: cmt.jones@petrobras.com.br

Jorge Eduardo CARVALHO ROCHA, Rua Oliveira Fausto, 45/305 - Botafogo, RJ. CEP.: 22280-090 Tel: (55) (21) 2295-8657 (Resid.) 3042-7726 (Mesa trab). - E-mail: jecrocha@gmail.com

Breno GARBOIS, Almeida Advogados, Av. Presidente Vargas, 417 - 2º andar, Centro - Rio de Janeiro, RJ. CEP: 20.071-003- E-mail: bgarbois@almeidalaw.com.br

**Secretary General:**

Werner BRAUN RIZK, Av. Nossa Senhora dos Navegantes, 955 - Sala 703 Edifício Global Center Tower, Enseada do Suá - Vitória, ES. CEP.: 29.050-335 - Tel (55) (27) 99894-2000 - E-mail: werner.rizk@zrm.adv.br

**Titulary Members:**

Pedro CALMON FILHO, Artur R. CARBONE, Maria Cristina DE OLIVEIRA PADILHA, Walter de SA LEITÃO, Luis Felipe GALANTE, Rucemah Leonardo GOMES PEREIRA, Luiz Roberto LEVEN SIANO

**Membership:**

Individual Members: 130; Official Entities: 22; Institutions: 11

**CAMEROON**

**ASSOCIATION CAMEROUNAISE DU DROIT MARITIME**
(Cameroon Maritime Law Association)
Centre des Affaires Maritimes, 3e étage de l’immeuble de grand hauteur (I.G.H.)
sis à Bonanjo, B.P. 1588 Douala, Cameroon
Mr Gaston NGAMKAN, Tel: +237 233 42 41 36, Fax: +237 699 91 68 92; E-mail: acdm@acdm.org
www.acdm.org
Established: 2015

**Officers:**

*President:* Mr. Gaston NGAMKAN, NGAMKAN Lawyers Firm , Akwa, 43 Rue Dicka Mpondon, 4th floor LGQ building,P. O BOX 5791 Douala, Cameroon; Phone : + 237 233 42 41 36; Mob: +237
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699 91 68 92; +237 677 88 64 01; +237 243 05 00 20; E-mail: cabinet.ngamkan@yahoo.fr; ngamkan@cabinet-ngamkan.com

Vice-President: Mr. BOKALLI Victor-Emmanuel, University Professor, Contact: +237 699862190, victor_emmanuelbokalli@yahoo.fr

Secretary: Mr. NGUENE NTEPPE Joseph, Legal Officer; Contact: +237 677300221; njinguene@yahoo.fr

Treasurer: Mr. NDJELLA MBELECK Joseph, Lawyer, Mbida--Ndjella & Co, Cabinet sis à Bonanjo, "Place du Gouvernement", Immeuble Ex SIA, 2e étage, porte 0212, B.P. 4318 Douala – Cameroun, Tél.: +237 233 42 90 64; Mobile : +237 699 76 00 59, email: efideis5@yahoo.fr

Board Members:

Mr. MBAPPE PENDA Auguste, Honorary President, ambappp@yaho.fr
Mr. ATONFACK GUEMO Serge Cyrille, 2nd Vice-president, sergecyrilatf@gmail.com
Mrs. Njiki Epara Nadine, Deputy Secretary General, nadineepara@yahoo.fr
Mr. Guimtsop Dominique, Accountant, info@galaxyinter.com
Mr. Wambo Elisabeth, Adviser, lisewambo@yahoo.fr
Mr. KAMAKO Martin, Adviser, kamakolawfirm@yahoo.fr
Mr. Bissiongol Hervé, Adviser, bisherve@yahoo.fr
Mrs. NGOUE Sophie, Adviser, songoue@yahoo.fr
Mr. BOTHE BEBEYA Henri-Joël, Adviser, henrijoelbothe@yahoo.fr
Mr. OYONO ETOA Parfait, Adviser, capao_partners@yahoo.fr

Titulary Members:

Mr. Kengoum Célestin, Mr. Kaldjob Michel Bonaventure, Mrs. Batouan Louise Caroline, Mr. MAVIANE Jean-Marie, Mr. Zaleho Flaurent, Mr. DJARMA Hamadou, Mrs. Makasso Belibi Armelle Françoise, Me Ngong Amaazee, Mr. Tana Alexandre, Mr. Djamfa Raoul, Mrs. NGO MBOGBA Paulette MIKANO, Mr. MFEUNGWANG Richard, Mrs. TCHONANG YAKAM Albertine, Mr. MEZATIO Sylvestre, Mr. FOCHIVE Edouard, Mr. KWALAR Kingsly, Mr. KAMDEM, Mrs. DE HAPPI Vanessa, Mr. WOAPPI Zacharie, Mr. JOGO Pascal, Mr NJANKOUO Issah Nasser
CANADA

CANADIAN MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
L’ASSOCIATION CANADIENNE DE DROIT MARITIME

c/o Borden Ladner Gervais LLP, 1000 De La Gauchetière Street West, Suite 900, Montreal,
QC H3B 5H4. Tel.: 514-954-3184 – Fax: 514-954-1905 – E-mail: rwilkins@blg.com
Website www.cmla.org
Established: 1951

Officers:

President: Marc D. ISAACS, Isaacs & Co., 11 King Street West, 11th Floor, Toronto, ON, M5H 4C7. Tel.: (416) 601-1340 – Fax: 416-601-1190 – E-mail: marc@isaacsco.ca – Website: www.isaacsco.ca

Immediate Past President: David G. COLFORD, Brisset Bishop s.e.n.c., 2020 Boulevard Robert-Bourassa, Suite 2020, Montreal, QC H3A 2A5. Tel.: (514) 393-3700 – Fax: 514-393-1211 – E-mail: davidcolford@brissetbishop.com – Website: www.brissetbishop.com

National Vice-President: Shelley CHAPELSKI, Norton Rose Fullbright Canada LLP, 1800-510 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC, V6B 0M3. Tel.: 604-641-4809 – Fax: 604-646-2630 – Email: Shelley.Chapelski@nortonrosefulbright.com – Website: www.nortonrosefulbright.com

Secretary and Treasurer: Robert C. WILKINS, Borden Ladner Gervais LLP, 1000 De La Gauchetière Street West, Suite 900, Montreal, QC H3B 5H4. Tel.: 514-954-3184 – Fax: 514-954-1905 – E-mail: rwilkins@blg.com – Website: www.blg.com

Western Vice President: Graham WALKER, Borden Ladner Gervais LLP, , 1200 Waterfront Centre, 200 Burrard Street, Vancouver, BC, V7X 1T2. Tel.: 604-640-4045 – Fax: 604-622-5852 – Email: gwalker@blg.com - Website: www.blg.com

Central Vice President: Rui M. FERNANDES, Fernandes Hearn LLP, 155 University Ave, Suite 700, Toronto, ON, M5H 3B7. Tel.: (416) 203-9505 – Fax: 416-203-9444 – E-mail: rui@fernandeshearn.com – Website: www.fernandeshearn.com
Quebec Vice President: Vanessa ROCHESTER, Norton Rose Fullbright Canada LLP, 1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 2500 Montreal, QC, H3B 1R1 – Tel: 514 847 4746 – Fax: 514 286 5474 – E-mail: vanessa.rochester@nortonrosefulbright.com – Website: www.nortonrosefulbright.com

Eastern Vice-President: J. Paul M. HARQUAIL, Stewart McKelvey, 44 Chipman Hill, Ste. 1000, P. O. Box 7289, Postal Station A, St John, NB, E2L 4S6. Tel.: (506) 632-8313 – Fax: 506-634-3579 – E-mail: pharquail@stewartmckelvey.com – Website: www.stewartmckelvey.com

Directors:

Brad M. CALDWELL, Caldwell & Co., 401-815 Hornby Street, Vancouver, BC, V6Z 2E6. Tel.: (604) 689-8894 – E-mail: bcaldwell@admiraltylaw.com Website: www.admiraltylaw.com/fisheries/fish.htm

Danièle DION, Brisset Bishop s.e.n.c., 2020 Boulevard Robert-Bourassa, Suite 2020, Montreal, QC, H3A 2A5. Tel.: (514) 393-3700 – Fax: 514-393-1211 – E-mail: danieledion@brissetbishop.com – Website: www.brissetbishop.com

Richard L. DESGAGNÉS, Brisset Bishop s.e.n.c., 2020 Boulevard Robert-Bourassa, Suite 2020, Montreal, QC, H3A 2A5 - Tel: 514 393 3700 - Fax: 514 393 1211 - Email: richarddesgagnes@brissetbishop.com - Website: www.brissetbishop.com

David K. JONES, Bernard LLP, 1500 - 570 Granville Street, Vancouver, BC, V6C 3P1. Tel.: (604) 661-0609 – Fax: 604-681-1788 – E-mail: jones@bernardllp.ca – Website: www.bernardllp.com

Benoit LEDUC, Canada Continental Casualty Company, 1800 McGill College Avenue, Suite 520, Montreal, QC H3A 3J6. Tel.: (514) 871-5688 – Fax: (514) 419-8393 – Email: Benoit.Leduc@cna.com – Website: www.cna.com

Eric MACHUM, Metcalf & Co., Benjamin Wier House, 1459 Hollis Street, Halifax, NS, B3J 1V1. Tel.: 902-420-1990 – Fax: 902-429-1171 – E-mail: ericmachum@metcalf.ns.ca – Website: www.metcalf.ns.ca

Gavin MAGRATH, Magrath's International Legal Counsel, 393 University Avenue, Suite 2000, Toronto, ON, M5G 1E6. Tel.: 416-931-0463 – Fax: 1-888-816-8861 – E-mail: gavin@magraths.ca –
William M. SHARPE, ROUTE Transport & Trade Law, 40 Wynford Drive, Suite 305, North York, ON, M3C 1J5. Tel.: (416) 482-5321 – Fax: 416-322-2083 – E-mail: wmsharpe@routelaw.ca – Website: www.routelaw.ca

Andrew STAINER Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP, 1800-510 West Georgia Street, Vancouver BC, V6B 0M3. - Tel.: 604 641 4862 - Fax: 604 646 2610 Email: andrew.stainer@nortonrosefulbright.com Website: www.nortonrosefulbright.com

Andrea J. STERLING Eagle Underwriting Group Inc., 201 County Court Blvd., Suite 505, Brampton, ON, L6W 4L2. Tel.: 905 455 6608 - Fax: 905 455 5298 - Email: asterling@eagleunderwriting.com - Website: www.eagleunderwriting.com

Kimberley A. WALSH, Stewart McKelvey, Suite 1100, 100 New Gower St., PO Box 5038, St John's NL, A1C5V3. Tel.: (709) 570-8834 – Fax: 709-722-4565 – E-mail: kwalsh@stewartmckelvey.com – Website: www.stewartmckelvey.com

W. Gary WHARTON, Bernard LLP, 1500 - 570 Granville Street, Vancouver, BC, V6C 3P1. Tel.: (604) 661-0601 – Fax: 604-681-1788 – E-mail: wharton@bernardllp.ca – Website: www.bernardllp.ca

Matthew G. WILLIAMS, Ritch Williams Richards, 1809 Barrington Street, Suite 1200, Halifax, NS, B3J 3K8. Tel.: 902-428-1482 – Fax: 902-427-4713 – E-mail: mwilliams@rwrlawyers.ca – Website: www.rwrlawyers.ca

Constituent Member Representatives:

Canadian International Freight Forwarders, c/o Gavin MAGRATH, 393 University Avenue, Suite 2000, Toronto, ON, M5G 1E6. Tel.: 416-931-0463 – Fax: 1-888-816-8861 – E-mail: gavin@magraths.ca - Website: www.ciffa.com

Canadian Fuels Association, c/o Gilles MOREL, 1000-275 Slater St, Ottawa, ON, K1P 5H9. Tel.: 613-232-3709ext209 – Fax: 613-236-4280 – E-mail: gillesmorel@canadianfuels.ca – Website: www.canadianfuels.ca

Canadian Merchant Service Guild, c/o Capt Mark BOUCHER, Ottawa, ON, K2H 8S9. - Tel.: 613 829 9531 - Email: CMSG@Ottawa-email.com- Website: www.cmsg.gmmc.ca
Chamber of Marine Commerce, c/o Bruce BURROWS, 350 Sparks Street, Suite 700, Ottawa ON K1R 7S8, Tel.: 613-233-8779 ext 303, Fax: 613-233-3743, Email: bburrows@cmc-ccm.com, Website: www.marinedelivers.com

Canadian Board of Marine Underwriters, c/o Keeley WYLIE, 181 Bay Street, Suite 900, Toronto ON M5J 2T3. Tel.: 416-847-5982– Fax: 416-307-4372– E-mail: keeley.wylie@libertyiu.com – Website: www.cbmuc.com

Company of Master Mariners of Canada, c/o M. Robert JETTE, Q.C., P.O. Box 3360, Station “B”, Fredericton, NB, E3A 5H1. Tel.: (506) 453-9495 – Fax: 506-459-4763 – E-mail: bobjette49@gmail.com – Website: www.mastermariners.ca

Shipping Federation of Canada, c/o Karen KANCENS, 300 Saint-Sacrement St, Suite 326, Montreal, QC, H2Y 1X4. Tel.: (514) 849-2325 – Fax: (514) 849-8774 – E-mail: kkancens@shipfed.ca – Website: www.shipfed.ca

Honorary Life Members:


Titulary Members:

CHILE

ASOCIACION CHILENA DE DERECHO MARITIMO

(Chilean Association of Maritime Law)
Prat 827, Piso 12, Valparaiso - Chile
Tel.: +56 32 2252535 / 2213494
E-mail: contacto@cornejoysanmartin.cl
Established: 1965

Officers:

President: Eugenio CORNEJO LACROIX, Lawyer, Hernando de Aguirre 162 of. 1202, Providencia, Santiago, Chile. – Tel. +56 2 22342102 – 22319023 – E-mail: eugeniocornejol@cornejoycia.cl

Vice-President: Rodrigo RAMÍREZ DANERI, Lawyer and Professor of Maritime Law, Cochrane 843 of. 1, Valparaíso, Chile. – Tel.: +56 32 2831969 – Email: ramirezdaneri@gmail.com

Secretary: Ricardo SAN MARTIN PADOVANI, Lawyer, Prat 827, Piso 12, Valparaiso, Chile. Tel.: +56 32 2252535/2213494 – E-mail: ricardosanmartin@entelchile.net; rsm@entelchile.net

Treasurer: Andrew CAVE, CEO Cave & Co., Almirante Señoret 70, Of. 111, Valparaíso, Chile – Tel. +56 32 213 1002 - Email: andrew.cave@cave.cl

Member of the Board: Carlos GRAF SANTOS, Lawyer, Plaza Justicia 45 Piso 8, Valparaíso, Chile, Tel.: +56 32 2253011 – Email: cgraf@urenda.cl

Titulary Members:

Eugenio CORNEJO LACROIX, Ricardo SAN MARTIN PADOVANI, Max GENSKOWSKY MOGGIA
CHINA

CHINA MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

6/F, CCOIC Building, No. 2 Huapichang Hutong, Xicheng District, Beijing, 100035, P.R. China
Tel: +86 10 82217768 – Fax: +86 10 82217766 – E-mail: info@cmla.org.cn
Website: www.cmla.org.cn
Established: 1988

Officers:

President: Pengqi LU, Vice Chairman of China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, No. 1 Fuxingmenwai Street, Beijing, 100860, China.
Vice Director of China Maritime Arbitration Commission, 16/F, CCOIC Building, No. 2 Huapichang Hutong, Xicheng District, Beijing, 100035, P.R. China. Email: info@cmla.org.cn

Vice-Presidents:

Chao GU, Secretary-General of China Maritime Arbitration Commission, 16/F, CCOIC Building, No. 2 Huapichang Hutong, Xicheng District, Beijing, 100035, P.R. China. Tel: +86 10 82217901 - Fax: +86 10 82217966 - Email: guchao@ccpit.org
Yuquan LI, CEO of Hetai Life Insurance Co., Ltd, PICC Building, No.88 West Chang’an Avenue, Xicheng, District, Beijing, 100031, P.R. China. Tel: +86 10 6900 8962 - Email: liyuquan@picc.com.cn
Hongjun YE, General Counsel of China Cosco Shipping Corporation Limited, No. 678 Dong Da Ming Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai, 200080, P.R. China. Tel: +86 21 65967751 - Email: yehongjun@cnshipping.com
Chunge WANG, General Counsel of China Merchants Group, 39-40/F, No. 168-200, China Merchants Building, Des Voeux Rd Central, Central, Hongkong Tel: +86 755 8823 8143 - Email: wcgchun@cmhk.com
Shumei WANG, Vice President Judge of Civil Adjudication Tribunal No.4 of Supreme People’s Court of P.R.C, No. 27 Dong Jiao Min Xiang, Beijing, 100031, China. Tel: +86 10 6755 6921 - Email: wsm8063@163.com
Shicheng YU, Former Party Secretary of Shanghai Maritime University, 1550 Haigang Ave, Shanghai, 201306 P.R. China
Tel: +86 21 3828 4001 - Fax: +86 10 6608 3792 - Email: yusc@shmtu.edu.cn

Henry Hai LI, Director of Henry & Co., 1418 room 14/F International Chamber of Commerce Mansion, Fuhuayi Street, Futian District, Shenzhen, 518048, PR. China.
Tel: +86 755 8293 1700 Email: henryhaili@henrylaw.cn

Dihuang SONG, Hui Zhong Law Firm, Suite 516, North Tower, Beijing Kerry Centre, 1 Guang Hua Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020, China.
Mob: +86-13-1032 4678 Tel: +86-10-5639 9688 - Fax: +86-10-5639 9699 - email: songdihuang@huizhonglaw.com - website: www.huizhonglaw.com

Secretary General: Bo CHEN, Vice President of Arbitration Court of China Maritime Arbitration Commission, 16/F, CCOIC Building, No. 2 Huapichang Hutong, Xicheng District, Beijing, 100035, P.R. China.
Tel: +86 10 8221 7705 - Fax: +86 10 8221 7766 - Email: chenbo@cmac.org.cn

Deputy Secretaries General:

Feipeng BAI, Vice Director of Law & Compliance Department of the People’s Insurance Company (Group) of China Limited, PICC Building, No.88 West Chang’an Avenue, Xicheng District, Beijing, 100031, P.R. China.
Tel: +86 10 6900 8988 - Email: baifeipeng@picc.com.cn

Shuguang HU, Director of Legal Affairs and Risk Management Division, China Cosco Shipping Corporation Limited, 6/F, CCOIC Building, No. 2 Huapichang Hutong, Xicheng District, Beijing, 10035, P.R. China.
Tel: +86 21 6596 7778 - Email: hushuguang@coscocs.com

Yuntao YANG, Vice President & General Counsel of SINOTRANS & CSC Holdings Co., Ltd, Sinotrans Building Tower B, Building 10, No. 5 Anding Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100029, P.R. China.
Tel: +86 10 5229 5999 - Email: yangyuntao@sinotrans.com

Fang HU, Chief Judge of Civil Adjudication Tribunal No.4 of Supreme People’s Court of P.R.C, No. 27 Dong Jiao Min Xiang, Beijing, 100031, China.
Tel: +86 21 6755 6924 - Email: fangfang10@hotmail.com
Beiping CHU, Prof., Ph.D Supervisor and Dean of Faculty of Law of Dalian Maritime University, COSCO Building, 1 Linghai Road, Dalian, Liaoning, 116026, P.R. China.
Tel: +86 411 8276 6227 - Email: chu@chubplaw.com

Ji QI, Deputy Director of Business Development Division of China Maritime Arbitration Commission, 16/F, CCOIC Building, No. 2 Huapichang Hutong, Xicheng District, Beijing, 100035, P.R. China
Tel: +86 10 8221 7737 - Fax: +86 10 8221 7766 - Email: qiji@cmac.org.cn

COLOMBIA

ASOCIACION COLOMBIANA DE DERECHO MARITIMO – “ACOLDEMAR”
Carrera 12 No. 93-78 Of. 303, Bogotá D.C. 110221, Colombia
Tel. (+571) 6232336 / 6232337, Mobile: +(57) 3153058054, Fax: (+571) 6232338
E-mail: elizabeth.salas.jimenez@gmail.com
Website: www.acoldemar.org
Established: 1980

Officers:
President: Elizabeth SALAS JIMENEZ,
Email: elizabeth.salas.jimenez@gmail.com; M: (+57)3153058054
Vice-President: Javier FRANCO ZARATE,
Email: javierandresfranco@gmail.com; M: (+57) 3158833796
Secretary: Sigifredo RAMIREZ CARMONA;
Email: capsramirez@yahoo.com; M: (+57) 3125070034
Treasurer: Ricardo SARMIENTO PIÑEROS;
Email: rsarmiento@sarmientoabogados.com; M: (+57) 3153329877

Board Member:
Marcelo ALVEAR ARAGON (VOCAL);
Email: marcelodanielalvear@hotmail.com; M: (+57) 3153935017
Honorary President: GUILLERMO SARMIENTO RODRIGUEZ;
Email: guisaroz@sarmientoabogados.com; M: (+57) 3102592516

ACOLDEMAR Members:
Juan GUILLERMO HINCAPIE MOLINA;
Email: juangh@hincapiemolina.com; M: (+57) 3157314552
Deisy MABEL RINCON RINCON, Email: dmr.lawyers@gmail.com; M: (+57) 3176546610

Ana LUCIA ESTRADA MESA; Email: analucia@estradamesa.com; M: (+57) 3138512980

Guillermo SALCEDO SALAS; Email: gsalcedos@gmail.com; M: +33625140131

Maria ELVIRA GOMEZ CUBILLOS; Email: gerencia@gomezariza.com; M: (+57) 3105704352

Carlos ARIZA OYUELA; Email: carlos.ariza326@gomezariza.com; M: (+57) 3102470334

Luis EDUARDO CHAVEZ PERDOMO; Email: lechp8@gmail.com; M: (+57) 3005678069

Luis GONZALO MORALES; Email: lgmor@apm.net.co; T: +571 2575354

**Titulary Members:**

Guillermo SARMIENTO RODRIGUEZ, Ricardo SARMIENTO PINEROS, Sigifredo RAMIREZ CARMONA, Luis GONZALO MORALES, Jose VICENTE GUZMAN

**REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO**

**NAME OF MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION**

Association Congolaise de Droit Maritime (ACODM)
Adress 30, Rue SIIKOU DOUME, Pointe-Noire
Principal Contact of Person Eric DIBAS-FRANCK, President
telephone: +242 06 668 14 53 / +242 06 654 06 08
website: www.annuaire-congo.com/acodm

*President* Eric DIBAS-FRANCK, dibas@sgsp-congo.com
tél : +242 06 668 14 53 / +242 06 654 06 08
Picture of President
Maître Claude COELHO, cccoeïhoïr@yahoo.ir
Secretary- General tel: +242 06 659 01 15
Deputy Secretary- General Jean Félix MOUTHOU-D-TCHIKAYA,
Jules NGOMA, jules.ngoma@total.com,
Treasurer tel : +242 06 662 77 51/+ 242 04 443 17 26
Eric DIBAS-FRANCK, President
Me Claude COELHO, Secretary-General
Jean-Félix MOUTHOU-D-TCHIKAYA, Deputy Secretary-General
Martin Parfait Aimé COUSSOUD-MAVOUANGOU, Honorary President
Jules NGOMA, Treasurer
Roselyne TCHIKAYA, Deputy Treasurer

Officers, Board Members
Sylvie TCHIGNOUMBA Edith DIBAS-FRANCK Gladys KISSIORO
Marlyse TATI OBANI Franck KINANGA
Richard MOULET
William MVIBOUDOULOU Me Aimé LAVIE MIENANDY Me Jean
PETRO
Titulary members Patrice BAZOLO
Me Roland BEMBELLI
Elie Roger KOUANGOU Zéphyrin NGUIMBI Alphonse OBAMBI
Me Sylvie MOUYECKET Me Fernand CARLE
Serge APIGA
Boris MAKAYA BATCHI Alphonse MOULOPO

CROATIA

HRVATSKO DRUŠTVO ZA POMORSKO PRAVO
(Croatian Maritime Law Association)
c/o University of Rijeka Faculty of Maritime Studies,
Studentska ulica 2, 51000 RIJEKA, Croatia
Tel.: +385 51 338.411 – Fax: +385 51 336.755 – E-mail: hdpp@pfri.hr
Website: www.hdpp.hr
Established: 1991

Officers:
President: Dr. sc. Petar KRAGIĆ, Legal Counsel of Tankerska plovdb
a d.d., B. Petranovića 4, 23000 Zadar. Tel. +385 23 202-261 – Fax:
+385 23 250.501 – E-mail: petar.kragic@tankerska.hr

Vice-Presidents:
Prof. dr. sc. Dragan BOLANČA, Professor of Maritime and Transport
Law, University of Split Faculty of Law, Domovinskog rata 8, 21000
Split. Tel.: +385 21 393.518 – Fax: +385 21 393.597 – E-mail:
dbolanca@pravst.hr
Prof. dr. sc. Aleksandar BRAVAR, Professor of Maritime and Transport Law, University of Zagreb Faculty of Law, Trg Maršala Tita 14, 10000 Zagreb. Tel.: +385 1 480.2417 - Fax: +385 1 480.2421 - E-mail: abravar@pravo.hr

Prof. dr. sc. Dorotea CORIC, Professor of Maritime and Transport Law, University of Rijeka Faculty of Law, Hahlic 6, 51000 Rijeka. Tel.: +385 51 359.534 - Fax: +385 51 359.593 - Email: dorotea.coric@pravri.hr

Secretary General: Dr. sc. Igor VIO, LL.M., Senior Lecturer, University of Rijeka Faculty of Maritime Studies, Studentska 2, 51000 Rijeka. Tel. +385 51 338.411 – Fax: +385 51 336.755 – E-mail: vio@pfri.hr

Administrators:

Dr. sc. Vesna SKORUPAN-WOLFF, Scientific Counsel at the Adriatic Institute, Croatian Academy of Arts and Sciences, Senoina ulica 4, 10000 Zagreb. Tel. +385 1 492.0733 - Fax: +385 1 481.2703 - E-mail: vesnas@hazu.hr

Dr. sc. Biserka RUKAVINA, Assistant Professor, University of Rijeka, Faculty of Maritime Studies, Studentska 2, 51000 Rijeka. Tel. +385 51 338.411 - Fax: +385 51 336.755 - E-mail: biserka@pfri.hr

Treasurer: Mr. Loris RAK, LL.B., Assistant Lecturer, University of Rijeka Faculty of Maritime Studies, Studentska 2, 51000 Rijeka. Tel. +385 51 338.411 - Fax: +385 51 336.755 - E-mail: loris.rak@pfri.hr

Titulary Members:
Emeritus Ivo GRABOVAC, Professor Hrvoje KACIC, Dr. Petar KRAGIC, Dr. Ljerka MINTAS HODAK, Professor Drago PAVIC, Dr. Igor VIO.

Members:
Institutions: 62 - Individual Members: 232
DENMARK

DANSK SORETSFORENING

(Danish Branch of Comité Maritime International)

C/o Kromann Reumert, Sundkrogsgade 5, DK-2100 Copenhagen O
Tel. +45 7012 1211 – Fax +45 7012 1311 – E-mail: htj@kromannreumert.com, https://www.cmidenmark.dk
Established: 1899

Officers:

President: Mr Henrik THAL JANTZEN, Kromann Reumert, Sundkrogsgade 5, DK-2100 Copenhagen O. Tel. +45 38 77 43 22 - Mobile: +45 40 62 08 74 – E-mail: htj@kromannreumert.com

Members of the Board:

Ole SPIERMANN, Bruun & Hjejle,, Nørregade 21, 1165 Copenhagen K, Denmark. Tel.: +45 3334 50 00 – E-mail: osp@bruunhjejle.dk

Michael VILLADSEN, Villadsen & Fabian-Jessing, Vestergade 48 K, DK-8000 Aarhus C, tel. +45 86 13 69 00, – E-mail: Michael.villadsen@transportlaw.dk

Kaare CHRISTOFFERSEN, A.P. Møller - Maersk A/S, Esplanaden 50, DK-1098 Copenhagen K. Tel.: +45 33 63 36 57 – E-mail: kaare.christoffersen@maersk.com

Peter ARNT NIELSEN, Copenhagen Business School, Legal Department, Howitzvej 13, 2000 Frederiksberg C, Denmark. Tel.: +45 38 152644 – E-mail: pan.jur@cbs.dk

Vibe ULFBECK, Copenhagen University, Studiestraede 6, 01-047, 1455 Copenhagen K, Denmark. Tel.: +45 35 32 31 48 – E-mail: vibe.ulfbeck@jur.ku.dk

Peter APPEL, Gorrissen Federspiel, H.C. Andersens Boulevard 12, 1553 Copenhagen V, Denmark. Tel.: +45 33 41 41 41 – E-mail: pa@gorissenfederspiel.com

Helle LEHMANN, Assuranceforeningen Skuld, Strandvejen 58, 2900 Hellerup, Denmark. Tel.: +45 33 43 34 01 – E-mail: helle.lehmann@skuld.com

Mathias STEINO, Hafnia Law Firm, Nyhavn 69, 1051 Copenhagen K, Denmark. Tel.: +45 33 34 39 04 – E-mail: mms@hafnialaw.com
Johannes GROVE NIELSEN, Bech-Bruun, Langelinie Alle 35, 2100 Copenhagen O, Denmark. Tel.: +45 72 27 33 77 – E-mail: jgn@bechbrun.com

Lone SCHEUER LARSEN, Codan Forsikring A/S, Gammel Kongevej 60, 1790 Copenhagen V, Denmark. Tel.: +45 33 55 54 12 – E-mail: lsn@codan.dk

Elsebeth GROSMANN-HUANG, Marsh A/S, Teknikerbyen 1, 2830 Virum, Denmark. Tel.: +45 45 95 95 95 – E-mail: Elsebeth.grosmann-huang@marsh.com

Henriette INGVARDSEN, Danmarks Rederiforening, Amaliegade 33, 1256 Copenhagen K, Denmark. Tel.: +45 20 33 06 09 – E-mail: hei@shipowners.dk

**Titulary Members:**

Alex LAUDRUP, Jes Anker MIKKESEN, Bent NIELSEN, Henrik THAL JANTZEN, Michael VILLADSEN

**Corporate Members:**

TrygVesta A/S, Lasse Fausing; Danish Shipowners' Association, Ms Henriette Ingvardsen, The Maritime and Commercial Court of Copenhagen, Henrik Rothe; Danish Maritime Authority, Ms Birgit Solling Olsen; Torm A/S, Ms Stina Søholm; Codan Forsikring A/S, Mr Jens Bern; Besigtigelses Kontoret A/S, Mr Henrik Uth, Forsikring & Pension, Mr Hans Reymann-Carlsen; Tryggingarfelagid Foroyar p/f, Mr Virgar Dahl; BIMCO, Mr Soren Larsen; Assuranceforeningen Skuld, Ms Helle Lehmann; A.P. Moeller - Maersk A/S, Mr Kaare Christoffersen, Lavaretus Underwriting, Mr Michael Weber, DTU Danish Nation Space Centre, Mr Niels Andersen, DTL Dansk Transport og Logistik, Ms Bettina Haug, If Skadeforsikring, Mr Anders Wahl

**Membership:**
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EASTERN AFRICA

THE EASTERN AFRICA MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

White House, Off MSC Plaza, Moi Avenue, Mombasa, Kenya
Tel: +254 721 368313/+245737719414 – E-mail: dg@kma.go.ke / info@kmla.com
Website: www.eamla.org
Established: 2014

Officers:

President: Nancy KARIGITHU, Director General Kenya Maritime Authority, White House – Moi Avenue, P.O. Box 86070-80100, Mombasa, Kenya. Tel: 254 723 856203 – E-mail: nkarigithu@yahoo.co.uk / nkarigithu1@gmail.com

Vice President – The Republic of Kenya: Mr. Ousa OKELLO, P.O. Box 99042, Mombasa 80107- Tel: +254 722 230807 – E-mail: ousaokello@hotmail.com

Vice President - The Republic of Rwanda:

Benjamin NTAGANIRA, Boulevard de l’OUA – Gikondo, Industrial Area, B.P. 1338, Kigali, Rwanda. Tel: +250 252 57 55 84 – Mobile: +250 788 30 42 43/+250 728 30 42 43 – E-mail: benjamin.ntaganira@bollore.com

Vice President – United Republic of Tanzania: Ms. Angeline KAVISHE MTULIA, P.O. Box 1683, Dar-es- Salaam, Tanzania. Mobile: +255 767 469265 – E-mail: angeline.mtulia@bollore.com

Secretary-General: Ms. Nancy KAIRARIA, White House, Off MSC Plaza, Moi Avenue, P.O. Box 95076-80104, Mombasa, Kenya. Tel: +254 (041) 2131100/6 Fax: +254 (020) 8007776 – Mobile:+254717356307 – E-mail: Ngkairaria@gmail.com / Ngkairaria@Kma.go.ke

Treasurer: Ms. Evelyn MUTHONI, Bollore Africa Logistics Kenya Ltd., Airport North Road, Embakasi, P.O. Box 46586-00100 Nairobi, KENYA. Tel: Direct Line +254 020 6421119 – Mobile: +254 722 360412 – Fax: +254 020 823195 – Office mobile: +254) 722 204745 – E-mail: eve.muthoni@gmail.com / evelyn.muthoni@bollore.com
ECUADOR

ASOCIACION ECUATORIANA DE DERECHO MARITIMO “ASEDMAR”

(Ecuadorian Association of Maritime Law)
Junin 105 and Malecón 6th Floor, Vista al Río Bldg.,
P.O. Box 3548, Guayaquil, Ecuador
Tel.: +593 4 2560100 – Fax: +593 4 2560700
Established: 1988

Officers:

President: Dr. José Modesto APOLO TERÁN, Junín 105 y Malecón,
Edif. Vista al Río 6to Piso, Guayaquil, Ecuador. Tel.: 2560100 – E-
mail: jmapolo@apolo.ec

Vice President: Ab. Fernando ALARCÓN SÁENZ, Corp. Noboa El Oro
105 y la Ria. Tel.: 2442055 ext. 4167 – E-mail: falarcon@bonita.com

Principal Vocals:
Ab. Victor CARRIÓN AROSEMENA, Junín 105 y Malecón, Edif. Vista
al Río, 6to Piso, Guayaquil, Ecuador. Tel.: 2560100 – E-mail:
v carrion@apolo.ec

Ab. Jaime MOLINARI LLONA, Av. Carlos Julio Arosemena 402 y Av.
Principal de Miraflores, 1er Piso, Ofic. 4. Tel.: 2200408 - 2200620
– E-mail: molinari@gye.satnet.net

Ab. Javier CARDOSO ANDRADE, Junín 105 y Malecón, Edif. Vista al
Río, 6to Piso, Guayaquil, Ecuador. Tel.: 2560100 – E-mail:
jcardoso@apolo.ec

Executive Secretary: Dr. Ecuador SANTACRUZ DE LA TORRE, Quito
936 y Velez, Guayaquil, Ecuador. Tel: 2513105 Guayaquil,
Ecuador. Tel.: 2560100 – E-mail: esantacruz@santacruzyasociados.com

Titulary Member:
José M. APOLO
FINLAND

SUOMEN MERIOIKEUSYHDISTYS
FINLANDS SJÖRÄTTSFÖRENING

(Finnish Maritime Law Association)
c/o Krogerus Attorneys Ltd. / Mervi Pyökäri
Unioninkatu 22 FI- 00130 Helsinki
Finland
Tel. +358 29 000 6200
Email: president@fmla.fi and secretary@fmla.fi

Officers:

President: Mervi PYÖKÄRI, Krogerus Attorneys Ltd, Unioninkatu 22 ,
FI- 00130 Helsinki, Finland; Tel: +358 50 438 4009;
Email: mervipyokari@krogerus.com

Vice-President: Niklas LANGENSKIÖLD, Advokatbyrå Castrèn &
Snellman, PL 233 FI-00131 Helsingfors, Finland; Tel: +358 20 776
5476; Email: niklas.langenskiold@castren.fi

Treasurer: Per-Arvid SKULT, Neptun Juridica Oy Ab, Fredriks gatan 61
A, FI-00100 Helsingfors, Finland; Tel: +358 400 416295;
Email: perarvid@neptunjuridica.com

Secretary: Pamela HOLMSTRÖM, If Vakuutus, PL 0013, 00025 IF,
Finland; Tel: +358 10 19 15 15; Email: pamela.holmstrom@if.fi

Other members of the Board:

Tarja BERGVALL, Försäkringsaktiebolaget Alandia, POB 121, AX-
22101 Mariehamn; Tel: +358 18 29 000;
Email: tarja.bergvall@alandia.com

Nora GAHM BERG-HISINGER, HPP Attorneys Ltd, Bulevardi 1A, FI-
00100 Helsinki, Finland; Tel: +358 505 322 532; Email: nora.gahmberg@hpp.fi

Susanna METSÄLAMPI, Trafi, PB 320 FI-00101 Helsinki, Finland; Tel:
+358 40 776 9751; Email: susanna.metsalampi@trafi.fi

Lauri RAILAS, Asianajotoimisto Railas Oy, Salomonkatu 5 C, FI-
00100 Helsinki, Finland; Tel: +358 50 560 6604; Email:
lauri@railas.fi

Henrik RINGBOM, Öhbergsvägen 21, AX-22100 Mariehamn; Tel:
+358 40 763 1071; Email: henrikringbom@hotmail.com
Peter SANDELL, Trädgårdsgatan 7 A C 15, FI-20100 ÅBO, Finland,
Tel: +358 44 710 3691, Email: peter.sandell@samk.fi

Matti TEMMES, Multicann Finland Oy, Satamakatu 9 A 13, FI-48100 Kotka, Finland; Tel: + 358 500 501 245;
Email: matti.temmes@gmail.com

Ulla von WEISSENBERG, Borenius Attorneys, Eteläesplanadi 2, FI-00130 Helsinki, Finland, Tel: +358 20 713 33;
Email: ulla.weissenberg@borenius.com

**Titulary Member:**

Nils-Gustaf PALMGREN

**Membership:**

Private persons: 126 - Firms: 12

**FRANCE**

**ASSOCIATION FRANCAISE DU DROIT MARITIME**

(French Maritime Law Association)
Correspondence to be addressed to
AFDM, 10, rue de Laborde – 75008 Paris
Tel.: +33 1 53.67.77.10 – Fax +33 1 47.23.50.95 – E-mail: contact@afdm.asso.fr
Website: www.afdm.asso.fr
*Established: 1897*

**Officers:**

*Président:* M. Philippe GODIN, Avocat à la Cour, Godin Associés 69, rue de Richelieu, 75002 Paris. Tel. +33 1 44.55.38.83 - Fax: +33 1 42.60.30.10 - E-mail: philippe.godin@godinassocies.com

*Présidents Honoraires:*

M. Philippe BOISSON, Conseiller Juridique 67/71, Boulevard du Château, 92200 Neuilly sur Seine. Tel: +33 1 55.24.70.00 – Fax: +33 6 80.67.66.12 – Mobile: +33 6 80.67.66.12 – E-mail: philippe.boisson@bureauveritas.com – www.bureauveritas.com

M. Pierre BONASSIES, Professeur (H) à la Faculté de Droit et de Science Politique d’Aix Marseille 7, Terrasse St Jérôme-8, avenue de la Cible, 13100 Aix en Provence. Tel.: +33 4 42 26 48 91 – Fax: +33 4 42 38 93 18 – E-mail: pierre.bonassies@wanadoo.fr
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M.me Françoise MOUSSU-ODIER, Consultant Juridique, M.O. Conseil, 114, Rue du Bac, 75007 Paris. Tel./Fax: +33 1 42.22.23.21 – E-mail: f.odier@wanadoo.fr

Me. Jean-Serge ROHART, Avocat à la Cour de Paris, SCP Villeneau Rohart Simon & Associés, 72 Avenue Victor Hugo, 75116 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 46.22.51.73 – Fax: +33 1 47.66.06.37 – E-mail: js.rohart@villeneau.com

Me. Patrick SIMON, Avocat à la Cour, Villeneau Rohart Simon & Associés, 72 Avenue Victor Hugo, 75116 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 46.22.51.73 – Fax: +33 1 47.54.90.78 – E-mail: p.simon@villeneau.com

M. Antoine VIALARD, 20 Hameau de Russac, 33400 Talence. Tel.: +33 5.24.60.67.72 – E-mail: aevialard@numericable.fr

Vice-présidents: M. Philipe DELEBECQUE, Professeur à l’Université de Paris I, Panthéon-Sorbonne 4, rue de la Paix, 75002 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 42.60.35.60 – Fax: +33 1 42.60.35.76 – E-mail: ph-delebecque@wanadoo.fr

M. Luc GRELLET, Avocat à la Cour, 1 Boulevard Saint-Germain, 75005 Paris, France. Tel: + 33 1 47 03 36 06 - Mobile: + 33 6 02 12 39 43 - E-mail: luc.grellet@outlook.fr.

Secrétaires Généraux: Mme Cécile BELLORD, Responsable juridique Armateurs de France, 47 rue de Monceau, 75008 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 53.89.52.44 - Fax: +33 1 53.89.52.53 - E-mail: c-bellord@armateursdefrance.org

Monsieur Jean-Paul THOMAS, Directeur des assurances transports, FFSA, 26, Bld Hausmann, 75311 Paris Cedex 09. Tel.: +33 1 42.47.91.54 - Fax: +33 1 42.47.91.42 - E-mail: jp.thomas@ffsa.fr

Trésorier: M. Olivier RAISON, Avocat à la Cour, Raison & Raison-Rebufat, 6 Cours Pierre Puget, 13006 Marseille. Tel.: +33 4 91.54.09.78 – Fax: +33 4 91.33.13.33 – E-mail: oraison@raisonavocats.com

Membre du Bureau

M. Stéphane MIRIBEL, Rédacteur en chef, DMF, 16 ter, Route de Salaise, 38150 Chanas. Tel. 04.74.84.35.62 - Fax: 04.74.84.34.65 - E-mail: dmf.miribel@wanadoo.fr
Membres du Comité de Direction

M. Loïc ABALLEA, 5, Avenue Sully, 78600, Maisons-Laffitte. Tel.: +33 1 42.19.13.32 - Fax.: +33 1 42.19.22.22 - E-mail: loic.aballea@free.fr

Mme ATALLAH Anna, Reed Smith Richards Butler LLP, 42, Avenue Raymond Poincaré, 75116 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 44.34.80.50 - Fax: +33 1 47.04.00.44 - E-mail: aatallah@reedsmith.com

M. Olivier CACHARD, Professeur agrégé de droit privé, Doyen de la Faculté Université de Nancy 2, 14, rue Paul Michaux, 57000 METZ. Tel.: +33 3 83.19.25.10 - Fax: +33 3 83.30.58.73 - E-mail: Olivier.Cachard@univ-nancy2.fr / Olivier.Cachard@lexmaritima.net

M. Frédéric DENEFLE, Legal & Claims Manager, GAREX, 9, rue de Téhéran, 75008 Paris. Mob. 06.07.80.30.81 - E-mail : nathaliefranck@me.com

Mme Nathalie FRANCK, Avocat à la Cour, 15 rue de Castellane, 75008 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 47.42.33.50 - Fax: +33 1 42.66.39.88 - E-mail : fdenefle@garex.fr

M. Olivier JAMBU-MERLIN, Avocat à la Cour, 4 rue de Castellane, 75008 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 42.66.34.00 - Fax: +33 1 42.66.35.00 - E-mail: avocat.ojm@jambu-merlin.fr

M. Olivier LAYEC, Secrétaire Général, CRYSTAL GROUP, 4, rue du Meunier, ZAC du Moulin, BP 19622, 95724 Roissy CDG Cedex. Tel.: +33 1 30 11 94 18 - E-mail: olivier.layec@crystalgroup.fr

Me Frédérique LE BERRE, Avocat à la Cour, Le Berre Engelsen Witvoet, 44, avenue d’Iéna, 75116 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 53.67.84.84 - Fax: +33 1 47.20.49.70 - E-mail: f.leberre@lbewavocats.fr

M. Didier LE PRADO, Avocat aux Conseils, 6, avenue Pierre Premier de Serbie, 75116 Paris. Tel.: +33 144.18.37.95 - Fax: +33 1 44.18.38.95 - E-mail: d.leprado@cabinet-leprado.fr

Me Sébastien LOOTGIETER, Avocat à la Cour, SCP Villeneau Rohart Simon & Associés, 72 Avenue Victor Hugo, 75116 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 46.22.51.73 - Fax: +33 1 47.66.06.37 - E-mail: s.lootgieter@villeneau.com

Mme Pascale MESNIL, Juge, Président de Chambre Tribunal de Commerce de Paris, 77, rue des Beaux Lieux, 95550 Bessancourt. Tel/Fax: +33 1 39.60.10.94 - Email: pmesniltcp@tiscali.fr
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M. Gaël PIELTE, Professeur, Université de Bordeaux, 23 rue Cendrillon, 33600 Pessac. Mob. 06.65.08.92.36 - E-mail: gael.piette@u-bordeaux.fr

M. Julien RAYNAUT, Directeur juridique, Bureau Veritas, 67/71 Boulevard du Château, 92200 Neuilly-sur-Mer. Tel.: +33 (0)1 55 24 72 01 - Fax: +33 (0)1 55 24 70 34 - E-mail: julien.raynaut@bureauveritas.com

M. Patrice REMBAUVILLE-NICOLLE, Avocat à la Cour, 43, boulevard Malesherbes, 75008 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 42.66.34.00 - Fax: +33 1 42.66.35.00 - E-mail: patrice.rembauville.nicolle@rbm21.com

Stéphanie SCHWEITZER, Avocat, Holman Fenwick Willan LLP, 25-27 rue d’Astorg, 75008 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 44.94.40.50 - Fax: +33 1 42.65.46.25 - Email: stephanie.schweitzer@hfw.com

Jérôme de SENTENAC, Avocat à la Cour, INCE & Co FRANCE SCP, 4, Square Edouard VII, 75009 Paris. Tel.: +33 1 53.76.91.00 - Fax: +33 1 53.76.91.26 - Email: jerome.desentenac@incelaw.com

Mme Nathalie SOISSON, ISIA MARIS, 6, rue des Bouleaux, 78450 CHAVENAY. Tel.: 01.47.44.68.43 - Fax: 01.47.44.75.13 - E-mail: n.soisson@isiamaris.com

Titulary Members:

Mme Pascale ALLAIRE-BOURGIN, Cécile BELLORD, M. Philippe BOISSON, Professeur Pierre BONASSIES, Professeur Philippe DELEBECQUE, Me Emmanuel FONTAINE, Me Philippe GODIN, Me Luc GRELLET, Mme Françoise MOUSSU-ODIER, M. Roger PARENTHOU, M. André PIERRON, Me Patrice REMBAUVILLE-NICOLLE, Mme Martine REMOND-GOUILLOUD, Me Henri de RICHEMONT, Me Jean-Serge ROHART, Me Patrick SIMON, Professeur Yves TASSEL, Me Alain TINAYRE, Professeur Antoine VIALARD

Membership:

Members: 265 – Corporate members: 28 – Corresponding members: 18
GERMANY
DEUTSCHER VEREIN FÜR INTERNATIONALES SEERECHT
(German Maritime Law Association)
Buchardstraße 24, 20095 Hamburg
Tel.: +49 40 350.97-231 – Fax: +49 40 350.97-211 – E-mail:
wallrabenstein@reederverband.de
Established: 1898

Officers:

Presidents:
Dr. Klaus RAMMING, Lebuhn & Puchta Partnerschaft von Rechtsanwälten und Solicitors mbB, Am Sandtorpark 2, 20457 Hamburg. Tel.: +49 (40) 374778-0 – Fax: +49 (40) 364650 – E-mail: klaus.ramming@lebuhn.de

Prof. Dr. Dieter SCHWAMPE, Arnecke Sibeth Dabelstein, Rechtsanwälte Steuerberater PartGmbH, Große Elbstraße 36, 22767 Hamburg. Tel.: +49 (40) 317797-20 – Fax: +49 (40) 31779777 – E-mail: d.schwampe@asd-law.com

Secretary: Tilo WALLRABENSTEIN, Rechtsanwalt, LL.M. (East Anglia), Senior Legal Counsel, German Shipowners’ Association, Burchardstraße 24, 20095 Hamburg. Tel.: +49 (40) 35097-231 – E-mail: wallrabenstein@reederverband.de

Members:
Dr. Thomas HINRICHS, Judge at the Hanseatic Court of Appeal of Hamburg, 6th Senate for Civil Matters, Sievekingplatz 2, 20355 Hamburg. Tel.: +49 (40) 42843-2028 – E-mail: thomas.hinrichs@olg.justiz.hamburg.de

Jens JAEGGER, Head of Marine and Aviation Insurance, German Insurance Association, Wilhelmstr. 43 / 43 G, 10117 Berlin. Tel.: +49 (30) 2020-5346, Fax: +49 (30) 2020-6346, E-Mail: j.jaeger@gdv.de

Prof. Dr. Henning JESSEN, LL.M. (Tulane), Associate Professor, Maritime Law & Policy, World Maritime University (WMU), Fiskehamnsgatan 1, 21118 Malmö / Sweden. Tel.: +46 (40) 356346
Ralf NAGEL, Senator (retired), Managing Member of the Executive Board, German Shipowners’ Association, Burchardstraße 24, 20095 Hamburg. Tel.: +49 (40) 35097-200 – E-mail: nagel@reederverband.de

Jens Michael PRIESS, Vice President, Head of FDD Skuld Hamburg, Skuld Germany GmbH, Rödingsmarkt 20, 20459 Hamburg. Tel. +49 (40) 30998-723 – E-mail: jens.michael.priess@skuld.com

Christoph ZARTH, CMS Hasche Sigle Partnerschaft von Rechtsanwälten und Steuerberatern mbB, Stadthausbrücke 1-3, 20355 Hamburg. Tel.: +49 (0)40 37630-320 – E-mail: christoph.zarth@cms-hs.com

Titular Members:

Hartmut von BREVERN, Prof. Dr. Rolf HERBER, Dr. Bernd KRÖGER, Dr. Dieter RABE, Dr. Klaus RAMMING, Dr. Thomas M. REMÉ

Membership:
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**Greece**

**Hellenic Maritime Law Association**

(Association Hellénique de Droit Maritime)

10 Akti Poseidonos, 185 31 Piraeus

Contact details:

President: 57 Notara Sreet, 185 35 Piraeus. Tel.: +30210-4220001 – Fax.: +30210-4221388 – E-mail: gjt@timagenislaw.com

_Established: 1911_

**Officers:**

*President:* Dr. Grigorios TIMAGENIS, Attorney-at-Law, 57 Notara Sreet, 185 35 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4220001 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4221388 – E-mail: gjt@timagenislaw.com

*Vice-Presidents:*

Ioannis CHAMILOTHORIS, Supreme Court Judge (Rtd), 22b S. Tsakona Street, Palia Penteli, 152 36 Athens. Tel.: (+30) 210 8102411 – E-mail: jchamilothoris@gmail.com

Ioannis MARKIANOS-DANIOLOS, Attorney-at-Law, 13 Defteras Merarchias Street, 185 35 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4138800 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4138809 – E-mail: J.Markianos@daniolos.gr

*Secretary-General:*

Deucalion REDIADIS, Attorney-at-Law, 41 Akti Miaouli, 185 35, Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4294900 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4294941 – E-mail: dr@rediadis.gr

*Deputy Secretary-General:*

Georgios SCORINIS, Attorney-at-Law, 67 Iroon Polytechniou Ave., 185 36 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4181818 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4181822 – E-mail: george.scorinis@scorinis.gr

*Special Secretaries:*

Dr. Dimitrios CHRISTODOULOU, Assistant Professor, Law Faculty - University of Athens, Attorney-at-Law, 5 Pindarou Street, 106 71, Athens. Tel.: (+30) 210 3636336 – Fax.: (+30) 210 3636934 – E-mail: dchristodoulou@cplaw.gr

Vassilios VERNICOS, Attorney-at-Law, 6, Skouze Street, Galaxias Building, 7th floor, 185 36 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4175072 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4294604 – E-mail: vev@kvlex.gr
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*Treasurer:*

Stylianos STYLIANOU, Attorney-at-Law, 6 Bouboulinas & Filonos Streets, 185 35 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4117421 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4171922 – Email: twostyls@stylianoulawyers.com

Members of the Board:

Nikolaos GERASSIMOU, Attorney-at-Law, 14 Mavrokordatou Street, 185 38 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4285722-4 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4285659 – Email: info@gerassimou.gr

Kalliroi (Rea) METROPOULOU, Attorney-at-Law, 53-55 Akti Miaouli, 185 36 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4292917 / (+30) 210 4293703 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4293703 – Email: Rea.Metropoulou@cozac.gr

Polichronis PERIVOLARIS, Attorney-at-Law, 151 Praxitelous Street, 185 35 Piraeus. Tel. (+30) 215 5511707 – Fax.: (+30) 215 5511707 – Email: perivolarislaw@gmail.com

Antonia SERGI, Attorney-at-Law, 71-73 Academias Street, 106 78 Athens. Tel.: (+30) 210 3830737 – Fax.: (+30) 210 9964681 – Email: t_sergi@otenet.gr

Georgios SIAMOS, Commodore H.C.G. (Rtd) LL.B., 3A Artemissiou & Themidos Street, 166 75 Glyfada. Tel.: (+30) 210 8907821 – Fax.: (+30) 210 8946657 – Email: george_siamos@hotmail.com

Georgios TSAKONAS, Attorney-at-Law, 35-39 Akti Miaouli, 185 35 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4292380/ (+30) 210 4292057 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4292462 – Email: george@tsakonaslaw.com

Ioannis VRELLOS, Attorney-at-Law, 67, Iroon Polytechniou Ave., 185 36 Piraeus. Tel.: (+30) 210 4181818 – Fax.: (+30) 210 4181822 – Email: john.vrellos@scorinis.gr

*Titulary Members:*

Paul AVrameas, Aliki Kiantou-Pampouki, Ioannis Rokas, Nikolaos Scorinis, Grigoris Timagenis
HONG KONG, CHINA

HONG KONG MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

c/o Prince's Chambers, 3002 Tower Two, Lippo Centre, 89 Queensway, Admiralty, Hong Kong. Tel.: +852 2525 7388 - Fax: +852 2530 4241 - E-mail: secretary@hkmla.org
Website: www.hkmla.org
Established: 1978 (re-established: 1998)

Officers:

Executive Committee 2018-2019:

Chairman: Professor: The Honourable Mr Justice Anthony Chan
Deputy Chairman: Mr Jon ZINKE, E-mail: jzinke@kyl.com.hk
Secretary: Mr Edward Alder, E-mail: edwardalder@princeschambers.com.hk

Members:

Tse Sang San Re-elected AGM 5 Oct 2017 (2017 / 2020)
Terry Floyd Re-elected AGM 16 Oct 2017 (2017 / 2020)
Sam Tsui Elected at AGM 16 Oct 2017 (2017 / 2020)
Steven Wise Elected at AGM 16 Oct 2017 (2017 / 2020)
Nick Luxton Elected at AGM 16 Oct 2017 (2017 / 2020)
Li Lianjun Elected AGM 26 Sept 2018 (2018 / 2021)

Members:
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INDIA

INDIAN MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
C/o Indian National Ship Owners’ Association
22 Maker Tower-F, Cuffe Parade, Mumbai-400005
Tel: +91-22-22182105, +91-22-4002 3168/69/70 – Fax: +91-22182104
E-mail: cmi@indianmaritimelawassociation.com
Website: www.committeemaritimeindia.com,
www.indianmaritimelawassociation.com
Established: 2014

Officers:

President: Dr. B.S. BHESANIA, Advocate, Mulla House, 51, Mahatma Gandhi Road, Fort, Mumbai-400 001. Mobile: 9820313864 – E-mail: bhesania@mullas.net

Vice Presidents:
Shri Shardul THACKER, Advocate, Mulla House, 51, Mahatma Gandhi Road, Fort, Mumbai-400 001. Mobile: 9821135487 – E-mail: shardul.thacker@mullaandmulla.com

Shri Edul P BHARUCHA, Senior Advocate, 201, 2nd Floor, Savia Chamber, Gawasji Patel Street, Fort, Mumbai-400 001. E-mail: epbharucha@gmail.com

Shri V. J. MATHEW, Senior Advocate, V. J. Mathew & Co., International law Firm, Level 2, Johnsara’s Court, North Girinagar, Kadavanthra, Cochin-682020. Tel.:+91-484-2206703/6803 – Fax: +91-484-2206903 - Mobile: +91-9847031765 – E-mail: vjmathew@vjmathew.com – Website: www.vjmathew.com

Shri Prashant S PRATAP, Senior Advocate, #151, Maker Chambers III, Nariman Point, Mumbai-400 021. Mobile: 9820024120 – E-mail: psp@psplawoffice.com, psprathap@vsnl.com

Secretary General: Shri Amitava MAJUMDAR, Advocate, 606 & 608, Tulsiani Chambers, 6th Floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai-400 021. Mobile: 09819747080 – E-mail: bmc@bosemitraco.com

Joint Secretary: Ms. S. PRIYA, Advocate, 114, Maker Chambers II, Nariman Point, Mumbai-400 021. Mobile: 9833992762 – E-mail: spriya@bsnl.net.in

Treasurer: Shri Kamaljit SINGH, Chamber No. 304, 3rd Floor, Shree Mahavir Chambers, Cawasji Patel Street, Flora Fountain, Mumbai-400 001. E-mail: kamaljit30@yahoo.co.in
Members:

Shri David C GOMES, Advocate, Bureau of Commercial Intelligence & Statistics, Central Bank Bldg., 4th Floor, 4-A, Hutatma Chowk, Mumbai-400 023. Tel.: 022-22652844 – E-mail: davidgomes1946@gmail.com

Shri V. K. RAMABHADRAN, Advocate, 902, Dalamal Tower, Free Press Journal Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai-400 021. Mobile: 09821026575 – E-mail: admlaw@vsnl.com

Shri Raman W. WALAWALKAR, Advocate, 601, 6th Floor, Shanty Niketan Building No. 21, Vachha Gandhi Road, Gamdevi, Mumbai-400 007. E-mail: ramanwalawalkar@bhattsaldanha.com

Shri Adi Kaikobad PATEL, Advocate, 21, 2nd Floor, Poornima, Colaba Road, Colaba, Mumbai-400 005. Mobile: 09820045110

Shri Hemant NARICHANIA, Advocate, 59, Lakshmi Insurance Bldg, 22, Sir P. M. Road, Mumbai-400 001. Mobile: 9820080649 – E-mail: admiralty@bom5.vsnl.net.in

INDONESIA

INDONESIAN MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION (IMLA)

c/o The Law Offices of Dyah Ersita & Partners
Graha Aktiva, 3rd Floor, Suite 301
Jalan H.R. Rasuna Said, Blok X-1, Kav. 3
Kuningan – Jakarta 12950 Republic of Indonesia
Tel.: +62 21 520 3612 – Fax: +62 21 520 3279 – E-mail: secretary@indonesianmla.com
Website: www.indonesianmla.com
Established: 2012

Officers:

Chairman: Mr. Andrew I. SRIRO, Dyah Ersita & Partners with Andrew I. Srio, Graha Aktiva 3rd Floor, Jl. HR Rasuna Said Kav. 3, Jakarta 12950. Tel.: +62 21 520 3171 – E-mail: asriro@indonesianmla.com – asriro@sriro.com – Website: www.sriro.com

Commissioner: Ms. Dyah Ersita YUSTANTI, Dyah Ersita & Partners with Andrew I. Srio, Graha Aktiva 3rd Floor, Jl. HR Rasuna Said Kav. 3, Jakarta 12950. Tel.: +62 21 520 3171 – E-mail: dersita@indonesianmla.com – dersita@sriro.com – Website: www.sriro.com
Director of Regulations: Mr. Sahat A.M. SIAHAAN, Ali Budiardjo, Nugroho, Reksodiputro, Graha CIMB Niaga, 24th Floor, Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav. 58, Jakarta 12190. Tel.: +62 21 250 5125 – E-mail: ssiahaan@indonesianmla.com – ssiahaan@abnrlaw.com – Website: www.abnrlaw.com

Treasurer: Ms. Juni DANI, Budidjaja & Associates Law Offices, The Landmark Center II, 8th Floor, Jl. Jend. Sudirman No. 1, Jakarta 12910. Tel.: +62 21 520 1600 – E-mail: jdani@indonesianmla.com – juni@budidjaja.com – Website: www.budidjaja.com

Director of Events: Ms Dewie PELITAWATI, Bahar & Partners, Menara Prima 18th Floor, Jl. Ide Agung Anak Gde Agung Blok 6.2, Jakarta 12950. Tel.: +62 21 5794 7880 – E-mail: dpelitawati@indonesianmla.com – dewie.pelitawati@baharandpartners.com – Website: www.baharandpartners.com

Director of Memberships: Ms. Dian Rizky A. BAKARA, Bahar & Partners, Menara Prima 18th Floor, Jl. Ide Agung Anak Gde Agung Blok 6.2, Jakarta 12950. Tel.: +62 21 5794 7880 – E-mail: drizky@indonesianmla.com – dianrizky@baharandpartners.com – Website: www.baharandpartners.com
IRELAND

IRISH MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

All correspondence to be addressed to the Hon. Secretary:
Darren LEHANE, BL, Law Library, Four Courts, Dublin 7,
Tel: +353 1 87 942 1114, Fax: +353 1 872 0455, Email:
dlehane@lawlibrary.ie, Website: www.irishmaritimelaw.ie
Established: 1963

Officers:

President: Edmund SWEETMAN, BL, Law Library, Four Courts, Dublin 7 - Tel.: +353 45 869 192 - Fax: +353 1 633 5078 - E-mail: esweetman@icasf.net

Vice President: David KAVANAGH, Dillon Eustace, Solicitors, 33 Sir John Rogerson's Quay, Dublin 2, Tel: +353 1 667 0022, Fax: +353 1 667 0022, E-mail: david.kavanagh@dilloneustace.ie

Secretary: Darren LEHANE, BL, Law Library, Four Courts, Dublin 7, Ireland. Tel: +353 1 87 942 1114 - Fax: +353 1 872 0455 - Email: dlehane@lawlibrary.ie - Website: www.lawlibrary.ie

Treasurer: Hugh KENNEDY, Kennedys Law, Solicitors, Second Floor, Bloodstone Building, Sir John Rogerson's Quay, Dublin 2 - Tel: +353 1 878.0055 - Fax: +353 1 878.0056 - E-mail: h.kennedy@kennedys-law.com

Committee Members

John Wilde CROSBIE, BL, Law Library, Four Courts, Dublin 7. Tel: +353 1 872.0777 – E-mail: crossbee@eircom.net

Dermot CONWAY, Conway Solicitors, Conway House, 35 South Terrace, Cork. Tel: +353 21 490.1000, - E-mail: reception@conways.ie

Brian McKENNA, Irish Ferries, P.O. Box 19, Alexandra Road, Dublin 1. EIRCODE: D01 W2F5. Tel: +353 1 607.5700 – Fax: +353 1 607.5660 – E-mail: brian.mckenna@irishferries.com

Diarmuid BARRY, D.P. Barry and Co. Solicitors, Bridge Street, Killybegs, Co. Donegal. Tel: +353 74 973.1174 – Fax: +353 74 973.1639 – E-mail: diarmuid@barrylaw.ie

Helen NOBLE, Noble Shipping Law, Riverside Business Centre, Tinahely Co. Wicklow, EIRCODE: Y14 PE02 Ireland. Tel.: +353 402 28567 - E-mail: Helen@nobleshippinglaw.com
Bill HOLOHAN, Holohan Solicitors, Suite 319, The Capel Building, St. Mary’s Abbey, Dublin 7. Tel: +353 1 872.7120 – Fax +353 21 430.0911 – E-mail: bill@billholohan.ie

Dr. Vincent POWER, A&L Goodbody, Solicitors, IFSC, North Wall Quay, Dublin 1. Tel: +353 1 649.2000 – Fax: +353 1 649.2649 – E-mail: vpower@algoodbody.ie

Adrian TEGGIN, Arklow Shipping Limited, North Quay, Arklow, Co. Wicklow. Tel: +353 402 399.01 – E-mail: chartering@asl.ie

Colm O’HOISIN, SC, P.O. Box 4460, Law Library Buildings, 158/159 Church St. Dublin 7. Tel: +353 1 817.5088 – E-mail: colm@colmhoisinsc.ie

Philip KANE, Alere International Limited, Alere International Limited, Parkmore East Business Park, Ballybrit, Galway, Ireland. Tel +353 91 429.947 – Mobile: +353 87 196 1218 – E-mail: philip.kane@alere.com

Paul GILL, Dillon Eustace, Solicitors, 33 Sir John Rogerson's Quay, Dublin 2. Tel: +353 1 649 2000
Fax: +353 1 667 0022 - E-mail: paul.gill@dilloneustace.ie

Hugh MCDOWEL, BL, Law Library, Four Courts, Dublin 7 - Tel.: +353 1 817 4311 - E-mail: hugh.mcdowell@lawlibrary.ie

Hazel HATTON, Noble Shipping Law, 'Ards', St Mary's road, Arklow, Co Wicklow, Y14 W586
Tel: +353 402 28567- E-mail: HAZEL@nobleshippinglaw.com

Eamonn MAGEE, BL, Consultant, O’Callaghan Kelly, Solicitors, 51 Mulgrave Street, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. Tel: +353 1 280.3399 – fax: +353 1 280.9221 – E-mail: mageeeamonn@gmail.com

**Titular Members:**

Paul GILL, Bill HOLOHAN, Sean KELLEHER, Eamonn MAGEE, Her Hon. Judge Petria MCDONNELL, The Hon. Mr. Justice Brian McGOVERN, Helen NOBLE, Colm O’HOISIN

**Members:**

Individual members: 41
Honorary members: 5
Corporate members: 40
ITALY

ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIANA DI DIRITTO MARITTIMO

(Italian Maritime Law Association)
Via Roma 10 – 16121 Genova
Tel.: +39 010 8531407 – Fax: +39 010 594805 – E-mail: presidenza@aidim.org
Website: www.aidim.org
Established: 1899

Officers:

President: Giorgio BERLINGIERI, Via Roma 10, 16121 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 8531407 - Fax: +39 010 594805 – E-mail: presidenza@aidim.org

Vice-Presidents:

Francesco SICCARDI, Via XX Settembre 37, 16121 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 543951 - Fax: +39 010 564614 - E-mail: f.siccardi@siccardibregante.it

Stefano ZUNARELLI, Via Santo Stefano 43, 40125 Bologna - Tel.: +39 051 2750020 – Fax: +39 051 237412 – E-mail: stefano.zunarelli@studiozunarelli.com

Secretary General (ad interim): Giorgio BERLINGIERI, Via Roma 10, 16121 Genova – Tel.: +39 010 8531407 – Fax: +39 010 594805 – E-mail: presidenza@aidim.org

Treasurer: Mario RICCOMAGNO, Via Assarotti 46, 16122 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 881547 – Fax: +39 010 8372477 – E-mail: mail@riccomagnolawfirm.it

Councillors:

Alfredo ANTONINI, Via del Lazzaretto Vecchio 2, 34123 Trieste – Tel.: +39 040 301129 - Fax: +39 040 305931 - E-mail: studioantonini@lawfed.com

Sergio M. CARBONE, Via Assarotti 20, 16122 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 810818 – Fax: +39 010 870290 – E-mail: carbone@carbonedangelo.it

Pierangelo CELLE, Via Ceccardi 4, 16121 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 5535250 – Fax: +39 010 5705414 – E-mail: pierangelo.celle@unige.it
Maurizio DARDANI, Salita Santa Caterina 10, 16123 Genova – Tel.: +39 010 5761816 – Fax: +39 010 5957705 – E-mail: maurizio.dardani@dardani.it

Marco LOPEZ DE GONZALO, Via XX Settembre 14, 16121 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 586841 – Fax: +39 010 562998 – E-mail: marco.lopez@mordiglia.it

Francesco MUNARI, Largo San Giuseppe 3, 16121 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 5957726 – Fax: +39 010 580161 – E-mail: francesco.munari@mgmp-avvocati.com

Pietro PALANDRI, Via XX Settembre 14, 16121 Genova - Tel.: +39 010 586841 – Fax: +39 010 562998 – E-mail: pietro.palandri@mordiglia.it

Alberto PASINO, Via San Nicolò 19, 34121 Trieste – Tel.: +39 040 7600281 - Fax: +39 040 7600282 E-mail: alberto.pasino@studiozunarelli.com

Elisabetta ROSAFIO, Piazza Istria 20, 00198 Roma – Tel.: +39 06 8558791 - Fax: +39 06 23320461 E-mail: e.rosafio@libero.it

Elda TURCO BULGHERINI, Viale G. Rossini 9, 00198 Roma - Tel.: +39 06 8088244 – Fax: +39 06 8088980 – E-mail: eldaturco@studioturco.it

Honorary Members:
Chamber of Commerce of Genoa, Antonino DIMUNDO, Måns JACOBSSON

Titulary Members:
Giorgio BERLINGIERI, Giorgia M. BOI, Angelo BOGLIONE, Sergio M. CARBONE, Giorgio CAVALLO, Sergio LA CHINA, Marcello MARESCA, Massimo MORDIGLIA, Emilio PIOMBINO, Francesco SICCARDI, Enzio VOLLI, Stefano ZUNARELLI.

Membership:
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JAPAN

THE JAPANESE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

3rd Floor, Kajii Center Bldg., 4-5 Kojimachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102-0083, Japan. Tel: +81 3 3265.0770 Fax: +81 3 3265.0873
Email: secretariat@jmla.jp – Website: http://www.jmla.jp/
Established: 1901

Officers:

President:
Kenjiro EGASHIRA, Professor Emeritus at the University of Tokyo, Sengencho 3-chome, Higashi-Kurume-shi, Tokyo 203-0012, Japan

Vice-President:
Tomonobu YAMASHITA, Professor of Law at Doshisha University, Sekimae 5-6-11, Musashinoshi, Tokyo 180-0014, Japan.

Directors:
Mitsuo ABE, ABE Law Firm, 2-4-13-302 Hirakawacho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102-0093, Japan
Tomotaka FUJITA, Professor of Law at Graduate Schools for Law and Politics, University of Tokyo, 7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan
Takashi HAKOI, Professor of Law at Waseda University, 2-14-31 Midoricho, Koganei-shi, Tokyo 184-0003, Japan
Makoto HIRATSUKA, Senior partner of Law Office of Hiratsuka & Co., Kaiun Building, 2-6-4 Hirakawa-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102-0093, Japan. Tel: +81 3 6666 8811 - Fax: +81 3 6666 8820 - E-mail: mak_hiratsuka@h-ps.co.jp.
Koichi MUTO, Chairman of the board Mitsui O.S.K Lines Ltd., c/o M.O.L., 2-1-1 Toranomon, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8685, Japan
Yuichi SAKATA, ABE & SAKATA Attorneys-at-Law, Yusen Building, 3-2, Marunouchi 2-Chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-0005, Japan
Kiyoshi TERASHIMA, Ex-Executive Director, Malacca Strait Council, 2-5-1 Naritanishi, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 166-0016, Japan

Auditors:
Kyoko KANEOKA, Professor at Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology, 2-1-6 Etchujima, Koto-ku, Tokyo 135-8533, Japan

Kiyoaki SANO, President of the Non-Life Insurance Institute of Japan, General Insurance Building, 9, Kanda Awajicho 2-Chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-8335, Japan

**Titulary Members:**

Mitsuo ABE, Kenjiro EGASHIRA, Tomotaka FUJITA, Taichi HARAMO, Hiroshi HATAGUCHI, Makoto HIRATSUKA, Toshiaki IGUCHI, Yoshiya KAWAMATA, Noboru KOBAYASHI, Takashi KOJIMA, Seiichi OCHIAI, Yuichi SAKATA, Akira TAKAKUWA, Tomonobu YAMASHITA

---

**KOREA**

**KOREA MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION**

10th floor, Sejong Bldg., 54, Sejong-daero 23-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Korea 110-724
Tel.: +82 2 754.9655 - Fax: +82 2 752.9582
E-mail: kormla@kormla.or.kr - Website: http://www.kormla.or.kr

*Established: 1978*

**Officers:**

*President: S. K. Cho, Lawyer, Cho & Lee, E-mail jhcoi@choikim.com, skcho@cholee.co.kr*

*Chief Vice-President: J.Y. Son, Vice President, Tech-marine co., Ltd.*

*Vice-Presidents:*

S. K. Yoon, Presiding Judge, Seoul High Court
J. K. Kang, Lawyer, Bae, Kim & Lee
Bay Moon, Managing Director, Korea P&I Club
D. H. Suh, Lawyer, Suh & Co
Y. H. Seo, Lawyer, Pusan Pacific Law Office
J. H. Yeom, President, Ildo Chartering Corporation
S. M. Park, Professor, Korea University Law School
Y. S. Jeong, Professor, Korea Maritime University
I.H. Kim, Professor, Ehwa Women’s University Lawschool
S. H. Yoon, Lawyer, Yoon & Co
H. S. Lee, President, HSC Global co., Ltd.
B. K. Cho, Director, Korea Shipowners Association
J.C. Kim, Lawyer, Aurora Law Offices
S.I. Park, Professor, Mokpo National Maritime University
B.K. Yoon, Lawyer, Yoolhyun Law Office
S.C. Lee, Presiding Judge, Chungju District Court
J.H. Lee, Lawyer, Kin & Chang
Y. W. Chun, Professor, Korea Maritime University
W.Y. Chung, Lawyer, Lee & Ko.
M. Han, Professor, Ehwa Women’s University Lawschool

*General Affair Director:* S. W. Kwon, Lawyer, Yeosan Law Office

*Editorial Director:*
H. Y. Yoon, Professor, Hanrim University
Y.J. Kim, Professor, Daegu University
K.M. Moon, Lawyer, Moon & Song

*Research Director:*
Y. J. Park, Professor, Dankook University
S. W. Park, Lawyer, Choi & Kim

*Information Director:*
W. J. Lee, Professor, Duksung Women’s University
S.M. Kim, Professor, Duksung Women’s University
C.Y. Kwon, Lawyer, Jipyoung LLC

*International Affair Director:*
H. Y. Song, Lawyer, Jungjin Law LLC
C. W. Lee, Lawyer, Kim & Chang
O. J. Kwon, General Manager, Samsung Fire & Marine Insurance Co., Ltd.
Public Relations Director:
C. J. Kim, General Manager, Korea Shipping Association
I.K. Park, Team Manager, KoreanRe
D.R. Kim, President, Korhi Adjusters & Surveyors Ltd.

Promotion Director:
J. W. Lee, Professor, Busan University
C.H. Lee, President, Mokpo National Maritime University
K. H. Kim, General Manager, Korea Shipowners Association

Auditor:
J.C. Cha, President, Modern Marine Surveyors & Adjusters Ltd.
S.K. Kim, Judge, Seoul Central District Court

Secretary-General:
H. D. Kim, General Manager, Korea Maritime Research Institute

Of Counsel:
H. G. Park, Chief Director, Korea Maritime Research Institute
J. S. Lee, Honorary Professor, Korea Maritime and Ocean University
G. J. Park, Chair Professor, Yonsei University College of Medicine
S. G. Yang, Former President, Sejong University
S. H. Song, Honorary Professor, Seoul National University School of Law
L. S. Chai, Honorary Professor, Korea University Law School
K. S. Lee, Advisor, Kss Line Ltd.
S. K. Chang, Lawyer, Kim & Chang
D. H. Kim, Professor, Beijing IT University
B. O. Yoon, Honorary Professor, Inha University Law School
R. S. Yu, Former Lawyer, Yoon & Yang
S. T. Kim, Professor, Yonsei University Law School
J. S. Choi, Honorary Professor, Sungkyunkwan University Law School
Y. M. Kang, Former Chief Operating Officer, Korea Maritime Research Institute
J. H. Lee, Lawyer, Yoon & Yang
M. C. Chang, Professor of Law, Korea National Police University
B. S. Chung, Lawyer, Kim & Chang
J.H. Choi, Lawyer, Choi & Kim
Y.M. Kim, Vice President, Korea Shipowners Association
C.J. Kim, Lawyer, Choi & Kim
H.D. Chung, Lawyer, Yoon & Yang
H. Kim, Lawyer, Sechang & Co.
I.S Kyung, Professor, Daejeon University
K.H. Seok, Professor, Seoul University Law School
I.H. Kim, Professor, Korea University Law School
R.S. Cho, President, Hanil Surveyors & Adjusters Co., Ltd.

**Membership:**
Corporate members: 30
Individual members: 450

**DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF KOREA**

**MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION, DPR KOREA**

P.O. Box 28, No.103, Tonghung-Dong, Central District, Pyongyang, DPR Korea
Tel: +850 2 18111 ext: 341-8194 - Fax: +850 2 381-4410 - Email: kmla@silibank.net.kp
*Established: 1989*

**Officers:**
*President:* CHA SONMO, Chief of Staff of the Ministry of Land & Maritime Transport
*Vice-Presidents:*
  KIM SONGHO, Prof. Dr., Law School, Kim Il Sung University.
  KIM GIHO, Law Expert, Senior Judge, Supreme Court.
Member associations

Secretary-General: RI PYONGSAN, Secretary-General of Korea Maritime Law Association

Committee Members:

KO HYONCHOL, Prof. Dr. Law School, Kim Il Sung University

RIM YONGCHAN, Associate Professor. Dr. Head of Law Team, Social Science Institute

AN SUNGGUK, Law Expert, Judge, Supreme Court

YUN GWANGSON, Law Expert, Judge, Supreme Court

WON SONGGUK, Maritime Expert, Director, Korea Ocean Shipping Agency

SONG CHOLJUN, Maritime Expert, Manager, Korea Ocean Shipping Agency

KIM KWANGBOK, Maritime Expert, Manager, Korea Ocean Shipping Agency

JU YONGGUN, Maritime Expert, Chief, Global Crew Manning CO., LTD

KIM GYONGSUHK, Law Expert, Director, Sea&Blue Shipping CO., LTD

JONG CHUNJO, Director, Phyongchon Shipping&Trading CO., LTD. Email: jsship@star-co.net.kp

HUANG SUNGHO, Chief, Phyongchon Shipping&Trading CO., LTD. Email: jsship@star-co.net.kp

KIM YONGHAK, Master of Law, Director, Korea Maritime Arbritration Commitee. E-mail: kmaclaw@silibank.net.kp

KANG MYONGSONG, Chief of Legal Dept, Maritime&Load Ministry of DPR Korea. E-mail: mlmtlaw@silibank.net.kp

KWON HYONGJUN, Director of Korea Int'l Crew Management Co. Email: kicmshipping@silibank.net.kp

JO GUKCHOL, Arbitrator of Korea Maritime Arbitration Committee. Email: kmaclaw@silibank.net.kp

Members:
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MALAYSIA

INTERNATIONAL MALAYSIAN SOCIETY OF MARITIME LAW (IMSML)

BANGUNAN SULAIMAN, JALAN SULTAN HISHAMUDDIN
50000 KUALA LUMPUR MALAYSIA

Secretary: Tel.: +603 6203 7877; Fax.: +603 6203 7876, E-mail: secretariat@imsml.org
www.imsml.org
Established: 2016

Officers:

President: SITPAH SELVARATNAM, Email: president@imsml.org
Vice-President: ONG CHEE KWAN, Email: Chee.kwan.ong@christopherleong.com
Secretary: JEREMY M JOSEPH, secretariat@imsml.org
Treasurer: RAHAYU MUMAZAINI, rahayumumaz@gmail.com

MALTA

MALTA MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

Maritime House, Lascaris Wharf, Valletta VLT 1921
Tel.: +356 27250320 – E-mail: mmla@melita.com - Website: www.mmla.org.mt
Established: 1994

Officers:

President: Dr. Ann FENECH, Fenech & Fenech Advocates, 198 Old Bakery Street, Valletta VLT 1455, Malta. Tel.: +356 21241232 – Fax: +356 25990644 – E-mail: ann.fenech@fenlex.com

Vice-Presidents:

Ms. Miriam CAMILLERI, MC Consult, Mayflower Court, Fl 8, Triq San Lwigi, Msida, MSD 1382, Malta. Tel.: +356 21 371411/27 371411 – Fax: +356 23 331115 – E-mail: services@mcconsult.com.mt

Dr. Matthew ATTARD, Ganado Advocates, 171, Old Bakery Street, Valletta VLT 1455, Malta. Tel.: +356 21235406 – Fax: +356 21225908 – E-mail: mattard@ganadoadvocates.com
**Secretary:** Dr. Anthony GALEA, Vistra Marine & Aviation Ltd., 144, The Strand, Tower Road, Gzira GZR 1027, Malta. Tel.: +356 22586427 – E-mail: anthony.galea@vistra.com

**Treasurer:** Dr. Nicholas VALENZIA, MamoTCV Advocates, 103, Palazzo Pietro Stiges, Strait Street, Valletta, VLT 1436, Malta. Tel.: +356 21231345 – Fax: +356 21244291 – E-mail: nicholas.valenzia@mamotcv.com

**Executive Committee Members:**

Dr. Chris CINI, Equiom (Malta) Ltd, Tower Business Centre, Tower Street, Swatar, Birkirkara BKR 4013, Malta. Tel.: +356 25466617 - E-mail: chriscini@equiomgroup.com

Dr. Anndrea MORAN, Vella Advocates, 40, Fairholme, Sir Augustus Bartolo Street, Ta’ Xbiex XBX 1092, Malta. Tel.: +356 21252893 - E-mail: am@advocate-vella.com

Dr. Stephan PIAZZA, KPMG,Portico Building, Marina Street, Pietà PTA 9044, Malta. Tel:  +356 25631000 – E-mail: StephanPiazza@kpmg.com.mt

Dr. Jotham SCERRI -DIACONO, Ganado Advocates, 171, Old Bakery Street, Valletta VLT 1455, Malta. Tel.: +356 21235406 – Fax: +356 21225908 – E-mail: jsdiacono@ganadoadvocates.com

Dr. Suzanne SHAW, Dingli & Dingli Law Firm, 18/2, South Street, Valletta VLT 1102, Malta. Tel.: +356 21236206 – Fax: +356 2124 0321 – E-mail: suzanne@dingli.com.mt

Dr. Alison VASSALLO, Fenech & Fenech Advocates, 198 Old Bakery Street, Valletta, VLT 1455, Malta. Tel.: +356 21241232 – Fax: +356 25990644 – E-mail: alison.vassallo@fenlex.com

Dr. Ivan VELLA, Vella Advocates, 40, Fairholme, Sir Augustus Bartolo Street, Ta’ Xbiex XBX 1092, Malta. Tel.: +356 21252893 – E-mail: iv@advocate-vella.com
MEXICO

ASOCIACION MEXICANA DE DERECHO MARITIMO, A.C.

(Mexican Maritime Law Association)
Rio Hudson no. 8, Colonia Cuauhtémoc, Delegacion Cuauhtémoc, C.P. 06500, México D.F.
Tel.: +52 55 5211.2902
E-mail: amdmaritim.org - Website www.amdmartimo.org
Established: 1961

Officers:

President: Dr. Ignacio L. MELO
Vice-President: Bernardo MELO GRAF
Secretary: José Luis HERNANDEZ ABDALAH
Treasurer: Ignacio L. MELO Jr.
Vocals: Felipe ALONSO GILABERT

Titulary Members:

Dr. Ignacio L. MELO

NETHERLANDS

NEDERLANDSE VERENIGING VOOR VERVOERRECHT

(Netherlands Transport Law Association)
Koningslaan 35, 1075 AB Amsterdam - Postbus 75576, 1070 AN Amsterdam
Tel: +31 20 524 5245 - Fax: +31 20 524 5250 – Email: vancampen@wmlaw.nl
Website: www.vervoerrecht.nl
Established: 1905

Officers:

President: Mr T. VAN DER VALK, AKD N.V. Advocaten & Notarissen, P.O. Box 4302, 3006 AH Rotterdam. Tel: +31 88 253 5404 - Fax: +31 88 253 5430 Email: tvandervalk@akd.nl
Vice-President: Mr. A. HAGDORN, NS Corporate Legal, P.O. Box 2812, 3500 GV Utrecht. Tel: +31 30 235 4178 - Fax: +31 30 235 7700 - E-mail: adriaan.hagdorn@ns.nl
Part I - Organization of the CMI

Member associations

Secretary: Mr. R.P. VAN CAMPEN, Wiersma Mensonides, Koningslaan 35, 1075 AB Amsterdam, P.O. Box 75576, 1070 AN Amsterdam. Tel: +31 20 524 5245 – Fax: +31 20 524 5250 – Email: vancampen@wmlaw.nl

Treasurer:

Mr. J. V. GROENENDIJK, HTM Personenvervoer N.V., P.O. Box 28503, 2502 KM Den Haag. Tel: +31 70 374 9464 - E-mail: j.groenendijk@htm.nl

Executive Member:

Mrs. Mr. E.J.C.M. DÉROGÉE-VAN ROOSMALEN, Oudorpweg 54, 3062 RD Rotterdam. Tel: +31 6 54 37 36 96 - E-mail: emily@derogee.com

Members:

Mr. J.E. DE BOER, International Maritime Organization, Affairs and External Relations Division. Tel.: +44 207 587 3102 – E-mail: jdeboer@imo.org

Prof. Mr. M.H. CLARINGBOULD, Van Traa Advocaten, P.O. Box 21390, 3001 AJ Rotterdam. Tel.: +31 10 413 7000 – Fax: +31 10 414 5719 – E-mail: claringbould@vantraa.nl

Mrs. Mr. T.K. HACKSTEINER, Secretary General IVR, P.O. Box 23210, 3001 KE Rotterdam. Tel: +31 10 411 6070 - E-mail: t.hacksteiner@ivr.nl

Mr. B. KALDEN, RSA Nederland, P.O. Box 4143, 3006 AC Rotterdam. Tel: +31 10 242 3351 - E- mail: bjorn.kalden@live.nl

Mr. J.M. VAN DER KLOOSTER, Gerechtshof's-Gravenhage, P.O. Box 20302, 2500 EH 's-Gravenhage. Tel.: +31 70 381 1362 – Fax: +31 70 381 3256 – E-mail: h.van.der.klooster@rechtspraak.nl

Dhr. L. MULLER, Multiship Towage & Salvage, Scheldekade 48, 4531 EH Terneuzen. Tel.: +31 115 645 000 – Fax: +31 115 645 001 – E-mail: lmuller@multiship.com; wheld@multiship.com

Mr. A.J. NOORDERMEER, RaboBank Shipping, P.O. Box 10017, 3004 AA, Rotterdam. Tel.: +31 10 400 3961 – Fax: +31 10 400 3730 – E-mail: a.j.noordermeer@rotterdam.rabobank.nl

Mr W.M OUDE ALINK, International Institute of Air and Space Law (IIASL), Law School, Leiden University, P.O. Box 9520, 2300 RA Leiden, Netherlands, Tel.: +31 71 527 7671 – E-mail: w.m.oudealink@law.leidenuniv.nl
Mr J.W. Prakke, Director Corporate legal Schiphol Group, PO Box 7501, 1118 ZG Schiphol, Tel.: +31 20 601 2482 – E-mail: Prakke_J@schiphol.nl

Mrs. Mr. K. REDEKER, Ministerie van Veiligheid en Justitie, Postbus 20301, 2500 EH Den Haag. Mobile: +31 6 5287 7025 - E-mail: K.Redeker@minvenj.nl

Mr. T. ROOS, Van Dam & Kruidenier, P.O. Box 4043, 3006 AA Rotterdam. Tel: +31 10 288 8800 - Fax: +31 10 288 8828 - E-mail: roos@damkru.nl

Mr. P.J.M. RUYTER, EVO P.O. Box 350, 2700 AV Zoetermeer. Tel.: +31 79 346 7244 – Fax: +31 79 346 7888 – Email: p.ruyter@evo.nl

Mr. E.S.J. SNAAIJER, Senior Legal Counsel Post.nl, P.O. Box 30250, 2500 GG Den Haag. Tel: +31 6 5329 0465 - E-mail: jeroen.snaaijer@post.nl

Mr. P.L. SOETEMAN, Soeteman Risk & Insurance Consulting, Meerleseweg 31, 4861 NA Chaam. Tel: +31 6 5134 4885 - E-mail: p.soeteman@planet.nl

Mr. W.P. SPRENGER, Rechtbank Rotterdam, P.O. Box 50950, 3007 BL Rotterdam. Tel.: +31 10 297 1234 – E-mail: w.p.sprenger@rechtspraak.nl

Mevr. Mr. S. STIBBE, Stichting Vervoer Adres, P.O. Box 24023, 2490 AA Den Haag. Tel.: +31 88 552 2167 – Fax: +31 88 552 2103 – E-mail: sstibbe@beurtvaartadres.nl

Mevr. Mr. V.J.A. SÜTO, LegalRail P.O. Box 82025, 2508 EA Den Haag. Tel: +31 70 323 3566 - E-mail: suto@legalrail.nl

Mr. F.J.W. VAN ZOELEN, Havenbedrijf Rotterdam N.V., P.O. Box 6622, 3002 AP Rotterdam. Tel.: +31 10 252 1495 – Fax: +31 10 252 1936 – E-mail: f.van.zoelen@portofrotterdam.com

Mevr. Mr. Th.M. VAN ZOELEN –DE BRUIJN, KVNR Boompjes 40, 3011 XB Rotterdam.Tel.: +31 10 217 6278 – E-mail: zoelen@kvnr.nl

**Titulary Members:**

Jhr. Mr V.M. DE BRAUW, Mr. T. VAN DER VALK, Prof. Mr. G.J. VAN DER ZIEL
NIGERIA

NIGERIAN MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

C/o 7th Floor, Architects Place, 2, Idowu Taylor Street, Victoria Island, Lagos, Nigeria
Telephone: + 234 903 601 9864
E-mail: nmlaiminfo@gmail.com Mobile: + 234 814 945 2154
Website www.nmlaonline.org
Established: 1980

Officers:

President: Mr. L. Chidi ILOGU, SAN, 7th Floor, Architects Place, 2, Idowu Taylor Street, Victoria Island, Lagos, Nigeria. Tel.: +234 803 402 1910 – E-mail: c.iologu@foundationchambers.com

First Vice President: Mrs. Funke AGBOR, SAN, 9th Floor, St. Nicholas House, Catholic Mission Street, Lagos, Nigeria. Tel.: +234(0)8033047951 - E-mail: fagbor@acas-law.com

Second Vice President: Mr. Mike IGBOKWE, SAN, The Hedged House, 28a, Mainland Way, Dolphin Estate, Ikoyi, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8036077777 – E-mail: mike@mikeigbokwe.com

Honorary Secretary: Mr. Emeka AKABOGU, 2nd Floor, The Landmark, Km 24 Lekki-Epe Expressway Ajah, Lekki Peninsula, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8055461557 – E-mail: emeka@akabogulaw.com

Treasurer: Mrs. Oritsematosan EDODO-EMORE, 3, Olushesin Olugbologu Street Lekki Conservation Toll, Lekki, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8033052747 – E-mail: oritsematosan2011@yahoo.com

Assistant Secretary: Mrs. Nneka OBIANYOR, Nigerian Maritime Administration & Safety Agency, 4, Burma Rd, Apapa Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8033030937 – E-mail: nobianyor@hotmail.com

Financial Secretary: Mrs. Oluseyi ADEJUYIGBE, Oluseyi Adejuyigbe& Co. 15, Bola Ajibola Street, Off Allen Avenue, Ikeja, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8033028484 – E-mail: seyibim2004@yahoo.co.uk

Publicity Secretary: Mr. Adedoyin AFUN, 15, Agodogba Avenue, Parkview, Ikoyi, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)7064379421 – E-mail: adedoyin.afun@bloomfield-law.com
Ex officio:

Mr. Olumide SOFOWORA SAN, 5th Floor 27/29 King George V Onikan, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8033137878 – E-mail: olumide@sofoworachambers.com / olusofy@hotmail.com

Mrs. Doyin RHODES-VIVOUR, 9 Simeon Akinlonu Crescent Oniru Private Estate Victoria Island, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8034173455, E-mail: doyin@drvlawplace.com

Mrs. Jean CHIAZOR-ANISHERE, Jean Chiazor & Co 5th Floor Shippers’ Plaza 4, Park Lane, Apapa, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8033042063 – E-mail: ofianyichambers@yahoo.com

Mr. Bello GWANDU, Nigerian Shippers’ Council. 4, Park Lane Apapa, Lagos. Tel.: +234(0)8035923948 – E-mail: bellohgwandu@yahoo.com

---

**NORWAY**

**DEN NORSKE SJØRETTSFORENING**

Avdeling av Comité Maritime International
(Norwegian Maritime Law Association)

www.sjorettsforeningen.no

c/o Advokatfirmaet Thommessen AS, Pb 1484 Vika, 0116 Oslo. Tel.: +47 23 11 13 04 – E-mail: ame@thommessen.no

*Established: 1899*

**Officers:**

*President:* Andreas MEIDEELL, Advokatfirmaet Thommessen AS, P.O. Box 1484 Vika, 0116 Oslo. Tel.: +47 23 11 13 04 – E-mail: ame@thommessen.no

*Immediate Past President:* Erik RØSÆG, Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law, University of Oslo, P.O. Box 6706 St. Olavs Plass, 0130 Oslo. Tel.: +47 22859752/+47 48002979 – Fax: +47 94760189 – E-mail: erik.rosag@jus.uio.no

**Members of the Board:**

Karoline BØHLER, Norges Rederiforbund, P.O. Box 1452 Vika, 0116 Oslo; Tel.: +47 908 28 789; E-mail: karoline.boehler@rederi.no

Magne ANDERSEN, Nordisk Skibsrederforening, P.O. Box 3033 Elisenberg, 0207 Oslo; Tel.: +47 22 13 56 17; E-mail: mandersen@nordisk.no
Christian HAUßE, Advokatfirmaet Wiersholm AS, P.O. Box 1400 Vika, 0115 Oslo; Tel: +47 922 60 460; E-mail: chh@wiersholm.no

Oddbjørn SLINNING, Advokatfirmaet Steenstrup Stordrange DA, P.O. Box 1829 Vika, 0123 Oslo; Tel: +47 481 21 650; E-mail: osl@sands.no

Marie MELING, Nordisk institutt for sjørett, P.O. Box 6706 St. Olavs plass, 0130 Oslo; Tel: +47 976 88 864; E-mail: marie.meling@jus.uio.no

Anne-Karin NESDAM, Wikborg Rein Advokatfirma AS, P.O. Box 1513 Vika, 0117 Oslo, Norge; Tel: +47 22 82 76 53; E-mail: akn@wr.no

Trond SOLVANG, Nordisk institutt for sjørett, P.O. Box 6706, St. Olavs plass, 0130 Oslo; Tel: +47 22 85 96 72; E-mail: trond.solvang@jus.uio.no

Thor WINTHER, DNV GL AS, Veritasveien 1, 1322 Høvik; Tel: +47 67 57 95 36; E-mail: thor.winther@dnvgl.com

Terje Hernes PETTERSEN, Norsk Sjømannsforbund, P.O. Box 2000 Vika, 0125 Oslo; Tel: +47 22 282 5800; E-mail: terje.hernes.petterSEN@sjomannsforbundet.no

Deputies:

Karin GJERSOE, AS Klaveness Chartering, P.O. Box 182 Skøyen, 0212 Oslo; Tel: +47 959 09 389; E-mail: Karin.Gjersoe@Klaveness.com

Linn Hoel RINGVOLL, Kluge Advokatfirma AS, P.O. Box 1548 Vika, 0117 Oslo; Tel: +47 951 10 323; E-mail: linn.hoel.ringvoll@kluge.no

Ingår FUGLEVÅG, Advokatfirmaet Simonsen Vogt Wiig AS, P.O. Box 2043 Vika, 0125 Oslo; Tel: +47 900 96 098; E-mail: ifu@svw.no

Titulary Members:

Karl-Johan GOMBRII
PANAMA

ASOCIACION PANAMENA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
(Panamanian Maritime Law Association)
APADEMAR, Calle 39 Bella Vista, Edificio Tarraco 4°piso,
Tel: (507) 302 0106 – Fax: (507) 302 0107
E-mail: info@apademar.com – Website: www.apademar.com
Established: 1979

Officers:

President: Francisco LINARES
Vice President: María L. GALÁN
Secretary: Ramón FRANCO
Deputy Secretary: Pilar CASTILLO
Treasurer: Giovanna AVENDAÑO
Deputy Treasurer: Alexis HERRERA
Director: Belisario PORRAS

PERU

ASOCIACIÓN PERUANA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
(Peruvian Maritime Law Association)
Calle Contralmirante Montero (Ex-Alberto del Campo) 411, Magdalena del Mar, Lima 17, Perú
Tel.: +51 1 411-8860 – E-mail: general@vyalaw.com.pe
Established: 1977

Officers:

President: Dr. Katerina VUSKOVIC, Calle Contralmirante Montero
(Ex-Alberto del Campo) 411, Magdalena del Mar, Lima 17, Peru.
E-mail: vuskovic@vyalaw.com.pe
Past Presidents: Dr. Ricardo VIGIL, Calle Chacarilla 485, San Isidro,
Lima 27, Peru. E-mail: vigiltoldeo@gmail.com
Dr. Frederick D. KORSWAGEN, Jr. Federico Recavarren 131 Of. 404,
Miraflores, Lima 18, Peru. E-mail: andespacific@pandiperu.com

Honorary Members:

Dr. Ricardo VIGIL
Part I - Organization of the CMI

Member associations

Dr. José Domingo RAY
Vice Admiral Mario CASTRO DE MENDOZA

Vice Presidents:

Dr. Juan Jose SALMON, Calle Contralmirante Montero (Ex-Alberto del Campo) 411, Magdalena del Mar, Lima 17, Peru. E-mail: juanjosesalmon@gmail.com

Dr. Eduardo URDAY, Calle Chacarilla 485, San Isidro, Lima 27, Peru. E-mail: murdayb@murday.com.pe

Secretary General:

Dr. Mariela URRESTI, Calle Amador Merino Reyna 195, San Isidro, Lima 27, Peru. E-mail: muj@osa.com.pe

Treasurer: Dr. Daniel ESCALANTE, Calle Contralmirante Montero (Ex-Alberto del Campo) 411, Magdalena del Mar, Lima 17, Peru. E-mail: escalante@vyalaw.com.pe

Directors:

Dr. Carla PAOLI, Calle Virtud y Unión (ex Calle 12) Nº 160, Urb. Corpac, San Isidro, Lima 27, Peru. E-mail: cpaolic@arcalaw.com.pe

Dr. Manuel QUIROGA SUITO, Yrivarren & Quiroga Abogados, Mariscal Sucre 183, of. 101, Miraflores, Lima 18-Perú. E-mail: mquiroga@yrivarren.com.pe

Dr. Pablo ARAMBURU, Calle Contralmirante Montero (Ex-Alberto del Campo) 411, Magdalena del Mar, Lima 17, Peru. E-mail: aramburu@vyalaw.com.pe

Dr. Jorge ARBOLEDA, Salvador Gutiérrez 329, Miraflores, Lima 18, Peru. E-mail: jjarbo@terra.com.pe

Titulary Members:

Francisco ARCA PATIÑO, Percy URDAY BERENGUEL, Ricardo VIGIL TOLEDO, Katerina VUSKOVIC

Membership:
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PHILIPPINES

MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF THE PHILIPPINES
(MARLAW)

Room 39J Pearl of the Orient Tower, 1240 Roxas Blvd., Ermita Manila, Philippines
Tel. (632) 353-40-97 – Fax: (632) 353-40-97
E-mail: secretariat@marlawph.com
Established: 1981

Officers:

President: Maria Rosario L. YBAÑEZ, Esq. (rly@ybanezlaw.com)

Executive Vice-President and Treasurer: Keith Richard M. PIOQUINTO (keith.pioquinto@bleslaw.com)

Vice-President – External Affairs: Rodelio L. ORTIZ (r.ortiz@stolt.com)

Vice-President – Internal Affairs: Daphne Ruby G. GRASPARIL (dbgrasparil@veralaw.com.ph)

Vice-President - Membership: Pedrito I. FAYTAREN, JR. (pedrito.faytaren@delrosariolaw.com)

Assistant Vice-President – External Affairs: Ferdinand A. NAGUE (ferdinand_nague@yahoo.com)

Assistant Treasurer: Arnold B. LUGARES (arnold.lugares@arlaw.com.ph)

Secretary: Avril Elaine U. GAMBOA (aug@sapalovelez.com)

Board of Trustees:

Chairperson: Iris V. BAGUILAT (irisbaguilat@gmail.com)

Members:

Gilberto G.B. ASUQUE (gbasuque@yahoo.com.ph)
Benjamin T. BACORRO (ocbocc@philonline.com)
Emmanuel S. BUENAVENTURA (emmanuel.buenaventura@gmail.com)
Glenn CABAÑEZ, (gleneagles727.gc@gmail.com)
Francis M. EGENIAS (fmegenias@gmail.com)
Ma. Theresa C. GONZALES (tcgonzales@veralaw.com.ph)
Member associations

Dennis R. GORECHO (dennisg21@yahoo.com)
Elma Christine R. LEOGARDO (elma.leogardo@yahoo.com)
Lamberto V. PIA (manila@solidshipping.com)
Joseph Manolo R. REBANO (joseph.rebano@delrosariolaw.com)
Baltazar Y. REPOL (astorgaandrepol@arlaw.com.ph)
Maria Trinidad P. VILLAREAL (mtpv@ccjslaw.com)

POLAND

POLSKIE STOWARZYSZENIE PRAWA MORSKIEGO
(Polish Maritime Law Association)
ul. Stanisława Moniuszki 20, 71-430 Szczecin, Poland
Tel.: +48 91 886 24 01 – Fax: +48 91 886 24 00 – E-mail: biuro@pmla.org.pl
Website: www.pmla.org.pl
Established: 2013 (as a continuation of the MLA established in 1934)

Officers:
Board of Directors:

President: Mr Krzysztof KOCHANOWSKI (Attorney at Law)
Vice-Presidents:
Mrs Justyna NAWROT (Academic)
Mrs Zuzanna PEPLOWSKA-DABROWSKA (Academic)
Secretary: Mr Pawel MICKIEWICZ (Attorney at Law)
Member: Mrs Alina LUCZAK (Attorney at Law)

Supervisory Board:

Chairman: Mrs Ewa KRZYSZTOPORSKA (Attorney at Law)
Members:
Mr Bartosz BIECHOWSKI (Attorney at Law)
Mr Dariusz SYMANKIEWICZ (Attorney at Law)

Membership:
Individual Members: 43
Corporate Members/Institutions: 1
ROMANIA

ROMANIAN MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

54 Cuza Voda Street, ap. 3, Groud Floor, Constanta, Romania, 900682
Tel: +40 241 51 81 12 – Fax: +40 241 51 88 02
Email: contact@maritimelaw.ro – Website: www.maritimelaw.ro
Established: 2008

Officers:

President:
Adrian CRISTEA, Cristea & Partners Law Office, 54 Cuza Voda Street, ap. 3, Ground Floor, Constanta, Romania, 900682. Tel: +40 241 51 81 12 – Fax: +40 241 51 88 02 – E-mail: adrian@cristealaw.ro

Vice Presidents:
Augustin ZABRAUTANU, Zabrautanu, Popescu & Associates, 16 Splaiul Unirii, 8th Floor, Office 807, Bucharest, Sector 4, 040035. Tel: +40 21 336 73 71 – Fax: +40 21 336 73 72 – E-mail: augustin.zabrautanu@pialaw.ro

Ciprian CRISTEA, Cristea & Partners Law Office, 12 Institutul Medico-Militar Street, ap. 3, 1st Floor, Bucharest, Romania, 010919. Tel: +40 241 51 81 12 – Fax: +40 241 51 88 02 – E-mail: ciprian@cristealaw.ro

Company & Institutional Members:

ROMANIAN SURVEYORS ASSOCIATION

Contact: Mr. Nicolae Vasile
Tel: +40 744 32 52 51
E-mail: nicolae.st.vasile@gmail.com

Other members:

Mariana CRISTEA, Cristea & Partners Law Office, 54 Cuza Voda Street, ap. 3, Ground Floor, Constanta, Romania, 900682. Tel: +40 241 51 81 12 – Fax: +40 241 51 88 02 – E-mail: mariana@cristealaw.ro

Carmen ZABRAUTANU, Zabrautanu, Popescu & Associates, 16 Splaiul Unirii, 8th Floor, Office 807, Bucharest, Sector 4, 040035. Tel: +40 21 336 73 71 – Fax: +40 21 336 73 72 – E-mail: carmen.zabrautanu@pialaw.ro
Andrei MURINEANU, Romanian Ship Surveyor, 32 Ion Ratiu Street, Constanta, Romania. Tel: +40 723 55 39 90 – E-mail: murineanuu@yahoo.com

Robert-Liviu MATEESCU, Shipmaster, B-dul Mamaia, nr. 69, BI. TL1, sc. A, ap. 26, Constanta, Romania. Tel: +40 752 10 01 21

Alexandra BOURCEANU, Lawyer, Tel: +40 744 11 29 15 – E-mail: alexandrabourceanu@gmail.com

SENEGAL

ASSOCIATION SENEGALAISE DE DROIT DES ACTIVITES MARITIMES (ASDAM)

Senegal Maritime Law Association
Aboubacar FALL, PhD, LL.M (Seattle), Managing Partner, FALL & Partners Law Firm, 49 Rue E.H. Ibrahima Niasse MERMOZ, PO Box 15108 Dakar-Fann, Dakar (Senegal).
Direct + (221) 33 824 19 23 /33 824 19 86 -
Mobile + (221) 77 184 65 45
Email: a.fall@fplegal.sn - Email : fall_aboubacar@yahoo.fr –
Skype :aboubacar.fall77
Website: www.fplegal.sn (under construction)

Established: 1988

Officers:

Président Honoraire: Prof. Tafsir Malick NDIAYE, Juge au Tribunal International du Droit de la Mer (ITLOS) – E-mail: Ndiaye@itlos.org

Membres du Bureau

Président: Dr. Aboubacar FALL, Partner, GENI & KEBE Law Firm, 47 Boulevard de la République PO Box 14392 Dakar. Direct: + (221) 33 821 19 16 / 33 822 4636 – Mobile: + (221) 77 184 65 45 – E-mail: fall_aboubacar@yahoo.fr - a.fall@gsklaw.sn

Vice-Président: Prof. Ibrahima Khalil DIALLO, Professeur de Droit Maritime et des Transports. Direct: + (221) 33 832 24 83 – Mobile: + (221) 77 632 57 42 – E-mail: ibrahimakhalildiallo@gmail.com

Secrétaire Général: M. Ousmane TOURE, Directeur du Centre TRAINMAR. Mobile + (221) 77 332 43 11 – E-mail: copatoure@yahoo.com
Secrétaire Général Adjoint: Mr Amadou AW, Docteur en Droit Maritime, Consultant/Enseignant en Droit Maritime & Logistique. Mobile: (221) 77 239 91 94 – E-mail: amadou.aw@voila.fr

Trésorière: Mme Dienaba BEYE-TRAORE, Directrice de la Législation, Commission Sous Régionale des Pêches (CSRP). Direct: + (221) 77413123 – Mobile: + (221) 76130934 – E-mail: dienaba_beye@yahoo.fr

Membres du Comité de Direction:

Mr. Yérim THIOUB, Directeur Général de l'Agence Nationale des Affaires Maritimes (ANAM). Direct: + (221) 33 849 16 99 – Mobile: + (221) 77 324 15 00 – E-mail: yerim114@yahoo.fr

Mr. Hamid DIOP, Ancien Directeur Général de la Marine Marchande, Consultant. Mobile (221) 764972462 – E-mail: hamiddiop@yahoo.fr

Me Ameth BA, Bâtonnier de l'Ordre des Avocats du Sénégal. Mobile: + (221) 77 638 25 29 – E-mail: jambaar211@yahoo.fr

Mme Maréme DIAGNE TALLA, Conseillère Juridique au Ministère de l'Economie Maritime. Mobile: + (221) 76 666 92 54/33 849 50 79 – E-mail: masodiagne@yahoo.fr

Dr. Khalifa Ababacar KANE, Enseignant en Droit Maritime et Portuaire. Mobile: + (221) 77 392 80 57 – E-mail: khalifa_ababacarkane@hotmail.com

Dr. Amadou Yaya SARR, Directeur des Ressources Humaines, Port Autonome de Dakar. Mobile: + (221) 77 631 02 93 – E-mail: yamadosarr@yahoo.fr

M. Abdoulaye AGNE, Consultant en Transport International. Mobile: + (221) 76 688 56 13/33 820 96 18 – E-mail: toroodo2002@yahoo.com

M. El Hadj Mamadou NIANG, Chef du Département Transports, AMSA Assurances. Mobile: + (221) 77 511 43 23 – E-mail: ehmniang@amsaassurances.com; Amsa-sn@amsa-group.com

M. Baïdy DIENE, Secrétaire Général de l’Agence de Gestion et de Coopération Maritime (AGC). Direct:+221338491359 – Mobile: +221776376171 – E-mail: baidy.agc@orange.sn

Me Papis SECK, Avocat, Cabinet VAN DAM and Kruidenier, Postbus 4043, 3006 A.A. Rotterdam, Pays-Bas. Direct: +(101) 288 88 00 – Mobile: +06323990155 – E-mail: seck@damkru.nl
M. Serigne THIAM DIOP, Secrétaire Général, Union Générale des Conseils des Chargeurs (UASC), BP 12969 – Douala (Cameroun). Mobile: (+237) 33 437045 – E-mail: serignethiamd@yahoo.fr; serignethiamd@gmail.com

M. Mamadou GUEYE, Administrateur-Directeur Général, SNAT-SA, BP 22585 Dakar. Direct: (+221) 338223515/338223605/338420526 – E-mail: mamadou.gueye@snat.sn

M. Djibril DIA, Responsable Branche Transports, AXA – Sénégal. Mobile: (+221) 75114323 – E-mail: djibril.dia@axa.sn

**Titulary Members:**

Dr. Aboubacar FALL, Prof. Ibrahima Khalil DIALLO.

---

**SINGAPORE**

**THE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE**

c/o 1003 Bukit Merah Central
Inno. Centre #02-10 Singapore 159836
Tel: +65 6278 2538 – E-mail: mail@mlas.org.sg / corina.song@allenandgledhill.com
Website: www.mlas.org.sg

*Established: 1991*

**Officers:**

*President:* Mr. S. MOHAN, Resource Law LLC, 10 Collyer Quay #06-01 Ocean Financial Centre, Singapore 049315. Tel. +65 6805 7300 - E-mail smohan@resourcelawasia.com

*Vice-President:* Mr. LEONG Kah Wah

*Treasurer:* Ms. Wendy NG

*Secretary:* Ms. Corina SONG

*Committee members:* Peter DORAISAMY, Frederick FRANCIS Capt., Seng Chee GAN, John SIMPSON, Lawrence TEH, Kelly VOOUVOUSSIRAS, Govintharasah s/o RAMANATHAN, Wendy NG
SLOVENIJA

DRUŠTVO ZA POMORSKO PRAVO SLOVENIJE

(Maritime Law Association of Slovenia)

c/o University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Maritime Studies and Transport
Pot pomorščakov 4, SI 6320 Portorož, Slovenia
Tel.: +386 5 676.7100 – Fax: +386 5 676.7130 – E-mail: mlas@fpp.edu – Website: http://www.dpps-mlas.si
Established: 1992

Officers:

President: Margita SELAN-VOGLAR, LL.B; Zavarovalnica Triglav, d.d. Ljubljana; Ribče 34 c, 1281 Kresnice, Slovenia. Tel.: +38641790435 - E-mail: m.s.voglar@gmail.com

Vice President: Mitja GRBEC Ph.D., Mare Nostrvm, Corporate & Legal Services, Sv. Peter 142, 6333 Sečovlje, Slovenia. Tel.: +38641846378 –E-mail: mitja.grbec@gmail.com

Secretary General: Boris JERMAN, Ph.D., Port of Koper, Sp. Škofije 124/h,6281 Škofije, Slovenia. Tel.: +38656656953 –E-mail: Boris.Jerman@luka-kp.si

Treasurer: Karla OBLAK, LL.M, University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Maritime Studies and Transport; Brezje pri Grosupljem 81, 1290 Grosuplje, Slovenia; Tel.: +38641696599 - E-mail: karla.oblak@gmail.com

Members:

Jana RODICA LL.M.; Van Ameyde Adriatik, Kraljeva 10, 6000 Koper, Slovenia. Tel. :+38640322243- E-mail: janarodica@gmail.com

Zlatan ČOK, Pomorske Agencije in Špedicije SAVICA d.o.o.); Vena Pilona 12, Koper, Slovenia. Tel.: +38641616433 - E-mail: zlatan.cok@gmail.com

Titular Members:

Prof. Marko ILESIC, Anton KARIZ, Prof. Marko PAVLIHA, Andrej PIRS M.Sc., Josip RUGELJ M.Sc.

Membership:
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SOUTH AFRICA

THE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

All correspondence to be addressed to the MLASA Secretary:
Sharmila NAIDOO, Shepstone & Wylie Attorneys, 24 Richefond
Circle, Ridgeside Office Park, Umhlanga Rocks, 4319, P. O. Box 305,
La Lucia, 4153.
Tel: +31 575 7323 - Fax: +31 575 7300 - Mobile: +27 82 041 8124
E-mail: snaidoo@wylie.co.za – Website: www.mlasa.co.za
Established: 1974

Officers:

President: Gavin FITZMAURICE, Webber Wentzel, 15th Floor,
Convention Tower, Heerengracht Street, Foreshore, Cape Town,
8001, P. O. Box 3667, Cape Town, 8000. Tel: +27 21 431 7279/7281
- Fax: +27 21 431 8279 - Mobile: +27 82 787 3920 - E-mail:
Gavin.Fitzmaurice@webberwentzel.com

Vice-President: Lerato MABOEA, Transnet National Port Authority, M.:
+27 83 504 9200 – Email: lerato.maboea@transnet.net

Secretary: Sharmila NAIDOO, Shepstone & Wylie Attorneys, 24
Richefond Circle, Ridgeside Office Park, Umhlanga Rocks, 4319, P.
O. Box 305, La Lucia, 4153. Tel: +31 575 7323 – Fax: +31 575 7300
– Mobile: +27 82 041 8124 – E-mail: snaidoo@wylie.co.za

Treasurer: Tamryn SIMPSON, Cox Yeats, 21 Richefond Circle,
Ridgeside Office Park, Umhlanga Ridge, Durban, P. O. Box 913,
Umhlanga Rocks, 4320. Tel: +27 31 536 8500 - Fax: +27 31 536
8088 - E-mail: tsimpson@coxyeats.co.za

Executive Committee:

Advocate Lisa MILLS, 14th Floor, 6 Durban Club Place, Durban, 4001.
Tel: +27 31 301 0217 – Fax: +27 31 307 2661 – Mobile: +27 83
634 8671 – E-mail: lmills@law.co.za

Peter EDWARDS, Dawson, Edwards & Associates, 'De Hoop', 2 Vriende
Street, Gardens, Cape Town, 8001, P. O. Box 12425, Mill Street,
Cape Town, 8010. Tel: +27 21 462 4340 - Fax: +27 21 462 4390
- Mobile: +27 82 495 1100 - E-mail: petere@dawsons.co.za
Member associations

Peter LAMB, Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa Inc., 3 Pencarrow Crescent, Pencarrow Park, La Lucia Ridge, Durban, 4051. Tel: +27 31 582 5627 – Mobile +27 71 448 2665 – Fax: +27 31 582 5727 – E-mail: peter.lamb@nortonrosefulbright.com

Edmund, GREINER, Shepstone & Wylie, 18th Floor, 2 Long Street, Cape Town, 8001, P. O Box 7452 Roggebaai, 8012, Docex 272, Cape Town, 8012. Tel: +27 21 419 6495 - Fax: +27 21 418 1974 - Mobile: +27 82 333 3359 - E-mail greiner@wylie.co.za

Graham, BRADFIELD, Associate Professor, Shipping Law Unit, Department of Commercial Law, Deputy Dean, Post Graduate Studies. Tel: +27 21 650 2676 – Email: graham.bradfield@uct.ac.za

SPAIN

ASOCIACIÓN ESPAÑOLA DE DERECHO MARÍTIMO
(Spanish Maritime Law Association)
Paseo de la Castellana, nº 151 – 10º, 28046 Madrid, SPAIN
Tel.: +34 91 3573384 – Fax.: +34 91 3573531 – E-mail: contacto@aedm.es
Website: www.aedm.es
Established: January 1949

Officers:

President: Eduardo ALBORS, Albors Galiano Portales, 53 Velázquez St., 28001 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 4356617 – Fax.: +34 91 5767423 – E-mail: ealbors@alborsgaliano.com

Vice Presidents:

Tomás FERNÁNDEZ-QUIRÓS, Uría Menéndez, 187 Prínçipe de Vergara St., 28002 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 5860558 – Fax.: +34 91 5860500 – E-mail: tomas.fernandez-quiros@uria.com

Mercedes DUCH, 3, San Simon & Duch, 3 Araquil St., 28023 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 3579298 – Fax.: +34 91 3575037 – E-mail: mduch@lsansimon.com

Secretary: Manuel ALBA, Carlos III University of Madrid, 126 Madrid St., 28903 Getafe (Madrid). Tel.: +34 91 6245769 – Fax.: +34 91 6249589 – E-mail: manuel.alba.fernandez@uc3m.es
Member associations

Treasurer: Jesús CASAS, Casas & Garcia-Castellano Abogados, 18 Goya St., 28001 Madrid. Tel: +34 91 3573384 – Fax: +34 91 3573531 – E-mail: jesus.casas@casasabogados.com

Members:

Julio LÓPEZ QUIROGA, Avante Legal, 59 Velazquez St., 6º Centro-Izquierda (oficina dcha.), 28001 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 7430950 – E-mail: jlq@avantelegal.com

Javier PORTALES, Albors Galiano Portales, 53 Velázquez St., 28001 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 4356617 – Fax.: +34 91 5767423 – E-mail: jportales@alborsgaliano.com

Albert BADÍA, AACNI, 143 Vía Augusta St., 08021 Barcelona. Tel.: +34 93 4146668 – Fax.: +34 93 4146558 – E-mail: albertbadia@aacni.com

Rodolfo A. GONZÁLEZ-LEBRERO, Lebrero Llorente Abogados, 34 Juan Bravo St., 28006 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 5313605 – Fax.: +34 91 5314194 – E-mail: rod.lebrero@lebrerollorente.com

Jesús BARBADILLO, Garrigues, 3 Hermosilla St., 28001 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 5145200 - Fax: +34 91 3992408 - E-mail: jesus.barbadillo@garrigues.com

Manuel CARLIER, Spanish Shipowners’ Association (ANAVE), 11 Doctor Fleming St., 28036 Madrid. Tel.: +34 91 4580040 - Fax: +34 91 4579780 - E-mail: mcarlier@anave.es

Titulary Members:

José M. ALCÁNTARA, Eduardo ALBORS, Ignacio ARROYO, José L. del MORAL, Luis de SAN SIMÓN, Luis FIGAREDO, Javier GALIANO, Guillermo GIMÉNEZ de la CUADRA, Rodolfo A. GONZÁLEZ-LEBRERO, Rafael ILLESCAS, Fernando MEANA, Fernando RUÍZ-GÁLVEZ.

Membership:

Individual members: 135
Collective members: 20


**SWEDEN**

**SVENSKA SJÖRÄTTSFÖRENINGEN**

The Swedish Maritime Law Association  
c/o Bergknallen 4, 436 40 Askim, Sweden.  
Tel: +46 721 791561  
E-mail: paula.backden@vinge.se  
Website: www.svenskasjorattsforeningen.se

**Officers:**

*President:* Paula BÄCKDÉN, Bergknallen 4, 436 40 Askim, Sweden.  
Phone: +46 721 791561 –  
E-mail: paula.backden@vinge.se

*Treasurer:* Niclas MARTINSSON, Senior Associate, Setterwalls Advokatbyrå, P.O. Box 1050, 101  
39 Stockholm, Sweden. Phone: +46 702 710854 - E-mail: niclas.martinsson@setterwalls.se

**Members of the Board**

Paula BÄCKDÉN (Vinge Lawfirm), Ida DAHLBORG (Wistrand Advokatbyrå), Jonas ROSENGREN (Werks Advokater), Mikaela DAHLMAN TAMM (Svensk Försäkring), Thony LINDSTRÖM HÄRDIN (Floatel AB), Jörgen SKÖLD (Morris Law), Annica BÖRJESSON (Maqs Advokatbyrå), Anders LEISSNER (Swedish Club), Niclas MARTINSSON (Setterwalls Advokatbyrå).

**Titulary Members:**

Lars BOMAN, Rainer HORNBOG, Lars GORTON, Jan SANDSTRÖM, Måns JACOBSSON
SWITZERLAND
ASSOCIATION SUISSE DE DROIT MARITIME
SCHWEIZERISCHE VEREINIGUNG FÜR SEERECHT

(Swiss Maritime Law Association)
c/o Dr. Regula Hinderling, c/o Burckhardt Ltd., Mühlenberg 7, Postfach 258, CH-4010 Basel. Tel: +41 58 881 01 01 Fax: +41 58 881 01 09
Email: hinderling@burckhardtlaw.com
www.swissmla.ch
Established: 1952

Officers:

President: Prof. Dr. Alexander von ZIEGLER, Postfach 1876, Löwenstrasse 19, CH-8021 Zürich. Tel.: +41 44 215.5252 – Fax: +41 44 215.5200 – E-mail: alexander.vonziegler@swlegal.ch

Vice-President: Dr. Thomas BURCKHARDT, Aeschenvorstadt 67, CH-4010 Basel. Tel.: +41 61 206 4545 Fax: +41 61 206 4546 – E-Mail: thomas.burckhardt@advokaten.ch

Treasurer: Andreas BACH, Mythenquai 50/60, Postfach, 8022 Zürich. Tel.: +41 43 285 39 84 - Fax: +41 43 282 39 84 – E-Mail: andreas_bach@swissre.com

Secretary: Dr. Regula HINDERLING, c/o Burckhardt Ltd., Mühlenberg 7, Postfach 258, CH-4010 Basel. Tel: +41 58 881 01 01 Fax: +41 58 881 01 09 Email: hinderling@burckhardtlaw.com

Titulary Members:
Andreas BACH., Dr. Thomas BURCKHARDT, Lic. Stephan CUENI, Dr. Regula HINDERLING, Dr. Vesna POLIC FOGLAR Prof. Dr. Alexander von ZIEGLER, Andreas Bach, Regula Hinderling

Membership:
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TANZANIA

MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF TANZANIA

1st Floor, Seifee Mansion 37 Bibi Titi Mohamed Road P.O. Box 11472
DAR ES SALAAM
Mobile: +255 713 254 602 – Fax: +255 22 2134531 – E-mail: ibrabendera@yahoo.com
Established: 2016

Officers:

President: Prof. Dr. COSTA RICKY MAHALU
Haile Selassie Road
100 Masaki, Kinondoni District
DAR ES SALAAM TANZANIA

Vice President Zanzibar: Mr. SALIM MNKONJE - Mob: +255 777 412585, +255 719 487 485 - E-mail: salimmnkonje2@yahoo.co.tz
Vice President Tanzania Mainland: Dr. TUMAINI SHABANI
GURUMO - Mob: +255 777 009 928 - E-mail: tgurumo@yahoo.com
Secretary: Capt. IBRAHIM MBIU BENDERA - Mob: +255 713 254 602 - E-mail: ibrabendera@yahoo.com
Treasurer: Mr. DONALD CHIDOWU - Mob: +255 784 252 700 - +255 764 596 596 - E-mail: matichid@yahoo.com

Officers, Board Members:

Mr. DILIP KESARIA - Mob: +255 784 780 102 - E-mail: dilip@kesarialaw.co.tz

Titulary Members:

Honorary Member: JOSEPH SINDE WARIOBA
Part I - Organization of the CMI
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TURKEY

DENIZ HUKUKU DERNEGI

(Maritime Law Association of Turkey)

All correspondence to be addressed to the Secretary General:
Adv. Sevilay KURU, NSN Law Office, Altunizade, Burhaniye Mah. Atilla Sok. No: 6 Uskudar, Istanbul, Turkey. Mobile: +90 532 214 33 94 - E-mail: sevilay.kuru@nsn-law.com

Established: 1988

Officers:

President: Prof. Dr. Emine YAZICIOLGU, Istanbul Universitesi Hukuk Fakultesi, Deniz Hukuku ABD, 34116 Beyazit, Fatih, Istanbul, Turkey. Mobile: +90 532 495 28 27 - E-mail: emnyzogl@gmail.com

Vice Presidents:

Prof. Dr. Didem ALGANTÜRK LIGHT, İstanbul Ticaret Universitesi, Sutluce Mahallesi, Imrahor Caddesi, No: 90 Beyoglu 34445, Istanbul, Turkey. Mobile: +90 532 252 04 98 – E-mail: didemlight@gmail.com

Doc. Dr. Ecehan YEŞILOVA, 1476 sok. No:2 Kat 6 Aksoy Rezidans Liman Mevkii Alsancak/Izmır, Turkey. Mobile: +90 532 591 84 41 - E-mail: ecehan.yesilova@yasar.edu.tr

Treasurer: Av. Sertaç SAYHAN, Hatem Law Office, Inonu Cad. No:48/3, Taksim 3443, Istanbul, Turkey. Mobile: +90 532 283 96 97 - E-mail: ssayhan@hatem-law.com.tr

Secretary General: Av. Sevilay KURU, NSN Law Office, Altunizade, Burhaniye Mah. Atilla Sok. No: 6 Uskudar, Istanbul, Turkey. Mobile: +90 532 214 33 94 - E-mail: sevilay.kuru@nsn-law.com

Members of the Board:

Doç. Dr. Nil Kula DEĞIRMENCI, Dokuz Eylul Universitesi, Yerleşkesi, Denizcilik Fakültesi, oda no:206, 35160, Buca-İzmır, Turkey. Mobile: +90 533 361 53 91 - E-mail: nilkuladegirmenci@gmail.com

Av. Zehra Bahar SAYHAN GULYAS, Büyükdere Cad. Pekin Apt. No: 5, Daire: 3 Şişli / İstanbul, Turkey. Mobile: +90 554 271 94 17 - E-mail: bahar.sayhan@gmail.com
UKRAINE

UKRAINIAN MARITIME BAR ASSOCIATION

39, Troyitskaya street, office 11, Odessa, Ukraine, 65045
For correspondence: Ukraine, 04116, Kyiv city, Sholudenko str., 1-B, office 10, UMBA c/o Rabomizo
Tel. +380 44 362 04 11 – Email: office@umba.org.ua – Website: www.umba.org.ua
Established: 2006

Officers:

President: Denys RABOMIZO, Rabomizo law firm, Address: Sholudenko str., 1-B, office 10, Kyiv city, 04116, Ukraine. Tel. +380 44 362 04 11. Email: denys@rabomizo.com

Vice-President: Denys KESHKENTIY, Attorney-at-Law; Address: Troyitskaya str., 39, office 11, Odessa, Ukraine, 65045. Tel. +380 67 732 75 55. Email: law@ukr.net

Members of the Executive Board:

Alyona PTASHENCHUK, Address for correspondence: Troyitskaya str., 39, office 11, Odessa, Ukraine, 65045. Email: office@umba.org.ua.

Evgeniy SUKACHEV, Black Sea Law Company, Senior Partner; Address: Shevchenko Avn. 29A, office 14, Odessa, Ukraine, 65058. Tel.+380 50 390 24 24. E-mail: e.sukachev@blacksealawcompany.com.

Oleksandr BASYUK, Address for correspondence: Troyitskaya str., 39, office 11, Odessa, Ukraine, 65045. Email: office@umba.org.ua.

Members of the Audit Committee:

Svitlana CHICHLUCHA, Address for correspondence: Gordienko str., 33, kv. 15, Odessa, Ukraine, 65000. Tel. +380 97 456 57 72. Email: lyra_6@ukr.net.
UNITED KINGDOM
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND

BRITISH MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

c/o Mr. Andrew D. TAYLOR, Reed Smith, The Broadgate Tower,
20 Primrose Street, London EC2A 2RS
Tel. +44 20 3116 3000 – Fax +44 20 3116 3999 – E-mail
adtaylor@reedsmith.com – www.bmla.org.uk
Established: 1908

Officers:

President: The Rt. Hon. Lord PHILLIPS OF WORTH MATRAVERS

Vice-Presidents:

The Rt. Hon. The Lord LLOYD OF BERWICK
The Rt. Hon. Lord Justice EVANS
The Rt. Hon. The Lord SAVILLE of NEWDIGATE
The Rt. Hon. The Lord CLARKE of Stone-cum-Ebony
The Rt. Hon. The THOMAS of Cwmgiedd
The Rt. Hon. Lord Justice Longmore
The Rt. Hon. Lord Justice Gross
The Rt. Hon. Sir Richard Aikens
The Rt. Hon. Sir Stephen Tomlinson
The Rt. Hon. Sir David STEEL
Sir Peter GROSS
S. N. BEARE
P.W. GRIGGS
A. E. DIAMOND

Treasurer and Secretary: Andrew D. TAYLOR, Reed Smith, The Broadgate Tower, 20 Primrose Street, London EC2A 2RS. Tel. +44 20 3116 3000 – Fax +44 20 3116 3999 – E-mail adtaylor@reedsmith.com.
Titular Members:

Membership:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
THE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES

Francis X. Nolan, III
President of the Maritime Law Association of the United States
1633 Broadway, 31st Floor, New York, NY 10019
o: 212-407-6950 | m: 201-618-7058 | f: 212-407-7799
Website: www.mlaus.org
Established: 1899

Officers:
President: Francis X. Nolan III, VEDDER PRICE PC, 1633 Broadway Fl 47, New York, NY 10019; T: (212) 407-6950; F: (212) 407-7799; E: FNOLAN@VEDDERPRICE.COM

First Vice President: David J. Farrell, Jr., FARRELL & SMITH LLP, 2355 Main St, PO Box 186, S. Chatham, MA 02659; T: (508) 432-2121; F: (978) 666-0383; E: SEALAW@LIVE.COM

Second Vice President: Barbara L. Holland, GARVEY SCHUBERT BARER, 1191 Second Ave, Ste 1800, Seattle, WA 98101-2939; P: (206) 816-1307; F: (206) 464-0125; E: BHOLLAND@GSBLAW.COM

Membership Secretary: Grady S. Hurley, JONES WALKER LLP, 201 St. Charles Ave, New Orleans, LA 70170-5100; P: (504) 582-8224; F: (504) 589-8224; E: GHURLEY@JONESWALKER.COM
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Treasurer: William Robert Connor III, MARSHALL DENNEHEY WARNER COLEMAN & GOGGIN
Wall St. Plaza, 88 Pine St Fl 21, New York, NY 10005-1801; T: (212) 376-6417; F: (212) 376-6490; E: WRCONNOR@MDWCG.COM

Membership Secretary: James F MOSELEY, JR., MOSELEY PRICHARD PARRISH KNIGHT& JONES, 501 West Bay St Jacksonville, FL 32202; T: (904) 356-1306; F: (904) 354-0194; E: JMOSELEYJR@MPPKJ.COM

Website and Technology Secretary: Lynn L. Krieger, LEWIS BRISBOIS BISGAARD & SMITH LLP, 333 Bush St, Ste 1100 San Francisco, CA 94104; P: (415) 438-6644; F: (415) 434-0882; E: LYNN.KRIEGER@LEWISBRISBOIS.COM

2018-2021 DIRECTORS

Harold K. WATSON, Immediate Past President, CHAFFE MCCALL LLP, 801 Travis Ste 1910, Houston, TX 77002; T: (713) 343-2952; F: (713) 546-9806; E: WATSON@CHAFFE.COM

Term Expiring 2019

Phillip A Buhler, MOSELEY PRICHARD PARRISH KNIGHT & JONES, 501 West Bay St, Jacksonville, FL 32202; T: (904) 356-1306; F: (904) 354-0194; E: PABUHLER@MPPKJ.COM

Jason R Harris, CRANFILL SUMNER & HARTZOG, 319 N 3RD ST #300, Wilmington, NC 2940; T: (910) 777-6000; F: (910) 777-6142; E: JHARRIS@CSHLAW.COM

Pamela L Schultz, HINSHAW CULBERTSON LLP, One California St Fl 18, San Francisco, CA 94111; T: (415) 263-8132; F: (415) 834-9070; E: PSCHULTZ@HINSHAWLAW.COM

Deborah C Waters, WATERS LAW FIRM PC, Town Point Ctr Bldg Ste 600, 150 Boush St, Norfolk, VA 23510; T: (757) 446-1434; F: (757) 446-1438; E: DWATERS@WATERSLAWVA.COM

Term Expiring 2020

Mark T. Coberly, VANDEVENTER BLACK LLP, World Trade Ctr,101 W Main Ste 300, Norfolk, VA 23510-1699; T: (757) 446-8614; F: (757) 446-8670; E: MC assures confer@VANBLK.COM

Vincent J. Foley, HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP, 31 W 52nd St, New York, NY 10019; T: (212) 513-3357; F: (212) 385-9010; E: VINCENT.FOLEY@HKLAW.COM
Norman M. Stockman, HAND ARENDALL LLC, PO Box 123, Mobile, AL 36601, T: (251) 694-6352, F: (251) 694-6375, E: NSTOCKMAN@HANDARENDALL.COM

Andrew C. Wilson, SIMON PERAGINE SMITH & REDF EARN LLP, Energy Ctr, 1100 Poydras St Fl 30, New Orleans, LA 70163; T: (504) 569-2928; F: (504) 569-2999; E: ANDREWW@SPSR-LAW.COM

**Term Expiring 2021**

Kirby L. Aaarsheim, Clinton & Muzyka, 88 Black Falcon Ave. Ste. 200, Boston MA 02210-2426; T: (617)723-9165; F: (617)720-3489; E: kaarsheim@clinmuzyka.com

Conte Cicala, CLYDE & CO US LLP, 100 2nd St Fl 24, San Francisco, CA 94105; T: (415) 365-9830; F: (415) 365-9801; E: conte.cicala@clydeco.us

Jeffrey S. Moller, BLANK ROME LLP, One Logan Sq, 18th & Cherry St, Philadelphia, PA 19103; T: (215) 569-5792; F: (215) 832-5792; E: moller@blankrome.com

Kevin G. O’Donovan, PALMER BIEZUP & HENDERSON LLP, 190 N Independence Mall West Ste 401, Philadelphia, PA 19106; T: (215) 625-7810; F: (215) 625-0185; E: odovan@phb.com

**Titulary Members:**


**Membership:**
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URUGUAY

ASOCIACION URUGUAYA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
Colon 1580 1st Floor Montevideo / URUGUAY
Karen SCHANDY; Telephone: +598 29150168; Facsimile +598 29163329; E-mail: PRESIDENTE@AUDM.COM.UY
www.audm.com.uy
Established: 1971 (reopened 1985)

Officers:

President:
Karen SCHANDY; Email: karen.schandy@schandy.com.uy or presidente@audm.com.uy
Vice-President:
Fernando AGUIRRE, Daniel PAZ
Secretary:
Monica AGEITOS; Email: secretaria@audm.com.uy
Treasurer:
Florencia SCIARRA; Email: secretaria@audm.com.uy

VENEZUELA

ASOCIACIÓN VENEZOLANA DE DERECHO MARÍTIMO
(Comité Marítimo Venezolano)
Av. La Estancia, Centro Cuidad Comercial Tamanaco
Torre A, Piso 8 – Oficina 803-A, Chacao – Caracas, 1060, Venezuela
Tel.: 58212-959-8577/959- 2236 – Fax: 58212-959-1073 – Celular 58424-163-0863 E-mail: asodermarven@gmail.com
– Website: www.avdm-emi.com
Established: 1977

Officers:

President: Julio SÁNCHEZ-VEGAS, Av. La Estancia, C.C.C.T, Torre A, Piso 8, Ofic. 803, Chuao; Tel: 0212-9592236; Tel: 0212-9598577; Fax: 0212-9599692; Mobile/Cellular: 0424-1630863; email: ajmsvp@gmail.com
Council of former Presidents:

Aurelio FERNANDEZ-CONCHESO, Asociación Venezolana de Derecho Marítimo Avenida Circunvalación del Sol, Edificio Santa Paula Plaza I, Piso 4, Oficina 405. Urbanización Santa Paula, Caracas, 1061, Venezuela; Tel: 0212-8167057; Tel: 0212-8167549; Email: aurelio.fernandez-concheso@clydeco.com.ve, clyde@clydeco.com.ve

Francisco Antonio VILLARROEL RODRÍGUEZ, Tribunal Superior Undécimo en lo Civil, Mercantil, Transito, Bancario y Marítimo, con Sede en la Ciudad de Caracas. Torre Falcón, Piso 3, Avenida Casanova, Bello Monte, Caracas 1050, Venezuela; Tel.: 0212-99530345 / 9538209; Mobile/cellular: 0414-3233029; Email: venezuelanlaw@gmail.com

Luis COVA-ARRIA, Tel.: 0212- 265-9555, Fax: 0212-264.0305, Mobile/Cellular 0416- 6210247, Email: Luis.Cova@LuisCovaA.com, luiscovaa@hotmail.com

Wagner ULLOA-FERRER, Tel.: 0212-8647686 / 8649302 / 2648116, Fax: 0212-8648119, Mobile/Cellular 0414-2398190, Email: matheusandulloa@cantv.net

Tulio ALVAREZ-LEDO, Tel.: 0212-9924662, Email: tulioalvarezledo@cantv.net

Freddy BELISARIO CAPELLA, Tel./Fax: 0212- 9435064; Email: Belisario02@cantv.net

Omar FRANCO-OTTAVI, Tel.: 0281-2677267; Email: legalmar@cantv.net

Alberto LOVERA VIANA, Tel: 0212- 9512106; Email: alberto_lovera@yahoo.com

Vice-President: José Alfredo SABATINO PIZZOLANTE, Escritorio Jurídico Sabatino Pizzolante & Asociados, Calle Puerto Cabello, Centro Comercial Las Valenties, Nivel 2, Oficina 12/13, Puerto Cabello 2050, Estado Carabobo, Venezuela; Tel: 0242-3641801; Tel: 0242-3641026; Tel: 0242-3641798; Tel: 0242-3640999; Fax: 0242-3641802; Mobile/Cellular: 0412-4210036; Email: sabatinop@gmail.com, josesabatino@sabatinop.com
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Secretary General:
Julio Alberto PEÑA ACEVEDO, PLEAMAR. Av. Francisco de Miranda con 2 av. Campo Alegre, Edificio "LAINO", Oficina 32. Tel home: 0212-9432294; Tel work: 0212-2635702; Mobile/Cellular: 0414-4405578;
Email: jualpeac@gmail.com

Alternative Secretary General: Grecia Lisset PARRA GONZÁLES;
Ofic: Vassel Land Corp Group, S.A. Cargo: Presidente, Dir. Ofic: Calle Hipica, Res. Atalaya, Torre III, Piso 2, Num 2-E, Las Mercedes;
Tel: 0414-1350056; Tel: 0416-6116556; Email: grecia.parra@gmail.com, grecia.parra@vesselland.com

Treasurer: Cristina MUJICA PERRET-GENTIL, Despacho de Abogados Miembros de La Firma Internacional Clyde & Co, Avenida Circunvalación del Sol, Edificio Santa Paula Plaza I, Piso 4, Oficina 405. Urbanización Santa Paula, Caracas, 1061, Venezuela. Tel: 0212-8167057; Tel: 0212-8167549; Email: cristina.mujica@clydeco.com.ve

Alternative Treasurer: Rubén Darío BOLÍVAR, Bolívar & Alvarado y Abogados, Av. Principal de Macaracuay, Multicentro Macaracuay, Piso 8, Oficina 8-6, Macaracuay, Caracas, Venezuela; Tel: 0212-2575460;
Mobile / Cellular: 0414-3466171; Email: bolivarrd@bamelaw.com

Principals:
Maritime Legislation: Juan José BOLINAGA SEFARTY, CARGOPORT TRANSPORTATION, C.A. and BOLINAGA & BLANCO, Centro Profesional Santa Paula, Torre B, Piso 10, oficina 1004, Tel: 0414-2416298; Tel: 0212-9857822, Email: jbolinaga@cargoport.com

Insurance: Juan MALPICA LANDER, Centro Comercial G, calle Las Peñas, Sector Peñonal, Ofic, L-26, Piso 1; Tel: 0281-2871625; Tel: 0414-8208308; Email: vivapuertolacruz@hotmail.com

Shipping Matters: Marcial José GONZÁLEZ CASTELLANOS; Urb. Vista Alegre, calle 11, qta. Maria Teresa. Corp. Maritima Nautica Express; Tel: 0414-3395151; Email: marcial_gonzalez2002@yahoo.es
Port and Custom Matters: Tomás MALAVÉ BOADA, ACBL de Venezuela, C.A. CALLE EL CALLAO TORRE LLOYD, PISO 3 OFICINA 3 PUERTO ORDAZ, ESTADO BOLIVAR, VENEZUELA; Tel: 0286-9234542; Tel: 0414-8723202; Email: tmalave@acbl.net.ve, tmalave362@gmail.com

Publications and Event Matters: Gustavo Adolfo OMAÑA PARÉS Urb. Los Cortijos de Lourdes, Calle Hans Neumann, Edif. Corimon PB; Tel: 0212-2399031; Tel Home: 0212-9450615; Mobile/Cellular: 0414-1150611; Email: gaopar@gmail.com

Alternate Principals: María Grazia BLANCO; CARGOPORT TRANSPORTATION, C.A. and BOLINAGA & BLANCO, Centro Profesional Santa Paula, Torre B, Piso 10, oficina 1004; Tel: 0414-3304374; Tel: 0424-2525022; Email: mgbblanc@gmail.com

Iván Darío SABATINO PIZZOLANTE, Escritorio Jurídico Sabatino Pizzolante & Asociados, Calle Puerto Cabello, Centro Comercial Las Valentinias, Nivel 2, Oficina 12/13, Puerto Cabello 2050, Estado Carabobo, Venezuela; Tel: 0242-3641026, Tel: 0242-3641798; Tel: 0242-3640998; Fax: 0242-3641801; Mobile/Cellular: 0412-3420555; Email: ivansabatino@sabatinop.com, idsp59@gmail.com

Disciplinary Court Magistrates: Antonio RAMIREZ, Tiuna BENITO; Alternatives Disciplinary Court Magistrates: Leoncio LANDAEZ, Ana Karina LEIVA, Lubin CHACÓN GARCIA

Accountant Inspector: Luis FORTOUL

Accountant Inspector Assistant: Elsy RODRIGUEZ

Titulary Members:

Tulio ALVAREZ-LEDO, Freddy J. BELISARIO CAPELLA, Luis CORREA-PEREZ, Luis COVA-ARRIA,

Aurelio FERNANDEZ-CONCHESO, Omar FRANCO-OTTAVI, Alberto LOVERA-VIANA, Rafael REYEROALVAREZ, José Alfredo SABATINO-PIZZOLANTE, Julio SÁNCHEZ-VEGAS, Wagner ULLOA-FERRER and Francisco VILLARROEL-RODRIGUEZ.
PROVISIONAL MEMBERS
MEMBRES PROVISOIRES

BANGLADESH
Capt. Ahmed Ruhullah
Managing Director – Protection and Indemnity Services Asia Ltd
Kha 47/1, 2 Floor
Progoti Sarani Shahjadpur
Gulshan Dhaka 1212, Bangladesh
www.pandiasia.com

SRI LANKA
Dr. Dan Malika Gunasekera
No. 541/2, D. P. Wijesinghe Mawatha,
Pelawatta, Battaramulla, Sri Lanka
Tel.: +94 777577179 – E-mail: gdmdsg@live.com
MEMBERS HONORIS CAUSA
MEMBRES HONORIS CAUSA

Rosalie BALKIN
Assistant Secretary-General/ Director Legal Affairs & External Relations Division, IMO (ret), E-mail rosaliebalkin1@gmail.com

Stuart BEARE
24, Ripplevale Grove, London N1 1HU, United Kingdom. Tel.: +44 20 7609.0766 – E-mail: stuart.beare@btinternet.com

Gerold HERRMANN
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Opening Speech
by Giorgio Berlingieri

Report on CMI / AIDIM event 2017 Genoa
by Giorgio Berlingieri
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Ladies and Gentleman,
Queridos Amigos,
Bienvenue a Genes.

What a pleasure and an honor to host a CMI event.

In the program the Secretary General of the CMI John Hare rightly mentions that this is the third time that a CMI Assembly takes place in Genoa.

Also, three CMI Conferences were organized in Italy, in three most beautiful cities. The first in Venice in 1907, Monsieur Beernaert was President of CMI. The second in Genoa in 1925, with Monsieur Louis Franck President of CMI and the third in Naples in 1951 and le Baron Albert Lilar who I had the privilege of knowing was the CMI President. I am proud to say that in all the three Conferences there was a Berlingieri attending.

The President ad Honorem of CMI Francesco Berlingieri Junior, was really junior, three years old, as mentioned by John Hare when the CMI Conference was organized in Genoa in 1925 by his grandfather, Francesco senior.

Whilst he was President of the CMI from 1977 to 1991 two CMI events were organized in Italy, a Colloquium in Venice in 1986 with Francesco Berlingieri jr President of CMI and an Assembly and a Seminar in Genoa in 1992 chaired by the President of CMI Allan Philip who was elected as such in 1991 in Brussels when Francesco Berlingieri was acclaimed President ad Honorem.

I am proud to have another CMI event to take place in Italy.

Many of you were already in Genoa in 2010 for a Seminar on the occasion of the presentation of the Essays in honor of the President ad Honorem, with speakers Patrick Griggs, Jean-Serge Rohart and Jan Ramberg.

That time we met at the Old Stock Exchange Building, which is the place where the CMI Assembly will take place this afternoon.

There have been meetings of various IWGs yesterday and a full day meeting at the Executive Council with another one taking place after the Assembly.
I hope you enjoyed the cocktails yesterday at the Aquarium and all delegates and accompanying persons, who are presently in a tour of the city, will gather this evening at Villa Lo Zerbino.

As usual, John Hare will be providing you with all housekeeping information.

I had the pleasure of organizing quite a number of events and seminars for my Association since 2005 when I was elected President of the Italian MLA but, as I grew with CMI in my blood, the organizing of this CMI event has been particularly enjoyable.

It also gave me the opportunity to be in contact with many of you and to appreciate once more the extraordinary competence of John Hare.

I could have done nothing without his help and without that of the Professional Congress Organizer Laura Baldi and her team at Studio B.C.

Just to mention that when the program was already corrected, approved and gone to print I found out that Francesco Berlingieri was not listed among the delegates.

My exclusive fault and mistake. But Laura and the printers managed to have his name added!

You are so numerous and coming from all parts of the world and in representation of so many National Maritime Law Associations.

Thanks for being here, it is great being together.

The CMI has always been an organization of friends with the common intent of devoting time to what is the main scope in the Constitution of the CMI: the unification of maritime law.

Let us thus continue with this tradition, passion and friendship.

Before enjoying the Seminar and leaving the floor to Mans Jacobsson, two last things:

You may have read in the page of the program concerning the history of the Genoa Light House, that in 1340 the city’s coat of arms was painted at the top of the lower part of the tower.

And you see from the picture of the Lanterna in the opening page of the program the emblem consists of a red cross on a white field.

That is also the flag of the city of Genoa, the Saint George Cross, identical to the flag of England, which was adopted for the British ships entering the Mediterranean to benefit from the protection of the Genoese fleet.
Finally, many thanks to the supporters, which include a leading shipowner and a leading shipbroker, two important shipping law journals and many law firms, all members of the Italian MLA.
REPORT ON CMI /AIDIM EVENT 2017 GENOA

Giorgio Berlingieri

The Assembly of the CMI at New York resolved to name Genoa as the venue for the 2017 CMI Assembly, primarily to honour CMI President ad Honorem Francesco Berlingieri.

In 2017 the CMI was therefore back again to Italy, after the Conferences of 1907 in Venice, of 1925 in Genoa, of 1951 in Naples, The Colloquium of 1986 in Venice and the 1992 Assembly which was held in Genoa.

This gave an opportunity for the CMI and all NMLAs to greet and honour our President ad Honorem, acclaimed as such by the CMI Assembly of 12 April 1998 in Bruxelles, after he served as President of the CMI for fifteen years.

The event took place the 7 and 8 September 2017 in stunning historical buildings of Genoa such as the Old Stock Exchange Building and the Doge’s Palace, whilst the elegant Bristol Palace Hotel was the venue for meetings of the CMI Executive Council and of the CMI Working Groups and International Sub-Committees.

By way of opening, CMI Exco Members and their Guests joined together for dinner at the Yacht Club Italiano the 6 September.

After a welcome cocktail on 7 September for all Delegates and accompanying Persons in the spectacular settings of the Aquarium, located in the old harbour area, and 33 NMLAs Presidents or their representatives meeting at a Presidents’ breakfast the 8 September at the British Palace Hotel, a half day Seminar took place in the magnificent Sala del Maggior Consiglio of the Doge’s Palace, with distinguished speakers dealing with topical issues of maritime law, who were preceded by opening welcome speeches of the Presidents of the CMI and of the Italian MLA.

An address of the President ad Honorem followed who, as brilliant and charming as ever, greeted the audience talking about his experience as President of CMI for fifteen years, the story starting with Baron Albert Lilar first tactfully inquiring with Signora Anna Berlingieri, and then Madame Suzanne Lilar with Francesco Berlingieri, whether he would be willing to take the role of President of the CMI.
Session 1 of the Seminar, titled “The significance of the Torrey Canyon – 50 years on”, dealt with the “Torrey Canyon” incident. Fifty years have passed since her grounding on March 1967 between Land’s End and the Isles of Scilly, which resulted in the escape of large quantities of crude oil causing massive oil pollution in the South West of England as well as in Brittany in France.

The incident showed that there were many legal issues in relation to oil spills that needed to be solved and an outline was given by Måns Jacobsson of the actions taken by the IMO and the CMI, which resulted in the adoption of the 1969 Civil Liability Convention and the 1971 Fund Convention. The developments of the CLC/Fund regime over the years were also considered, in particular the revision that resulted in the adoption of the 1992 Civil Liability and Fund Conventions and the review of their adequacy.

The analysis did not lead to any amendments of the 1992 Conventions but resulted in the adoption of the 2003 Supplementary Fund Protocol.

Session 2 titled “O.W. Bunker: National solutions to global collapse” dealt with the collapsing in a dramatic fashion on 7 November 2014 of the Danish company O.W. Bunker & Trading A/S amid allegations of fraud and improper trading. The abrupt disappearance of this important intermediary in the business of bunker supply caused immediate financial problems for bunker suppliers and ship operators all over the world, leading to litigation in many different jurisdictions. The presentation by Martin Davies dealt with a comparative analysis of the ways of allocation of the substantial losses between two innocent parties, the bunker supplier and the ship operator.

Subsequent Session 3, titled Ship Finance and Security Practices updated what considered in New York on the works of this IWG. Ann Fenech reported on the progress registered in the collation of information from various jurisdictions and on the actual ship finance security practices worldwide.

The Cape Town Convention was discussed again and its possible reference to shipping.

Offshore was covered in Session 4 of the Seminar. Lorenzo Schiano di Pepe addressed on recent developments in the area of offshore installations and liability arising therefrom. Reference was also made to existing legal instruments having a global as well as a regional scope of application, with attention devoted to the position under European Union law and to the role of Directive 2013/30/EU on safety of offshore oil and gas operations.
Session 5 considered Cross border Insolvency issues, with review of the latest EU developments in the matter of insolvency law.

An analysis was made by Sarah Derrington and Maurizio Dardani of the treatment of rights in rem, outlining that the solutions chosen by EU with article 5 of Regulation (EC) in 1346/2000, which has not been rectified by article 8 of Regulation (EU) 848/2015, appears dissatisfactory. The Session dealt also with the impact of Hanjin Shipping bankruptcy over container transportation worldwide. A survey was made of jurisdictions where creditors issued proceedings in rem or where Hanjin sought recognition of the South Korean judgment declaring its bankruptcy, with review of the provisions of UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross Border Insolvency.

Finally, in Session 6 an update was made by Valeria Eboli of legal issues arising from Refugee migration, rescue and loss at sea, with R. Adm. Frederick Kenney as panelist. As Italy is directly involved in handling such phenomenon and is currently leading an EU military operation finalized at disrupting the migrant smuggling and human trafficking, it was considered to address again on this topic after New York to give an overview of the activities conducted in the Mediterranean in relation to the ongoing migration flow and the related issues.

A networking lunch followed and then the works continued in the afternoon with a young CMI and young Italian MLA Seminar, which was opened by Florencia Otero, the winner of the CMI Young Person’s Essay Prize. The lecture dealt with the Argentina’s claim to an outer Continental Shelf, with legal analysis of the rights of coastal States to put forward relating claims.

The Seminar then went on with panelists Carlo Corcione, Lawrence Dardani, Kaspar Kielland and Andrea Marchese, moderated by Lorenzo Fabro, dealing with the Ballast Water Management Convention, just entered into force that very day. The issue of technical requirements was addressed, which owners of ships should comply with to perform the necessary water ballast treatment. It was also considered that, from a shipowners perspective, the Convention brings many strategic matters, including financial, commercial and compliance issues. This requires shipowners to invest significant amounts of money in times of ongoing crises in the shipping industry. It was noted that a variety of technologies are available for treating ballast water on ships and that, depending on the size of the ship, her ballast water capacity and the type of treatment, the cost of implementation of the treatment system is estimated to range from $ 500,000 to 5 million per ship.
A subsequent Session of the young Seminar, with Robert Hoepel as moderator and panelists including Blythe Daly, Marco Mastropasqua, Evangeline Quek, Miso Mudric and Javier Franco considered the issue of Recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments and arbitration awards. The procedural tools in the United States to assist in the enforcement and recognition of awards were reviewed, including Rule B of the Supplemental Rules for Admiralty of Maritime Claims and Asset Forfeiture Actions. An analysis of the position in Colombian law was then made and finally the recognition of EU decisions under Regulation (EU) 1215/2012 was considered, with focus on the recognition issues from an Italian perspective.

Concurrently with the young Seminar, the 2017 CMI Assembly took place in the stunning Sala delle Grida of the Old Stock Exchange Building, which opened with the President of CMI advising of the passing away of distinguished members of the CMI family. The Assembly included a report of the President of the CMI on CMI constitutional amendments, which were approved, and the Treasurer and the Auditors Reports.


The Assembly elected Rosalie Balkin as new Secretary General in substitution of John Hare, who was applauded for his dedicated service as Secretary General of the CMI from 2013, confirmed Ann Fench as Executive Councillor for a second term and elected Aurelio Fernandez – Concheso in substitution of Jorge Radovich as new Executive Councillor.

The Assembly also acclaimed Bent Nielsen as CMI member Honours Causa and approved the applications of Malaysia, Cameroon and Tanzania for CMI membership, whilst Russia and the Dominican Republic were expelled for their long outstanding arrears of subscriptions and the request of Portugal to withdraw from CMI was accepted.

With regard to future meetings, it was agreed for the 2018 Assembly to take place in London, hosted by the British MLA.

The proposed dates were for end of October or early November (1/2 November or 8/9 November) to coincide with the Southampton University’s Donald O’May Lecture.

The Lecture should be followed by the annual British Maritime Law Association Dinner with the CMI Assembly to take place the next day.
The Agenda of the Assembly would include the election of the President of the CMI and the election of a Vice President.

It was then reported that Mexico presented a proposal for a CMI Colloquium and Assembly to take place in Mexico City or Cancun in 2019, with the Executive Council having approved Mexico City as potential venue.

The CMI President then advised that the President of the Japanese MLA proposed that the CMI 2020 Conference takes place in Tokyo in late October of that year.

It was also reported that the Belgium MLA offered to host an event in 2022, being the 125th CMI Anniversary.

The Assembly then resolved for the 2018 Assembly to take place in London, the 2019 Colloquium in Mexico City, the 2020 Conference in Japan and the 2022 Assembly in Antwerp.

A Gala Dinner at the fascinating Lo Zerbino Mansion followed after the Assembly, with some 270 Delegates and accompanying Persons attending and enjoing the event in the unique atmosphere of the Villa and of its spectacular park, which culminated with John Hare directing the ceremony of the passing of the CMI colours by the Italian MLA to the British MLA.

Although being a small event the CMI 2017 Genoa was quite participated.

In fact it was attended by 227 Delegates and 38 accompanying Persons from 33 NMLAs: Argentina, Belgium, Nigeria, Spain, Italy, Ecuador, Malta, Greece, Switzerland, Sweden, UK, Australia and New Zeland, Netherlands, France, USA, Brazil, Panama, Canada, China, Japan, Colombia, Norway, Ireland, South Africa, Germany, India, Croatia, Denmark, Finland, Ukraine, Turkey, Singapore, Perù, and representatives from the Malaysian and Cameroon MLAs.

Most unfortunately the adverse weather conditions prevailing at the time in Central America prevented Aurelio Fernandez-Concheso to attend in Genoa.

The accounts prepared by P.C.O. Studio BC Srl of Genoa, which organized the event together with the Italian MLA and the unvaluable and continuous assistance and guidance of John Hare, identified an operational income totaling Euro 118,955,05 which consisted with Euro 88,955,05 as registration fees and Euro 30,000,00 as Sponsors’ contributions.
The expenses were Euro 99,692,84 inclusive of Euro 8,750,35 in respect of CMI Assembly costs (rental costs, setting for the Assembly, table cloths, candies, flowers, Xerox, website, hostesses, etc.).

The financial result of CMI 2017 Genoa therefore produced a surplus of Euro 19,262,21, which was equally divided 50/50 between the CMI and the Italian MLA, with a net profit to CMI of Euro 9,631,105.
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TORREY CANYON – FIFTY YEARS ON

Måns Jacobsson

Introduction

On 18 March 1967 the Liberian tanker Torrey Canyon, on route from Kuwait to Milford Haven in Wales, struck a rock between Land’s End and the Isles of Scilly. The tanker, which was at that time one of the largest vessels in the world, was carrying a cargo of 120,000 tonnes of crude oil. Large quantities of oil were spilled, causing massive pollution in the south west of England and in the Channel Islands as well as in Brittany in France. The oil spill necessitated extensive and costly clean-up operations at sea and on shore.

This incident showed that there were many legal issues of both a private and a public law nature that needed to be resolved. The private law issues focused on the right to compensation for pollution damage. There were uncertainties as regards the shipowner’s right to limitation of liability for oil pollution claims and in respect of jurisdiction and applicable law, and there were doubts as to whether certain types of costs, damage or loss resulting from oil pollution would be recoverable in law. With respect to public law the main issue was the legal right of a state to intervene outside its territorial waters in response to an incident threatening to cause major pollution affecting its coast.

Fifty years have passed since the Torrey Canyon incident. It may be timely to take stock of the developments of the regime relating to liability and compensation for marine pollution that have their origin in this incident (hereinafter referred to as the CLC/Fund regime). This is especially appropriate at a CMI event, in view of the major role that a number of CMI personalities have played in the creation and development of this regime.2

* Director of the International Oil Pollution Compensation Funds 1985-2006, Visiting Professor at the World Maritime University (WMU), Malmö (Sweden), and at the Shanghai and Dalian Maritime Universities (People’s Republic of China), Honorary Professor at the University of Nottingham (United Kingdom), Visiting Fellow at the Institute of International Shipping and Trade Law, Swansea University (United Kingdom) and at the IMO International Maritime Law Institute in Malta, Member of the Board of Governors of WMU; Member of the Executive Council of the CMI 2007-2014, Honorary Member of the Italian and French Maritime Law Associations, Doctor of Laws Honoris Causa.
Action by the IMO Council in response to the Torrey Canyon incident

It has often been said that the international community is slow to react when events demonstrate the need for legislative reforms. This was not the case in relation to the Torrey Canyon incident.

At the initiative of the United Kingdom Government the Council of IMO decided already in May 1967 to study as a matter of urgency all questions relating to liability for damage caused by discharge of persistent oil or other hazardous substances as well as the above-mentioned public law issue. The Council established a Legal Committee with the task of studying these issues.

Actions by the IMO Legal Committee and the CMI

Shortly after the Torrey Canyon incident, the CMI established an International Sub-Committee chaired by Lord Devlin, President of the British Maritime Law Association, to examining the private law aspects of the incident. A draft Convention prepared by the Sub-Committee was considered by a CMI Conference held in Tokyo in April/May 1969 which approved a draft Convention. The CMI draft, which dealt with damage caused by spills of persistent oil carried in bulk in a seagoing vessel, provided for a shipowner’s liability based on fault, but with the burden of proof reversed.

The IMO Legal Committee worked in parallel with the CMI. The CMI draft adopted in Tokyo was submitted to the Legal Committee for consideration at its meeting in May 1969. The Legal Committee adopted, however, its own draft Convention which on some important points differed from the CMI draft. The Legal Committee was divided on several important issues, in particular as to whether liability should be strict or based on fault with reversal of the burden of proof, both draft conventions were submitted to an international conference held in November 1969.

---

Simultaneously with the work carried out within IMO and the CMI, the oil and shipping industries developed an industry scheme, the Tanker Owners Voluntary Agreement concerning Liability for Oil Pollution (TOVALOP). Under the scheme shipowners accepted voluntarily strict liability for pollution damage resulting from tanker oil spills up to a fixed limit. The P&I Clubs accepted to extend their cover to include claims under the scheme.

It was envisaged by the industries that the adoption of such a voluntary scheme would relieve the pressure on governments to adopt unilateral solutions rather than wait for the development of a regime in the form of an international treaty.

TOVALOP entered into force in October 1969. Ultimately, its membership represented 97% of the world’s tanker tonnage.

**The 1969 International Legal Conference**


The purpose of the Intervention Convention was to clarify the right of coastal States to take measures outside their territorial waters to protect their shorelines.

The 1969 CLC applies to pollution damage resulting from oil spills from laden tankers. The Convention governs the liability of the registered shipowner and contains two important innovations. Firstly, it lays down the principle of strict liability, i.e. liability independent of fault with only very limited defences. Secondly, it creates a system of compulsory liability insurance with right for claimants to take direct action against the insurer.

The introduction of strict liability may not seem very revolutionary today, but in 1969 it broke new grounds in maritime law. Also, the introduction of a system of compulsory third party liability insurance, and even more so of a right of direct action against the insurer, was very controversial at the time. However, all IMO Conventions dealing with third party liability adopted after 1969 include provisions on strict liability, compulsory liability insurance and right of direct action.

In maritime law the shipowner is traditionally, under certain conditions, entitled to limit his liability to an amount linked to the tonnage of the vessel. At the time of the *Torrey Canyon* oil spill, limitation of liability was governed by the 1957 Limitation Convention, and the incident
showed that the limits in that Convention were unsatisfactory. The 1969 CLC provided for limits that were considerably higher (in principle 100% higher) than the limits laid down in the 1957 Convention. In addition, the limitation amount in the 1969 CLC was made available to satisfy only claims brought under the Convention, so that these claims would not have to compete with other maritime claims arising from the same incident.

It was only possible to obtain acceptance at the 1969 Conference of such a significant increase in shipowners’ liability as a result of an agreement between the governments represented at the Conference that a supplemental fund should be established, to be financed by a levy on the owners of oil cargoes, which should in principle relieve shipowners of the additional financial burden imposed by the 1969 CLC. The Conference adopted a Resolution requesting IMO to consider the establishment of such a fund.

**CRISTAL**

The proposal by the 1969 Conference to create a second tier of compensation in the form of an international fund to be financed by a levy on cargo owners was of great concern to oil companies. The oil industry developed, therefore, a scheme for such a second layer, which could be used as a model for the proposed convention, namely the Contract Regarding an Interim Supplement to Tanker Liability for Oil Pollution (CRISTAL).

The CRISTAL scheme provided additional compensation for oil pollution damage in cases where the incident involved an oil cargo owned by a CRISTAL member and where the aggregate of the compensation claims exceeded the amount recoverable from the shipowner under TOVALOP. The financial burden of the scheme was distributed between the oil companies that were members of CRISTAL.

Ultimately, the CRISTAL membership included several hundred oil companies representing the great majority of oil cargoes in international trade.
The 1971 Diplomatic Conference

As requested by the 1969 Conference, the IMO Legal Committee prepared a draft convention that would establish a second-tier compensation fund. A Diplomatic Conference held in Brussels late in 1971 adopted a treaty commonly known as the 1971 Fund Convention.

The 1971 Fund Convention created a system for providing additional compensation to victims of tanker oil spills when the compensation available under the 1969 CLC was inadequate to provide full compensation to them. The Convention established an intergovernmental organisation, the International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund 1971 (1971 Fund), to administer the compensation regime. The 1971 Fund was financed by contributions levied on companies or public agencies who received crude oil and heavy fuel oil in a port in a State party after sea transport.

The Resolution adopted by the 1969 Conference stated that the second-tier compensation fund should relieve shipowners of the additional financial burden imposed upon them by the 1969 CLC. It was generally expected that this ‘relief’ would relate to oil pollution liabilities over and above the limits under the 1957 Limitation Convention. As we all know, promises are not always honoured, in particular not political promises. The relief granted to shipowners by the 1971 Fund Convention was limited to the upper 50 per cent of the excess over the 1957 limits.

Revision of the 1969 CLC and the 1971 Fund Convention

Two major incidents in France, the *Amoco Cadiz* in 1978 and the *Tanio* in 1980, had exposed certain shortcomings of the CLC/Fund regime. After extensive preparatory work a Diplomatic Conference held in 1984 adopted two Protocols to these Conventions.

The United States, which had not become a party to the 1969 and 1971 Conventions, had been a driving force behind the revision, and there were strong reasons to believe that the United States would ratify the 1984 Protocols.

Unfortunately, the entry into force conditions of the 1984 Protocols had been drafted in such a way that the Protocols would not, for all practical purposes, come into force without ratification by the United States. Following the *Exxon Valdez* incident and the adoption in the United States of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA-90), it became clear that the United States would not ratify the 1984 Protocols.

A State that ratified the 1992 Conventions had to denounce the 1969 and 1971 Conventions. As a result of the 1971 Fund Convention having been denounced by most of the States parties, the Convention ceased to be in
force in 2002. Before the 1971 Fund could be wound up, all pending compensation claims resulting from incidents occurring prior to that date had to be settled and all remaining assets distributed to the 1971 Fund contributors. The 1971 Fund was dissolved with effect from 31 December 2014. The 1969 CLC is still in force for a number of States.3

Revisions of TOVALOP and CRISTAL and their termination

The voluntary industry schemes were intended to operate until a system based on international treaties had been established. When the 1969 CLC and the 1971 Fund Convention entered into force, the Conventions had however been ratified by only a limited number of States. The industries involved decided, therefore, that these schemes should continue to operate in parallel with the Conventions and provide compensation for pollution damage in States not parties thereto.

In 1978 TOVALOP and CRISTAL were revised so as to provide a compensation system broadly similar to that established by the Conventions. After the adoption of the 1984 Protocols, the shipping and oil industries decided to update TOVALOP and CRISTAL so as to bring them more in line with the Protocols.

The voluntary schemes were terminated in 1997. It was considered by the industries concerned that the relevance of the voluntary schemes had been eroded over the years, as more States had become parties to the 1969 CLC and the 1971 Fund Convention. The industries also considered that the continued existence of the voluntary agreements could slow progress by acting as a disincentive to States to become Parties to the 1992 Protocols.

Review of the adequacy of the international compensation regime

In order to ensure that sufficient funds could be made available for compensation even in the most serious incidents, a Diplomatic Conference held in 2003 adopted a Protocol to the 1992 Fund Convention which created a Supplementary Fund, making additional funds available for pollution damage in States parties to the Protocol. The Protocol entered into force already in 2005. The total amount available for compensation in States parties to the Protocol is 750 million Special Drawing Rights (SDR) (US$1,040 million) for each incident, including the amounts available under the 1992 Conventions, compared to the amount of US$280 million available under the 1992 Conventions.4

---


4 The 1971 Fund, the 1992 Fund and the Supplementary Fund are normally collectively referred to as the IOPC Funds. As mentioned above, the 1971 Fund was dissolved with effect from 31
With respect to a possible revision of the 1992 Conventions several other important issues were discussed. As a result of strong differences of opinion between 1992 Fund Member States, there was insufficient support to move forward with even a limited revision of the Conventions.

**Co-operation between the IOPC Funds and the industries involved**

In the handling of compensation claims under the CLC and the Fund Convention there has been close co-operation between the IOPC Funds and the shipowners’ insurers, which, in nearly all major cases, has been one of the P&I Clubs belonging to the International Group. The fact that it has been possible to handle compensation claims efficiently is to a large extent due to this co-operation. The IOPC Funds have also had valuable support from the shipping and oil industries.

**Experience gained in the operation of the regime.**

Since their establishment, the 1971 and 1992 Funds have been involved in some 150 incidents. Some of these incidents have given rise to thousands of compensation claims. For instance, the *Solar I* incident (the Philippines, 2006) gave rise to some 32,000 claims, and the *Hebei Spirit* incident (Republic of Korea, 2007) resulted in some 128,000 individual claims.

The IOPC Funds have acquired considerable experience with regard to the admissibility of compensation claims. The Funds’ governing bodies, composed of representatives of governments of Fund Member States, have taken a position on the interpretation of a number of provisions in the Conventions, in particular that of ‘pollution damage’, and adopted criteria for the admissibility of various types of compensation claims.

The fact that compensation claims under the treaties setting up the CLC/Fund regime that cannot be settled amicably are decided by national courts could result in differences in respect of interpretation and application of the treaties and consequently in lack of uniformity. It has so far nevertheless been possible to maintain a fairly high degree of uniformity in the application of the treaties.
Involvement of personalities related to the CMI

Some CMI personalities have played important roles in the development of the CLC/Fund regime.

Mr. Jack Griggs of Ince & Co, active in CMI at the time, acted for the Excess Liability Insurers in the Torrey Canyon case. His son, Patrick Griggs, later to become President of the CMI, was a very young lawyer involved in the preparation of the firm’s opinion as regards limitation of liability.

Mr. Alexander Hetherington of Shell Tankers, father of the CMI’s present President Stuart Hetherington, played an important part in the drafting of the TOVALOP-agreement.

The list of participants at the 1969 Diplomatic Conference includes as a member of the Italian delegation Professor Francesco Berlingieri, who later became President of the CMI. He has over the years followed very closely the development of the CLC/Fund regime, and I have during my tenure as Director of the IOPC Funds had the benefit of many interesting and helpful discussions with him on difficult issues for which I am most grateful.

Several other important CMI personalities were involved in the 1969 and 1971 Diplomatic Conferences. Dr. Albert Lilar, President of CMI at that time, served as president of these Conferences and Dr. Walter Müller, former Secretary General of CMI, chaired the Committee of the Whole. Dr. Thomas Mensah, another active participant in the work of the CMI, was Executive Secretary at these Conferences. The Head of the Danish delegation at the 1971 Conference was Professor Alan Philip, who later became president of the CMI. Another President of the organisation, Jean-Serge Rohard, was during many years the lawyer representing the 1992 Fund in France in the Erika and Prestige cases and was deeply involved in the development of the Fund policy as regards the admissibility of claims arising out of these incidents.

---

5 President 1997-2004.
7 President 1947-1976.
9 At that time Director of the Legal Division of IMO, later Assistant Secretary-General of IMO and President of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea.
Another well-known CMI personality, Professor Hisashi Tanikawa of Japan,\textsuperscript{12} also made very important contributions to the development of the international regime over a period of some 35 years as a member of the Japanese delegation to the IOPC Funds governing bodies.

The CMI has over the years participated actively as an observer at the IOPC Funds’ meetings and made valuable contributions during the discussions. In later years CMI was represented by Patrick Griggs and the late Richard Shaw. Another key person has been the member of the Canadian Maritime Law Association Alfred Popp who – in addition to being Chairman of the IMO Legal Committee for many years - was often asked to play a leading role when difficult and sensitive issues had to be addressed in the IOPC Funds.

**Concluding observations**

When the CLC/Fund regime was established as a result of the *Torrey Canyon* incident,\textsuperscript{13} great hesitations were expressed as regards its viability. In particular, many delegations considered that the scheme of an international fund would not work. They were wrong. It is submitted that it is fair to say that the legacy of the *Torrey Canyon* incident, the CLC/Fund regime, has worked reasonably well in most cases.

When the 1971 Fund was set up in 1978, it had only 14 Member States. As of 1 September 2017 137 States have ratified the 1992 CLC, and 115 States are parties to the 1992 Fund Convention. The 1992 Conventions have thus become a truly global regime. The continuous increase in the number of Fund Member States appears to indicate that governments have in general considered the international compensation regime to be working reasonably well. The 1992 Conventions have also been used as models for other compensation regimes. It is also remarkable that the IOPC Funds have been able to reach out-of-court settlements in respect of the overwhelming majority of the compensation claims arising out of incidents involving the Funds.

The CLC/Fund regime shows that international cooperation in the development of maritime law can produce results of benefit to the international community. This is certainly in line with the spirit that has guided CMI in its activities for 120 years.

\textsuperscript{12} Vice-President 1995-2001, Honorary Vice-President 2001-2014.

\textsuperscript{13} Three other Conventions adopted under the auspices of IMO should also be considered part of the legacy of the *Torrey Canyon* incident: the 2001 Bunkers Convention, the 1996/2010 HNS Convention and the 2008 Wreck Removal Convention.
SEMINAR AIDIM

SPEAKERS’ PRESENTATIONS
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF NATIONAL RESPONSES TO THE OW BUNKER COLLAPSE

Martin Davies

1. Introduction

OW Bunker & Trading A/S was founded in Denmark in 1980. It had become the world’s largest bunker supplier at the time of its collapse on November 7th, 2014. At its peak, it had operations in 29 countries and claimed to control about 7% of worldwide bunker trade. Its demise was swift, amid allegations of fraud and improper dealing. It filed for bankruptcy less than 48 hours after a fraud scandal worth $125 million was uncovered at its Singapore-based subsidiary Dynamic Oil Trading.

The sudden disappearance of OW Bunker has led to litigation all over the world, much of which is still continuing at the time of writing. The basic structure of the business operation was simple, but it has led to profoundly difficult legal questions. Ship operators (sometimes owners, more often time charterers) would order bunkers for their ships from an OW Bunker entity, which would then engage another company to make the physical supply of bunkers to the ship, usually requiring the ship’s master or chief engineer to sign a bunker delivery note after delivery was completed. The physical bunker supplier would typically provide the bunkers on credit, secure (or so it thought) in the belief that it would be paid by OW Bunker, or could ultimately seek redress from the ship operator who bought the bunkers. When the intermediary OW Bunker disappeared, a legal conundrum appeared in its place. Who was to be paid for the bunkers supplied on credit? Was it the physical supplier, or was it OW Bunker, which assigned its receivables to ING Bank after its demise? Whom should the ship operator pay? Hundreds of millions of dollars have turned on those basic questions, which have been litigated all around the world since 2014. This short paper is an attempt to give a comparative overview of the various legal responses that countries have made.
2. The contracts: sale, agency, or something else entirely?

One of the key questions that courts around the world have had to consider is the nature of the contract between OW Bunker (or one of its subsidiaries) and the physical supplier of the bunkers. Another is the nature of the contractual relationship between OW Bunker and those operating the ship that bought the bunkers. The 2013 edition of the OW Bunker Group Terms and Conditions is attached to this paper as a resource for readers to make up their own minds about the second question, as these were the contractual terms upon which OW Bunker dealt with the ships to which it arranged for bunkers to be supplied.

For the most part, the OW Bunker standard terms and conditions seem unquestionably to be evidence of a contract for the sale of bunkers from OW Bunker to the ship-side purchaser. The contract describes OW Bunker as the “Seller” and those operating the ship (its owners or charterers) as the “Buyer”. Although reference is made to the “Supplier” as being the person who will “supply or deliver the Bunkers” to the ship, the basic terms of the contract, with one small but possibly important exception, make it look like a sale of bunkers by OW Bunker to its counterparty, the ship operator. The contract acknowledges that OW Bunker will have to find the bunkers from a physical supplier, but that is res inter alios acta so far as the contract between OW Bunker and the ship operator is concerned. It appears to be a simple sale from OW Bunker to the ship operator, complete with a retention of title clause (cl. H), reserving to OW Bunker title to the bunkers until payment by the ship-operator/buyer has been made in full.

The contractual position is complicated considerably, however, by the fact that the physical suppliers of the bunkers generally dealt with OW Bunker on the basis of their own terms and conditions, which obviously vary considerably, but which tend to try to give the impression that the ultimate ship-side buyer is “the party or parties obligated to buy [bunkers] under the agreement”, and which usually make explicit that any sale of bunkers is made on the credit of the ship to which the bunkers are supplied, as well as any person acting on behalf of the ultimate buyer. A copy of the Terms and Conditions of Sale of a Houston-based physical bunker supplier, NuStar Energy Services, Inc., is also attached to paper as an example of the terms on which physical bunker suppliers dealt with OW.

Thus, when OW suddenly disappeared from the picture, one of the key legal questions – perhaps the centrally important legal question – became: what was the nature of the contractual relationship, if any, between the physical supplier and the ship operator? Was there any privity of contract between the two? If so, that can only have occurred because OW Bunker
was acting as agent for one or other of the parties when dealing with the other. If OW Bunker was acting as principal, buying from one party and selling to the other, then there was no direct contractual nexus between the supplier and the ship, and thus no contractual basis for the former to sue the latter.

In several of the countries that have considered this OW-related question, the courts have concluded that there was no contractual relationship between the bunker supplier and the ship operator because OW Bunker acted as principal, rather than as agent for the ship, when it purchased bunkers from the physical supplier. That has been the conclusion of courts in the United States (repeatedly, although many of the decisions are currently under appeal), Singapore, Hong Kong (where the agency argument was actually abandoned by the bunker supplier after the court had refused to strike it out), Italy, and France. Indeed, the High Court of Singapore thought that the absence of a contractual nexus between bunker supplier and ship was so obvious that it awarded damages for wrongful arrest of the ship by the bunker supplier, although it should be noted that that aspect of the case is presently on appeal to the Singapore Court of Appeal.

One aspect of the OW Bunker General Terms and Conditions that has attracted attention in some, but not all, of these cases is clause L.4(a), which provides:

“These Terms and Conditions are subject to variation in circumstances where the physical supply of the Bunkers is being undertaken by a third party which insists that the Buyer is also bound by its own terms and conditions. In such circumstances, these Terms and Conditions shall be varied accordingly, and the Buyer shall be deemed to have read and accepted the terms and conditions imposed by the said third party.”

This provision has provided the basis for some bunker suppliers to argue that there is contractual privity between them and the ultimate ship-side buyer (called “the Buyer” in the OW Bunker terms and conditions), because it indicates that the relevant OW Bunker entity was acting as agent to bind the ultimate buyer to the bunker supplier’s contractual terms and conditions. Such an argument has failed in the United States, was raised but not finally decided in an interpleader case in the Canadian Federal Court of Appeal, and is still pending in the Singapore Court of Appeal.

In one case in the United States, the court held that there was contractual privity between the physical bunker supplier and the ultimate ship-side buyer simply because the ship’s Chief Engineer signed the supplier’s bunker delivery note when the bunkers were pumped into the ship. So far, this decision has proven to be a lone outlier – indeed, other US decisions
have come to the opposite conclusion – but it should be noted that it has been cited in another US decision as a reason for allowing an interpleader proceeding to continue.

Although most courts around the world have taken the position that the relevant legal choice is between sale and agency – did the supplier sell to OW Bunker, or to the ultimate buyer through OW Bunker’s agency? – the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom and the Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal have approached the question in a very different manner. The case in the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom turned on the question of whether the bunker supply contract was one for the sale of goods. It focused on the retention of title provision in the bunker supplier’s terms and conditions, which purported to reserve title in the bunkers to the physical supplier until it had been paid in full (a fairly typical provision). The shipowner argued unsuccessfully that it was entitled to resist OW Bunker’s claim (meaning, in truth, ING Bank’s claim) for payment of the price for the bunkers because there had been a total failure of consideration under the contract between OW Bunker and the shipowner, as OW Bunker had failed to provide the shipowner with title to the bunkers, which had been retained by the physical supplier. The Supreme Court held that the contract between OW Bunker and the shipowner was not a contract for sale of goods, but a “complex sui generis transaction”, by which OW Bunker did not agree to transfer property in the bunkers in return for the price, but rather gave the shipowner a licence to use them (i.e., to burn them for the ship’s propulsion), while title remained in whichever entity up the chain of contracts had retained title. The Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal later followed the Supreme Court’s decision, distinguishing interpleader cases in the United States and Singapore as being not relevant, because they turned on an analysis of the chain of contracts as being one for successive sales of goods.

The cases in the UK and Hong Kong differ from those from other countries considered earlier in this section in the fact that they were concerned with claims brought by the relevant OW Bunker entity (or, rather, its successor in title, ING Bank) against the ship operator, rather than claims for payment brought by the physical bunker suppliers. The most recent decisions in the United States have held that OW/ING itself does not have a claim against the ship, for reasons that will be explained in more detail below, although at least one court in India has expressly allowed a ship arrest to proceed on the basis of a claim for unpaid bunkers brought by OW/ING. The very fact that both OW/ING and the physical bunker suppliers have tried to recover from the ultimate buyers, the ship operators, leads now to a consideration of the law relating to interpleader, which is designed to deal with the situation of competing claims against the same defendant.
3. Interpleader, a.k.a. no double jeopardy

Double Jeopardy (1999, directed by Bruce Beresford; not the classic 1955 version directed by R.G. Springsteen, starring Rod Cameron, Allison Hayes and Gale Robbins)

Nick Parsons (played by Bruce Greenwood): They’re tough in Louisiana, Libby. You shoot me, they’ll give you the gas chamber.

Libby Parsons (played by Ashley Judd): No they won’t. It’s called double jeopardy. I learned a few things in prison, Nick. I could shoot you in the middle of Mardi Gras and they can’t touch me.

Travis Lehman (played by Tommy Lee Jones): As an ex-law professor, I can assure you she is right.

Many jurisdictions have a version of the interpleader procedure, although the technical requirements vary quite widely from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Because there is little international uniformity in interpleader procedures, what follows is necessarily cast in general terms. The basic idea of interpleader procedure is, however, to avoid the possibility of double jeopardy. A person who fears that he or she (or it) may be held liable to two or more competing claimants in relation to the same liability asks the court, as applicant, to determine which of the possible claimants is entitled to succeed. The person seeking interpleader relief is typically required either to pay the contested amount of money into court, to be paid to whichever of the competing claimants proves to be successful, or to give some secure undertaking that it will pay the successful competing claimant after the court has made its interpleader determination. The simple idea is that the debtor wants to pay its debt only once, and wants to leave it to the court to determine which of the possible creditors is entitled to the debt. In order for interpleader to be appropriate, the court must decide whether the competing claims are claims of the same kind, so that satisfaction of one will extinguish the possibility of the other succeeding.

Versions of the basic interpleader proceeding have been invoked in several different countries in the aftermath of the OW Bunker failure. Shipowners and operators who had not yet paid for the bunkers purchased either from or through the medium of an OW Bunker entity acknowledged that they were obliged to pay for the bunkers they had used, but said that they were not sure whom they should pay, OW/ING or the physical bunker supplier. In most interpleader cases, that question became one of whether the claims of OW/ING and the physical bunker supplier were sufficiently closely related to one another in legal terms to satisfy the requirements of the particular jurisdiction’s interpleader procedure.
In the United States, most of the interpleader claims in the various federal district courts in the country were transferred to the US District Court for the Southern District of New York, which decided that interpleader relief should be granted, a decision that was then appealed to the US Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. As explained in further detail below, the physical bunker suppliers were asserting a statutory claim for a maritime lien over the ships in question by virtue of the Commercial Instruments and Maritime Liens Act (CIMLA). In contrast, OW/ING had contractual claims for payment from the ship operators under the bunker supply contracts with OW Bunker. Although these were claims of different kinds, the US Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit ultimately decided that interpleader relief should be granted because the claims of the physical bunker suppliers and OW/ING were “inextricably interrelated”, despite their different legal origins. As noted above, the very possibility that the physical bunker supplier might have a valid claim for relief, no matter what its basis, has been regarded (at least in some courts) as a sufficient reason to grant interpleader relief in the United States.

In contrast, in similar proceedings, the High Court of Singapore refused to grant interpleader relief according to the rules of that jurisdiction. The High Court of Singapore said (emphasis in the original):

The question is not whether the applicant has a genuine subjective apprehension (however acutely felt) that competing claims will be brought against him; rather, the question is whether the competing claims have an objective basis in law and fact.

Because the claims of the physical bunker suppliers were not claims to recover a contractual debt, they were not of the same kind as those advanced by OW/ING, and so the requirement of “symmetry” for interpleader relief was not available. Thus, “inextricable interrelation” was not sufficient for purposes of Singapore law, as it was found to be under US law.

An OW Bunker interpleader claim in the Federal Court of Canada is presently on appeal before the Supreme Court of Canada. The Federal Court of Appeal refused to grant interpleader relief on grounds that seem to steer a middle path between the US view and the Singaporean view, albeit for reasons that ultimately rest (as all such claims do) on the terms of the relevant interpleader procedure. The Federal Court of Appeal held that interpleader relief should be refused because the OW Bunker entity’s contractual claim for recovery of the cost of the bunkers arose from the contract between OW Bunker and the time charterer of the ship, which had ordered and contracted for the bunkers, whereas the physical bunker supplier’s claim, if any, was a claim for a maritime lien against the ship.
itself in rem, rather than a claim against the time charterer – or, indeed, anyone else – in personam.

The careful and precise distinction between in personam and in rem claims made by the Canadian Federal Court of Appeal leads on to a consideration of the unique US legislation that was intended to give physical bunker suppliers (and other necessaries suppliers) a maritime lien over the vessels to which they supply bunkers, and the effect it has had on the OW litigation in the United States.

4. **US law on maritime liens**

The Commercial Instruments and Maritime Liens Act (CIMLA) confers a maritime lien on any person who supplies necessaries to a vessel “on the order of the owner or a person authorized by the owner”. The necessaries provider is given a statutory right to proceed against the vessel itself in rem, without regard to the in personam liability of the person who ordered the bunkers. Thus, the contractual arrangements between the parties are not of primary concern, as the necessaries provider’s right to proceed against the ship in rem is a statutory one, not a contractual one.

Nevertheless, much of the OW Bunker litigation in the United States has ended up turning on the contractual role of OW Bunker, not because CIMLA requires contractual privity between supplier and ship but because the order for the bunkers to the physical supplier must come from “a person authorized by the owner” for a maritime lien to arise. Despite the existence of earlier authority indicating that it was sufficient that the order originally emanated from someone such as a time charterer, thus making the exact role of any intermediaries irrelevant, US courts in OW Bunker litigation have uniformly held that the relevant OW Bunker entities acted as principal when dealing with the bunker suppliers, not as agent for the owner or charterer of the ship when buying the bunkers. The consequence has been that the physical bunker suppliers have been held not to have maritime liens under US law, despite the explicit intention of CIMLA to protect US necessaries suppliers.

Although previous cases had held that a supplier could “provid[e] necessaries to a vessel” for purposes of the legislation, even if it subcontracted the task to someone else, the US District Court for the Southern District of New York recently held that OW Bunker itself did not have a maritime lien for bunkers supplied to a ship by a sub-contracting physical supplier, because it (OW Bunker) had not put itself at financial or other risk in relation to the provision of the bunkers. The court did not shy away from the conclusion that this meant that no-one had a maritime lien for the supply of the bunkers in OW Bunker cases: the physical suppliers did not have a maritime lien because the order that they satisfied did not come from “a person authorized by the owner”, and OW Bunker itself did not
have a maritime lien because it did not “provide” the bunkers to the ship itself.

These decisions are significant not only for necessaries providers in the United States, but also for bunker suppliers in other parts of the world, who often include a choice of law clause in their contracts choosing American law, whether or not the supply of bunkers has anything to do with the USA. Clauses of this kind have been held in the United States to give the bunker supplier a US maritime lien, whether or not the physical supply of the bunkers has anything to do with the United States, although courts in Australia and India have recently refused to apply US law to maritime lien claims in those countries, notwithstanding a US choice of law clause. The latter view will also be followed by courts in any countries that follow the decision of the Privy Council in The Halcyon Isle, which holds that the availability of a maritime lien is a matter of procedural law to be determined by the law of the forum, rather than the substantive law of the contract.

5. Cross-border insolvency and antisuit injunctions

The interaction between the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency and maritime claims has attracted much attention in recent years, but it has not played a significant part in the legal proceedings following the OW Bunker collapse. The UNCITRAL Model Law provides that if suit is brought in an enacting country against a person or company that has opened insolvency proceedings in its centre of main interests (COMI), then the proceedings brought in the enacting country must be stayed and the claimants sent to participate in the insolvency proceedings in the COMI, which are known as a foreign main proceeding (FMP). Although OW Bunker entities opened insolvency proceedings in several different countries, the existence of those insolvency proceedings had little impact on the litigation that followed the OW Bunker collapse. As we have already seen, physical bunker suppliers mostly tried to skirt around the insolvent OW Bunker entity with which they had dealt, to bring a claim directly against the ultimate buyer, the ship operator or the ship itself. ING Bank sued to recover debts owing to the insolvent OW Bunker entities in various parts of the world, but in that posture it was plaintiff, not defendant, thus making the jurisdictional shield provided by the UNCITRAL Model Law irrelevant. Hence, the insolvency of the OW Bunker entities generally had no effect on claims for non-payment brought in other parts of the world.

One of the many US cases in the wake of the OW Bunker collapse serves as an example of why the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency has played a relatively small part in the worldwide OW Bunker litigation. An interpleader action was brought in the US District
Court for the Southern District of New York by vessel owners and charterers seeking interpleader relief in relation to claims for unpaid bunkers that had been bought through the medium of OW Bunker Germany, G.m.b.H. After OW Bunker Germany opened insolvency proceedings in Germany, its COMI, it applied to the US Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York asking for recognition of the insolvency proceedings as a foreign main proceeding (FMP) under Chapter 15 of the Bankruptcy Code, the US enactment of the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency. The Bankruptcy Court issued an order recognizing the German insolvency proceedings as an FMP, but then lifted the automatic stay “for cause” to allow the interpleader proceedings in the District Court to continue. OW Bunker Germany then sought to have the interpleader actions referred from the District Court to the Bankruptcy Court, presumably as a prelude to renewing its attempt to have them stayed under Chapter 15. The District Court both retained jurisdiction over the interpleader actions and transferred the Chapter 15 bankruptcy proceedings to itself, holding that there were “interesting and apparently novel questions regarding the interplay among the United States bankruptcy law, maritime law, and federal interpleader statutes”, which demanded consideration by the District Court. Thus, the proceedings in New York were allowed to continue in parallel to the German insolvency proceedings.

One of the key underlying principles of the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency is that all proceedings in relation to the liabilities of an insolvent debtor should be brought in one country, rather than having parallel proceedings in different jurisdictions around the world. If the automatic stay procedure created by the Model Law does not produce that result (as it has not in the OW Bunker cases, for the reasons just explained), the only other legal mechanism for forcing parallel proceedings in other countries to come to an end is the anti-suit injunction, a device familiar in common law countries and generally regarded as anathema in civil law countries.

In some federal circuits of the United States, an antisuit injunction is granted only with “great restraint”, in acknowledgment of the fact that although the order is directed at the litigant, rather than the foreign court, it effectively interferes with the jurisdiction of the court of a foreign sovereign by precluding the litigant from initiating or continuing legal action there. Even under the “great restraint” standard, one US court has granted an antisuit injunction to restrain physical bunker suppliers who were participating in OW Bunker interpleader proceedings in New York from proceeding in other countries to arrest ships owned or operated by the ultimate buyer of the bunkers. The alternative would be to expose the ship operator to the possibility of double or even triple liability for a single
obligation if there were to be inconsistent judgments in different countries.

6. Conclusion

Much of the OW Bunker litigation around the world has come down to a battle between an unpaid physical bunker supplier and ING Bank, the successor to OW Bunker, with each of them laying claim to payment in full from the ultimate buyer, the ship operator, whose main concern is to pay for the bunkers only once, not twice or possibly three times. If the physical bunker supplier wins, then it is finally paid for the bunkers it supplied, but OW/ING gets nothing. If OW/ING wins, the physical bunker supplier still has a contractual claim against it for payment, but is likely to recover only cents in the dollar from an insolvent debtor.

If the relevant transactions had gone ahead as planned, the physical bunker suppliers would have been paid, and OW Bunker or its subsidiary would have received its profit margin reflecting the difference between what it charged the ultimate buyer and what it paid the bunker supplier. That would seem to be the most sensible and desirable outcome even after the collapse of OW Bunker but, ironically, none of the many legal devices and arguments considered in this short paper has seemed able to achieve that result, as each leads to an all-or-nothing outcome. Many physical bunker suppliers have gone unpaid and ING Bank has then netted more per transaction than OW Bunker would have done. In those cases where the physical bunker supplier has succeeded, it would seem that OW Bunker’s legitimate profit margin has simply evaporated, because the bunker supplier’s bill should be paid at the rate that it charged for the physical supply, not the rate charged to the ultimate buyer by OW Bunker. In other words, all the legal ingenuity poured into this debacle around the world does not seem to have been able to produce what seems obviously to be the fair outcome. C’est la vie, c’est la loi.
UPDATE ON THE WORK OF THE INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP ON SHIP FINANCE SECURITY PRACTICES

Ann Fenech
Chair of the IWG

Good morning Ladies and Gentlemen,

I feel truly privileged to be here this morning in these magnificent surroundings of the Palazzo Ducale in Genoa and to update you on the work undertaken by the IWG on ship finance security practices. Many congratulations to Giorgio Berlingieri and the Italian Maritime Law Association for having organised such a splendid programme. Professore Francesco Berlingieri, allow me to say how wonderful it is to be with you this morning. The object of my presentation is to brief you on the work being done by the IWG.

Cape Town Convention – background

Perhaps I should start right at the beginning. It is common for us to come across colleagues who think that the Cape Town Convention is a convention which relates exclusively to aircraft. In fact this is not the case and the official title of the Cape Town Convention is “Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment 2001.” It is about the creation of a central international register where security interests in mobile equipment are registered. Attached to it currently are three protocols – aircraft, rolling stock and space assets.

A main proponent of the Cape Town Convention, Prof Roy Goode is quoted as saying that:

“Its purpose is to provide a stable international legal regime for the protection of secured creditors, conditional sellers, and lessors of aircraft objects, railway rolling stock and space assets through a set of basic default remedies and the protection of creditors interests by registration in an international registry thus securing priority and protection in the event of the debtor’s insolvency.”

In fact it provides for the constitution and effects of an international interest in certain categories of mobile equipment by virtue of the registration of such an international interest in an international register.
An international interest is defined as an interest in an identifiable object granted by the chargor under a security agreement. Put simply in the event of default the chargee can take possession or control of the object, sell or grant a lease of any such object, collect or receive any income or profits arising from the management or use of such an object. Any sum collected from the sale is applied towards discharge of the amount of the secured obligations.

Where the sums collected or received by the chargee exceed the amount secured by the security interest, unless ordered by the court, the charge is to distribute the surplus among holders of subsequently ranking interests which have been registered.

Ownership passing on a sale is free from “any other interest over which the charge’s security interest has priority under the provisions of article 29.” The buyer buys free from an unregistered interest even if the buyer has actual knowledge of such an interest and a registered interest has priority over any other interest subsequently registered and over an unregistered interest. However this means and implies that in such a sale the asset may not actually be sold completely free and unencumbered as would occur typically in a traditional judicial sale or court approved private sale.

It is this which gives rise to challenging situations related to non consensual rights which are prevalent in the maritime sector. It is thought that the problem with non consensual rights can possibly be overcome by article 39 which states that a contracting state may declare those categories of nonconsensual rights which under the State’s law have a priority over an interest in an object equivalent to that of the holder of a registered international interest. However the counter argument to that is that if one starts to make exceptions to the general rule it may very well defeat the purpose of the exercise.

The convention further provides that the courts of a contracting state chosen by the parties to a transaction have jurisdiction in respect of any claim brought under the convention.

Early Drafts of the Convention

Article 2 (1) c of the first draft in 1996 contained a reference to “registered ships” in square brackets. There were a number of reactions to this from UNCTAD, the IMO and the CMI.

These three bodies essentially made the case for the exclusion of shipping from Cape Town and the main reasons were that international maritime law is a distinctive corpus juris which has been in existence for
centuries; that it was important to safeguard the sphere that the International Convention on Maritime Liens and Mortgages adopted in 1993; that the preparation of international rules governing shipping has always been the responsibility of specific international organisations with the full participation of the shipping community; that there were already in place adequate systems for protecting the financial interests of those who lend money on the security of a ship and most challenging, the fact that a registered interest would have priority over any other interest subsequently registered and or any other interest, conflicted with the admiralty rules prevalent in a number of jurisdictions providing for statutory non consensual liens or privileges. The end result was that shipping was not included.

Then in the Unidroit Work Programme for 2014 – 2016 Triennium, the Agenda for the May 2013 Governing Council Meeting included “(ii) Ships and maritime transport equipment”. The memorandum prepared by the secretariat sought:

“authorisation to conduct a preliminary study which should first identify and describe the legal obstacles faced by market participants in the shipping industry concerning security over ships and maritime transport equipment in cross-border situations and give an overview of the status and development of internationally harmonised rules in this field.”

On seeing this there were several exchanges between the President of CMI and the President of Unidroit in 2014 with Unidroit concluding that for the time being the secretariat was gathering information on the actual financing practices of the maritime industry and that Unidroit would welcome any information that the CMI were in a position to share concerning actual financing practices in the maritime industry sector.

Creation of the IWG on Ship Finance Security Practices

The Reaction of the CMI was the approval of the creation of an International Working Group on Ship Finance Security Practices at the CMI meeting in Istanbul in June 2015

The brief was and is to gather as much information as possible from our national maritime law associations on the regimes prevalent in each country on ship finance security practices and the ease or otherwise of the enforcement of maritime securities.
Part II – The work of the CMI


Members of our IWG are:
Chair: Ann Fenech – Fenech and Fenech – Malta
Rapporteur: David Osborne – Watson Farley and Williams
Members: Andrew Tetley – Reed Smith - Paris
Allen Black – Winston Strawn - Washington
Camila Mendes Vianna Cardoso – Kincaid Mendes Vianna - Brazil
Andrea Berlingieri – Berlingieri Maresca - Genoa
Armstrong Chen – King &Wood Mallesons - Beijing
Souichirou Kozuka – Japan
Stefan Rindfleisch – Ehlermann Rindfleisch Gadow – Hamburg

Views of academics and international practitioners.

In the course of the work of the IWG we have considered several papers and views including the following:


He acknowledges that with some exception, most legal systems have reformed their law so as now expressly to provide for the recognition of foreign ship mortgages and hypothecations where the requirements for the valid creation and effectiveness of these rights under the law of the flag are fulfilled. He also discusses the exceptions to this encountered under the law of New Zealand and Brazil. He believes that too many jurisdictions do not follow this same rule when it comes to deciding on the priority between claims leading to uncertainty.

He believes that all these issues would be resolved in the event that there would be a protocol extended to shipping provided of course there were enough signatory states to make a tangible difference.

He made the following observations:

1. Whether current cross-border ship finance practices are satisfactory and if not, whether the international harmonization of those practices through Cape Town provides a better working solution.

2. Whether Cape Town can do for ship finance what it has done for aviation finance by lower borrowing costs and increased financing opportunities.

3. Whether ship finance has a problem in need of a Cape Town Solution or is Cape Town a solution in search of a ship finance problem.

He noted that academics see crossover benefits for ship finance; aviation finance professionals are satisfied with Cape Town and the Aircraft Protocol and that the marine sector general is sceptical quoting:

a. Growth in size and sophistication of the top 7 registries worldwide.

b. Issues surrounding non consensual rights.

c. Actual remedies under Cape Town give rise to complications.


Vincent Power asks and notes: “Would a shipping protocol to the Cape Town convention help resolve some of the difficulties and challenges in ship finance? Or is the question, one of, “would a shipping protocol to the Cape Town Convention help resolve some of the difficulties and challenges in shipping finance and, if it would resolve such issues, would the protocol be adopted, ratified, enter into force and be implemented or used by sufficient in the sector to make a real difference?”

He was of the view that the challenge in “Joining the dots” between the shipping protocol to Cape Town and the somewhat chaotic tapestry of international maritime conventions should not be underestimated. Furthermore whilst the difficulties as they exist particularly with the different ways in which priorities are dealt with in different jurisdictions, as the rationale for the creation of a shipping protocol to Cape Town, ironically these difficulties are also one of the barriers to the adoption of such a protocol. He was of the view that it was quite possible that a
shipping protocol would resolve many of the issues involved in the maritime sphere in theory but it may not do so in practice.

**Questionnaire**

The IWG decided that one of the most important ways of gathering important information from the various jurisdictions was to create and send out a questionnaire. The questions necessarily cut through the entire subject of how securities are registered and how they are enforced.

To date we have had replies from 16 jurisdictions being: Holland, Italy, Ireland, Japan, Malta, New Zealand, Panama, Switzerland, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Croatia, Finland, France and Germany.

We have prepared for you today a summary of the preliminary considerations.

**Question 1** related to whether or not the jurisdictions were signatories to maritime and other Conventions.

- The Arrest Convention of 1952 and or 1999 have either been ratified or influenced the legislation of most countries who have responded
- A mortgagee can arrest a vessel registered under the laws of each jurisdiction.
- A mortgagee can arrest a vessel in most of the jurisdictions which replied even if the mortgage is registered in the register of another member state.
- Only Finland has ratified the Mortgages and Liens convention
- All jurisdictions recognise and acknowledge a form of maritime lien, privilege or hypothec
- All Jurisdictions are a party or incorporated the 1961 Hague convention abolishing the requirement for legalisation of foreign public documents.

**Question 2** dealt with the Nature of the Ship’s register

- The ship’s register is a register of legal title or evidence of legal title in most of the jurisdictions which responded.
- Each jurisdiction has its own criteria for registration of a vessel on the ship’s register
Question 3 dealt with Formalities for Mortgage Registration

- Most jurisdictions require limited details of the actual mortgage except Argentina and Brazil.
- Argentina, Croatia, Germany, Italy, Netherlands and Panama require the mortgage to be notarised or legalised.
- In most jurisdictions registration of a mortgage is indefinite except in Italy, Argentina, Finland and France where the registration is for a definite period but which can be renewed.
- In most jurisdictions a mortgage is registered only in the ship’s register.

Question 4 dealt with Information concerning security interests in ships.

- No owner authorisation is required to obtain information on the mortgage from the ship’s registry.
- In almost all jurisdictions, information is available within a few days.
- In all the jurisdictions a vessel may be sold prior to the release of the security interest with most jurisdictions having a number of conditions.

Question 5 dealt with the Arrest of a chartered vessel

- All jurisdictions allow a mortgagee to arrest vessels on bareboat or time charter.
- In most jurisdictions a mortgagee could incur liability towards the charterers or cargo interests if found responsible of the improper use of enforcement afforded to him contractually or by statute.
- In most jurisdictions, cargo is discharged as a matter of standard practice prior to enforcement proceedings such as an auction.
Question 6 dealt with Priority issues between mortgagees

- A third of the jurisdictions have a system of priority notice to enable priority between mortgagees to be reserved
- In almost all jurisdictions it is possible for a subsequent mortgage to be registered without the consent of the first mortgagee
- In all jurisdictions the order of registration of the ship mortgages determines the ranking of the ship mortgages.
- In all jurisdictions except Brazil and New Zealand a second registered mortgage can exercise enforcement remedies without the consent of the first registered mortgage.
- Roughly half of the jurisdictions have a system for registration of security or liens other than mortgages.

Question 7 dealt with General enforcement issues

- All jurisdictions except for Brazil allow for the enforcement of foreign mortgages
- Jurisdictions are split between requiring a judgement prior to enforcement and not requiring a judgement
- The time for the enforcement procedure varies from a few weeks to a few years depending on the jurisdiction.
- All jurisdictions except Brazil have jurisdiction over a vessel in their territorial seas.

Question 8 dealt with Judicial Decisions and appeals

- All Judicial sales transfer the vessels free and unencumbered. Some jurisdictions have special admiralty courts and others have their civil court decide maritime disputes.
- Different jurisdictions have different procedural rules however as a general rule most require a judgment or an executive title against the vessel and notice to the vessel interests and other potential claimants.
- Those jurisdictions which allow the sale of vessels pendente lite allow the sale of vessels prior to the hearing of the appeal for the same reasons.
Question 9 dealt with Sale Procedures

- All jurisdictions allow for the enforcement of a mortgage in their jurisdiction by applying for a judicial sale by auction.
- Most jurisdictions require the judicial sale by auction to be preceded by the judicial arrest of the vessel or the obtaining of a judgment in the creditor’s favour.
- Malta and France permit the judicial sale of a vessel without a judgement based on the mortgage being a direct enforceable title.
- All jurisdictions except for Japan and / or Germany allow for the sale of a vessel pendent lite subject to varying conditions.
- Most jurisdictions fix a minimum bid price.
- Australia, The Netherlands and Malta do not have a minimum bid price.
- A number of jurisdictions allow the owner or other creditors to influence the amount of the reserve price.
- Most jurisdictions provide for the advertising of the sale in an official gazette or other local newspapers.
- Most jurisdictions, except for Ireland, Japan and Panama provide the owner and other creditors with mechanisms to influence the timetable of the sale.
- A number of jurisdictions allow mortgagees to apply for court approved private sales.
- Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan and New Zealand do not allow private sales of vessels.
- Australia does allow them but the vessels are not sold free and unencumbered.
- The majority of the jurisdictions excluding Australia and the Netherlands allow, subject to varying conditions, the mortgagees to bid for the vessel animo compensandi.
Question 10 dealt with Sale Proceeds

- Some jurisdictions allow the sale proceeds to be placed in an interest bearing account whilst others do not.
- Most jurisdictions require the sale to be carried out in local currency.
- The majority of jurisdictions excluding Brazil, do not appear to impose exchange control restrictions on withdrawal of sale proceeds.

Question 11 dealt with Priorities Generally

- The majority of jurisdictions excluding the Netherlands which opts for the law of the flag, appear to have the priority between creditors regulated by the lex fori.
- Almost all jurisdictions have other maritime claims that rank higher than mortgages in order of priority.
- There are no special rules on priority for local creditors except for Panama and Germany.
- Different jurisdictions have different timelines from the sale to the distribution of proceeds.
- All jurisdictions advised that the distribution is decided either by the court, a debt enforcement authority or bailiff.
- All jurisdictions except for Brazil provide for an appeal from a distribution order.

Question 12 dealt with Mortgagee’s Self-help Remedies

- There seems to be a distinction between Civil law countries and common law, or common law influenced countries. The latter allow self help remedies, the former generally do not.
- Self help remedies vary from taking possession, to being able to sell the vessel privately to managing and running the vessel.
Question 13 dealt with Insolvency Processes

- Only 3 - Australia, New Zealand and Japan have adopted the UNCITRAL Model law.
- There was a mixture of responses on staying or suspending a secured creditor’s right to enforce its security.
- There was also a mixture of responses on the precedence of maritime courts over insolvency courts in the event of a judicial sale or court approved private sale.
- 12 out of the 15 jurisdictions hold out a risk even if small that claw-back provisions in correct circumstances may lead to a mortgage being challenged.

Question 14 dealt with Leasing

- Leasing is common in some jurisdictions like China and not in others.
- From most jurisdictions it would appear that the treatment and approach of leases depend on the terms of the lease and that there is a distinction between a finance lease and an operating “true” lease with only the former being characterised as a security interest.
- Most jurisdictions allow the lessor to expand his rights and remedies by contract.
- Jurisdictions are split between those allowing contractual self help remedies and those which do not.
- The majority of the jurisdiction recognise the lessor as having the rights and remedies of an owner.
- Most jurisdictions excluding Croatia indicate that the lessor being the owner of the vessel cannot arrest the leased vessel.
Question 15 dealt with Reservation of Titles

- Jurisdictions are split 50/50 on the treatment of a holder of title under reservation of title as the holder of a security interest.
- Most jurisdictions do not have a special registration system for the holder of title under a reservation of title agreement.
- The variety of recognition of foreign reservation of title agreements is even greater than the variety of the status of the holder of the reserved title under domestic law.

Question 16 dealt with the Extension of Registered Mortgage to Insurance Policy

This was a question which was added subsequently to the main questionnaire and unfortunately only answered by 5 jurisdictions Croatia, Germany, Italy, Malta and the Netherlands.

It is too early to give a meaningful comment however it does appear that in all 5 jurisdictions mortgage rights extend over Insurance policies.

Where to from here

The main aim of the IWG will be to work on encouraging more jurisdictions to send in their questionnaire. The final conclusions are dependent on the replies we receive. If we look at the distribution of world tonnage it is evident that it is important that we receive replies from Liberia, Marshal Islands, Hong Kong, Singapore and Greece. We need to understand if there are any issues and what are the issues with the security offered in the financing of ships and enforcement of that security in the current day to day context of vessels which ply the world’s oceans.

We will most certainly seek to keep you updated with our work as it progresses.

Finally I would like to thank the Rapporteur of our IWG David Osborne for all his hard work and all the other committee members of this group for their time and dedication to our project.

Thank you.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS OF EUROPEAN LAW IN THE MATTER OF INSOLVENCY LAW AND THE TREATMENT OF RIGHTS IN REM: A DIFFICULT MARRIAGE

Maurizio Dardani

The Hanjin Bankruptcy case has brought to the attention of the public and of the media issues in the matter of cross-border insolvency of which, in reality, maritime lawyers and practitioners were already fully aware.

We can even say that maritime insolvency law has constantly created a privileged point of view for the examination of the legal interventions in the matter of cross-border insolvency.

Before focusing the attention on the interference between cross-border insolvency and maritime (insolvency) law, I thought that it might be useful to make few considerations just in the matter of insolvency and bankruptcy law.

1. A brief historical excursus

During different historical periods, bankruptcy law was inspired by two different – and, to a certain extent – opposite concepts.

With some degree of approximation, one can affirm that during the history of bankruptcy law in Europe one vision has prevailed:

(i) that Bankruptcy should be a sanction against the entrepreneur who has become unable to honour his obligations and is trying to escape and to hide his assets;\(^\text{14}\) and

(ii) that bankruptcy law should give protection to the rights of the creditors through the enforced sale of all the assets of the entrepreneur by ensuring at the same time the “par condicio creditorum” (i.e. the equal treatment of creditors).

The concept of “insolvency” is frequently coupled with the idea of “fraud”\(^\text{15}\) of the debtor, and with the idea of an entrepreneur who tries to “escape” from creditors and to hide his assets, so that the

\(^{14}\) Bankruptcy law as a part of criminal law, in Fallimento (storia) Enciclopedia del diritto. Pecorella e Gualazzini

\(^{15}\) Decoctor ergo fraudator
creditors need to be protected and to benefit from the proper legal remedies.

Such principles can be summarized under the Latin expression “favor creditoris”.

However, even during the hardest and toughest regimes for the insolvent entrepreneur, another and opposite idea starts to grow among “mercatores”, the idea that some entrepreneurs may deserve a softer treatment or even the protection of the law, especially when they do not try to escape or to hide their assets, and, furthermore, when their situation of insolvency has not been caused by a fraudulent behaviour but by unfortunate circumstances.

In Venice, during the XVI Century\(^\text{16}\), a distinction was drawn for the first time by an eminent jurist (and lawyer) between three categories of insolvent entrepreneurs:

(i) those who have become insolvent “fortunae vitio”;
(ii) those insolvent “suo vitio” and
(iii) those insolvent “partim suo partim fortunae vitio”\(^\text{17}\).

The unfortunate but honest entrepreneur becomes entitled to get protection; and new legal instruments, inspired by the idea of the “favor debitoris”, start to grow, giving rise to alternative insolvency procedures, to be applicable not only to the first of the three categories of entrepreneurs mentioned above, but also to the third one, which is obviously the most recurring and frequent: the category of the entrepreneurs who, beyond committing mistakes, have been the victims of the wheel of fortune.

The clash between “favor creditors” and “favor debitoris” is probably at the root of the ambiguity of bankruptcy law in general and might be a key for the interpretation of the recent developments of European law in the matter of cross-border insolvency law.

\* \* \*

---

\(^\text{16}\) Benvenuto STRACCA, De mercatore seu mercature, in Tractatus Universalis Iuris, Venetiis 1584
2. The latest EU developments in the matter of insolvency law. The approach to business failure and insolvency within EU and the theory of the second chance

With a jump of six or seven centuries, now I would like to focus on the recent developments of European law in the matter of insolvency, which provide an impressive example of legal studies and proposals of legislation based on the principle of “favor debitoris”.

At the beginning of the worldwide economic crisis, in 2007, the European Commission issued a Communication with a significant name: “Overcoming the stigma of business failure – for a second chance policy”.

A project was launched during 2008-2010 with the main goal to find a way to minimize the “lost entrepreneurship potential associated with bankruptcy and second chance”. As a result, a Report of experts was presented by the Commission in 2011, focusing on how to support the return of honest failed entrepreneurs to the market.

This 2011 Report of the Expert Group outlines four areas of the bankruptcy process, which are

1. Prevention (early warning systems, support mechanisms)
2. Out-of-court settlements
3. In court procedures
4. Treatment of the entrepreneur post-bankruptcy and conditions for a second chance

There is a passage in the 2011 Report which is extremely significant and far sighted, because it identifies a situation that many maritime law practitioners who are present today at this Seminar must have experienced in assisting their clients ship-owners when struggling to survive by ensuring that their vessels continue trading in the world whilst discussions for the restructuring of their debts are progressing.

The phrase which I wish to report is the following:

“Allowing a business to reach a compromise with its creditors, whilst providing the freedom to trade through difficulties, can lead to a better result for all stakeholders than a court-based process”.

“Freedom to trade through difficulties” is the expression on which I would like to draw your attention.
The Report of the expert group, obviously not familiar with maritime law, expanded on this point by making reference to re-financing agreements and to participation of the entrepreneurs in public tenders and public funds on equal conditions to any other company. We all know from our experience in the maritime field that for a ship-owner, who is facing financial difficulties caused by the world financial crisis and by the sea freight market collapse, and is seeking an agreement with creditors, freedom to trade essentially means one thing: not to have his vessels arrested either in his own country or in any other country.

* * *

3. **The European Commission recommendation of 12 March 2014**

Following the above approach, we have assisted, during the last few years, to an increasing activity of the European Commission.

I wish to refer here to the Commission recommendation of 12 March 2014 on a new approach to business failure and insolvency by which the European Member States were invited to implement the principles set out in such recommendation and to ensure, in particular (recital 1).

…..that viable enterprises in financial difficulties, wherever they are located in the Union, have access to national insolvency frameworks which enable them to restructure at any early stage with a view to preventing their insolvency and therefore maximise the total value to creditors, employees, owners and the economy as a whole. The Recommendation also aims at giving honest bankrupt entrepreneurs a second chance across the Union.

Recital 18 is extremely important from my point of view as it states:

A debtor should be able to request the court for a stay of individual enforcement actions and suspension of insolvency proceedings whose opening has been requested by creditors where such actions may adversely affect negotiations and hamper the prospects of a restructuring of the debtor’s business.

When describing the “Preventive Restructuring framework”, the Recommendation goes on in affirming that:

**Art. 6 (c)**

The debtor should be able to request a temporary stay of individual enforcement actions;

**Art. 10**

The debtors should have the right to request a court to grant a temporary stay of individual enforcement actions (hereafter ‘stay’) lodged by creditors, *including secured and preferential creditors*, who may otherwise hamper the prospects of a restructuring plan. The stay should not interfere with the performance of ongoing contracts.

**Art. 12**

Where provided for in the laws of the Member States, the obligation of the debtor to file for insolvency, as well as applications by creditors requesting the opening of insolvency proceedings against the debtor lodged after the stay has been granted should also be suspended for the duration of the stay.

* * *

The reply of European Member States to the above Recommendation has been considered insufficient and, to a certain extent, dissatisfactory.

4. **The European Commission proposal of 22 November 2016 for a Directive on Insolvency, Restructuring and Second Chance.**

Hence, the European Commission, under the increasing pressure of economic crisis, has undertaken additional studies in 2015 to assess the role of efficient EU pre-insolvency frameworks in fostering a culture of early restructuring and second chance.¹⁹

Then in 2016, after publishing an Inception impact assessment for an initiative on insolvency, the European Commission issued on 22


November 2016 the Proposal for a directive on Insolvency, Restructuring and Second Chance, which transposes the above ideas and, in Article 6, dealing with “Stay of individual actions”, reads as follows:

1. Member States shall ensure that debtors who are negotiating a restructuring plan with their creditors may benefit from a stay of individual enforcement actions if and to the extent such a stay is necessary to support the negotiations of a restructuring plan.

2. Member States shall ensure that a stay of individual enforcement actions may be ordered in respect of all types of creditors, including secured and preferential creditors. The stay may be general, covering all creditors, or limited, covering one or more individual creditors, in accordance with national law.

5. The fundamental dilemma: to stay or not to stay the s.c individual actions of the Secured Claimants (i.e. the actions in rem)?

The above excursus is probably sufficient to give a rough picture of the state of art of European law in the matter of insolvency and to draw this conclusive statement: that a proper, effective and efficient administration of insolvency can only be achieved through a further harmonization and the elimination of divergences between different legal systems within EU.

Therefore, now we can focus on the debated question of the secured claims and actions in rem.

We can certainly affirm that the dilemma between to stay or not to stay of such actions in rem is one of the most critical and sensitive issues of cross-border insolvency when applied to shipping.

As we can learn from the answers given by national MLAs to the questionnaire of CMI, different regimes are adopted in different legal systems (even within EU) for the treatment of individual...

---


22 http://www.comitemaritime.org/Cross-Border-Insolvency/0,27129,112932,00.html
actions and of the rights in rem (s.c. security rights) whilst insolvency proceedings are pending.

Few examples will be sufficient. I shall examine the answers to the CMI questionnaire given by the Maritime Law Association of Canada, USA, France, Italy, Norway and Malta.

The relevant questions are contained in paragraphs 49 and 50 of the CMI questionnaire but for the purpose of this Seminar I shall reduce them just to one demand: *the enforcement of secured claims may be continued by claimant outside bankruptcy administration?*

The following schedule shows the different answers which have been given to the question by some national MLAs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of claim</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>USA</th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>Norway</th>
<th>Malta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mortgages or hypothecs on a ship</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES, but only with the approval of the bankruptcy court</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractual liens</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES, but only with the approval of the bankruptcy court</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of life or personal injuries</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES, but only with the approval of the bankruptcy court</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvage rewards</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES, but only with the approval of the bankruptcy court</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General average</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES, but only with the approval of the bankruptcy court</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collision</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES, but only with the approval of the bankruptcy court</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpaid supply of goods</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES, but only with the approval of the bankruptcy court</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. The (EC) Regulation n. 1346/2000 on cross border insolvency and of (EU) Regulation 2015/848 on insolvency proceedings (recast)

Now, let us turn to the solution adopted by EU when regulating cross-border insolvency.

The solution which has been chosen by EU with article 5 of (EC) Regulation n. 1346/2000\(^\text{23}\) is draconian: actions in rem of creditors or third parties in respect of assets belonging to the debtors which are situated within the territory of another member state are not affected by the opening of insolvency proceedings.

The text of article 5 (1) of EC Regulation reads as follows:

\[
\text{The opening of insolvency proceedings shall not affect the rights in rem of creditors or third parties in respect of tangible or intangible, moveable or immovable assets - both specific assets and collections of indefinite assets as a whole which change from time to time - belonging to the debtor which are situated within the territory of another Member State at the time of the opening of proceedings.}
\]

Such choice immediately became reason of debate and criticism.

It has been notably criticised by several authors with the argument that it is \textit{too favourable to the banks}. Indeed, it is difficult to understand why pledged assets in another Member State should not be subject to the same rules as pledged assets in the Member State where the proceedings have been opened.


When analysing Article 5 (1) of the Regulation, the comments were quite sharp, underlining that Article 5 (1) was inspired not only to the principle of the “favor creditoris”, but was clearly written to benefit a specific category of creditors, i.e the banks.

\(^{23}\) \url{http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1503759560866&uri=CELEX:32000R1346}
However, with great disappointment, which I personally share, the drafting of article 5 of the 1346/2000 Regulation has not been rectified by article 8(1) of (EU) Regulation 2015/848 on insolvency proceedings (recast), which reads exactly the same as article 5(1) of (EC) Regulation n. 1346/2000.

The opening of insolvency proceedings shall not affect the rights in rem of creditors or third parties in respect of tangible or intangible, moveable or immoveable assets, both specific assets and collections of indefinite assets as a whole which change from time to time, belonging to the debtor which are situated within the territory of another Member State at the time of the opening of proceedings.

In my opinion such solution is not satisfactory. It is not desirable under different points of view:

- it justifies a discrepancy of treatment of actions in rem, depending on whether the assets of the entrepreneur are located in a country different from the one where the insolvency proceedings have been initiated;
- it contradicts the main scope of the Regulation which is supposed to grant a temporary stay of enforcement actions, brought by individual creditors where such actions could adversely affect negotiations for restructuring of the debtor’s business;
- it provides a regime of favour for specific categories of creditors.

Additional criticism can be added from the point of view of maritime insolvency law, at least for three reasons:

- because vessels are constantly located in different countries;

---

24 Such choice was justified as follows at Recital 68 of the Regulation: (68) There is a particular need for a special reference diverging from the law of the opening State in the case of rights in rem, since such rights are of considerable importance for the granting of credit. The basis, validity and extent of rights in rem should therefore normally be determined according to the lex situs and not be affected by the opening of insolvency proceedings. The proprietor of a right in rem should therefore be able to continue to assert its right to segregation or separate settlement of the collateral security. Where assets are subject to rights in rem under the lex situs in one Member State but the main insolvency proceedings are being carried out in another Member State, the insolvency practitioner in the main insolvency proceedings should be able to request the opening of secondary insolvency proceedings in the jurisdiction where the rights in rem arise if the debtor has an establishment there. If secondary insolvency proceedings are not opened, any surplus on the sale of an asset covered by rights in rem should be paid to the insolvency practitioner in the main insolvency proceedings.
- because secondary insolvency proceedings are normally not available in the Member State where the vessel is arrested (unless the debtor possesses an establishment on such State):
- because it clashes with the article 6 of the 22 November 2016 Proposal for a directive on Insolvency, Restructuring and Second Chance which we have mentioned before25.

Additional uncertainty derives from article 11 of Council Regulation (EC) N. 1346/2000 (now article 14 of (EU) recast Regulation 2015/848), specifically dealing with the law applicable to immovable property, ships and aircrafts subject to registration in a public register, according to which:

The effects of insolvency proceedings on the rights of a debtor in immovable property, a ship or an aircraft subject to registration in a public register shall be determined by the law of the Member State under the authority of which the register is kept.

* * *

7. Some thoughts about the impact of the judgment of South Korean Court, declaring Hanjin Shipping bankrupt, especially with reference to the actions in rem of creditors seeking to exercise their rights before the local Courts, by arresting the Hanjin vessels calling at European ports

We are finally in a position to make a few comments on the Hanjin bankruptcy case.

Various cases handled by European Court in connection with Hanjin ships entering European ports, quite often with deteriorating cargoes on board, have given and will give different results, by producing a patchwork landscape which is just the opposite of that desirable harmonization mentioned in the works of the European Commission.

This is not surprising, first of all because of the lack of adoption of Model Law by European Countries (if I am not wrong, Model law has been adopted only by five European Countries, Greece, Poland, Romania, Slovenia and UK).

---
But it is not surprising for another even more important reason: because of Article 32 of UNCITRAL Model law on cross-border insolvency which reflects the great attention and protection given by UNCITRAL to secured creditors rights.

Article 32 of UNCITRAL Model Law reads as follows:

*Rule of payment in concurrent proceedings*

Without prejudice to secured claims or rights in rem, a creditor who has received part payment in respect of its claim in a proceeding pursuant to a law relating to insolvency in a foreign State may not receive a payment for the same claim in a proceeding under [identify laws of the enacting State relating to insolvency] regarding the same debtor, so long as the payment to the other creditors of the same class is proportionately less than the payment the creditor has already received.

The position of UNCITRAL is based on the opinion (which is an updated version of the principle of the “favor creditoris”) that there is a connection between the protection of the secured creditors’ rights (which should be allowed to remain outside of the insolvency regimes) and the level of credit available in each country.

UNCITRAL is obviously aware of maritime insolvency law and of the interaction of the Model Law with maritime law, but the general views (recently expressed in 12th Multinational Judicial Colloquium of UNCITRAL-INSOL-World Bank held in Sydney on 18-19 March 2017) is still that such issues should not be addressed in the Model Law and that maritime law, in each specific country where the vessel can be placed under arrest, should prevail over the Model Law Regime26.

The result, and this is the conclusion of my speech, is that we are very far from that desired harmonization in the matter of cross-border insolvency, when applied to shipping.

Unfortunately the vessels will continue to trade not only through difficulties, also with the legal uncertainty deriving from different laws which are applicable in the countries where they are sent by charterers and, in particular, from the different regimes which are applicable in those countries to the individual actions of the secured creditors.

---

AN UPDATE AND ITALIAN PERSPECTIVE ON LEGAL ISSUES ARISING FROM REFUGEE MIGRATION, RESCUE AND LOSS AT SEA

Valeria Eboli

Introduction

The ongoing migration crisis in the Mediterranean is without precedents. A huge number of individuals coming from African and Asian countries is using the sea route to reach Europe. Some of them are fleeing from an armed conflict, others from poverty. Some of them are also victims of human traffickers using the same way for their criminal activity.

All of them undertake a dangerous trip, using low quality unflagged boats, provided by smugglers, that are usually at risk of capsizing after a few miles from the point of departure. So all the vessels in the area are bound by the general obligation to save lives at sea. Unfortunately such events are not exceptional but occur on a daily basis.

The European Union and in particular Italy undertook several initiatives, including some military operations, to deal with the problem.

The aim of the presentation is to give an overview of such activities and the related legal framework. In fact international law of the sea is not the only relevant branch of law to deal with the issue, but also other branches of international law interplay with it. International Human rights law is applicable, but also international refugee law, as the majority of the individuals involved can be qualified as asylum seekers.

Issues such as the identification of the place of safety, the conduct of search and rescue operations and the implications of the crisis for the merchant vessels in the area will be taken into account. The code of Conduct for NGOS undertaking activities in migrants’ rescue operations at sea, enacted by Italy, will be analysed as well.
1. The framework: the migration flow in the Mediterranean Sea and the obligation to save lives at sea

In the last decade a massive migration flow towards Europe has been taking place, through both land and sea route. The Central Mediterranean route has become the main pathway into Europe. In 2016 about 182,000 migrants used it and reached the Italian coast.

Such massive migration flow is a quite new phenomenon. It cannot be defined as a purely refugee crisis, because of the mixed nationalities and background of the individuals involved.

In fact, individuals seeking international protection may be fleeing from armed conflicts or from countries where they fear persecution on the grounds of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, or where violations of human rights occur. This is not the case for all the individuals involved. Some of them may be qualified as economic migrants, i.e. looking for better conditions of life. The economic migration is mainly related to push factors such as, for instance, social, economic and demographic inequalities, instability, environmental degradation, climate change.

Furthermore, some of the individual involved may be deemed as victims of human trafficking, in the hands of exploitative criminal organizations, which use the massive flow for their “business”.

For all of them, the journeys are usually organized by criminal migrant smuggling networks, which help the migrants to illegally cross international borders.

So the flow is usually referred to as mixed migration flow.

Crossing the Mediterranean is just one leg of a longer and hazardous journey. Beginning the trip in the respective countries of origin, the migrants reach Libya by air (flights) or land routes. Sometimes they also cross deserts. Once in Libya they are often collected by the organizers of the journey in deplorable conditions. They usually report to face xenophobia in Libya and to be subjected to violence and abuse by migrant smugglers or human traffickers.

---


28 For more details see infra.

The trip is usually organized by criminal organizations. The smugglers provide the migrants different types of vessels for their trip, whose quality is quite poor.

involved in search and rescue (SAR) activities in the Central Mediterranean sea, in compliance with a general obligation to save lives at sea, arising from the international law.

on the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) (1974), the Maritime Search and Rescue the International Conventions on the law relating to vessels in distress. Nevertheless, beside any treaty-based obligation, which may vary from State to State, the obligation to to save lives at sea comes also from a general customary law rule.

It is also enshrined in Article 98 of Montego Bay Convention, which mentions the duty to render assistance at sea.


The logistical simplicity of migrant smuggling by sea can mean significant profits for smugglers involved. Even at the low-cost end of sea smuggling market, low risk of detection for smugglers, combined with a high number of people who can be smuggled at once, and the lack of need for falsified or fraudulent documents, means that profits are relatively high, with all the risks being borne by migrants.

In other words, smugglers minimise their risks and maximise their profits, sometimes at the expense of the success of the undertaking and the safety of migrants. /the-world-factbook/.

See below for more details

SOLAS REGULATION V/7: SEARCH AND RESCUE SERVICES
1. Each Contracting Government undertakes to ensure that necessary arrangements are made for distress communication and co-ordination in their area of responsibility and for the rescue of persons in distress at sea around its coasts.
2. These arrangements shall include the establishment, operation and maintenance of such search and rescue facilities as are deemed practicable and necessary, having regard to the density of the seagoing traffic and the navigational dangers and shall, so far as possible, provide adequate means of locating and rescuing such persons.

SOLAS REGULATION V/33
1. The master of a ship at sea which is in a position to be able to provide assistance on receiving information from any source that persons are in distress at sea, is bound to proceed with all speed to their assistance, if possible informing them or the search and rescue service that the ship is doing so.
2. This obligation to provide assistance applies regardless of the nationality or status of such persons or the circumstances in which they are found.

1. Every State shall require the master of a ship flying its flag, in so far as he can do so without serious danger to the ship, the crew or the passengers:
   *(a) to render assistance to any person found at sea in danger of being lost; (b) to proceed with all possible speed to the rescue of persons in distress,* if informed of their need of assistance, in so far as such action may reasonably be expected of him; 2. Every coastal State shall promote the establishment, operation and maintenance of an adequate and effective search and rescue
In particular, Search and Rescue (SAR) comprises the search for and provision of aid to persons who are, or are believed to be in distress. Even if there isn’t any clear definition of the concept of “distress in any of the relevant conventional text, it is usually understood as a situation which implies the imminent danger of loss of life.

Search and rescue are two different operations and may take many forms, depending on the circumstances. They do not usually include salvage or the saving of property except where the action is indivisible from that of saving life.

Search is aimed at locating persons in distress, while Rescue is understood as an operation to retrieve persons in distress, provide for their initial medical or other needs and deliver them to a place of safety.

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) provides a worldwide system, so that wherever people sail, SAR services will be available if needed. It also coordinates, on a global basis, member States’ efforts to provide search and rescue (SAR) services.

The legal framework for search and rescue in the Maritime domain includes the performance of distress monitoring, communication, coordination and search and rescue functions, including provision of medical advice, initial medical assistance and medical evacuation, through the use of public and private resources, including cooperating aircraft, vessels and other craft and installation.

The objectives of the Maritime Search and Rescue Convention are to standardise SAR worldwide, facilitate intergovernmental direct contact and co-operation.

Each State is responsible of a certain SAR zone, not corresponding to its territorial water, and coordinates all the SAR activities in that area through a Rescue Coordination Center (RCC), which is responsible for promoting efficient organization of search and rescue operations within the respective search and rescue region.

The relevant national RCC coordinates the rescue activities, by individuating the closest ship to be charged to intervene and the place of safety (PoS) to disembark the shipwrecked.

In Italy S.A.R. activities are coordinated by the Italian Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre (IMRCC).
The Coast Guard Headquarters in fact is in charge of the I.M.R.C.C. functions - Italian Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre - which all the activities aimed at the search and rescue of human life at sea report to; these activities may be delivered through the use of air and naval components of the Coast Guard, with the possible use of other military and civilian rescue units. The I.M.R.C.C., functionally identified in the Operational Centre of the Coast Guard Headquarters, keeps contact with the rescue coordination centers in other states to ensure international cooperation as defined by the Hamburg Convention.

In fact, by Law n. 147 dated 3rd April 1989 Italy ratified the 1979 Hamburg International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue, then implemented with Presidential Decree n. 662/1994. With this measure rescue at sea was no longer an activity delivered through the assets available at the time and entered into a highly professional stage with specifically adapted assets and specially trained crews. According to such regulation the Coast Guard is accountable for ensuring the efficient organization of search and rescue services in the entire region of interest on the Italian sea, which overcomes the territorial waters boundaries.

Malta, Greece, Libya, Tunisia and the other coastal States similarly are responsible to their SAR zones in the area.

Several operations were also set up in the Mediterranean Sea, with the specific aim of saving lives at sea, or disrupting the smugglers and traffickers activities and networks, preventing further loss of life at sea, reducing suffering of migrants and their exploitation by criminal organisations.

Some of them are military operations, while others are purely humanitarian operations set up by some Non governmental Organizations (NGOs).

The activities deployed by the naval units belonging to such operations contribute to reduce the weight of the rescue on the merchant ships, and consequently limit the potential loss of money related to the diversion of the ship to a place of a safety to disembark the persons rescued at sea.

This is a very complex phenomenon, with several different legal implication that go beyond the international law of the sea.

Due to the fact that almost all the individuals involved seek asylum, the applicability of international refugee law comes into consideration. Additionally international human rights law is always applicable, also at sea.

So different branches of international law apply, beside relevant national laws (of the flag States) and European Union (EU) law, when EU member States are concerned.

Migrant smuggling and human trafficking also arise to transnational crimes, with the consequent applicability of the related legal framework.

So the main legal issues arising in relation to massive migration flows in the Mediterranean sea are related to the obligation to save lives at sea, but also to the protection to grant the persons rescued at sea.

All the relevant legal provisions are usually related to single or small scale phenomenon and they do not take into account so a large-scale event, so that sometimes some rules appeared to be inadequate to it.
2. The response to the migration crisis and the Italian commitment in the Central Mediterranean area

Several different actors are present in the Mediterranean.

In the central Mediterranean there is a high density of maritime traffic, including, beside the naval military assets of an average of 100 cargo and commercial ships in transit at any time\textsuperscript{37}.

When search and rescue (SAR) is required, the vessel in charge of it (identified by the IMRCC), carries on board all the people from the migrant vessel to disembark them in a place of safety designated by the IMRCC.

The obligations to save life at sea is also upon merchant vessels. In this case such activity may imply some loss, due to the diversion of the commercial route to disembark the persons rescued at sea. The costs may be, for instance, related to the delay due to the deviation of the commercial route, the expenses to take care of the persons rescued at sea, the impact on the crews of such massive events, the (eventual) handling of corpses, pandemic risks, the possible security threats.

The presence of several military operations in the Mediterranean reduces such a risk.

There are several military operations ongoing and Italy is participating in several of them.

Italy is involved in different operations, such as “Mare Sicuro”, FRONTEX border control operations and EUNAVFOR MED Operation Sophia.

\textsuperscript{37} Data available at <https://www.marinetraffic.com/>
2.1 “Mare Sicuro” Operation

The national Military Operations deployed by Italy to save lives at sea is Mare Sicuro. It was deployed on March 12, 2015 with them to conduct surveillance and maritime security activities. It was initially aimed at protecting the Italian national interests in the Central Mediterranean and ensure maritime security in relation to the terrorist threat.

It is a joint operation involving the naval and aerial components.

Following a formal request of the Libyan Government of National Accord (GNA), the area of operation has been extended to the Libyan Territorial Waters on August 2, 2017 (such decision has been taken by the Italian Government, following a favorable Parliamentary vote). The presence in the Libyan TTW is aimed at supporting the Libyan Navy Coast Guard in the fight on maritime illicit traffics and upon request coming from the Libyan Authorities.

Nowadays it is the only military operation deployed in the Libyan territorial waters.

2.2 FRONTEX

Then, Italy is also participating in some EU operations, conducted in the framework of Frontex. FRONTEX is an European Union Agency, which promotes, coordinates and develops European border management in line with the EU fundamental rights charter applying the concept of Integrated Border Management.

Frontex’s tasks include monitoring migratory flows and carrying out risk analysis regarding all aspects of integrated border management. It also carries out a vulnerability assessment, including assessing Member States’ capacity and readiness to face threats and challenges at their external borders.

Monitoring the management of the external borders through the Agency’s liaison officers in Member States and coordinating and organising joint operations and rapid border interventions to assist Member States at the external borders, including in humanitarian emergencies and rescue at sea, are among the major tasks of the Agency.

FRONTEX supports search and rescue operations that arise during border surveillance operations at sea, but also deploys European Border and Coast Guard teams, including a rapid reaction pool for joint operations and rapid border interventions and within the framework of the migration management support teams.

Italy granted its participation in TRITON Operation.
Such operation, running from 1st November 2014, was set up to support Italy with border control, surveillance and search and rescue in the Central Mediterranean.

Its operational area covered the territorial waters of Italy as well as parts of the search and rescue zones of Italy and Malta, stretching 138 nautical miles south of Sicily. On numerous occasions, Frontex vessels and aircrafts have also been redirected by the Italian Coast Guard to assist migrants in distress in areas far away from the operational area of Triton.

To reinforce its capacity to save lives at sea, the EU significantly enhanced its maritime presence from 2015, tripling the resources and assets available for Frontex Joint Operations.

Triton Operation will be substituted by Themis from February 2018.

Themis Operation is mainly focused on border control, making efforts to collect intelligence to stop terrorists and foreign fighters from entering the EU, fighting cross-border crime.

It will conduct search and rescue activities, according to general international law of the sea, but it is not anymore the main focus, as it was in the previous Triton Operation.

The operational area will be reduced from 30 nautical miles from the Italian coast to 24 miles, but including the eastern Coast (Adriatic Sea).

As far as Italy is concerned, the main improvement is that Frontex Themis-rescued migrants must be delivered to the nearest EU port rather than to only Italian ports only. In particular, Italy is supposed to receive the rescued persons in the 24 miles operational area, while for those rescued outside such limit, the IMO rules should apply, so that the place of safety should be defined by time to time by the State responsible of the relevant search and rescue region.

2.3 EUNAVFOR MED Operation Sophia

Another military Operation is EUNAVFOR MED Operation Sophia, which was launched following an extraordinary EU Joint Foreign and Home Affairs Council Summit on 20 April 2015, in the aftermath of a deadly shipwreck in the Mediterranean. On the night of the 18th of April 2015 a small boat capsized some 70 nautical miles north of the Libyan coast, resulting in the death of almost 800 migrants, in their making the dangerous journey from Libya to Italy.

38 See http://www.affarinternazionali.it/2018/02/migranti-frontex-triton-themis-ue/
It is but one point of the EU 10 points Action Plan on Migration, enacted on 20 April 2015 to address the crisis situation in the Mediterranean\textsuperscript{39}. It indicates the immediate actions to be taken in response to it and EUNAVFOR MED operation Sophia represents the 2\textsuperscript{nd} bullet point of the Action Plan, i.e. the military response to the crisis, as part of the European Union's Comprehensive Approach. To fully tackle the migration crisis, all points need, of course, to be addressed.

Some preliminary remarks are needed about the EU NAVAL FORCE MEDITERRANEAN (EUNAVFOR MED) then named Sophia.

First of all, Operation SOPHIA is a joint operation initially focused on mostly a naval activities. On 18 May 2015, the Council approved the Crisis Management Concept for a military CSDP operation to disrupt the business model of migrant smuggling and human trafficking networks in the Southern Central Mediterranean (Council Decision 2015/778 dated 18 May 2015)\textsuperscript{40}.

As a result, and, on 22 June 2015 the EU launched the European Union military operation in the Southern Central Mediterranean. The primary and fundamental task that Operation SOPHIA carries out is aimed at disrupting the migrant smugglers and human traffickers activities by the criminal organisations.

Therefore, the migrants’ boats are also searched and all possible evidence on board collected. Once in the assigned place of safety, this evidence is transferred to the Italian judicial authorities.

Any suspected smuggler that we apprehend is brought to Italy where the Italian Judicial Authorities can launch an investigation.

On 20 June 2016, one month after a letter welcoming the EU’s intention to contribute to the training of the Libyan Coastguard and Navy had been received by the HR/VP from the President of the Presidency Council of the Government of National Accord, Fayez Serraj, the Council extended the mandate of EUNAVFOR MED operation SOPHIA, reinforcing it by adding two supporting tasks: training of the Libyan coastguard and navy; and contributing to the implementation of the UN arms embargo\textsuperscript{41}.

\textsuperscript{40} Available at https://www.operationsophia.eu/media_category/documents/page/2/
\textsuperscript{41} Additional tasks have been added to the mandate of the operation since its launch. On 20 June 2016 European Council added: - training of the Libyan Coast Guard and Navy; - to contribute to the implementation of the UN arms embargo on the high seas off the coast of Libya according to UNSCR 2292 (2016) and UNSCR 2357 (2017). On 25 July 2017 European Council added: - to set up a monitoring mechanism of the long-term efficiency of the training of the Libyan Coastguard and Navy; - to conduct new surveillance activities and gather information on illegal trafficking of oil exports from Libya in accordance UNSCR 2146 (2014) and 2362 (2017);
Operation Sophia is led by Ital and 26 EU member States are participating in it in a joint effort to cope with migrant smuggling and human trafficking at sea.

Its activities are largely mandated by the UN Security Council too.

Sophia is operating under UN Security Council Resolution 2240 (2015), adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter authorizing the use of force, and subsequent modifications, which authorises us to board, search, seize and dispose of smugglers vessels on the high seas.

The UNSC resolutions strongly calls upon the States to act in compliance with human rights law and refugee law.

Nevertheless, although Op SOPHIA is not a Search and Rescue operation, all assets are bound by International Law to save lives at sea.

Since starting, Operation SOPHIA has given its contribution in this field too.

3. **Legal issues related to the conduct of SAR activities in relation to the migration flow in the Mediterranean Sea**

The ongoing migration flow in the Mediterranean is a very complex phenomenon which cannot be addressed only in a LOS perspectives but requires a more complex approach.

Beside LOS, other obligations arise from Human Rights Law, Refugee Law and, for the EU Member States, from EU Law as well. Of course domestic law (the law of the flag) is applicable.

SAR activities may be conducted by ships in the framework of a specific operation, military or humanitarian, or as a “stand alone” activity upon request of the relevant Regional Coordination Center (RCC).

In the latter case a merchant ship can be requested to save lives at sea along her commercial route.

Regarding international law of the sea, some main legal issues arise from the current situation in the Mediterranean and the related practice. They regard the functioning of the SAR system, the individuation of the place of safety, the legal status of the persons rescued at sea on board and their rights.

All these issues cannot leave out of consideration that each ship is always under the law of the flag State.

- to enhance the possibility for sharing information on human trafficking with member states law enforcement agencies, FRONTEX and EUROPOL.
3.1 Some issues related to International Law of the Sea

The first legal issue at stake is that regarding the SAR system. As described before, each State is responsible of a SAR region. In the practice almost all the SAR events coordinated by the Italian Maritime rescue Coordination Center are happening outside the Italian SAR region. They usually happen mainly in the Libyan, the Maltese or Tunisian SAR regions. Nevertheless, the Italian RCC has been the only one answering to the distress calls, even if coming from other RCC regions.

Several cooperation efforts have been made in order to build up a Libyan RCC, even in the framework of a bilateral Italy-Libyan cooperation Project42.

This practice shows certain gaps in the applicability of the existing conventional legal regime about SAR.

The relevant rules were imagined bearing in mind occasional and exceptional cases of distress and for sure not situations where the boat are voluntarily put in a situation of distress in a systematic way43. One can wonder how far such behavior may meet the requirements of an abuse of law, as for sure the norms are used for an aim different to that for which they were imagined44.

Another topic is the Place of Safety (POS).

According to SOLAS Regulation V/33, as amended in 2006, “The Contracting Government responsible for the search and rescue region in which such assistance is rendered shall exercise primary responsibility for

---

42 https://euobserver.com/migration/140067
44 Voluntary distress at sea is used to bypass the norms on illegal migration by smugglers, for instance.
ensuring such co-ordination and co-operation occurs, so that survivors assisted are disembarked from the assisting ship and delivered to a place of safety, taking into account the particular circumstances of the case and guidelines developed by the Organization.”

The SAR Convention, as amended in 2009, addresses cooperation relating to assistance to the master in delivering persons rescued at sea to a place of safety.\footnote{new paragraph 3.1.9 (Chapter 3). See 6.12-6.18 of IMO Res. MSC.167(78) (place of safety).} Chapter 4 also adds a new paragraph 4.8.5 relating to RCC’s process in identifying the most appropriate place from disembarking persons found in distress at sea.

No definition of POS is provided.

A PoS could be ideally the Port in the flag state of rescuing vessel, the closest port to place of rescue, rescuing vessel’s next port of call or other port selected by rescuing vessel’s master, port where rescued persons embarked or state of origin, port preferred by rescued persons, port designated by the relevant RCC etc.

In the Mediterranean crisis the places of disembarkation are always in Italy, due to several reasons, including agreements based on the willingness of Italy to accept them.

Furthermore, bearing in mind that rescued persons are also asylum seekers, as better explained below, the choice of the place of safety has some reflects also on the side of EU law and on the applicability of the specific norms contained in the Regulation (EU) No. 604/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person (recast)\footnote{Available at https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=celex%3A32013R0604.}.

The choice of a place of safety in the huge practice of the Mediterranean crisis is influenced by considerations arising from other fields of law, namely international refugee law and international law of human rights.

According to the former, asylum seekers cannot be sent back to the countries where they are fleeing from nor to countries where they risk to suffer violations of their fundamental rights.
3.2 The Applicability of International Refugee Law at sea

International refugee law is a set of rules and procedures aimed to protect, persons recognized as refugees and those seeking asylum from persecution.

The main sources of refugee law are customary law and treaty law, notably the 1951 Convention relating to the status of refugees and its 1967 Protocol. As far as the territorial scope of application is concerned, it is applicable extraterritorially. It applies wherever a State has jurisdiction, de iure or de facto, including on the high seas. De facto jurisdiction on the high seas is established when a state exercises effective control over persons. Whether there is effective control will depend on the circumstances of the particular case. Where people are intercepted on the high seas, rescued and put on board a vessel of the intercepting state, the intercepting state is exercising such jurisdiction, as the people on board a ship are sailing under the flag of the intercepting state.

Refugees are defined by some basic features. They are outside their country of origin or outside the country of their former habitual residence; they are unable or unwilling to avail themselves of the protection of that country owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted; and the persecution feared is based on at least one of the following five grounds: race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group, or political opinion.

On the one hand an individual has to fear to go back to his/her country of origin (subjective condition), and on the other hand such fear has to be “well-founded” on objective grounds, such as the context of the situation in the applicant’s country and his or her personal circumstances.

Asylum-seekers are individuals seeking international protection as refugees, whose status has not yet been determined. Not every asylum-seeker will ultimately be recognized as a refugee, but every refugee is initially an asylum seeker.

An exclusion from the eligibility for refugee status operate for those for whom there are serious reasons for considering that they have committed a crime against peace, a war crime or a crime against humanity or a serious non political crime outside the country of refuge prior to their

---

48 If persons are moving inside the borders of their State, they are qualified as Internationally Displaced Persons (IDPs) and do not fall under the protection of International Refugee Law. If they cross the borders of the country, seeking international protection, they can be qualified as refugees and are instead protected by such rules.
admission to that country as a refugee; or for those who have been guilty of acts contrary to the purpose and principles of the United Nations.

Furthermore according to EU Law, some subsidiary protection has to be granted to anon-EU national or a stateless person who does not qualify as a refugee, but in respect of whom substantial grounds have been shown to believe that the person concerned, if returned to his or her country of origin or, in the case of a stateless person, to his or her country of former habitual residence, would face a real risk of suffering serious harm and who is unable or, owing to such risk, unwilling to avail himself or herself of the protection of that country⁴⁹.

Additionally, according to Italian Law, also a humanitarian protection has to be granted for other reasons to be evaluated case by case⁵⁰.

As the migratory flows in the Mediterranean are usually mixed ones, as there are both economic migrants and asylum seekers on board of rescued boats, refugee law is applicable. According to the practice, almost all the migrants claim to be asylum seekers, even if not all of them are entitled to be granted refugee status.

The main protection granted by refugee law is the principle of non-refoulement. It prevents the States from expelling or returning a refugee or asylum seeker to the frontiers of territories where there is a risk that his or her life or freedom would be threatened on account of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group, or political opinion.

Article 33(1) of the 1951 Convention, refers to expulsion or return (refoulement) “in any manner whatsoever”. This means that the prohibition of refoulement is applicable to any form of forcible removal, including deportation, expulsion, extradition, informal transfer or “renditions”, and non-admission at the border.

⁴⁹ Directive 2011/95/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 2011 on standards for the qualification of third-country nationals or stateless persons as beneficiaries of international protection, for a uniform status for refugees or for persons eligible for subsidiary protection, and for the content of the protection granted
It applies not only in respect of return to the country of origin or, in the case of a stateless person, the country of former habitual residence, but also to any other place where a person has reason to fear threats to his or her life or freedom related to one or more of the grounds set out in the 1951 Convention, or from where he or she risks being sent to such a risk. Article 33(1) was intended to prohibit any acts or omissions by a Contracting State which have the effect of returning a refugee to territories where he or she is likely to face persecution or danger to life or freedom.

Protection against refoulement is a cornerstone of international human rights and refugee law. In addition to being enshrined in Article 33 of the 1951 Convention and various human rights treaties, it reflects a rule of customary international law as well.

Furthermore, as far as EUNAVFOR MED operation Sophia is concerned, according to the PSC decision EEAS (2015) 855, “no person rescued or apprehended in the area of operation or outside the operation area within a SAR incident, by a participating maritime asset, will be handed over to Third Country Authorities or disembarked on the territory of that Third Country”.

Generally speaking, in relation to SAR activities at sea, if an asylum seeker is at the maritime border of the State, he/she cannot be sent back. Furthermore, the applicability on the high Seas of the principle of non refoulement is affirmed as well.

Indirect refoulement is also prohibited under International Refugee Law.

The direct removal of a refugee or an asylum-seeker to a country where he or she fears persecution is not the only manifestation of refoulement. The removal of a refugee from one country to a third country which will subsequently send the refugee onward to the place of feared persecution constitutes indirect refoulement, for which several countries may bear joint responsibility.

Thus, states are obliged not to hand over those concerned to the control of a state where they would be at risk of persecution (direct refoulement), or from which they would be returned to another country where such a risk exists (indirect refoulement).
The need to ensure the safety of asylum-seekers and refugees has also been acknowledged by the International Maritime Organization Guidelines on the Treatment of Persons Rescued at Sea. According to these Guidelines, disembarkation of asylum-seekers and refugees recovered at sea, in territories where their lives and freedom would be threatened, should be avoided (unless maritime safety requires otherwise).

So, the host State would be barred from removing a refugee if this would result in exposing him or her, for example, to a substantial risk of torture or to other forms of irreparable harm.

The prohibition of *refoulement* to a country where the person concerned would face a real risk of irreparable harm such as violations of the right to life or the right to be free from torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment extends to all persons who may be within a State’s territory or subject to its jurisdiction, including asylum seekers and refugees, and applies with regard to the country to which removal is to be effected or any other country to which the person may subsequently be removed, where there is such a risk.

An obligation to ensure access to fair asylum procedures is upon the States.

The prohibition of *refoulement* applies to both refugees and asylum-seekers whose status has not yet been determined. Thus, the absence of an explicit and articulated request for asylum does not absolve the concerned state of its non-*refoulement* obligation. The state authorities should allow the potential asylum-seeker an effective opportunity to express his or her wish to seek international protection. This is particularly justified in the context of rescue at sea.

In this regard the position of Italy results quite clear in the practice. The protection as asylum seekers is anticipated at a very early stage. All the migrants rescued at sea are presumptively considered to be asylum seekers, even before they declare they are willing to seek asylum. So the principle of non refoulement to everybody is saved at sea.

In the framework of EUNAVFOR Med Operation Sophia, all the founding documents, make reference to the general applicability of non *refoulement* principle.

---

51 Available at http://www.refworld.org/cgi-bin/texis/vtx/rwmain/opendocpdf.pdf?reldoc=y&docid=556d5e544
The state exercising jurisdiction needs to ensure that asylum-seekers are able to access fair and effective asylum procedures in order to determine their needs for international protection, in which they should be expected to declare their wish to apply for asylum.

In case of transfer of an asylum seeker to another EU or non EU country, each State has an obligation to verify the compliance, in practice, of the receiving state with international obligations in asylum matters. More particularly, this assessment shall include whether the person concerned has access to an effective asylum procedure upon return, and whether he or she is subject to detention and living conditions which are in line with Article 3 of the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR).

3.3 The Complementarity of Human Rights Law

In addition, some obligation arise, even at sea, from International Human Rights Law. They arise from both customary law as well as treaty law. Among the relevant treaties, there are the 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the 1950 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR), beside all the Conventions focusing on the protection of specific rights, such as the 1984 Convention against Torture, Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT) and the 1987 European Convention for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment, the 1965 International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination; the 2006 Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities; the 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women; the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC).

International Human Rights Law applies extraterritorially, at all times and protects all the individuals under the jurisdiction of the relevant State, irrespective of their citizenship.

So they for sure apply onboard the vessels flying their flag.

According to international human rights law, whose applicability is complementary to that of international refugee law, States are bound not to transfer any individual to another country if this would result in exposing him or her to serious human rights violations, notably arbitrary deprivation of life, or torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. This is a kind of indirect protection, so called
“par ricochet”, well affirmed in the case law of the European Court of Human rights of Strasbourg\textsuperscript{52}.

For European States, the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of 1950 is the main source of obligations.

The aforementioned norms are well affirmed in the jurisprudence as well.

The European Court of Human Rights issued a landmark decision in this regard in the Case “\textit{Hirsi Jamaa and Others v. Italy}” (ECtHR Grand Chamber Decision on the Application No. 27765/09 of 23 February 2012).

In particular it affirmed that Italy violated the European Convention of Human Rights by forcibly returning a group of asylum seekers by sea to Libya, because in the case of rescue on the high seas the flag State that conducts a rescue operation has jurisdiction on the individuals because they are under its “continous and exclusive \textit{de iure} and \textit{de facto} control” and so is in charge to protect them. Furthermore, sending back such individuals to Libya amounted to a violation of human rights (Article 3 ECHR) as they were exposed to the risk of torture or inhuman or degrading treatment there or to the risk to be sent to third countries (such as Eritrea and Somalia) where there was such risk.

All these considerations must be taken into account as well when the choice about the place of safety is made.

As far as the protection of human rights in Europe is concerned, the related obligations arise not only by International Human Rights Law, but also by specific European Union norms which enshrine them into the EU legal system.

The European Union is founded on a strong engagement to promote and protect human rights, democracy and the rules of law worldwide. The obligation to protect human rights is stated by Article 6 of the Treaty on European Union (TEU), according to which the Union recognizes the rights, freedoms and principles set out in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union of 7 December 2000, which is given the same legal value than the treaties.

\textsuperscript{52} See European Court of Human Rights, Guide to Article 1 of the Convention - Obligation to respect human rights – Concepts of “jurisdiction” and imputability, at <https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Guide_Art_1_ENG.pdf>
In addition, fundamental rights as guaranteed by the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of 1950 and as they result from the traditions common to the Member States constitute general principles of EU Law. Furthermore, over the years, the EU has adopted important reference documents on the promotion and protection of human rights and developed a range of diplomatic and cooperation tools to support the worldwide advancement of human rights. Therefore, such an important issue represents a core value of the EU and is implemented as far as the protection of asylum seekers and refugees are concerned as well. Non-discrimination principle applies; however, it is not considered to be discriminatory but is instead mandatory to apply certain special measures to protect the most vulnerable.

So, States have to address the special needs of children, women, the sick or disabled persons, the elderly, people with special needs and others requiring special treatment. As far as children are concerned, a special attention is due to unaccompanied and separated children, such as appointment of guardians, systematic ‘best interest’ determinations, assistance with access to asylum procedures and preparation of their claim, and alternative accommodation arrangements. Detention of children is permitted only as a measure of last resort, for the shortest possible period of time and in appropriate conditions. Some asylum seekers can be at the same time victims of human traffickers. So it would be suitable to set up special procedures to identify potential victims, separate them from traffickers, and to prevent traffickers and smugglers from approaching them; to provide assistance in preparing asylum claims. Whether victims of torture or trauma are identified, availability of basic medical facilities and psychological support, specific assistance with asylum applications or other procedures should be granted. In this regard, At the European Union level, the Directive 2011/36/EU on preventing and combating trafficking in human beings and protecting its victims also may apply53.

---

Other overlapping norms are those arising from the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime and its Additional Protocols, due to the fact that both migrant smuggling and human trafficking are deemed as transnational crimes. Italy ratified both of them.

The Additional Protocols to the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, one to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children and another against Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea, Air, maintain explicit references to the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol and, as regards the Protocol against Smuggling of Migrants, to the principle of non refoulement.

Under the 2000 Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air, the fact that migrants, including asylum-seekers and refugees, were smuggled does not deprive them of any rights as regards access to protection and assistance measures. In the context of rescue-at-sea, it is crucial that the rights of those rescued are not unduly restricted as a result of actions designed to tackle the crime of people smuggling. Criminal liability falls squarely upon the smugglers and not on the unwitting users of their services.

With respect to the special circumstances of asylum-seekers and refugees, it should be noted that the Protocol contains a general saving clause in its Article 19 to ensure compatibility with obligations under international refugee law and makes a specific reference to the principle of non refoulement.

The 2005 Council of Europe Convention on Action Against Trafficking in Human Beings specifies as well in its Article 39 para. 4 that it shall not affect the 1951 Convention and its 1967 Protocol relating to the status of Refugees and the principle of non refoulement as contained therein.

At this point it seems clear that in this field, International law of the sea interplays with International Human rights law and international refugee law.

At sea, as it is more that well known, the law of the flag applies.

So the obligation to respect at least all the customary law norms is upon all the States.

Each state is also bound by its own treaty obligation. Furthermore, for EU member States EU law is applicable as well.

Therefore, norms can be found at the domestic level, the EU level and the international level.
In case of ships participating in military operation, the mandate may add more specific norms, as it happens, for instance, for EUNAVFOR MED operation Sophia, where some UN Security Council Resolutions give some guidance in this regard, as mentioned earlier.

The same general framework is applicable also in case of merchant vessels occasionally performing search and rescue activities and to ships engaged in humanitarian operations led by NGOs.

4. The Italian Code of Conduct for NGOs

In relation to the latter, on 7th August 2017, The Italian Home Department (“Ministero dell’Interno”) enacted a Code of conduct for NGOs undertaking activities in migrants’ rescue operations at sea54.

In the premise, it is clarified that the main objective of the Italian Authorities in rescuing migrants is the protection of human life and the rights of the people, but it is also pointed out that the rescuing activity cannot be separated from a reception path, sustainable and shared with other Member States, in accordance with the principle of solidarity referred to in Article 80 of the Treaty on the functioning of the European Union (TFEU).

The nature of the Code of Conduct is that a not legally binding document, so that each NGO running a humanitarian operation in the Mediterranean is free to sign it. Nevertheless it is a precondition requested by Italy to disembark migrants in its ports.

Some NGOs disagreed and interrupted their missions in the Mediterranean.

Italy requested the NGOs to engage themselves to respect such a Code of Conduct. It contains 13 points and especially it requires the NGOs not the entry into Libyan territorial waters (which can be reached only if there is an evident danger of human life at sea); not to facilitate contacts with traffickers (light signals, telephone communications); to receive on board judicial police officers for investigation related to trafficking of human beings; to inform the Flag State of all the activities; to hold a certification attesting technical suitability for rescuing activities; to cooperate loyally with Public Security Authorities of migrants’ landing location; to transmit all information of info-investigative interest to the Italian Judicial Police Authorities; to recover the boats and their engines.

According to the code the NGOs should communicate to the competent MRCC the technical suitability (regarding the vessel, its equipment and the crew’s training) for rescuing activities, without prejudice to the applicable domestic and international provisions regarding seaworthiness of vessels and other technical conditions necessary to operate ships. They are requested to be equipped with instruments and resort to personnel whose technical suitability and capabilities in mass rescue operations under all conditions are ascertained. This is required in order to guarantee their professional know-how in rescuing activities. Such a commitment concerns, inter alia, the need for providing the ship’s master with proper information on stability, on-board reception capacity, individual and collective safety equipment, crew’s specific training and relevant capability certification, security aspects, on board hygienic and habitability conditions, preservation capacity of possible corpses. All of the above is without prejudice to the provisions of Article IV (force majeure cases) and Article V (people transportation in emergency situations) of SOLAS.

They are consequently also requested to inform the competent MRCC about their activities and to keep it constantly updated, cooperate with it, executing its instructions and informing it in advance of any initiative undertaken independently because it is deemed necessary and urgent.

Furthermore by signing the Code they commit themselves to ensure that when SAR cases occur where no official Search and Rescue Region (SRR) is established, the ship’s master immediately notifies the competent Authorities of the flag States for security purposes and the MRCC competent for the nearest SRR as “better able to assist”, except in case the latter expressly refuses or doesn’t respond. Notification to the competent MRCC entails an obligation of international law. The information to the flag State is aimed at recalling that they are not acting outside the law, but the law of the flag applies, and some legal obligations arise from the flag State legal framework.

The NGOs should ensure that the competent Authorities of the flag State are constantly kept updated on the activities undertaken by the vessel and immediately notified of any relevant event concerning “maritime security”, in compliance with the principle of flag State jurisdiction under UNCLOS and other applicable rules of international law;

According to the code, they cannot transfer those rescued on other vessels, except in case of a request of the competent MRCC and under its coordination also based on the information provided by the ship’s master.
Another commitment is not to make communications or send light signals to facilitate the departure and embarkation of vessels carrying migrants, in order to avoid to facilitate contacts with migrant smugglers and/or human traffickers. This provision does not affect the communications that are necessary in the course of SAR events to preserve the safety of life at sea.

In order to facilitate the fight on criminal organizations gaining profit by exploiting migrants, NGOs are requested to commit themselves to receive on board, possibly and for a period which is strictly necessary, upon request by the competent National Authorities, judicial police officers for information and evidence gathering with a view to conducting investigations related to migrant smuggling and/or trafficking in human beings, without prejudice of the ongoing humanitarian activity.

Such activities will be conducted without prejudice to the exclusive jurisdiction of the flag State on the vessel under UNCLOS and other applicable rules of international law, to the competences of the shipmaster and to the different mandates and competences of the legal entities involved as provided under national and international law, with which police officers do not, and shall not, interfere.

Other commitments are about declarations to be made to the flag State, cooperation with the Public Security Authority of the migrants’ intended place of disembarkation, including by providing the due. the "maritime incident report" (summary document of the event) and the “sanitary incident report” (summary document of health situation on board).

Finally another commitment regards the collection, once migrants are rescued and if possible, of the boats and the outboard engines used by migrants’ traffickers/smugglers This is a very important way of cooperating against migrant smugglers and human traffickers and to comply with norms on navigation security and pollution risks.

In fact, leaving the empty boats at sea, according to the NGOs previous practice, on the one hand may constitute a risk for navigation and maritime security. On the other end, it allows smuggler to recover the boats and reuse them, facilitating their business and increasing the risk of death for the migrants embarked again on the same low-quality inflatable boats, even unsafer than new ones.

Italy recalls that the failure to subscribe the Code of Conduct or to comply with the commitments set out therein may result in the adoption by the Italian Authorities of measures addressed to the relevant vessels, in compliance with applicable domestic and international law.
Italy stresses that any failure to comply with the commitments set out in this Code of Conduct will be communicated by the Italian Authorities to the flag State and to the State where the NGO is registered.

It appears clear that there is a strong will to bring back the NGOs’ activities in a legal framework, involving the State where they are registered and especially the flag State, under whose law they are acting.

The Code of Conduct has the main aim to recall some actors the need to respect some international law of the sea norms, those about the entry into the port of a foreign State and those of the flag State.

To sum up, it recalls on the respects of LOS norms on SAR. Such principles are already enshrined in some IMO Guidelines.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most important principles set forth in the Preamble of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) was the desire of States to establish a legal order for the seas and oceans with due regard to all States’ sovereignty. This legal order would facilitate international communication and promote the peaceful uses of the seas and oceans, the equitable and efficient utilization of their resources, the conservation of their living resources, and the study, protection and preservation of the marine environment.55

UNCLOS provides a comprehensive set of rules which serves the purpose of regulating the seas and oceans. Not only does it recognize different maritime zones, but it also identifies their limits and parameters. In this respect, the continental shelf regime is contained in Part VI - Articles 76 through 85. In accordance with this Part, under certain circumstances, the coastal State may extend the outer limit of its continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured. In addition, Article 76(8) sets forth a specific procedure for delineating the outer limits, by means of which the coastal State shall submit information on the limits of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles to the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf (CLCS). The Commission shall make recommendations to coastal States based on such submission. The limits of the continental shelf established by a coastal State on the basis of these recommendations shall be final and binding.

On 21 April 2009, Argentina submitted to the CLCS, in accordance with Article 76(8) of UNCLOS, information on the limits of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles. Ultimately, on March 2016, at the plenary level, the CLCS adopted, by consensus, the recommendations in respect of the submission made by Argentina.

Bearing in mind Argentina’s claim to an outer continental shelf, the purpose of this dissertation consists of providing a legal analysis of the right of coastal States to claim an outer continental shelf. Moreover, it will examine their entitlement and the relevant legal regime, with specific reference to the legal effects of CLCS recommendations.

Chapter 1 will provide the historical background concerning the theory of the continental shelf from 1916 when Argentina drew attention to the extent of its sovereign rights over the continental shelf, through the Truman Proclamation. As will be seen, from such Proclamation, the idea of a continental shelf was reflected in the provisions of the 1958 United Nations Continental Shelf Convention (UNCSC), the developments under Argentine legislation, and the current legal regime under Part VI of UNCLOS.

Chapter 2, *Legal Regime Governing the Continental Shelf and its Resources*, will examine Article 76 of UNCLOS, as well as the criteria for establishing the outer limits of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles. Moreover, this Chapter will analyze the other provisions contained in Part VI, with particular emphasis on the rights and obligations of the coastal State with respect to the continental shelf and its resources.

In so far as Chapter 3 is concerned, it will provide a general overview of the CLCS. It will also provide details on the CLCS composition and functions, and on the procedure that shall be followed in order to establish the outer limits of the continental shelf.

Chapter 4, *Argentina’s Claim to an Outer Continental Shelf*, comprises two sections which will describe the National Commission on the Outer Limits of the Continental Shelf (COPLA), together with the Argentine submission to the CLCS.

In order to conclude the analysis on the regime governing the continental shelf, Chapter 5 will address the legal effects of the CLCS recommendations. It will discuss such consequences with reference to the following aspects: the superjacent waters above the outer continental shelf, the revenue sharing system set forth in Article 82 of UNCLOS, the “final and binding” outer limits to be established “on the basis of” the CLCS recommendations, and the relationship between the delimitation of maritime boundaries and the said recommendations.
Finally, a conclusion will be presented on the basis of the findings of the above mentioned Chapters in order to establish which would be the main implications of the CLCS recommendations with respect to Argentina as a coastal State which has successfully claimed an outer continental shelf. These would include an analysis of the territorial, political, as well as economic consequences.

CHAPTER 1

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Many scholars have argued that Argentina was one of the first States to draw attention to the extent of its sovereign rights over the continental shelf. In this regard, the development of the doctrine of the continental shelf proposed by Admiral Storni in 1916 should be mentioned. According to this doctrine, Argentina had sovereign rights over the continental shelf and all of its resources.56 Later, in 1944, Argentine Decree No. 1,386/44 declared this maritime zone a transitory mining reserve area.57

On 28 September 1945, President Harry S. Truman of the United States of America issued a proclamation, which is regarded as one of the most important developments and a “decisive event in State practice” in this field.58

The Truman Proclamation had the purpose of declaring that the United States Government

57 Decree No. 1,386/44, Official Gazette No. 17/03/1944 (A.I.1) as referred to in United Nations, Oceans & Law of the Sea; loc. cit.
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Regards the natural resources of the subsoil and seabed of the continental shelf beneath the high seas but contiguous to the coasts of the United States as appertaining to the United States, subject to its jurisdiction and control.59

The Proclamation claimed jurisdiction and control over the continental shelf contiguous to the United States coast; it did not refer to “sovereign rights”. Moreover, it had a self-limiting character.60 On the one hand, it stated that where the continental shelf extends to the coasts of another State, or is shared with an adjacent State, “the boundary shall be determined by the United States and the State concerned in accordance with equitable principles.” On the other, the Proclamation made it clear that the nature of the waters above the continental shelf as high seas and the freedom of navigation were in no way affected.61

The Truman Proclamation was followed by several States’ declarations. However, these claims did not share the same scope and content, particularly with respect to the character of the superjacent waters as high seas.62 For instance, a number of Latin American States claimed sovereignty not only to the seabed, but also to the superjacent waters out to 200 nautical miles.63

In respect of the Argentine Republic, in 1946, the Executive Power passed Decree No. 14,708/46 concerning national sovereignty over the epicontinental sea and the Argentine continental shelf. Argentina went further from claiming mineral resources and wanted to protect the living resources above the continental shelf. By virtue of such Decree, the waters superjacent to the seabed were deemed as the epicontinental sea. This sea was characterized by an extraordinary biological activity, owing to the influence of the sunlight, which stimulates the life of plants, such as algae,

61 Department of State Bulletin; loc. cit.
mosses, among others, and the life of innumerable animal species, both susceptible of industrial utilization.\(^{64}\) It is important to note that the Decree was based on principles of customary law and referred to the concept of natural prolongation of the territory.\(^{65}\)

In 1949, the International Law Commission (ILC) met to codify the international law of the sea, and in 1951 decided to introduce draft Articles on the continental shelf recognizing its increasing economic and social relevance. The Articles were controversial and the definition of the continental shelf, among other aspects, was widely criticized.\(^{66}\)

The final ILC’s draft Articles were submitted to the UN General Assembly in 1957, and in April 1958 the First United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS I) adopted the text of UNCSC. The definition of the continental shelf was contained in Article 1, which stated as follows:

For the purpose of these articles, the term “continental shelf” is used as referring (a) to the seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas adjacent to the coast but outside the area of the territorial sea, to a depth of 200 metres or, beyond that limit, to where the depth of the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources of the said areas; (b) to the seabed and subsoil of similar submarine areas adjacent to the coasts of islands.\(^{67}\)

Moreover, the Convention provided that the rights enjoyed by coastal States over the continental shelf should be “sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring and exploiting” its resources.\(^{68}\)

The above mentioned definition contained the criteria of adjacency to the coast and of exploitability, which were questioned due to their imprecise and open-ended nature. It was argued that these criticisms constituted part of the pressure against UNCSC, which

---


\(^{65}\) United Nations, Oceans & Law of the Sea; loc. cit.


\(^{68}\) Churchill, R.R. and Lowe, A.V.; loc. cit. See also Article 2 of the UNCSC.

At the national level, in 1966, Law No. 17,094 concerning the extension of the Argentine sovereignty over the continental shelf and the territorial sea was enacted. This Law was, in general terms, in line with UNCSC.70 In accordance with Article 2 of Law No. 17,094, the sovereignty of the Argentine Nation shall extend over the seabed and subsoil of the submarine zones adjacent to its territory to a depth of 200 metres or, beyond this limit, up to that depth of the overlying waters which allows exploitation of the natural resources of those zones.71

At that time, the principle of coastal States’ rights over the continental shelf was firmly established, and in 1969 the International Court of Justice (ICJ) stated in the North Sea Continental Shelf cases that:

The rights of the coastal State in respect of the area of continental shelf that constitutes a natural prolongation of its land territory into and under the sea exist *ipso facto* and *ab initio* by virtue of its sovereignty over the land, and as an extension of it in an exercise of sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring the seabed and exploiting its natural resources. In short there is here an inherent right.72

In 1970, the UN General Assembly adopted, through Resolution 2749 (XXV), the historic Declaration of Principles Governing the Seabed and the Ocean Floor, and the Subsoil Thereof, beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction. The Assembly declared, *inter alia*, that “the seabed and ocean floor, and the subsoil thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction [...] as well as the resources of the area, are the common heritage of mankind.”73 This statement reflected the need to establish clear cut outer limits to the continental shelf jurisdiction.74

---

69 Roughton, Dominic and Trehearne, Colin; *op. cit.*, p. 146.
70 United Nations, Oceans & Law of the Sea; *loc. cit.*
74 UNDOALOS; *loc. cit.*
UNCLOS III, which was convened between 1973 and 1982, resulted in the creation of UNCLOS. The need for establishing a new agreed legal definition of the outer limits of the continental shelf was stressed at the Conference. It was generally agreed that a precise definition of the outer limits of the continental shelf was required for establishing an international regime for the deep seabed and eliminating the ambiguities and uncertainties of the definition in UNCSC.\textsuperscript{75}

During the negotiations, Argentina supported the proposal of the Special Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Sea Bed and Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction. This proposal promoted the extension of the continental shelf to the outer edge of the continental margin.\textsuperscript{76}

In 1991, before the entry into force of UNCLOS, Argentina enacted Law No. 23,968 on the Argentine maritime zones. Article 6 of such Law establishes the outer limit of the Argentine continental shelf up to the outer edge of the continental margin or up to 200 nautical miles when the outer edge was below these limits.\textsuperscript{77}

The first negotiating text of UNCLOS III circulated in 1975 and contained the following definition of the continental shelf:

The continental shelf of a coastal State comprises the seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas that extend beyond its territorial sea throughout the natural prolongation of its land territory to the outer edge of the continental margin, or to a distance of 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured where the outer edge of the continental margin does not extend up to that distance.\textsuperscript{78}

\textsuperscript{75} Ibid, p. 2.
\textsuperscript{76} United Nations, Oceans & Law of the Sea; \textit{loc. cit.}
Eventually, such provision became Article 76, paragraph 1 of UNCLOS without any change, which together with Articles 77 to 85 (Part VI of the Convention), consist of the relevant provisions on the continental shelf and the legal regime governing its resources.

UNCLOS entered into force for Argentina on 31 December 1995.79

CHAPTER 2
LEGAL REGIME GOVERNING THE CONTINENTAL SHELF AND ITS RESOURCES

2.1 Analysis of Article 76 of UNCLOS

Part VI of UNCLOS, including Articles 76 to 85, contains provisions on the definition of the continental shelf and the rights and duties of coastal States associated with the continental shelf and its resources.80

The legal definition of the continental shelf is found in Article 76 of UNCLOS. In addition, Article 76 sets out the criteria by which a coastal State may establish its outer limits. It should be noted that the provision defines the continental shelf in a different way compared to Article 1 of UNCSC.

Paragraphs 1 to 3 of Article 76 of UNCLOS provide as follows:

1. The continental shelf of a coastal State comprises the seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas that extend beyond its territorial sea throughout the natural prolongation of its land territory to the outer edge of the continental margin, or to a distance of 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured where the outer edge of the continental margin does not extend up to that distance.

80 UNDOALOS; op. cit., p. 5.
2. The continental shelf of a coastal State shall not extend beyond the limits provided for in paragraphs 4 to 6.

3. The continental margin comprises the submerged prolongation of the land mass of the coastal State, and consists of the seabed and subsoil of the shelf, the slope and the rise. It does not include the deep ocean floor with its oceanic ridges or the subsoil thereof.81

In respect of the term “continental shelf”, it can be said that the Article refers to a juridical term that applies to the area of the seabed, beyond the territorial sea, which is included within the sovereign rights of the coastal State for the purpose of exploring it and exploiting its natural resources.82 It comprises the natural prolongation of the land territory of the coastal State – the seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas that extend beyond its territorial sea to the outer edge of the continental margin, or to a distance of 200 nautical miles where the outer edge of the continental margin does not extend up to that distance.83

The term “continental margin”, as defined in paragraph 3, comprises the submerged prolongation of the land mass of a coastal State. It consists of the seabed and subsoil of the continental shelf, the slope and the rise, but it does not include the deep ocean floor with its oceanic ridges or the subsoil thereof.84

Moreover, Article 76(1) provides the criteria for a coastal State to determine the outer limits of its continental shelf. This provision sets forth two alternative criteria: (a) the natural prolongation of the land territory of a coastal State to the outer edge of the continental margin and (b) a distance of 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the territorial sea is measured. The first is referred to as the geological criterion and the second as the distance criterion.85

81 UNCLOS, Article 76, paragraphs 1 to 3.
82 UNDOALOS; op. cit., p. 10.
83 UNCLOS, Article 76(1) as discussed in Roughton, Dominic and Trehearne, Colin; op. cit., p. 152.
84 Ibid, Article 73, paragraph 3.
In so far as the geological criterion is concerned, it is argued that the provision takes into consideration the principle set forth by the ICJ in its judgment in the *North Sea Continental Shelf* cases. The Court stated that:

The rights of the coastal State in respect of the area of continental shelf that constitutes a natural prolongation of its land territory into and under the sea exist *ipso facto* and *ab initio*, by virtue of its sovereignty over the land, and as an extension of it in an exercise of sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring the seabed and exploiting its natural resources. In short, there is here an inherent right.\(^{86}\)

As regards the distance criterion, it is based on the principle that the coastal State is allowed to claim a continental shelf in a legal sense up to 200 nautical miles irrespective of the configuration of the corresponding sea bed and subsoil. Therefore, it follows that this criterion is closely related to the concept of the exclusive economic zone (EEZ). In other words, the coastal State’s jurisdiction over the continental shelf would be aligned with its jurisdiction over a 200-nautical mile EEZ.\(^ {87}\)

A further point of significance relates to the legal title over the continental shelf. This term has been defined as “the criteria on the basis of which a State is legally empowered to exercise rights and jurisdiction over the marine areas adjacent to its coasts.”\(^ {88}\) However, the legal title of the continental shelf is said to be affected by the development of the concept of the EEZ, which is based on the distance criterion.\(^ {89}\) In relation to this, in the *Libya/Malta* case, the ICJ recognized that:

Although there can be a continental shelf where there is no exclusive economic zone, there cannot be an exclusive economic zone without a corresponding continental shelf.

It follows that, for juridical and practical reasons, the

---

\(^{86}\) *North Sea Continental Shelf* Judgment; *op. cit.*, p. 3, paragraph 19.

\(^{87}\) Roughton, Dominic and Trehearne, Colin; *op. cit.*, p. 156.


\(^{89}\) Tanaka, Yoshifumi; *loc. cit.*
distance criterion must now apply to the continental shelf as well as to the exclusive economic zone.\textsuperscript{90}

Therefore, considering Article 76 of UNCLOS and the aforementioned decision of the ICJ, it can be argued that currently the distance criterion offers legal title over the continental shelf up to 200 nautical miles and the natural prolongation is the legal title over the continental shelf beyond such limit.\textsuperscript{91}

2.1.1 Criteria for establishing the outer limits of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles

When it comes to the criteria for the establishment by the coastal State of the outer limits of its continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles, UNCLOS provides that wherever the outer edge of the continental margin extends beyond 200 nautical miles, the coastal State shall determine the outer limit of the continental shelf on the basis of Article 76(4). This provision refers to the geomorphological features of the submerged prolongation of the landmass of the coastal State in order to define the outer limits of the continental shelf.\textsuperscript{92}

Additionally, paragraph 4(a) of Article 76 offers two separate criteria for establishing the outer edge of the continental margin, namely: (a) the “sedimentary rocks thickness” formula and (b) the “60 nautical miles from the foot of the slope” formula.

(a) The “sedimentary rocks thickness” formula

This formula, also known as the Irish or Gardiner formula, is contained in Article 76(4)(a)(i). In accordance with this test, the outer edge of the continental margin is fixed by a line delineated by reference to the outmost fixed points at each of which thickness of sedimentary rocks is at least 1 per cent of the shortest distance from such point to the foot of the continental slope. It is said that the Irish formula is related to the criterion used to evaluate the presence or absence of hydrocarbon resources, which seeks to ensure that the coastal State has the right to exploit oil.\textsuperscript{93}


\textsuperscript{91} Tanaka, Yoshifumi; \textit{loc. cit.}

\textsuperscript{92} Roughton, Dominic and Trehearne, Colin; \textit{op. cit.}, p. 157.

\textsuperscript{93} Tanaka, Yoshifumi; \textit{op. cit.}, p. 140.
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(b) The “60 nautical miles from the foot of the slope” formula

The second test, also known as the Hedberg formula, is provided in Article 76 (4)(a)(ii). According to this formula, the outer edge of the continental margin is determined by a line delineated by reference to fixed points not more than 60 nautical miles from the foot of the continental slope. In this respect, paragraph (b) establishes that in the absence of evidence to the contrary, the foot of the continental slope is to be determined as the point of maximum change in the gradient at its base. In any way, under paragraph 7, the outer limits of the continental shelf shall be delineated by straight lines not exceeding 60 nautical miles in length, connecting fixed points, defined by coordinates of latitude and longitude.

Furthermore, it is important to note that although it is not expressly stated whether the State may use only one of the formulae or both, it can be said that nothing prohibits a coastal State from using one formula for a portion of its margin and another formula for other portions of its margin.94 Thus, for delineating the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles, the coastal State may choose the most favourable formula to it.95

Nonetheless, whichever approach is taken, Article 76(5) provides that the fixed points comprising the line of the outer limits of the continental shelf shall not exceed 350 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured, or 100 nautical miles from the 2.500-metre isobath.

Another important provision refers to submersible ridges. Pursuant to Article 76(6), on submersible ridges, the outer limit of the continental shelf may not exceed 350 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured. Though, this provision does not apply to submarine elevations that are natural components of the continental margin, such as plateau, rises, caps, banks, and spurs.96

---

94 UNDOALOS; op. cit., p. 14.
95 Roughton, Dominic and Trehearne, Colin; loc. cit.
96 UNCLOS, Article 76(6).
The last point that should be considered relates to the depositary functions of the Secretary-General. Article 76(9) states that the coastal State shall deposit with the UN Secretary-General charts and relevant information, including geodetic data, which permanently describes the outer limits of its continental shelf. It seems that reference to the term “permanently” suggests that once deposited, the coastal State may not longer modify such information on the outer limit lines, excluding circumstances of challenge by other States.97

2.2 The provisions of Part VI of UNCLOS

2.2.1 Rights and obligations of the coastal State with respect to the continental shelf and its resources

As it was previously mentioned, Part VI of UNCLOS, including Articles 76 to 85 contains provisions on the definition of the continental shelf, as well as the basic rights and obligations of coastal States with regard to the continental shelf and its resources. Concerning the current legal regime regulating the continental shelf resources, it becomes important to note that UNCLOS virtually reproduces the provisions of UNCSC.98

Firstly, as regards the rights of the coastal State over the continental shelf, Article 77 of UNCLOS should be addressed. Paragraph 1 allows coastal States to exercise exclusive sovereign rights over the continental shelf “for the purpose of exploring it and exploiting its natural resources.”99 Under paragraph 2, these rights are said to be exclusive in that, in the event that the coastal State does not explore the continental shelf or exploit its resources, no one may carry out such activities without the express consent of the coastal State.100

Moreover, the coastal State’s sovereign rights “do not depend on occupation, effective or notional, or any express proclamation.”101 According to paragraph 4, the natural resources of the continental shelf include:

---

97 Roughton, Dominic and Trehearne, Colin; op. cit., p. 158.
98 UNDOALOS; op. cit., p. 5.
99 UNCLOS, Article 77(1).
100 Ibid, Article 77(2).
101 Ibid, Article 77(3).
[...] the mineral and other non-living resources of the seabed and subsoil together with living organisms belonging to sedentary species, that is to say, organisms which, at the harvestable stage, either are immobile on or under the seabed or are unable to move except in constant physical contact with the seabed or the subsoil.\footnote{Ibid, Article 77(4).}

In addition to the above mentioned sovereign rights, the coastal State has jurisdiction regarding artificial islands, installations and structures, and exclusive rights with regard to drilling on the continental shelf.\footnote{Tanaka, Yoshifumi; \textit{op. cit.}, p. 148.}

In respect of artificial islands, pursuant to Article 80, Article 60 dealing with the coastal State’s jurisdiction over artificial islands in the exclusive economic zone is applied \textit{mutatis mutandis} to the continental shelf. Hence, on the continental shelf the coastal State has exclusive rights to construct and to authorize and regulate the construction, operation and use of (a) artificial islands, (b) installations and structures for the purposes provided in Article 56 and other economic purposes, and (c) installations and structures which may interfere with the exercise of the rights of the coastal State in the zone.\footnote{Ibid.} The coastal State also has exclusive jurisdiction over such artificial islands, installations and structures, including jurisdiction with regard to customs, fiscal, health, safety and immigration laws and regulations.\footnote{UNCLOS, Article 60.}

Further, in accordance with Article 81, the coastal State also has the exclusive right to authorize and regulate drilling on the continental shelf for all purposes.\footnote{Ibid, Article 81.} It should be noted that the phrase “for all purposes” seems to suggest that such exclusive rights are not limited to the exploration and exploitation of natural resources.\footnote{Tanaka, Yoshifumi; \textit{op. cit.}, p. 149.}
Finally, it is argued that the coastal State’s sovereign rights include legislative and enforcement jurisdiction over the continental shelf concerning the exploration and exploitation of natural resources.\textsuperscript{108} However, “these rights are not without limits, and should be exercised in accordance with the provisions of UNCLOS.”\textsuperscript{109}

On the other hand, UNCLOS imposes several obligations upon coastal States and at the same time grants certain freedoms to third States.

A basic obligation imposed on the coastal State is included in Article 84, under which the coastal State shall give due publicity to the limits of its continental shelf. The coastal State shall deposit such information with the UN Secretary-General and, in the case of a State claiming an extended continental shelf, with the Secretary-General of the International Seabed Committee.\textsuperscript{110}

As regards the “freedoms of use on the continental shelf,”\textsuperscript{111} in accordance with Article 79(1) all States are entitled to lay submarines cables and pipelines on the continental shelf. However, paragraph 3 establishes that the delimitation of the course for the laying of such pipelines is subject to the consent of the coastal State. The coastal State also has rights to take reasonable measures for the exploitation of the continental shelf, the exploitation of its resources and the prevention, reduction and control of pollution from pipelines, even though it may not impede the laying or maintenance of such cables and pipelines. Further, pursuant to Article 79(4) the coastal State has the right to establish conditions for cables or pipelines entering its territory or territorial sea.\textsuperscript{112}

More importantly, Article 78 sets forth two main principles. On the one hand, it establishes that the exercise of the coastal State’s rights shall not “infringe or result in any unjustifiable interference with navigation and other rights and freedoms of other States”\textsuperscript{113} provided in UNCLOS. On the other, it provides that the rights of the coastal State over

\textsuperscript{108} Ibid, p. 147.
\textsuperscript{109} Roughton, Dominic and Trehearne, Colin; \textit{op. cit.}, p. 154.
\textsuperscript{110} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{111} Tanaka, Yoshifumi; \textit{loc. cit.}
\textsuperscript{112} UNCLOS, Article 79 as discussed in Tanaka, Yoshifumi; \textit{loc. cit.}
\textsuperscript{113} UNCLOS, Article 78(2).
the continental shelf do not affect the legal status of the superjacent waters or of the air space above those waters.\(^{114}\)

In this regard, it is important to note that in the event the coastal State has not claimed an exclusive economic zone, the superjacent waters above the continental shelf are high seas. Further, where the coastal State has established an exclusive economic zone, the superjacent waters above the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical are the high seas under UNCLOS. It follows that in the superjacent waters of the continental shelf all States enjoy the freedoms of navigation and fishing, and the freedom of overflight in the airspace above such waters.\(^ {115}\)

Ultimately, Article 82 imposes on the coastal State the obligation to make payments and contributions in respect of the exploitation of the non-living resources of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles. As it will be discussed in greater detail, this article contains a “unique system of revenue sharing”\(^ {116}\) under which such payments and contributions shall be made through the International Seabed Authority (ISA), which shall distribute them among the State parties to the Convention.\(^ {117}\)

### CHAPTER 3

**THE COMMISSION ON THE LIMITS OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF**

**3.1 Composition and Functions**

The CLCS was established for the purpose of facilitating the implementation of UNCLOS in respect of the establishment of the outer limits of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured.\(^ {118}\)

Article 76(8) of UNCLOS reads as follows:

\(^{114}\) Ibid.

\(^{115}\) Tanaka, Yoshifumi; *loc. cit.*

\(^{116}\) UNDOALOS; *op. cit.*, p. 5.

\(^{117}\) UNCLOS, Article 82(4).

\(^{118}\) UNDOALOS, Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf (CLCS), Online available: <http://www.un.org/depts/los/clcs_new/commission_purpose.htm#Purpose>.
Information on the limits of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured shall be submitted by the coastal State to the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf set up under Annex II on the basis of equitable geographical representation. The Commission shall make recommendations to coastal States on matters related to the establishment of the outer limits of their continental shelf. The limits of the shelf established by a coastal State on the basis of these recommendations shall be final and binding.119

Thus, under the Convention, when a coastal State intends to claim a continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles it shall submit information on the limits of the continental shelf to the CLCS. The Commission shall then make recommendations to the coastal State on matters related to the establishment of those limits.

The CLCS consists of 21 experts in the field of geology, geophysics or hydrography. They shall be elected by States parties to UNCLOS from among their nationals, having due regard to the need to ensure equitable geographical representation, and they shall serve in their national capacities.120 Concerning this, it should be noted that no representative of the ISA is included in the membership of the Commission,121 although the Authority is directly affected by the Commission’s recommendations. Further, the members of the CLCS are elected for a term of five years and are eligible for re-election.122

In relation to the functions of the Commission, Article 3(1) of Annex II of UNCLOS sets forth as follows:

(a) To consider the data and other material submitted by coastal States concerning the outer limits of the continental shelf in areas where those limits extend beyond 200 nautical miles, and to make recommendations in accordance with article 76 and the Statement of

119 UNCLOS, Article 76(8).
120 Ibid, Article 2(1) of Annex II.
121 Tanaka, Yoshifumi; op. cit., p. 143.
122 UNCLOS, Article 2(4) of Annex II.

(b) To provide scientific and technical advice, if requested by the coastal State concerned during preparation of such data…\(^{123}\)

In performing its functions, Article 5 of Annex II provides that the Commission shall function by means of sub-commissions. Sub-commissions shall be composed of seven members, who are appointed in a balanced manner considering the specific elements of each submission by a coastal State. Nationals of the submitting coastal State who are members of the Commission or any member of the Commission who has provided scientific and technical advice to a coastal State shall not be a member of the sub-commission addressing that submission. Though, such member shall have the right to participate as a member in the proceedings of the Commission concerning such submission.\(^{124}\)

Concerning the right to make submissions to the CLCS, Article 4 of Annex II of UNCLOS provides that a “coastal State” shall make a submission “as soon as possible but in any case within 10 years of the entry into force of this Convention for that State.”\(^{125}\) Due to the wide language of Article 4, a question has been raised on whether a non-State party to UNCLOS may make a submission to the CLCS claiming a continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles. However, this seems not to be possible due to a number of reasons.

At the final session of UNCLOS III the President of the Conference stated that “a State which is not a party to this Convention cannot invoke the benefits of Article 76.”\(^{126}\) In addition to this, the International Law Association (ILA) Committee on the Outer Continental Shelf in its Second Report has also rejected such a possibility. The Report made it clear that although Article 4 of Annex II does not expressly refer to a coastal State party to the Convention, the right to make a submission to the CLCS, and the corollary right to establish outer limits of its continental shelf on the basis of the Commission’s recommendations only

\(^{123}\) Ibid, Article 3(1).
\(^{124}\) Ibid, Article 5.
\(^{125}\) Ibid, Article 4.
exist for States parties to UNCLOS.\textsuperscript{127} Moreover, the Report stated that Article 82 on revenue sharing in respect of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles has not created an obligation for third States. It is remarked that it should not be assumed that the Article was intended to accord non-States parties to the Convention certain rights without imposing the collateral obligation.\textsuperscript{128}

In so far as the competence of the Commission is concerned, it has been pointed out that it is limited to the interpretation of Article 76 and other provisions of UNCLOS, but only to the extent it is necessary for the performance of its functions. Hence, this competence should be interpreted in a restrictive manner and it does not replace the competence of State parties to interpret the Convention. However, in respect of the evaluation of scientific and technical data submitted by a coastal State, the CLCS competence should not be interpreted restrictively.\textsuperscript{129}

As regards the documents issued by the Commission, its Rules of Procedure are considered as one of the CLCS basic documents. These Rules have been continuously reviewed and amended in order to address new issues not initially included.\textsuperscript{130} The latest version of the Rules consists of 59 Rules and 3 Annexes, dealing mainly with issues such as sessions and meetings, members, conduct of the meetings, voting, sub-commissions and other subsidiary bodies, submission by costal States, confidentiality, and submissions in case of a dispute between States with opposite or adjacent coasts, among others.\textsuperscript{131}

\textsuperscript{128} Ibid, p. 21.
\textsuperscript{129} Ibid, pp.11-12.
3.2 Procedure to Establish the Outer Limits of the Continental Shelf

It has been stated that the process of establishing the outer limits of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles consists of four steps.132

1. The coastal State shall delineate the outer limits of its continental shelf pursuant to the criteria set forth in Article 76 of UNCLOS.

2. The coastal State shall submit information on such limits to the Commission, within a period of 10 years of the entry into force of the Convention for that State.133 In this respect it becomes important to note that such time limit of 10 years has been de facto extended as the Meeting of States Parties (SPLOS) decided that the period may be satisfied by submitting preliminary information. The SLOPS also stated that “preliminary information” is deemed to include a description of the status of preparation and intended date of making the submission.134

The submission made by the coastal State shall be examined by a sub-commission composed of 7 members of the CLCS. The submitting coastal State may send its representatives to participate in the relevant proceedings; however, they shall not have the right to vote.135 Then, the sub-commission shall submit its recommendations to the CLCS. Approval by the Commission of such recommendations shall be by a majority of two-thirds of its members present and voting. The recommendations shall be submitted in writing to the coastal State and to the UN Secretary-General.136

---

133 UNCLOS, Article 4 of Annex II.
134 Tanaka, Yoshifumi; op. cit., p. 35.
135 UNCLOS, Article 5 of Annex II.
It is noteworthy that UNCLOS contains no provision regarding public access to the information submitted by the coastal State, nor concerning the publication of the Commission’s recommendations.\textsuperscript{137} Nevertheless, Rule 50 of the CLCS Rules of Procedure provides that the executive summary of the submission is to be made public, and third States have been allowed to make observations on submissions.

The coastal State shall then establish the outer limits of its continental shelf on the basis of the recommendations of the Commission. In the event that the State disagrees with the recommendations, it shall make a revised or new submission to the Commission within a reasonable time.\textsuperscript{138}

Pursuant to Article 76(8), the limits of the continental shelf established by a coastal State on the basis of these recommendations shall be final and binding, and more importantly, they shall not prejudice matters relating to the delimitation of boundaries between States with opposite or adjacent coasts.\textsuperscript{139} These last two points will be discussed in greater detail as they require further analysis.

1. Finally, the coastal State, in accordance with Article 76(9), shall deposit with the UN Secretary-General charts and relevant information, including geodetic data describing the outer limits of its continental shelf. The Secretary-General shall give due publicity thereto.

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{137} Tanaka, Yoshifumi; \textit{loc. cit.}
\textsuperscript{138} UNCLOS, Article 8.
\textsuperscript{139} Ibid, Article 76(10) and Article 9 of Annex II.
\end{footnotes}
CHAPTER 4

ARGENTINA’S CLAIM TO AN OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF

4.1 National Commission on the Outer Limits of the Continental Shelf

After the entry into force of UNCLOS, a special body was created in Argentina in order to elaborate the final submission to the CLCS for delineating the outer limit of the Argentine continental shelf.

In 1997, Argentine Law No. 24,815 established the National Commission on the Outer Limits of the Continental Shelf (Comisión Nacional del Límite Exterior de la Plataforma Continental - COPLA in its Spanish acronym) as an inter-ministerial commission under the authority of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, International Trade and Worship, and also composed of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Production as well as the Naval Hydrographic Service.\(^\text{140}\)

According to Article 2 of the aforementioned Law, the main purpose of the Commission was to prepare the final submission aimed at delineating the outer limit of the Argentine continental shelf. The submission was to be made in accordance with the provisions of UNCLOS and Article 6 of Argentine Law No. 23,968.\(^\text{141}\)

Concerning the functions of COPLA, the following should be considered:

a) To carry out researches and studies aimed at identifying the features of the Argentine continental shelf on the basis of hydrographic, geophysical and geological data and submit proposals to establish its outer limits;

b) To elaborate work programmes and action plans for the purpose of complying with the tasks therein established; and

---


\(^{141}\) Law No. 23,968; \textit{loc. cit.}
c) To develop its own Rules of Procedure.¹⁴²

Since its establishment, the Commission has been assisted by a General Coordinator and a Technical Sub-Committee. In order to fulfill its terms of reference, the work of the Commission is supported by the State Secretariat on Public Works, the Ministry on Science, Technology and Productive Innovation, the Secretariat on Industry, Trade and Mining, the National Commission of Geological Charts and the National Commission on Space Activities.¹⁴³

It should be noted that COPLA has carried out its functions working with skilled professionals and State agencies specialized in the subject. Additionally, it has carried out scientific cooperation and collaboration activities with other national agencies, such as: the National Scientific Research Council (Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Científicas – CONICET in its Spanish acronym), the School of Exact Sciences, Engineering and Surveying of the University of Rosario, the Geodetics Institute of the Faculty of Engineering of the University of Buenos Aires, the National Antarctic Directorate and Argentine Antarctic Institute and the Regional School of Río Grande (Ushuaia Division) of the National Technological University, among others.¹⁴⁴

As regards the relevance of the activities carried out by COPLA, the Argentine Executive Power recognized, through Decree No. 1,541/99, that the tasks entrusted to the Commission were of national interest.¹⁴⁵

Taking into consideration Argentina’s aim of establishing its longest limit as a State policy, COPLA developed its work during twenty years in order to finalize all the studies necessary to prepare the final submission to the CLCS.

Finally, Argentina made a full submission of the outer limit of its continental shelf to the CLCS on 21 April 2009.¹⁴⁶

¹⁴² Law No. 24,815; op. cit., Article 5.
¹⁴³ UNDOALOS, CLCS; op. cit., p. 3.
¹⁴⁴ Ibid, pp. 3-4.
4.2 Argentina’s Submission to the CLCS

As mentioned before, on 21 April 2009, Argentina submitted to the CLCS,\textsuperscript{147} in accordance with Article 76(8) of UNCLOS, information on the limits of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured.

For the purpose of establishing the outer limits of the Argentine continental shelf, COPLA gathered and analyzed geomorphological, geological, geophysical and hydrographic data.\textsuperscript{148} After almost twenty years of work, it established the outer limit of its continental shelf in accordance with paragraphs 4 through 10 of Article 76 of UNCLOS.

The results of the study carried out by COPLA proved that the natural prolongation of the Argentine land territory extended beyond 200 nautical miles; thus, passing the test of natural prolongation.\textsuperscript{149} It was argued that such scientific and technical work provided certainty on the extension of the sovereign rights of Argentina over its continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles. This meant that the Argentine continental shelf would increase more than 1,782,000 square kilometres from its current 4,799,000 square kilometres, which represented an extension of the continental shelf of 35 per cent.\textsuperscript{150}

It should be noted that the outer limit of the Argentine continental shelf was based on the combined application of the two formulae and two constraints provided in Article 76 paragraphs 4(a)(i)(ii), 4(b) and 5 of UNCLOS. Additionally, a three-step process was used to delineate the outer limit of the Argentine continental shelf: firstly, the two affirmative formulae were applied, which allowed to delineate the outer envelope or formulae line; secondly, the two constraints were considered, which allowed to delineate the constraint line; and finally, the combination of the abovementioned lines allowed to delineate the inner envelope indicating the outer limit of the Argentine continental shelf.\textsuperscript{151}

Another aspect of Argentina’s submission that should be considered refers to the obligation imposed on the coastal State making

\textsuperscript{147} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{148} United Nations, Oceans & Law of the Sea; \textit{op. cit.}, p. 5.
\textsuperscript{149} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{151} United Nations, Oceans & Law of the Sea; \textit{loc. cit.}
the submission to inform the CLCS of any case of unresolved land or maritime disputes with another State. Therefore, for the purpose of complying with the obligation set forth in Annex I, paragraph 2(a) of the CLCS Rules of Procedure, Argentina notified the Commission\textsuperscript{152} that there was an area subject to dispute with the United Kingdom over the Islas Malvinas, Georgias del Sur and Sandwich del Sur.

Ultimately, from 1 February to 18 March 2016, the CLCS held its fortieth session at the UN Headquarters,\textsuperscript{153} where it considered Argentina’s submission. At the plenary level, it adopted, by consensus, the recommendations in respect of the submission made by Argentina. The Commission also recalled that it was not in a position to consider and qualify those parts of the submission that were subject to dispute and those parts that were related to the continental shelf appurtenant to Antarctica.\textsuperscript{154}

\textbf{CHAPTER 5}

\textbf{LEGAL EFFECTS OF THE CLCS RECOMMENDATIONS}

With regard to the legal effects of the CLCS recommendations, it becomes essential to examine in depth issues relating to the legal nature of the superjacent waters above the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles, the revenue sharing system with respect to the exploitation of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles, the legal significance for establishing “final and binding” outer limits “on the basis of” the CLCS recommendations, and the relationship between the recommendations and matters relating to the delimitation of boundaries between States with opposite or adjacent coasts.

\textsuperscript{152} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{154} Ibid.
5.1 The Superjacent Waters above the Continental Shelf Beyond 200 Nautical Miles

The first matter to deal with relates to the legal nature of the superjacent waters above the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles. As mentioned before, it is important to consider that the superjacent waters above the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical are the high seas under UNCLOS. Hence, it can be stated that in such waters all States enjoy the freedoms of navigation and fishing, and the freedom of overflight in the airspace above such waters. Concerning to the last statement, it becomes useful to refer to Article 87 of UNCLOS on the freedom of the high seas. In accordance with this provision, such freedoms, granted to both coastal and land-locked States, shall be exercised under the conditions laid down by the Convention and by other rules of international law. And more importantly, they shall be exercised with due regard for the interests of other States and the rights with respect to activities in the Area. Nevertheless, it should be noted that such freedoms in the superjacent waters of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles “may be qualified by the coastal State.” It has been argued that this is due to three main reasons which may be summarized as follows:

Firstly, by virtue of Article 80 of UNCLOS the coastal State has the exclusive right to construct artificial islands, installations and structures on the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles. These artificial islands and structures are constructed in superjacent waters above the continental shelf, thus it seems that the freedom to construct artificial islands is qualified by the coastal State jurisdiction, “even though literally the superjacent waters of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles are the high seas.”

155 Tanaka, Yoshifumi; op. cit., p. 149.
156 Ibid.
157 Ibid, p. 150.
Secondly, it is noteworthy that coastal States exercise their right to explore and exploit natural resources on the continental shelf from the superjacent waters above such maritime zone. Consequently, it seems that the fact that the coastal State exercises its jurisdiction in the superjacent waters above the continental shelf for the purpose of exploration and exploitation of natural resources cannot be avoided.\footnote{Oda, Shigeru; Fifty Years of the Law of the Sea: With a Special Section on the International Court of Justice, Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2003, p. 275.}

Thirdly, under UNCLOS the coastal State has the right to regulate, authorize and conduct marine scientific research on its continental shelf. Such research shall be conducted with the consent of the coastal State.\footnote{UNCLOS, Article 246(1)-(2).} On the contrary, Article 257 of the Convention states that all States have the right, in conformity with the Convention, to conduct marine scientific research in the water column beyond the limits of the EEZ. In this regard, it has been questioned whether the freedom to conduct such research is applicable to the waters superjacent to the continental shelf. Hence, taking into consideration that marine scientific research is normally carried out from those waters, it can be said that coastal States will exercise their jurisdiction to regulate marine scientific research there.\footnote{Takei, Y.; Filling Regulatory Gaps in High Seas Fisheries: Discrete High Seas Fish Stocks, Deep-sea Fisheries and Vulnerable Marine Ecosystems, Nijhoff, Leiden, 2013, p.45 as referred to in Tanaka, Yoshifumi; \textit{loc. cit.}} However, it is also noticeable that, on the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles, the coastal State may not exercise its discretion to withhold consent in respect to marine scientific research projects to be undertaken outside those specific areas designated as areas in which the coastal State has begun exploitation or detailed exploratory operations or in which it will begin such operations within a reasonable period of time.\footnote{UNCLOS, Article 246(6).}

In short, it can be inferred that in some respects the freedom of the high seas may be qualified by the coastal State’s jurisdiction in the superjacent waters above the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles and the airspace above such waters. Therefore, “their legal status should be distinguished from the high seas per se.”\footnote{Tanaka, Yoshifumi; \textit{loc. cit.}}
5.2 The Revenue Sharing System set forth in Article 82 of UNCLOS

In so far as the system of revenue sharing with respect to the exploitation of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles is concerned, it becomes important to discuss the provisions of Article 82 of UNCLOS, as well as the role of the ISA concerning the implementation of the obligations set forth in such provision.

First, it is widely recognized that Article 82 of the Convention represents a compromise between the different interests of two groups of States at UNCLOS III, namely: States which claimed sovereign rights over their continental shelves beyond 200 nautical miles and those which supported the idea of establishing a limit to the continental shelves at 200 nautical miles.163

Corollary, it is possible to argue that Article 82 was drafted so as to achieve a balance between the interests of such two groups of States. The provision establishes that coastal States exploiting the non-living resources of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles have the obligation to make annual payments or contributions in kind with respect to all production at a site after the first five years of production at that site. For the sixth year, the rate of payment or contribution shall be 1 per cent of the value or volume of production at the site. The rate shall increase by 1 per cent for each subsequent year until the twelfth year and shall remain at 7 per cent thereafter. Moreover, such payments or contributions shall be made through the ISA.164

However, an important exception to the obligation to make such payments and contributions has been established under Article 82(3). In accordance with paragraph 3, a developing State which is a net importer of a mineral resource produced from its continental shelf is exempt from making such payments or contributions in respect of that mineral resource.

164 UNCLOS, Article 82(1), (2) and (4).
As regards the provisions of Article 82, there are certain aspects that should be discussed and in this respect, the ILA on its 2008 Conference Report on the Outer Continental Shelf\textsuperscript{165} has stated that:

- The obligation to make payments or contributions in kind rests solely with the coastal State of outer continental shelf, and not with any other entity involved in the exploitation of the non-living resources of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles.\textsuperscript{166}

- The coastal State is afforded the discretion to decide the method it will use to calculate the rate of payment or contribution; nonetheless, it shall communicate this method to the ISA.\textsuperscript{167}

- For the purpose of clarifying the term “non-living resources” used in Article 82(1) as contrasted with that of “mineral resources” under Article 82(3), which allows developing States that are net importers of a mineral resource to be exempted from such payments or contributions, reference should be made to Article 77 of UNCLOS. The latter provides that all coastal States have sovereign rights over the natural resources of the continental shelf, and Article 77(4) defines “natural resources” as “the mineral and other non-living resources of the sea-bed and subsoil.”\textsuperscript{168} Therefore, it should be noted that those developing States which are net importers of the resources concerned are exempted from making such payments or contributions in kind, notwithstanding “the possible legal implications of the inconsistent use of the terms “non-living” and “mineral” resources in Articles 82(1) and 82(3).”\textsuperscript{169}

\textsuperscript{165} The ILA uses the term “outer continental shelf” to denote the area of sea-bed and subsoil appertaining to a coastal State extending beyond the 200 nautical mile limit (drawn from the baselines from which the territorial sea is measured) to the outer limits established by the coastal State, according to the criteria and procedure laid down by Article 76 and Annex II of UNCLOS.

\textsuperscript{166} ILA, Committee on the Outer Continental Shelf; \textit{op. cit.}, p. 4.

\textsuperscript{167} Ibid, p. 6.

\textsuperscript{168} UNCLOS, Article 77(1)-(4).

\textsuperscript{169} ILA, Committee on the Outer Continental Shelf; \textit{op. cit.}, pp. 7-8.
Further to this, it has been argued that although the discretion given to coastal States in the fulfillment of the above mentioned obligations, there are certain implied obligations imposed on them other than those set forth in Article 82. These obligations, implicit in the implementation of Article 82, refer to reporting requirements. The coastal State should report in respect of the starting date for exploitation of the non-living resources from the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles, the total annual production of the non-living resources, and the method applied by the coastal State for determining the value of the payments or contributions to be made.\(^\text{170}\)

Second, when it comes to the role of the ISA in implementing the obligation provided in Article 82, paragraph 4 of such provision reads:

> The payments or contributions shall be made through the Authority, which shall distribute them to States Parties to this Convention, on the basis of equitable sharing criteria, taking into account the interests and needs of developing States, particularly the least developed and the land-locked among them.\(^\text{171}\)

Thus, the coastal State exploiting the non-living resources of its continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles shall make payments or contributions through the ISA.

The Authority, under Article 158 of UNCLOS, consists of three principal organs, namely: the plenary Assembly, the thirty-six-State Council, and the Secretariat.\(^\text{172}\) Among its functions, it shall distribute such payments to States Parties to the Convention, on the basis of equitable sharing criteria, taking into consideration the interests and needs of developing States, particularly the least developed and the land-locked among them.\(^\text{173}\)

\(^{170}\) Ibid, p. 7.

\(^{171}\) UNCLOS, Article 82(4).

Finally, as far as the “equitable sharing criteria” is concerned, it is useful to note that it shall be developed by the Council in the form of recommendations to the Assembly. In this respect, Article 162(2)(o)(i) of UNCLOS grants the Council the power to

Recommend to the Assembly rules, regulations and procedures on the equitable sharing of financial and other economic benefits derived from […] the payments and contributions made pursuant to Article 82, taking into particular consideration the interests and needs of the developing States and peoples who have not attained full independence or other self-governing status.173

5.3 The “Final and Binding” Outer Limits to be Established “on the Basis of” the CLCS Recommendations

In accordance with Article 76(8) of UNCLOS, the limits of the continental shelf established by a coastal State on the basis of the CLCS recommendations shall be final and binding. In this regard, it becomes important to analyze the meaning and implications of the terms “final and binding” and “on the basis of” contained in such provision.

Concerning the term “final and binding”, while it appears that what is final and binding are the CLCS recommendations, it should be noted that what is final and binding are the outer limits of the continental shelf established by the coastal State.174

Having said that, it may be added that the term “final” means that the outer limits shall not be changed, and the term “binding” implies that there is an obligation to accept such limits. Hence, should the outer limits be established pursuant to the provisions of Article 76 they shall be final and binding not only on the coastal State concerned, but also on other States parties to UNCLOS.175

173 UNCLOS, Article 162(2)(o)(i). See also ILA, Committee on the Outer Continental Shelf; op. cit., p. 9.
174 Tanaka, Yoshifumi; op. cit., p. 144.
175 ILA, Committee on the Outer Continental Shelf, Conference Report Toronto 2006; op. cit., p. 15.
In respect of the term “on the basis of”, it should be noted that it is an ambiguous term and no author has given firm conclusions. Nonetheless, the ILA has made a number of comments on the issue which are worth to consider.

In the first place, the Committee on the Outer Continental Shelf stated that the term “on the basis of” defines the freedom of the coastal State that intends to establish the outer limits of its continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles in accordance with Article 76 of the Convention.

In addition, the Committee explained that the requirement that the coastal State shall establish the outer limits of its continental shelf on the basis of the CLCS recommendations constitutes “a procedural guarantee to assure that the coastal State establishes the outer limits of its continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles in accordance with Article 76.”

Lastly, it remarked that the Commission does not have the power to determine whether a coastal State has established the outer limits of its continental shelf on the basis of its recommendations. Therefore, other States may indicate that they consider that the coastal State has not acted on the basis of the CLCS recommendations.

5.4 The Delimitation of Maritime Boundaries and the CLCS Recommendations

Even though it seems that the delimitation of maritime boundaries and the establishment of the outer limits of a coastal State’s continental shelf are different concepts, it can be said that both issues are closely related. It has been argued that this is mainly because when a coastal State extends its continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles, the overlapping of other States’ continental shelves will increase. Hence, the majority of the coastal States’ submissions to the CLCS involve issues relating to the delimitation of maritime boundaries between States.
Nevertheless, Article 76(10) of UNCLOS expressly provides that its provisions are “without prejudice to the question of delimitation of the continental shelf between States with opposite or adjacent coasts.”\(^{183}\) Likewise, Article 9 of Annex II sets forth that the Commission’s recommendations and actions shall not prejudice matters relating to the delimitation of boundaries between States with opposite or adjacent coasts.

Therefore, it has been argued that the aforementioned Articles are clear in the sense that the CLCS is not empowered to address issues on the continental shelf boundary between States with overlapping claims beyond 200 nautical miles or cases subject to a dispute with another State in respect of such limit.\(^{184}\)

It follows that, pursuant to paragraph 2 of Annex I of the CLCS Rules of Procedure:

In case there is a dispute in the delimitation of the continental shelf between opposite or adjacent States, or in other cases of unresolved land or maritime disputes, related to the submission, the Commission shall be:

(a) Informed of such disputes by the coastal States making the submission; and

(b) Assured by the coastal States making the submission to the extent possible that the submission will not prejudice matters relating to the delimitation of maritime boundaries between States.\(^{185}\)

The Rules of Procedure also provide that where there is a land or maritime dispute, the CLCS shall not consider a submission made by any of the States concerned, unless all the States that are parties to such dispute give their prior consent.\(^{186}\) Thereon, the submissions made to the CLCS and the subsequent recommendations shall not prejudice the position of the States parties to such land or maritime dispute.\(^{187}\)

---

\(^{183}\) UNCLOS, Article 76(10).


\(^{185}\) CLCS, Rules of Procedure, Annex I, paragraph 2.

\(^{186}\) Ibid, paragraph 5(a).

\(^{187}\) Ibid, paragraph 5(a).
Finally, it is worth mentioning that such a situation is reflected in the submission made by Argentina and the subsequent recommendations of the CLCS. In this regard, the Commission made it clear that it was not its function to address those aspects of the Argentine submission that were subject to the existing dispute between Argentina and the United Kingdom over the Islas Malvinas, Sandwich del Sur and Georgias del Sur. In other words, the Commission decided to defer consideration of the issue on the grounds that a dispute existed between both States, which had not been resolved yet at the time of Argentina’s submission.

CONCLUSION

In light of the foregoing, it can be concluded that the regime governing the continental shelf is of a complex nature. Since the early 1900s, States have drawn attention to the extent of their sovereign rights over such an area. From the Truman Proclamation, this challenging area was reflected not only in the developments of national legislation, but also in the provisions of UNCSC and the current legal regime contained in Part VI of UNCLOS.

As mentioned above, Part VI of UNCLOS, including Articles 76 to 85, contains provisions regarding the definition of the continental shelf, as well as the rights and obligations of coastal States associated with such a maritime area and its resources. Furthermore, UNCLOS provides two alternative criteria for a coastal State to determine the outer limits of its continental shelf, namely: the geological and the distance criteria. Under Part VI, wherever the outer edge of the continental margin extends beyond 200 nautical miles, the coastal State shall determine the outer limit of the continental shelf by using either the Irish formula or the Hedberg formula, or both.

188 United Nations, Meetings Coverage and Press Releases; loc. cit.
189 Refer to Chapter 1 ut supra.
190 Refer to Chapter 2, Section 2.1 ut supra.
Therefore, when a coastal State intends to claim a continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles it shall follow a specific procedure. As it was previously discussed, the coastal State shall submit information on the limits of the continental shelf to the CLCS. The Commission shall then make recommendations to the coastal State on matters related to the establishment of those limits. The limits of the continental shelf established by a coastal State on the basis of these recommendations shall be final and binding, and more importantly, they shall not prejudice matters relating to the delimitation of boundaries between States with opposite or adjacent coasts.

Considering Argentina’s aim of establishing the longest limit of its continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles, COPLA was established as an inter-ministerial commission in charge of delineating such limits and elaborating the final submission to the CLCS. After almost twenty years of serious and professional work, on April 2009 Argentina made a full submission to the CLCS in accordance with paragraphs 4 through 10 of Article 76 of UNCLOS. Finally, on March 2016, the CLCS adopted, by consensus, the recommendations in respect of the submission made by Argentina.

In this regard, it is worth mentioning that Argentina’s submission may be considered as a leading case on the grounds that it is said that Argentina is the first State which appealed to all the elements provided under the provisions of UNCLOS in a favourable way for the State. Moreover, this represents a success and a great development that leads to far-reaching consequences, which may be summarized as follows:

Firstly, there would be an extension of the Argentine continental shelf of 35 per cent approximately. This maritime area would increase more than 1,782,000 square kilometres from its current 4,799,000 square kilometres.

191 Refer to Chapter 3, Section 3.2 ut supra.
192 Refer to Chapter 4 ut supra.
Secondly, in so far as the political consequences are concerned, the area subject to dispute with the United Kingdom over the Islas Malvinas, Georgias del Sur and Sandwich del Sur is of outmost importance. In respect to this, the CLCS made it clear that it was not in a position to consider and qualify those parts of the submission relating to the existing dispute between Argentina and the United Kingdom over such Islands. It follows that the CLCS recognition of the said dispute is greatly significant in the sense that it would have not only political but also economic effects for both States. In other words, the United Kingdom would have to stop all drilling operations that are being carried out on such area and, at the same time, Argentina would not be able to start any kind of operation until the dispute is resolved. It seems that the conflict with the drilling campaign commenced by British oil companies around the Islands, which was loudly protested by Argentina, has come to an end.

Thirdly, other consequences of the CLCS recommendations relate to the economic aspects of the rights and obligations of Argentina in respect to the outer continental shelf and its recourses. As it was deeply examined, amongst other rights, Argentina has exclusive sovereign rights over the continental shelf for the purpose of exploring it and exploring its natural resources, including the mineral and other non-living resources of the seabed and subsoil along with sedentary species. This becomes crucial in that it would allow Argentina to access valuable natural resources such as minerals, oil, gas, and sedentary species. Additionally, this situation represents a great challenge for the State owing that there would be a need for new scientific research to be carried out, as well as other investments as may be necessary to undertake such operations.

On the other hand, one of the most important obligations imposed on the coastal State that has claimed an outer continental shelf refers to the exploitation of the non-living resources of such a maritime zone. It follows that Argentina will be subject to the aforementioned revenue sharing system under which it shall make payments and contributions in kind, through the ISA, in respect of the exploitation of the non-living resources of the outer continental shelf.

---

193 Refer to Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1 ut supra.
Finally, what is crucial is that Argentina, as a coastal State which has successfully claimed an outer continental shelf, will strengthen its position in the world. More importantly, the State will reaffirm its exclusive sovereign rights over such area, while facing not only territorial, but also political and economic wide-ranging consequences.
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MANAGING “BALLAST WATER MANAGEMENT CONVENTION” – A SHIPOWNER’S PERSPECTIVE\textsuperscript{194}

Carlo Corcione \textsuperscript{195}

Abstract

As an industry, shipping is often considered old-fashioned, and reluctant to make changes. For any company involved in this industry, however, there are events beyond the company’s influence and control, the impact of which force the company to change its ways or adopt new strategies. No shipping company can prevent such events from occurring, so the only viable solution is to manage the effects proactively. The entry into force of a new industry or international convention is a classic example. Such conventions impose new requirements, whose implementation, though frequently anticipated, is hard to manage in terms of timing.

The \textit{Ballast Water Management Convention} is a case in point. Although being primarily technical, it brings – from a shipowner’s perspective – an abundance of strategic issues, including financial, commercial, and compliance problems.

Compliance with this convention (and many others) invariably requires shipowners to invest significant amounts of money. A ballast water management system typically costs between $500k and $4m. These financial costs are exacerbated by the prolonged and ongoing systemic crises in the shipping industry, which make it harder for shipowners to fund new investments in order to meet new requirements.

This paper therefore tackles the impact of the \textit{Ballast Water Management Convention} from the perspective of shipowners attempting to manage an external event that impacts on the company’s entire strategy.

\textsuperscript{194} Paper presented at the Young CMI, Genoa 2017
\textsuperscript{195} Legal Counsel and Director at Fratelli D’Amato Shipowners

1. Background

Ballast water management is one of the primary environmental issues faced by the shipping industry.\(^{196}\)

The purpose of the *Ballast Water Management Convention* (BWMC) is to minimize the transfer of harmful aquatic organisms, in order to protect the marine environment and human health:

“To prevent, minimise and ultimately eliminate the risks to the environment, human health, property and resources arising from the transfer of harmful aquatic organisms and pathogens.” \(^{197}\)

The BWMC is indeed essential for the preservation of the marine ecosystem. With that said, this article’s aim is not to present the topic from an environmental or technical perspective, but rather from a strategic company perspective. The aim is to give an overview on the strategy that a shipping company can – and indeed must – put in place when such a convention comes into force. In other words, it considers it as a risk to be managed.\(^{198}\)

2. Overview of Risk and Risk Management

The risk posed to shipping companies by the BWMC can be especially severe if it is not managed correctly.

This concern is intensified at this point in the industry’s history. The shipping market is trying, with great difficulty, to recover from years of crises.\(^{199}\)


\(^{197}\) Article 2 – General Obligations.

\(^{198}\) It has to be specified that when ballast water is analysed in general terms, the immediate consideration for a shipping company is that the vessels are without cargo and therefore cannot produce the incomes and profits for which they were acquired.

Risk can be defined in many ways, but it is not unreasonable, for the purposes of this discussion, to define risk as the possibility that an event will adversely impact achievement of business objectives.200

For a shipowner, their vessel is the essence of how they generate income and make profits. Vessels are built (or bought second-hand) to specific technical standards in order to meet certain criteria of profitability. Anything that impacts negatively on this, even a globally beneficial initiative such as the BWMC, represents a risk.201 This paper considers three main types of risk. First, internal risks, which emerge from within the organization. Second, strategic risks, which arise from the organization’s voluntary acceptance (they could, in theory, generate superior returns in contravention of the rules). Third, external risks, which are beyond company control. Often, these cannot be reduced or avoided, they can only be identified, assessed or mitigated.202 The author believes that the implementation of an international convention falls into the last category.

As the introduction of a new international convention approaches, there is a sense of immediate risks among industry players; companies have to be prepared in order to avoid losing business opportunities.

A sense of risk is present even in the wording of the convention itself. Article 18, which deals with the entry into force of the convention, states that:

“The Convention will enter into force twelve months after the date on which not less than 30 States, the combined merchant fleets of which constitute not less than 35 % of the gross tonnage of the world’s merchant shipping, have either signed it without reservation as to


201 For the purposes of this paper, the risk could impact on the vessel income and profits.

ratification, acceptance or approval, or have deposited the requisite instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession."\(^{203}\)

In a case such as this, the risk is peculiar. Shipping companies know that there is the possibility of something happening and that it must be managed, but they do not know when it will happen. As a result, the only way to approach the problem is from a risk management perspective.

Again, risk management is a very broad topic. For the purposes of this article, however, it can be usefully described as the process of identifying, analysing and responding to risk factors throughout a project’s life, and in the best interests of its objectives. Shipping companies usually have risk management systems in place in order to establish and quantify risks and predict their impact. This allows them to determine whether a risk is acceptable or unacceptable.\(^{204}\)

3. Managing the Ballast Water Management Convention

Here, the focus of this paper narrows a little. When an international convention such as the BWMC soon to enter into force there are several factors to be analysed and considered: will installation of an appropriate system be economical? Should the vessel be sold or scrapped? Can the International Oil Pollution Prevention certificate (IOPP) be decoupled and renewed before the deadline specified by the convention?\(^{205}\) Is it more convenient to pay upfront or seek financing?

The only way to usefully assess the issues outlined above is by carrying out an essential cost-benefit analysis.\(^{206}\)

This analysis comprises examination of capital expenditure\(^{207}\) and operational expenditure.\(^{208}\) On top of this, a safe margin (buffer) of

\(^{203}\) Article 18 – Entry into force.
\(^{205}\) On the issue of decoupling and renewing certificates in order to circumvent the BWMC deadline, a relevant updated is provided by here: http://www.ballastwatermanagement.co.uk/news/view buying-time-by-decoupling-from-the-iopp_47416.htm.
\(^{207}\) In this case, these are the initial cost of the system as well as the cost of additional components required for operation.
\(^{208}\) This comprises the annual cost of running the system, which usually increases over time as system efficiency decreases.
±10% is usually left for any additional capital invested during the life of the project.\textsuperscript{209}

Moving on the benefit side of the analysis, adherence to the BWMC actually helps to prevent loss of income. It is not an immediate positive benefit but avoiding a negative one. As a matter of fact, ballast water management does not bring any immediate commercial benefit but could impact vessel revenue due to fines in case the system does not perform well or if there is a non-compliance with the ballast water exchange. Consequently, there could be an issue with port access restrictions.\textsuperscript{210}

After a cost-benefit analysis has been carried out, several commercial issues require attention. First, the internal chain of command for that specific vessel must be examined in order to understand whether the responsibility of new regulation and the implementation has been outsourced or managed internally\textsuperscript{211}.

Then there are several contractual issues regarding what is generally called cargo venture: delays in the voyage being performed, issues with cargo to be loaded, time spent for ballast water exchange, time charters sampling clause, reviewing new building and the sale and purchase portfolio, and so on\textsuperscript{212}.

Finally, shipping companies must consider an assessment of sanctions and whether these costs can be recovered somehow. The other side of risk management involves attempting to transfer the risk to someone else.\textsuperscript{213}

4. Remarks

An international convention is about to enter into force. What can and should a shipping company do?

There are many options. The answer depends on the age and type of vessel, as well as the company’s broader strategy. There are two main

\textsuperscript{209} The buffer might comprise maintenance and repair as well component replacement or upgrades. Lower capital expenditure can lead to higher long-term costs.

\textsuperscript{210} https://www.wartsila.com/static/studio/assets/content/ss4/ballast-qa-booklet.pdf


\textsuperscript{212} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{213} Today, it is quite usual to find tailor-made covers, even if such cover is not formally present on the market. However, \textit{ad hoc} analysis must be undertaken in order to understand the convenience and the efficiency of such cover. Only when the system is up and running, and when cases on the matter exist, can a full overview of the insurance aspects be achieved.
options. First, get rid of the vessel, either by scrapping it or by selling it. Second, continue to manage it, which will require installation of the system or renewal of the specific certificate in order to comply.

To provide a more comprehensive evaluation, a cost-benefit analysis should be undertaken, as well as examination – with the help of external consultants – of several commercial issues. This should be followed with monitoring of potential extension, and analysis of other regulations on the same matter.

This paper sought to evaluate vertically the risk management of an external event such as an international convention within the overall strategy of a shipping company. The author believes each of the points mentioned above warrants further examination and analysis. They would benefit not only from practical discussions, but also academic perspectives. The author hopes that the overview provided herein can serve as a starting point for anyone seeking to deepen their knowledge of the topic.

---

214 In fact, the International Maritime Organisation has already given two years’ extension.
215 In this specific case, the “Global Sulphur Cap 2020” has already been in the shipping agenda.
Abstract. This paper opens with a description of the contents of the Ballast Water Convention 2004 and it addresses, particularly, the issue of the technical requirements, which will have to be complied with by ships, in order to perform the necessary water ballast treatment. The implementation of the Convention is thus the opportunity to assess the impact, which newly introduced legislation can have on contracts of lease. Different regimes are considered and compared as alternative solutions. The analysis then focuses on the relevant provisions contained in the standard bareboat charterparties. The paper enquires into the criteria, by which the burden of the costs involved in the implementation of newly introduced legislation should be allocated between owners and charterers.


1. Introduction.

The entry into force of the International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and Sediments 2004, s.c. Ballast Water Convention, adopted in London on 13th February 2004, requires today the examination of the impact that its provisions will have on the world’s fleet and on the relevant contractual relationships.

This paper addresses the effects of the coming into force of the Convention affecting bareboat charters. The uniform instrument will be a pretext for an analysis of the contractual regulation of circumstances, in general, where technical requirements made compulsory by newly introduced legislation are to be assessed from the perspective of a bareboat charter.
2. **The Ballast Water Management Convention 2004 and its entry into force.**

On 13th of February 2004, the Diplomatic Conference held at the IMO Headquarters in London adopted the wording of the International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and Sediments. The implementation provisions to the Convention establish that it shall enter into force upon reaching a minimum level of participation by Member States. In particular, the entry into force is set twelve months after the date on which the Convention has been ratified by at least thirty Member States, the national fleets of which cover at least 35% of the world’s merchant fleet. After more than twelve years from its adoption, on 8th September 2016, when Finland filed the instrument of ratification, the threshold was reached and, on 8th September 2017, the Convention enters into force in all its Member States.

The aim of the Convention is the protection of marine and coastal ecosystems, as well as of biodiversity. Through it, Member States endeavour to contrast the peculiar phenomenon by which organisms present in ballast waters, coming from ecosystems wholly different from those into which they are discharged can cause irreparable damages to the ecosystems of destination.

---

* This paper is an English amended version of an article published in Dir. Mar. 2017, 336.
** Avvocato in Genoa and Barrister.

216 Precisely, article 18(1) of the Convention provides as follows: “This Convention shall enter into force twelve months after the date on which not less than thirty States, the combined merchant fleets of which constitute not less than thirty-five percent of the gross tonnage of the world’s merchant shipping, have either signed it without reservation as to ratification, acceptance or approval, or have deposited the requisite instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession in accordance with Article 17”.

217 As of today, the Convention has been ratified by: Albania, Antigua & Barbuda, Barbados, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Congo, Cook Island, Croatia, Denmark, Egypt, Fiji, Finland, France, Georgia, Ghana, Germany, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Kiribati, Lebanon, Liberia, Malaysia, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Mexico, Mongolia, Montenegro, Morocco, Netherlands, Nigeria, Niue, Norway, Palau, Panama, Peru, Russia, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Sierra Leone, South Africa, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Tonga, Trinidad & Tobago, Turkey and Tuvalu.

On 7th July 2017, the Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) of the IMO, at its 71st meeting, reached a compromise on compliance dates for ballast water discharge and a revised schedule was set, effectively postponing by two years the deadline for installing the ballast water treatment equipment for ships already existing on 8th September 2017. Indeed, ships constructed after 8th September 2017 must comply on delivery, while existing ships in general must comply by the first IOPP renewal after 8th September 2019.

218 In the premises to the Convention, express reference is made to the International Convention on biological diversity of 22 May 1992 as well as to the decisions IV/5 of 1998 and VI/23 of 2002, adopted pursuant to the above Convention and it is reported that “the transfer and introduction of Harmful Aquatic Organisms and Pathogens via ships’ ballast water threatens the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity”.

---

215 In the premises to the Convention, express reference is made to the International Convention on biological diversity of 22 May 1992 as well as to the decisions IV/5 of 1998 and VI/23 of 2002, adopted pursuant to the above Convention and it is reported that “the transfer and introduction of Harmful Aquatic Organisms and Pathogens via ships’ ballast water threatens the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity”.

---

216 Precisely, article 18(1) of the Convention provides as follows: “This Convention shall enter into force twelve months after the date on which not less than thirty States, the combined merchant fleets of which constitute not less than thirty-five percent of the gross tonnage of the world’s merchant shipping, have either signed it without reservation as to ratification, acceptance or approval, or have deposited the requisite instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession in accordance with Article 17”.

217 As of today, the Convention has been ratified by: Albania, Antigua & Barbuda, Barbados, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Congo, Cook Island, Croatia, Denmark, Egypt, Fiji, Finland, France, Georgia, Ghana, Germany, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Kiribati, Lebanon, Liberia, Malaysia, Maldives, Marshall Islands, Mexico, Mongolia, Montenegro, Morocco, Netherlands, Nigeria, Niue, Norway, Palau, Panama, Peru, Russia, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Sierra Leone, South Africa, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Tonga, Trinidad & Tobago, Turkey and Tuvalu.

On 7th July 2017, the Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) of the IMO, at its 71st meeting, reached a compromise on compliance dates for ballast water discharge and a revised schedule was set, effectively postponing by two years the deadline for installing the ballast water treatment equipment for ships already existing on 8th September 2017. Indeed, ships constructed after 8th September 2017 must comply on delivery, while existing ships in general must comply by the first IOPP renewal after 8th September 2019.

218 In the premises to the Convention, express reference is made to the International Convention on biological diversity of 22 May 1992 as well as to the decisions IV/5 of 1998 and VI/23 of 2002, adopted pursuant to the above Convention and it is reported that “the transfer and introduction of Harmful Aquatic Organisms and Pathogens via ships’ ballast water threatens the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity”.
The Convention introduces a structured system of rules, partially aimed at the administrations of the contracting states and partially at shipowners. A duty is introduced to make port infrastructures suitable for the disposal of residues\(^{219}\); research and international cooperation are promoted\(^ {220}\), a system is set to monitor vessels\(^ {221}\) and sanction violations\(^ {222}\). Furthermore, each vessel will have to adopt a management plan for ballast waters\(^ {223}\), along the lines of the ISM code, and will have to have a specific record book on board\(^ {224}\). But most importantly the Convention makes compulsory, on board vessels flying the flag of contracting States, the installation of specific equipment capable of treating ballast waters, neutralizing the harmful effect of the organisms contained therein\(^ {225}\).

\(^ {219}\) Article 5, under the heading “sediment reception facilities”, reads: “each Party undertakes to ensure that, in ports and terminals designated by that Party where cleaning or repair of ballast tanks occurs, adequate facilities are provided for the reception of Sediments”.

\(^ {220}\) Article 6. “Parties shall endeavour, individually or jointly, to: (a) promote and facilitate scientific and technical research on Ballast Water Management; and (b) monitor the effects of Ballast Water Management in waters under their jurisdiction”.

\(^ {221}\) Article 4. “Each Party shall require that ships to which this Convention applies and which are entitled to fly its flag or operating under its authority comply with the requirements set forth in this Convention, including the applicable standards and requirements in the Annex, and shall take effective measures to ensure that those ships comply with those requirements”.

\(^ {222}\) Article 9. “A ship to which this Convention applies may, in any port or offshore terminal of another Party, be subject to inspection by officers duly authorized by that Party for the purpose of determining whether the ship is in compliance with this Convention”.

\(^ {223}\) Article 8. “Any violation of the requirements of this Convention shall be prohibited and sanctions shall be established under the law of the Administration of the ship concerned, wherever the violation occurs”.

\(^ {224}\) Regulation B-1. “Each ship shall have on board and implement a Ballast Water Management plan. Such a plan shall be approved by the Administration taking into account Guidelines developed by the Organization.

\(^ {225}\) Regulation B-2. “Each ship shall have on board a Ballast Water record book that may be an electronic record system, or that may be integrated into another record book or system and, which shall at least contain the information specified in Appendix II”.

221 Article 9. “A ship to which this Convention applies may, in any port or offshore terminal of another Party, be subject to inspection by officers duly authorized by that Party for the purpose of determining whether the ship is in compliance with this Convention”.

222 Article 8. “Any violation of the requirements of this Convention shall be prohibited and sanctions shall be established under the law of the Administration of the ship concerned, wherever the violation occurs”.

223 Regulation B-1. “Each ship shall have on board and implement a Ballast Water Management plan. Such a plan shall be approved by the Administration taking into account Guidelines developed by the Organization.

224 Regulation B-2. “Each ship shall have on board a Ballast Water record book that may be an electronic record system, or that may be integrated into another record book or system and, which shall at least contain the information specified in Appendix II”.

225 Regulation B-3, paragraph 1, establishes the duty to make the ship conformant by reference to the standard set under Regulation D-2 and this, under the heading Ballast Water Performance Standard, identifies, from a biological point of view, the objective to be reached through the treatment. This last provision refers, in particular, to the expression “Water Ballast Management”, which is defined at Article 1, paragraph 3, as “mechanical, physical, chemical, and biological processes, either singularly or in combination, to remove, render harmless, or avoid the uptake or discharge of Harmful Aquatic Organisms and Pathogens within Ballast Water and Sediments”.

The text of the Convention provided for a gradual implementation of the rules aimed at the treatment of ballast waters, which should have allowed, for a provisional period, the exchange of ballast waters in high seas, where the quantity of harmful aquatic organisms and pathogens is minor. However, the delay in the coming into force has rendered such a provisional regime inapplicable, so that, as of 8th September 2017, the installation on board, at the first intermediate or renewal survey\textsuperscript{226}, of suitable equipment for the treatment of ballast water will become compulsory\textsuperscript{227}.

This is therefore, the primary effect of the coming into force of the Convention: the compulsory provision of technical equipment on board ships and the considerable investment which shipowners will have to undertake to install such necessary equipment\textsuperscript{228}.

The regime provided for under the Convention is applicable to all vessels flying the flag of contracting States, but it will also be imposed, by coastal contracting States, on vessels not flying the flag of contracting States, which find themselves operating under their authority\textsuperscript{229}. So, in fact, the Convention establishes a specific regime of compulsory certification\textsuperscript{230} and the availability of a valid certificate is made necessary to operate within the waters of contracting States. Even though indirectly, the effects of the Convention will, thus, be seen well beyond the boundaries of contracting States, effectively compelling also the owners of vessels flying the flag of non-contracting States to make their vessels conformant to the requirements of the Convention (thereby obtaining the

\textsuperscript{226} Regulation B-3, paragraph 2. “A ship to which paragraph 1 applies shall comply with paragraph 1 not later than the first intermediate or renewal survey, whichever occurs first, after the anniversary date of delivery of the ship in the year of compliance with the standard applicable to the ship”.

\textsuperscript{227} It is interesting to note that, at the time when the Convention was adopted, the technology necessary for the ballast water treatment required by uniform standards, still did not exist. As a matter of fact, different technical solutions are possible today, all currently under the scrutiny of classification societies. Furthermore, if one considers that, unlike historical precedents, such as the introduction of the double hull, the ballast water treatment regime certainly has far less media appeal, it would appear that a twofold paradox can be stated: not only did the medicine come into being while many were still unaware of the disease, but the medicine itself has become compulsory even before it was invented.

\textsuperscript{228} From an economic point of view, the cost of buying and installing the ballast water treatment equipment can vary greatly depending on the technology adopted and on the efficiency and speed of the treatment. It seems, however, that it can be considered so substantial an investment as to potentially even induce a diminution in the world’s tonnage.

\textsuperscript{229} Article 3, paragraph 1. “Except as expressly provided otherwise in this Convention, this Convention shall apply to: (a) ships entitled to fly the flag of a Party; and (b) ships not entitled to fly the flag of a Party but which operate under the authority of a Party”.

\textsuperscript{230} Article 7. “Each Party shall ensure that ships flying its flag or operating under its authority and subject to survey and certification are so surveyed and certified in accordance with the regulations in the Annex”.

\textsuperscript{226} Regulation B-3, paragraph 2. “A ship to which paragraph 1 applies shall comply with paragraph 1 not later than the first intermediate or renewal survey, whichever occurs first, after the anniversary date of delivery of the ship in the year of compliance with the standard applicable to the ship”.

\textsuperscript{227} It is interesting to note that, at the time when the Convention was adopted, the technology necessary for the ballast water treatment required by uniform standards, still did not exist. As a matter of fact, different technical solutions are possible today, all currently under the scrutiny of classification societies. Furthermore, if one considers that, unlike historical precedents, such as the introduction of the double hull, the ballast water treatment regime certainly has far less media appeal, it would appear that a twofold paradox can be stated: not only did the medicine come into being while many were still unaware of the disease, but the medicine itself has become compulsory even before it was invented.

\textsuperscript{228} From an economic point of view, the cost of buying and installing the ballast water treatment equipment can vary greatly depending on the technology adopted and on the efficiency and speed of the treatment. It seems, however, that it can be considered so substantial an investment as to potentially even induce a diminution in the world’s tonnage.

\textsuperscript{229} Article 3, paragraph 1. “Except as expressly provided otherwise in this Convention, this Convention shall apply to: (a) ships entitled to fly the flag of a Party; and (b) ships not entitled to fly the flag of a Party but which operate under the authority of a Party”.

\textsuperscript{230} Article 7. “Each Party shall ensure that ships flying its flag or operating under its authority and subject to survey and certification are so surveyed and certified in accordance with the regulations in the Annex”.
relevant certification), so as to be able to operate within the coastal jurisdiction of contracting States.

Italy, at the date of this publication, has not ratified the Convention, but ships of Italian flag intending to operate within ports of contracting States will have to be equipped to treat ballast water and will have to be in possession of the necessary certificates.

3. The impact on bareboat charters.

It was said that the crucial element in the Convention regime is the need to install the expensive equipment necessary for ballast water treatment on board ships.

When the perspective is that of a bareboat charter the question arises as to which of the contract parties shall bear the burden of adapting the ship to its newly introduced requirements. In other words: how will shipowners and charterers share the costs needed to purchase and install the equipment for the ballast water treatment?

The entry into force of the Ballast Water Convention hence offers the opportunity for an examination of the contractual solutions available in regulating the impact which investments, made compulsory by newly introduced legislation, can have on bareboat charters.

4. Different solutions.

The structure of lease contracts stands upon two fundamental obligations: that upon the lessor to make the goods subject of the contract available to the lessee and that of the lessee to pay the relevant consideration periodically and punctually. However, there is a grey area in between these two within which the interests of the lessor and the lessee fluctuate, determining a variety of possible equilibria.

The spectrum of solutions is wide and it reflects the nature of the leased goods and of the interest that the parties have towards it.

4.1 The Italian Civil Code.

The Italian Civil Code sets a typical figure of lease contract and it provides that it is a principal obligation of the lessor to maintain the leased goods in “such a state as to serve for the agreed use”, so that any cost of adapting it to new legislation would lie with the lessor. Indeed, the rule

---


232 Article 1575, n. 2, of the Italian Civil Code.
would be applied according to which, for movable goods, only the “expenses for the maintenance and ordinary administration” lay upon the lessee and, hence, any expense made necessary for the purpose of implementing newly introduced compulsory regulation, should qualify as extraordinary administration, competence of the lessor233.

The qualification of the bareboat charter within the scheme of the lease of productive goods arrives at a similar conclusion. The relevant body of rules, in fact, includes an express provision by which, during the duration of the lease, the lessor should perform “extraordinary repairs” at his expense234.

4.2 The Italian Code of Navigation.

Also by applying the rules contained under the Italian Code of Navigation235 the costs implied in the implementation of newly introduced compulsory regulation would fall amongst the obligations of the lessor236. The rules relevant to bareboat charters, in fact, include appropriate provisions whereby it is set that the lessor should take care of all “repairs due to force majeure or to normal wear and tear of the vessel in accordance with the agreed use”237.

As correctly noted by Gaeta238, the expression “force majeure” should not be interpreted literally, but it includes any cause not imputable to the lessee. Indeed, the criterion on the basis of which repairs are allocated between the lessor and the lessee is that of the cause that makes repairs necessary. The implementation of new uniform rules would, hence, qualify such works as works not imputable to the lessee and, therefore, competence of the lessee.

233 Article 1576, co. II, of the Italian Civil Code.
234 Article 1621 of the Italian Civil Code.
235 The provisions contained in the Italian Code of Navigation in respect of the contracts for the lease of ships do not contain a specific reference to the rules of the Italian Civil Code. It thus applies the ordinary order of priority of rules established under article 1 of the Code of Navigation. For the purposes of this analysis, the above is however irrelevant and the different solutions regarding the apportionment of implementation costs can be considered, in the abstract, all equivalent.
238 D. GAETA, op. cit., 1036.
Furthermore, with regard to the connection between the special rules provided for under the Code of Navigation and the common regime set under the Civil Code, regardless of contrary opinions, the view of Righetti should be shared, according to whom the rules of the Code of Navigation differ both from those set under the common regime for immovable goods and from those set in relation to movables.

4.3 Standard contracts.

Yet standard contracts have adopted solutions completely different from those provided for by the law. The bareboat charters widely used in the market have, in fact, developed specific provisions aimed at regulating the risk connected with the implementation of new legislation.

So, the BARECON 1989 form shifts the barycentre of the maintenance obligations towards the charterer and sets the general rule by which, following delivery, it shall be the charterer’s responsibility to provide any necessary repairs, so that the ship can be, at any moment, in a good state of maintenance, with valid class certificates.

Yet the risk connected with the implementation of new technical legislation is then made subject to a specific provision. Indeed, clause 9(a), lines 119 to 128, foresees that, if it is not agreed otherwise, when the

---

239 As regards the legal literature that reads into article 379 of the Italian Code of Navigation, through its reference to the first paragraph of article 1576 of the Italian Civil Code, see S. Ferrarini, op. cit., 31. For the opposite opinion, which conversely refers to the second paragraph of article 1576, see G. Romanelli, op. cit., 234.

240 G. Righetti, op. cit., 318 and 319.

241 G. Righetti correctly affirms, op. cit., 320, that the system of rule contained under the Italian Code of Navigation “is not immune from criticisms, as it does not reflect at all that affirmed by practice”. The Author carries on stating that “since ever, in fact, standard forms in use have placed upon the charterer the ordinary maintenance and today they allocate upon him almost entirely the risk inherent to the use of the ship (thereby including the extraordinary maintenance and excepted the constructive loss) and exempt him only for the fear wear and tear which does not affect the ship’s class. Therefore, it can be stated that the duty to maintain the ship in the in the state in which she was delivered, provided for under article 1575, n. 2, of the Civil Code is no longer incumbent on the owner, but rather on the charterer”.

242 This paper takes into consideration the BIMCO standard forms, which are the most used in the market. A brief mention should however be made to the Italscarfo ’92 form, once widespread in Italy. Under this charter it is provided that, also in respect of maritime laws in force, the charterer should take care of the ordinary administration of the ship. Clause 15 establishes that “the ordinary maintenance of the ship, of its appurtenances and spares, for as it is necessary to maintain her in the same conditions of efficiency, seaworthiness and class in which she was delivered, and conformant with the maritime legislation in force, is upon the charterer”.

243 Clause 9(a), at lines from 106 to 113, particularly, provides as follows: “The Vessel shall during the Charter period be in the full possession and at the absolute disposal for all purposes of the Charterers and under their complete control in every respect. The Charterers shall maintain the Vessel, her machinery, boilers, appurtenances and spare parts in a good state of repair, in efficient operating condition and in accordance with good commercial maintenance practice and, except as provided for in Clause 13(I), they shall keep the Vessel with unexpired classification of the class indicated in Box 10 and with other required certificates in force at all times.”
costs necessary to render the ship conformant with new technical requirements imposed by the class or by compulsory legislation exceed the measure of 5% of the insurance value of the ship, the further costs shall be shared between owner and charterer and the charter hire shall be varied accordingly. Except for mentioning the length of the period remaining under the charter, however, neither the ratio, in which the costs should be shared, nor the criteria to determine it are indicated under the wording of the clause, which – on the contrary – provides that, failing the parties agreement, recourse should be had directly to the arbitrator244.

By effecting a general revision of the provisions contained under its previous version, the BARECON 2001 form substantially maintained its contractual balance and limited itself to foreseeing, at clause 10(a)(ii) lines 183 to 200, the possibility of indicating a percentage of the insurance value of the vessel, different from 5%, as the economic limit of the exclusive competence of the charterer. Furthermore, the 2001 version replaces the direct recourse to arbitration with a new version of the arbitration clause, which also provides, together with a more articulated arbitration agreement, the possibility of entering mediation proceedings245.

The BARECON forms are often used also as a contractual basis for operations, where the lease has a financial nature and the reasons behind the contract include the economic function of security. In these cases, the lines from 119 to 128 of the BARECON 1989 form and the lines from 183 to 200 of the BARECON 2001 form are normally cancelled (barred). By doing so, the risk of the implementation of new legislation is shifted entirely upon the charterer and the owner is conversely freed of all obligations relating to the maintenance of the vessel.

5. *A lacuna of regulation.*

The introduction of equipment requirements imposed under the Ballast Waters Convention raises the issue of a *lacuna* in the regulation contained under bareboat charterers.

A natural conflict of interests exists under lease agreements between the interests that the owner has in the goods as opposed to the lessee’s

---

244 Clause 9(a), lines from 119 to 128: “Unless otherwise agreed, in the event of any improvement, structural changes or expensive new equipment becoming necessary for the continued operation of the Vessel by reason of new class requirements or by compulsory legislation costing more than 5 per cent of the Vessel’s marine insurance value as stated in Box 27, then the extent, if any, to which the rate of hire shall be varied and the ratio in which the cost of compliance shall be shared between the parties concerned in order to achieve a reasonable distribution thereof as between the Owners and the Charterers having regard, inter alia, to the length of the period remaining under the Charter, shall in the absence of agreement, be referred to arbitration according to Clause 26”.

245 Clause 30.
interest in those same goods. Such a conflict arises, in its complexity, in
the rules, which regulate the maintenance and repair of leased goods. The
choice itself of which party should take care of the maintenance and repair
is a difficult choice, the solution of which can vary largely from contract
to contract as emerges from the analysis of the rules and clauses
mentioned above. In some cases repairs are for the lessor, in other, for the
lessee, and the criteria to determine the maintenance and repairs for the
former and the latter can vary accordingly.

It can be affirmed that under lease contracts the allocation of burdens,
relevant to the maintenance and repair of the leased goods can be
differently configured, depending on the nature of the goods and on the
relationship which each party has with it. When the goods are a ship, the
agreements widely used in commercial practice allow the statement that
the relationship that the lessee establishes with the goods justifies the
normal attribution to the lessee of all obligations relating to the
maintenance and repair of the goods.

Yet the antithesis between the lessor’s and the lessee’s interests
becomes particularly complex, when the maintenance and repair of the
goods involve implementation of a new compulsory technical legislation
which, as in the case of the Ballast Water Convention, requires
considerable investments to make ships conformant to the newly
introduced requirements.

It is a risk that can have a critical impact on the economical operation
incorporated under the lease and, considering that in some cases – such
as this – the investments are extensive, the consequences that this can
have on the running of the business, can be significant.

The drafters themselves of the BARECON 2001, commenting on the
difficult choice to be made in distributing the burden of new works, have
stated as follows: “to place such a burden on the owners would be unfair,
unless the hire was to be renegotiated. On the other hand, such new
requirements could also place a heavy burden on charterers, for instance,
in the case of compliance with the new requirements having to be made a
short time before redelivery.”246. But this is a dilemma to which it is not
easy to find an answer and in respect of which it is even harder to draft a
contractual rule.

So the BARECON, both in its older version and in its more recent
one, has effectively renounced finding a solution to the problem. In both
cases a threshold is set; all costs involved in the implementation of
legislative developments within such a threshold are for the account of
the charterer; however, beyond such limit, the contract seeks that the
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parties find an agreement, lacking which the issue shall be put directly to the arbitrator.

Yet to have recourse to solutions intended for contentious scenarios would seem, in principal, contradictory with the regulation itself of contractual performance; likewise, it is pleonastic to refer to the parties’ renegotiation. Indeed, it does not seem satisfactory to foresee that the parties shall stipulate a new contract to resolve the problems of the contract; neither would it seem satisfactory to provide that the parties litigate to resolve those problems.

The entry into force of technical legislation, such as the Ballast Water Convention, which render significant costs necessary in order to make the vessel conformant, has a potentially irreversible effect on the contract, as it can radically subvert its economic balance and turn the operation for one or even for both parties from economically positive into negative. Good business can become bad business. The solution provided for by commercial practice, however, provides that once such circumstances occur, the charterer shall enter into a sort of deadlock from which it will have no other instruments to resort to but the agreement of the parties or the recourse to arbitration.

6. The limit represented by the doctrines of supervening excessive onerousness and of frustration of contract.

For as drastic as the consequences may be on the original balance of interests and expectations of the parties, the contract remains in place, and it will not be possible for either the owner or charterer to terminate the charter, if not within the limits set by the law.

Under Italian law, the extreme tool of termination is made available in case of supervening excessive onerousness i.e., in the wording adopted by the Italian Civil Code, “if the performance of one of the parties has become excessively onerous as a consequence of the occurrence of extraordinary and unforeseeable events”. Such a remedy, however, would be difficult to apply in circumstances in which the parties have agreed terms analogous to those provided for under the BARECON and, in any case, it would be equally hard to object that the risk of new compulsory legislation does not come within the “normal contractual risk”, as the management of a shipping company necessarily implies risks related to technological development.

The possibility that Italian Law finds application is, however, theoretical, as the BARECON is expressly made subject to English law247. As a matter of fact the contractual borderline in circumstances

247 BARECON 89 clause 27 e BARECON 2001 clause 30.
where the contractual equilibrium has been overturned by the introduction of new compulsory legislation would be, at most, the doctrine of frustration.

This can be briefly described in the words of Chitty on Contracts, where it is stated that “a contract may be discharged on the ground of frustration, when something occurs after the formation of the contract, which renders it physically or commercially impossible to fulfil the contract or transforms the obligation to perform into a radically different obligation from that undertaken at the moment of entry into the contract”\(^{248}\). Equally eloquent is, however, the warning expressed by the House of Lords in the person of Earl Loreburn, which clarifies that “the argument that a man can be excused from performance of his contract when it becomes ‘commercially’ impossible seems to me a dangerous contention, which ought not to be admitted, unless the parties have plainly contracted to that effect”\(^{249}\). Indeed, under the doctrine of frustration a contract may be discharged only in cases of absolute impossibility or illegality of its performance, and not of mere impracticability.

In order to invoke the doctrine of frustration, the frustrating event should be so fundamental as to be considered something wholly beyond the foresight of the parties, something that hits the contract at its root, a drastic imbalance in the contractual relationship not being sufficient. Therefore, its application does not seem realistic in cases of newly introduced compulsory legislation, which requires ships to be made technically conformant.

7. Possible solutions for contractual regulation.

The English commentary to the wording of the BARECON highlights the lacuna and points out that such lack of contractual regulation should induce the parties to amend the standard wording of the relevant clause to provide “a more precise mechanism for dealing with such matters”\(^{250}\).

All attempts of contractual regulation, however, seem arduous as, in fact, it does not seem practicable for the parties to anticipate what the characteristics of the investments shall be and thus anticipate how this shall affect the value of the vessel and the investment of the charterer.

As far as the Ballast Water Convention is concerned, possible solutions were developed only from the moment when the uniform regulation became close to its entry into force as, with time, the features and purposes of the equipment, which would soon become compulsory,
became clearer. However, a different matter would be the case of the entry into force of new legislation which is, by no means, predictable.

Considering that the wording of the Ballast Water Convention dates back to 2004, variables were limited to its effective entry into force (by the reaching of the minimum number of ratifications), to the cost of the equipment, which would have become compulsory to install, and to their capacity to last over time. This allowed the operators to negotiate different solutions in sharing the implementation costs, variably regulating the limit below which the cost is wholly borne by the charterer and variably sharing the residual cost. Such last cost, in fact, partially competence of the owner and partially of the charterer, was shared, in some cases, at a fixed rate, in other cases, at a variable rate, depending on whether the implementation occurred at a moment closer to the delivery or to the redelivery of the vessel, so as to take into account the decreasing interest of the charterer towards the investment, when getting closer to the redelivery date. All such solutions are however speculative solutions, by which the parties have differently regulated a risk at least partially predictable.

8. A criterion for arbitrators.

The commentators of the BARECON have underlined how the lacuna in the contractual regulation leaves the arbitrator, entrusted with sharing the cost of the equipment between owner and charterer, without a valid criterion of apportionment. It is stated: “since the clause gives no other guidance as to how the hire is to be adjusted (if at all) or how the costs of the structural change or new equipment are to be borne between the parties, it is not entirely clear as to what other matters are to be taken into account or what principles shall apply in determining such matters. The clause is also silent as to who shall bear the cost of the works in the first instance”

Yet any effort in providing a contractual regulation runs up against the hindrance represented by the impossibility of predetermining the features of the investment, which the implementation of new compulsory legislation could render necessary. A natural limit of foresight. This explains the reason behind the renunciation and the recourse to arbitration: it is, in fact, at least necessary to know the characteristics of the legislative development.

It does not follow from the above, however, the impossibility to determine a fair criterion in apportioning the implementation costs, which

251 M. Davis, ibidem.
may be of assistance to arbitrators and may possibly find indication in the wording of the contract, as a general principle.

Once, indeed, the characteristics of the technical requirements with which the vessel will have to comply become known, a fair apportionment of the relevant costs may be determined on the basis of the characteristics of the amortization, to which the investment would be subject. The amortization period could correspond to whichever is the shorter between the residual life of the ship and the estimated duration of the installed equipment. Furthermore, the actual modality of the amortization will have to be determined on a case by case basis: the amortization may be linear, at constant rates, but it may also be determined differently.

Let us suppose that the acquisition and installation of the equipment necessary to the treatment of ballast water cost 1 million and that the class renewal service, at which the uniform regime will become compulsory, falls due two years before the end of the charter period. Let us further suppose that the insurance value of the ship is 10 million, that the average duration of the equipment is 10 years and that the ship still has at least 10 years of potential operativeness in its future. We saw how the standard BARECON clause leaves wholly upon the charterer the cost of the equipment up to the 5% of the value of the ship i.e. 500.000. However, regarding the residual cost of 500.000 it is reasonable, in similar circumstances, to suppose that the investment can be amortized in ten years for equal amortization shares of 50.000, so the cost which will have to be incurred at the renewal survey can equitably be borne for 100.000 by the charterer (2 years) and for the remained 400.000 by the owner (8 years), under the assumption that such disbursement, borne in the concurrent interest of both parties, shall be enjoyed by the charterer only for the residual duration of the charter period and, subsequently, by the shipowner until the equipment shall be exhausted. In the circumstances, a charterer shall participate to the expenses in the amount of 600.000 and the owner in the amount of 400.000.

9. **The investment choice.**

While the amortization could prove a useful instrument to the arbitrators in apportioning the costs deriving from the implementation of new legislation between the parties, the reference to the parties’ agreement becomes necessary when determining the choice of the investment.

The entry into force of the Ballast Water Convention is, also in this case, a good testing-bench. It seems indeed, that the types of equipment suitable for the treatment of ballast water are rather various; equipment of
major and minor efficiency, to which inevitably largely different costs seem to correspond.

Yet, in determining the suitable level of expenditure, as well as in the more appropriate technical choices, it does not seem that one can prescind from the parties’ collaboration. This is common to all lease contracts. Indeed, in the choice of the investment and of the relevant level of expenditure, the interest of the owner and that of the charterer may lose alignment, as each party will represent different needs towards the ship.

10. Conclusion.

Some conclusions can be drawn from this analysis. On 8th September 2017, the Ballast Water Convention will enter into force for its contracting parties. The Convention will render necessary the installation on board of equipment suitable for the treatment of ballast water.

This has induced some considerations as to the impact that newly introduced technical legislation can have on contracts of lease generally, and the review of the different solutions made available by the law and by commercial practice has allowed the verification of the different ways in which the parties’ interests can place themselves.

The contractual balance, inherent to the locatio rei, can be shifted in favour of the owner or in favour of the charterer, and different criteria may be selected for the allocation of the relevant burdens, depending on the nature of the leased goods and of the parties’ interests towards them.

The lease of immovable goods is made subject to solutions different from those available for the lease of movable goods or productive goods. Different are also the roles played under bareboat charters, where the charterer assumes the management of the vessel and, therefore, the risks involved in the management and maintenance of the ship. Even within the category of bareboat charters one can find very different allocations of the burdens collateral to the locatio. Think, for example, about financial leases.

Thus the versatile nature of lease contracts emerges. Yet, for as numerous the possible solutions may be, and, consequently, the possible contractual balances, the risk involved in the implementation of new technical legislation, which makes important investments necessary to make ships conformant, remains a hard subject of contractual regulation. It is, in fact, a risk which is difficult to be predetermined and is, thus, of unforeseeable significance.

Such difficulty is mirrored by the wording adopted by the standard contracts widespread in the market, which resorts to regulatory instruments that stand at the boundaries of the realm of contract. On the
one hand, a form of necessary renegotiation of contractual terms is introduced and, on the other, recourse is had directly to the jurisdiction of arbitrators.

In both cases, the parties and the arbitrators may avail themselves of the tool of amortization, so as to determine the measure by which the burden should be apportioned. Yet, it will be extremely complex to take into account the variable represented by the fluctuations in the bareboat hire market. But perhaps the risk involved in the market fluctuations and that connected with technological progress in navigation are the crucial risks in the running of a shipping business.
U.S. LAW UPDATE: ENFORCEMENT OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN ARBITRAL AWARDS
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I. Overview

Pre-Arbitral Attachment and Security

Applicable Conventions

Recent New York Case

Tool(s) for Enforcement

II. Pre-Arbitral Attachment and Security


- “In an in personam action: If a defendant is not found within the district when a verified complaint praying for attachment and the affidavit required by Rule B(1)(b) are filed, a verified complaint may contain a prayer for process to attach the defendant's tangible or intangible personal property—up to the amount sued for—in the hands of garnishees named in the process.”

State-Law Provisional Remedies

New York:

- “The supreme court in the county in which an arbitration is pending or in a county specified in subdivision (a) of this section, may entertain an application for an order of attachment or for a preliminary injunction in connection with an arbitration that is pending or that is to be commenced inside or outside this state, whether or not it is subject to the United Nations convention on the recognition
and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards, but only upon the ground that the award to which the applicant may be entitled may be rendered ineffectual without such provisional relief.” N.Y. C.P.L.R. 7502(c)

Louisiana:

“A writ of attachment may be obtained in any action for a money judgment, whether against a resident or a nonresident, regardless of the nature, character, or origin of the claim, whether it is for a certain or uncertain amount, and whether it is liquidated or unliquidated.” La. Code Civ. Proc. art. 3542; or

“A writ of attachment . . . may issue before the petition[5] is filed, if the plaintiff obtains leave of court and furnishes the affidavit and security provided in Article 3501.” La. Code Civ. Proc. art. 3502; see Daewoo Int’l Corp. v. Thyssenkrupp Manne GmbH, No. 16-30984 (5th Cir. Sept. 1, 2017) (Louisiana law “allows for attachments to issue in aid of arbitration so long as the party seeking the attachment (1) complies with the requirements of Section 3502 and (2) shows good cause for a pre-petition attachment, . . .”)

C. Society of Maritime Arbitrators (SMA) Rules:

• **Section 30. Scope**

The Panel, in its Award, shall grant any remedy or relief which it deems just and equitable, including, but not limited to, specific performance. The Panel, in its Award, shall assess arbitration expenses and fees as provided in Sections 15, 36 and 37 and shall address the issue of attorneys' fees and costs incurred by the parties. The Panel is empowered to award reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses or costs incurred by a party or parties in the prosecution or defense of the case.
III. Applicable Conventions for Enforcement of Arbitral Awards in U.S.


IV. Recent Case Law


i. ICC ARBITRATION in New York issued award in favor of Daesang

ii. U.S. ACTION: Daesang petitioned to confirm final arbitration award pursuant to 9 U.S.C. § 207 and CPLR 7510 and 7514(a); NutraSweet moved to vacate 9 U.S.C. §§ 10, 201, 207, and CPLR 7511.

iii. DECISION: In addition to 4 grounds set forth in F.A.A. (fraud, partiality, misconduct, excess of power), Court examined controversial 5th ground: whether award “rendered in manifest disregard of the law.”

iv. HOLDING: “Tribunal chose to disregard the well-established principle that a fraud claim can be based on a breach of contractual warranties where the misrepresentations are of present facts (in contrast to future performance) and cause the actual losses claimed.

v. SIGNIFICANCE: First known international arbitral award rendered in New York set-aside for manifest disregard for the law.

i. Panama Convention, Article V: provides that recognition and enforcement may be refused if one of seven exclusive grounds are provided for, including if award is annulled or suspended by a competent authority of the country in which the award was made.

ii. Held: District Court did not abuse its discretion in confirming the arbitration award despite the annulment by the Mexican courts

1. Of note, COMMISA would be barred from bringing claims again in Mexico because of intervening laws;

2. “Rather, the Southern District exercised discretion, as allowed by treaty, to assess whether the nullification of the award offends basic standards of justice in the United States. We hold that in the rare circumstances of this case, the Southern District did not abuse its discretion by confirming the arbitral award at issue because to do otherwise would undermine public confidence in laws and diminish rights of personal liberty and property.”

iii. Significance: Determination by U.S. court that U.S. public policy outweighed international comity: “giving effect to the subsequent nullification of the award in Mexico would run counter to United States public policy and would (in the operative phrasing) be ‘repugnant to fundamental notions of what is decent and just’ in this country.”

iv. District Court did not abuse its discretion.

i. New York Convention, Article V: provides that recognition and enforcement may be refused if award is set aside by a competent authority of the country in which the award was made.

ii. Held: District Court did not abuse its discretion in vacating the judgment

iii. Of note, this action arose on a Rule 60 Motion to Vacate;

iv. Malaysian court had annulled award and ordered a re-arbitration of dispute before a new panel;

v. Reaffirmed significant weight of annulment of award in primary jurisdiction

vi. Significance: Second Circuit delineated lines of discretion and comity after decision in the COMMISA action.

d. Comparison of Daesang, Commisa, and Thai-Lao cases highlight different regimes for review/enforcement of arbitral awards in the state in which the awards made and the secondary states


a. Federal statute which provides for discovery in aid of foreign proceedings.

b. Elements:

   i. Any “interested party” in
   
   ii. a foreign proceeding may
   
   iii. petition the district court of the district in which a witness or documents reside to
   
   iv. give testimony or produce documents or things.
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WELCOME ADDRESS

Ann Fenech

Honourable Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Camilleri, Mr. Justice Mark Chetcuti, Honourable Minister, your Excellencies, dear colleagues.

As President of the Malta Maritime Law Association, it is with great pleasure that I welcome you all here this morning to the Malta Colloquium on the International Recognition of Judicial sales.

I recall a very initial discussion in Genoa in September of last year when the seed for the idea of having a colloquium in Malta was planted. That idea only sprouted a couple of months later and even then we were aiming at having 30 persons in a conference room gathered for the purposes of having a discussion on this very important subject. In a matter of a couple of short months, the idea of having 30 persons in a conference room has developed into this International colloquium to which we have gathered this morning 180 attendees.

Apart from having 180 participants, we have succeeded in having as wide a geographical spread as one can hope for. This morning we have delegates from 50 countries including:

Austria, Australia, Germany, Malaysia, Singapore, Switzerland, Turkey, Denmark, Belgium, Brazil, Italy, United Kingdom, Croatia, Ukraine, Ireland Holland France, Spain, Antigua and Barbuda, Azerbaijan, the Bahamas, Cambodia, China, Ethiopia, The Gambia, Guyana, India, Indonesia, Jamaica, Kenia, the Maldives, Myanmar, Mexico, Nigeria, Panama, The Philippines, Sierra Leone, Slovenia, Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, The Sudan, Tanzania, Thailand, Tuvalu, Uganda, Vietnam, Uruguay, Russia.

I think that if we did not reach any objective we would have reached the objective of getting as many maritime practitioners, from as wide a geographical spread as possible, in one room to discuss the ramifications of an international instrument on the international recognition of judicial sales.

We are gathered here this morning to discuss primarily whether or not there is a need for an international instrument on the international recognition of judicial sales. Shipowners, financiers, crew, harbour authorities, service providers and those of us who assist them know only
too well the challenges faced by all, in the event of a defaulting ship owner and how a judicial sale is in a number of circumstances the only positive outcome for all including the ship owner who finds himself in financial difficulties. It therefore makes it all the more important in the interest of optimisation of price, the defaulting owner himself and judgement creditors, as well as stability in international trade, that such judicial sales are recognised internationally. It is with this in mind that the CMI did draft an international convention on the international recognition of judicial sales and it is with great satisfaction that at its 50th session, the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law considered a proposal of the CMI for possible future work on cross border issues related to the judicial sale of ships. The Commission further agreed that UNCITRAL through its secretariat and States would support and participate in a colloquium to be initiated by CMI to discuss and advance the proposal.

The idea of having such a colloquium in Malta gathered momentum and thanks to the immediate availability of Mr. Ivan Sammut, the Registrar of Maltese ships and the immediate agreement of Minister Ian Borg for the Ministry for Transport, Infrastructure and Capital Projects to co-host this event, we were able to organise and co-host this event very probably in record time.

I would also like to thank Mr. Ryan Harrington, senior legal council at UNCITRAL for making the time to attend and address this colloquium, our Maltese panellists and foreign panellists, who have agreed to attend this morning from literally the four corners of the world. Thank you so very much indeed.

Without further ado let us now proceed with our Programme which will following the introductory remarks will be followed by two panels, a legal panel and a practical panel followed by the all important question and answer.

The question and answer session is not only meant to be literally a question and answer session, but more importantly contributions from the floor. We note that we are honoured to have among us some very important players on the international scene who I am sure have their views.

Thank you.
OPENING SPEECH
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Minister Ian Borg,
Justice de Bruin of Rotterdam,
Your Excellencies and all those representing Russia, Ghana, Britain, Germany, Greece and the Netherlands-I apologise if I have missed anyone in that category.
Registrar Ivan Summat, and other Court officers who are here
David Attard and Norman Martinez of IMLI,
Soren Larsen of BIMCO;
Ryan Harrington of UNCITRAL;
Colleagues from the Executive Council of CMI, including
Vice President Giorgio Berlingieri and Administrator Lawrence Teh
And especially Ann Fenech (who has organised this event) and Alexander von Ziegler who will moderate this morning’s meeting.
Fellow practitioners and distinguished guests.
WELCOME to you all and especially the IMLI students.
THANK YOU
I would particularly like to thank Ryan Harrington and his colleagues in the UNCITRAL Secretariat, including Kate Lannan, who is currently on secondment to WHO;
AND The Maltese Government and you Minister Ian Borg personally for supporting this Colloquium and the work that CMI has done on Judicial Sales.
MALTA
I was delighted when Ann suggested that CMI should consider holding this meeting here when it was being deliberated by the Executive Council in Genoa in September. I have been very keen for CMI to hold a meeting in Malta during my tenure as President (which is fast coming to an end). It is particularly apt holding it this year when Malta is one of Europe's Cultural Capitals, Leeuwarden, being the other.) .
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But much more than that. Malta has been for so many centuries such an important player in the maritime world and remains so today. And the CMI has had a long history of working together with IMLI, and provided lecturers for many years.

I have counted at least 58 countries that are represented here today.

We are of course boosted by the IMLI students of which there are I think 40 countries represented. Of the 49 students studying the Masters program, at least 40 I think are either employed by their governments in administrative roles or are in the navy or coast guard. We value your participation today, (and in the future). This provides the CMI with a wonderful opportunity to tell you something about CMI, who we are and how we work. You will hopefully learn today what CMI has been able to bring to the table in the operation of international maritime trade for the 122 years of its existence and will, I suggest, continue to do for many years to come.

I want to thank each one of you for giving your time to travel to Malta (assuming you do not live in Malta) and for those of you who are local residents (permanent or temporary) I also want to thank you for your time this morning.

I do not want to take up more time than necessary in this opening because we want to hear from you. I shall be as brief as I can be.

We are here to discuss a most important issue in world shipping: JUDICIAL SALES AND THEIR RECOGNITION

At its General Assembly meeting in July 2017 the following was noted by UNCITRAL:

"The Commission thanked CMI for its proposal and noted the importance of the issues raised. It decided not to refer the proposal to a working group at the present time but agreed that UNCITRAL, through its secretariat, and States would support and participate in a colloquium to be initiated by CMI to discuss and advance the proposal. The Commission agreed to revisit the matter at a future session."

I have prepared a written paper which you have.

And you also have the following materials and you can read all that material at your leisure, if you wish. I make to make a few brief comments on them.
1. The CMI Brochure

The CMI was formed in 1897.

The raison d'etre of CMI is "Uniformity of Maritime Law".

CMI drafted most of the Conventions, which maritime legal practitioners deal with on a daily basis, in the first part of the 20th Century, Collision, Salvage, Limitation, Bills of Lading, Arrest etc and their work was approved at Diplomatic Conferences called by the Belgium Government—hence they are referred to as the Brussels Conventions.

Once United Nations bodies came into being after the Second World War CMI drafted many of the documents which then became Conventions as a result of diplomatic conferences organised by those bodies, (IMO, UNCITRAL, UNCTAD) such as the CLC Convention. More recently CMI drafted what UNCITRAL then took on and became the Rotterdam Rules in 2008 to reform the Hague Rules. It is the custodian of the York Antwerp Rules.

The 52 MLAs, which form the membership of CMI, are largely comprised of maritime lawyers working in private practice, in house for shipping companies, insurers, industry bodies, governments; academics and non-lawyers connected with the industry.

We also have 26 Consultative members, some of whom are represented here today, such as IMLI, BIMCO and FONASBA. We are grateful for their support. Others include IMO, IUMI, ICS, International Group of P and I Clubs, ISU etc

Unmanned ships is probably the most challenging issue we are working on today and a topic which the IMO and all national governments need to be working on strenuously.

I would like to stress that the work that CMI does is done voluntarily.

Judicial sales and their Recognition.

The Judicial Sales instrument that we are discussing today was a work project that started out in 2007 and was finalised in 2014. It is at this stage a CMI document but if UNCITRAL takes it on it will become an UNCITRAL Convention.

What is a Judicial Sale?

To put it simply for those who are not experienced or indeed have not encountered a Judicial sale scenario, let me just say that the common factual situation, which practitioners will be familiar with, is that a creditor of a shipowner arrests the shipowner's vessel and brings its claim in the jurisdiction in which the vessel is arrested. If a creditor obtains a
judgment which is not met by the shipowner it can then ask the court to sell the ship, which it would usually do by way of a public auction process. We will hear more about the processes in the panel sessions.

The problems in relation to Judicial sales were first brought to the attention of CMI by Professor Henry Li of the China Maritime Law Association and a member of the CMI Executive Council in 2007. He drew attention to the problems arising around the world from the failure in some jurisdictions to give recognition to judgments in other jurisdictions when the sale of ships had been ordered. It is significant that CMI's International Working Group which was set up at that time and chaired by Henry Li reported that in the four year period between 2010 and 2014 more than 480 ships were sold by way of Judicial sale each year in four Asian jurisdictions: the Republic of Korea, China, Singapore and Japan.

In 2014 the CMI International Working Group that was set up concluded its work with a draft Instrument. Its work product is on the CMI website as are the materials you have today.

Since then the CMI has been seeking to persuade an international organisation to take the project on and bring it to an International Convention. We are hopeful that as a result of today's meeting UNCITRAL will agree to put it on its work agenda when it meets in July 2018.

2. Judicial Pronouncements

The next document I want to mention that you have is a series of quotes taken from Judicial pronouncements. The common feature is the emphasis given to the fact on a Judicial sale the buyer obtains a clean title and for that to happen it requires the comity of other nations to recognise it. Judges have been saying for far too long that it is time for that latter aspect to be given more formal recognition. CMI seeks to give effect in the Draft Instrument to that expressed desire of Judges worldwide, which is in the interests of the industry as a whole. CMI is looking to Judges to support this work.

3. Summary of Cases

The reason CMI took on the task of examining the issues and then deciding to draft the Instrument can be seen in the Summary of 12 cases which shows that comity does not always happen -causing great cost and expense to a buyer.

These examples highlight the need for an International Convention, and CMI has drafted the Instrument, which it is believed will go a long way
to resolve the problems. That is not to say that the document could not be improved by work which UNCITRAL will do, if it takes on this project.

Who are the stakeholders in Judicial sales?

In my paper I have identified, who I believe to be the principal stakeholders involved in Judicial sales.

1. **The shipowner who is sued in admiralty and loses the case clearly has an interest in the Judicial sale.**

The financier of the arrested ship and its mortgagee, who may instigate the proceedings and the order for sale.

Unsecured creditors who may have instigated the proceedings and the order for sale. (eg a Port Authority, tug operator, broker, agent, bunker supplier, cargo claimant, providore, stevedore, other ship owners, charterers and crew etc. many of whom are represented here today.

The Court (Judges). I have already referred to Judges and have referred in the paper to a recent case proceeding in Australia which has caused consternation in my country to the Admiralty Judges. We have very few Judicial sales. Perhaps one a year. It had not occurred to them that their decisions might not be recognised in other jurisdictions.

The Flag State of the defaulting shipowner and/or intended Flag State of the purchaser at the Judicial sale.

The Purchaser at the Judicial sale.

What do they have in common? The interests of certainly the first 3, and probably the Court, are to achieve the best sale price as possible.

4. **The Draft Convention**

It is a simple document. It has 10 Articles. Let me just highlight four of them:

Article 3 Identifies the persons who must be notified of a Judicial sale and the contents of the notice;

Article 4 Says that the sale accomplishes the extinguishment of all prior encumbrances in the ship;

Article 5 Requires the issuance of a Certificate by the State selling the vessel confirming that it has been done in compliance with its procedures; and

Article 6 Says that the production of the Certificate to the flag state requires the deletion of the prior registration.
5. Bevan Marten

The final document is an article by a distinguished academic in New Zealand and I like his opening paragraphs:

"Imagine this legal nightmare-you purchase a vessel following a court ordered sale, only to find that the flag state refuses to transfer the ship off its books.

Or you pick up the phone one morning and find that a court in some far flung jurisdiction has sold the vessel you were mortgagee of, without any prior notice that there were proceedings underway.

Even if such events seem uncommon, decisions from various courts show that they have taken place from time to time."

The CMI Instrument is designed to make sure such cases become extremely rare.

Housekeeping

Please participate and let us have your views. A report will be compiled by the Maltese Government and sent to UNCITRAL which we hope will be persuasive in July in New York in having this work placed on the UNCITRAL work Agenda and your views will matter. When speaking please identify yourself, your occupation and organisation.
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Stuart Hetherington

Background to CMI

The CMI has been in existence since 1897 when it was formed by a number of far sighted representatives in both government and business who were dedicated to seeking to achieve uniformity in international law in relation to shipping. The objects of the CMI, as enunciated in Article 1 of its Constitution is: "To contribute by all appropriate means and activities to the unification of maritime law in all its aspects. To this end it shall promote the establishment of national associations of Maritime Law and shall co-operate with other international organisations."

There are over 50 National Maritime Law Associations (NMLAs) around the world who are members of the CMI. Some of them are represented at this meeting. The CMI also has Consultative status with the IMO, UNCITRAL and UNCTAD and works together with all those organisations at various times in order to seek to achieve its objects of unifying maritime law around the world. It also has a number of organisations as Consultative members (including IMLI, BIMCO, and FONASBA).

The CMI has been responsible for drafting the following international Conventions which were agreed to at diplomatic conferences in Brussels, or the later versions as a result of a UN body's involvement:

1. Collision: 1910
5. Liens and Mortgages: 1926, 1967
6. Arrest: 1952 and 1999
Coming closer to the present time the CMI drafted the CLC Convention for the IMO and the Rotterdam Rules for UNCITRAL for them to take them to international diplomatic conferences. It is the Custodian of the York Antwerp Rules.

The CMI has an annual Assembly meeting, similar to an AGM, it operates through its Executive Council, equivalent to its Board, and I have the honour to be its President. Ann Fenech and Alexander Von Ziegler who have assisted in organising this Colloquium are members of the Executive Council. Other members of the Executive Council are also present.

The CMI usually responds to problems which the clients of maritime lawyers or other international organisations refer to it as in need of our specialist assistance.

In other cases the CMI has taken the initiative because one or more of our colleagues has identified an issue in international law which it was thought the CMI could improve. One good example is that in relation to Unmanned Ships which is an issue which is only now coming to the attention of the international regulators although the CMI has been working on this issue for a couple of years. Another example is the topic before us today, Judicial Sales.

**Judicial Sales**

To put it simply for those who are not experienced or indeed have not encountered a Judicial sale scenario, let me just say that the common factual situation, which practitioners will be familiar with, is that a creditor of a shipowner arrests a shipowner's vessel and brings its claim in the jurisdiction in which the vessel is arrested. If a creditor obtains a judgment which is not met by the shipowner it can then ask the court to sell the ship, which it would usually do by way of a public auction process. We will hear more about the processes in the panel sessions.

This issue was first brought to the attention of CMI by Professor Henry Li of the China Maritime Law Association and a member of the Executive Council in 2007. He drew attention to the problems arising around the world from the failure in some jurisdictions to give recognition to judgments in other jurisdictions when the sale of ships had been ordered. In 2014 the International Working Group that was set
up concluded its work with a draft Instrument. Since then the CMI has been seeking to persuade an international organisation to take the project on and bring it to an International Convention. We are hopeful that as a result of today's meeting UNCITRAL will agree to put it on its work agenda when it meets in July 2018.

It is a serious problem. Whilst there may not be many examples in any individual country where the system of Judicial sales has not progressed smoothly for the participants the fact is that there are a large number of Judicial sales taking place all around the world and they give rise to legal problems which cause delay, cost and expense to those who have participated in them. Data that was obtained by the CMI's International Working Group indicated that in the four year period between 2010 and 2014 more than 480 ships were sold by way of judicial sale each year in four Asian jurisdictions: the Republic of Korea, China, Singapore and Japan.

Who are the stakeholders in relation to Judicial sales?

1. Where a shipowner who is sued in admiralty and loses the case and cannot afford to pay the claim it is liable to have its ship sold by way of Judicial sale.

2. The financier of a ship, the mortgagee who may instigate the proceedings and the order for sale.

3. Unsecured creditors who may have instigated the proceedings and the order for sale (eg a Port Authority, tug operator, bunker supplier, cargo claimant, providore, stevedore, other ship owners, charterers and crew etc).

4. The Court (Judges).

5. The Flag State of the defaulting shipowner and/or intended Flag State of the purchaser at the Judicial sale.

What do they have in common? The interests of, at least, the first 3 of the above are to achieve the best sale price as possible.

The benefit to financiers of obtaining the Court's sanction of a private sale as a Judicial sale can be seen in the Singapore case of the "Turtle Bay" (2013) SGHC 165, where Belinda Ang Saw Ean J declined to make the order sought by the financier to order, in effect, that the private sale was a Judicial sale.
Annexed to this paper are:

1. Extracts from judgments identifying the essence of Judicial sales.
2. Case summaries of 12 leading cases around the world on Judicial sales.
3. An article in Lloyds List Australia by a leading New Zealand academic.

The nature of the problem can be seen with reference to two of those cases and one other.

**The "Sam Dragon"**

This involved a Judicial sale in Belgium. The plaintiff in the proceedings bought the ship at the Judicial sale and sought damages in Ireland against the defendant, the company which had provided a loan facility to the original owner in Korea and held a mortgage over the vessel prior to the sale. The plaintiff's claim related to additional charges and expenses it had incurred in registering its new acquisition in Hong Kong due to the defendant finance company's alleged failure to remove the entry of its mortgage on the prior Ships Register in Korea. The purchaser needed a deletion certificate from the former registry in order to register it in Hong Kong.

The first complex question for the Irish court was: which law applied to this dispute? Did the law of Belgium apply to the arrest and sale proceedings there? What law applied to the removal of the entry in Korea? Was it Belgian or Korean? The Irish court held that the answer to the latter question was Korean but that the defendant was not obliged to delete the mortgage from the Korean register before it had received payment from the proceeds of sale and thus the plaintiff failed. We were not told in the judgment what happened thereafter and how long it took for the plaintiff to be able to re-flag its new acquisition. I am aware that many maritime lawyers in many jurisdictions around the world were involved in those proceedings. Obviously Irish lawyers were instructed in Ireland. Lawyers, however, from other jurisdictions including Belgium, Korea, and I suspect, Hong Kong, were retained to give expert evidence. It must have been a costly exercise.

---

252 "Sam Dragon" (2012) IEHC 240
Part II – The work of the CMI
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Under Article 5 of the draft Convention which the CMI has prepared it is provided that at the request of the purchaser from a Judicial sale the Competent Authority (for example, the court) shall issue a Certificate (in the form annexed to the draft Instrument) recording the sale to the purchaser when a ship has been sold by way of Judicial sale and the conditions required by the law of the State of the Judicial sale and the instrument, have been complied with. I suggest that that would only happen once all the financial issues have been dealt with, i.e., payment has been made to secured and unsecured creditors, the priorities having been determined etc). If there has been any delay, as occurred in the Irish case, presumably the purchaser could agitate the court in which the sale has proceeded to have all payments made and the Certificate issued promptly.

Importantly by Article 6 of the draft Convention, on the production of the Certificate to the prior registry it is required to make the deletion.

Accordingly, there should be no justification in the prior registry for any delay in making the deletion once the Certificate has been produced to it.

Before going on to describe the next case to you I note that when the CMI has made approaches to the European Union we have been told that there is no problem in the European Union by reason of its reciprocity regime. With respect, that overlooks the fact that sales take place outside the EU, possibly to EU buyers, and even sales in the EU might not be recognised outside the EU.

The principle that the CMI has sought to uphold in its draft Instrument was enunciated most succinctly by Mr Justice Hewson in the United Kingdom High Court in the "Acrux"\textsuperscript{253}, when he said that the courts must recognise "proper sales by competent Courts of Admiralty, or prize, abroad - it is part of the comity of nations as well as a contribution to the general well-being of international maritime trade".

\textsuperscript{253} "The Acrux" (1962) 1 Lloyds Rep 405
The "Galaxias" 254

This provides another example of the internationalisation of this issue and contains an exhortation by the Canadian judge for an international response to solve the problems that can occur.

The facts in this case were that a Greek ship had been arrested in Canada and a Judicial sale took place in that jurisdiction. The Minister of Merchant Marine in Greece refused to allow the deletion certificate to be issued until the claims of the Greek Seamen's Union had been satisfied.

The Sheriff commenced action against the purchaser in Canada seeking a declaration that the bill of sale conveyed title to the purchaser "free and clear of all encumbrances". The purchaser filed a defence and counter-claim with respect to costs and damages alleging that they were brought about by the failure to convey the ship by the Canadian court free of all encumbrances as it was unregisterable in the Greek registry.

The Court held that the Sheriff was entitled to the declaration and held as follows:

"The purchaser will take free and clear of all encumbrances according to the laws of Canada and although it is clear that Canadian Courts desire and expect that the Courts and governments of other nations will respect its orders and judgments, particularly in the area of maritime law, this is not an area over which the Federal Court exercises control, nor is it appropriate that it attempt to do so…. I would like to add… that in order to promote the free flow of maritime traffic, countries have, generally speaking, agreed to apply a uniform set of admiralty rules and laws. This does not, however, prevent any country from legally completely ignoring or setting aside any normally accepted practice or any law which is universally recognised in admiralty matters or even a rule of law which that country might previously have adopted by treaty. This is precisely what territorial jurisdiction means, and, until there exists some world authority with a superior globally enforceable overriding jurisdiction this is what we all must live with."

254 The "Galaxias" (1988) LMLN No. 240 (p.2)
Justice Rouleau then went on to comment on Judicial orders for the sales of ships which did not ensure the passing of "clean" title and he said:

"However, admiralty lawyers and all lay people in the shipping world, involved in any way in the purchase and sale of ships, will invariably feel that this would greatly reduce the amounts which can be obtained from Court sales of vessels and render some ships completely unsaleable. The legitimate claims of many Canadian and foreign creditors would thus be defeated by the resulting ridiculously low payments into court of purchase prices."

Further Judicial commentary can be seen in the *Emre II* (1989)\(^{255}\) where Sheen J noted that the defendant had alleged that the Turkish authorities would not delete the registration of the ship if it was sold by the English courts. His Lordship noted that the effect of such lack of comity would be to reduce the value of the ship, and that when the ship is advertised for sale it would have to be made clear to any potential purchaser that there may be some difficulty in having the vessel deleted from the Turkish register.

In another case of the "*Cerro Colorado*" (1993)\(^{256}\) the same Judge said:

"I can only express the hope that the Spanish court will, as a matter of comity, recognise the decrees made by this Court, which endeavour to give effect to the International Arrest Convention. From time to time every shipowner wants to borrow money from his bank and give as security a mortgage over his ship. The value of the security would be drastically reduced if when it came to be sold by the Court there was any doubt as to whether a purchaser from the Court would get a title free of encumbrances and debts."

Those statements are at the forefront of the collective mind of the CMI on this issue.

\(^{255}\) *The Emre II* (1989) 2 Lloyds Rep 182 at p.185

\(^{256}\) "*Cerro Colorado*" (1993) 1 Lloyds Rep 58 at p.61
The "Phoenix"\textsuperscript{257}

The question before the Court of Appeal of St Vincent and the Grenadines in the West Indies was whether the financier BCEN-Eurobank which had entered into a loan with the owner in 1999 had had its registered mortgage in the St Vincent and Grenadine's ships register extinguished by subsequent Judicial sales by the Courts of both North Korea and China, and whether the Registrar had been entitled to deregister the ship as subsequent owners from both of the Judicial sales and private sales were not entitled to have the vessel registered in that jurisdiction.

The finance company was unsuccessful at both first instance and on appeal. Whilst the Court recognised the legal principles attributable to Judicial sales the sad history of what happened to this ship between 2003 and 2014 when the case concluded, provides further evidence of the need for international recognition of Judicial Sales and for uniform procedures to be introduced internationally so registrations can be deleted with less difficulty once a Judicial sale has taken place.

In conclusion can I mention, briefly, a case in my own jurisdiction.  

\textbf{F.V. "Pelamis No. 68"}\textsuperscript{258}

The vessel \textit{F.V. "Pelamis No. 68"} was sold at a Judicial sale in Singapore to an Australian buyer. The sale took place on 22 September 2014 and the Australian buyer has still not been able to re-flag the fishing vessel in Australia. That is because section 17 of Australia's Shipping Registration Act 1981 contains the following:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{257} (2014) 1 Lloyds Rep 449
\item \textsuperscript{258} Federal Court of Australia No. NSD379/2017
\end{itemize}
"No multiple registrations"

1. The Registrar must not:
   (a) register a ship in the General Register if it is registered:
       (i) in the International Register; or
       (ii) under a law of a foreign country

Since the commencement of the Australian proceedings in March 2017 the unfortunate Australian buyer has been seeking to have it deleted from the Taiwanese flag, apparently without any success.

The CMI draft Convention has sought to eliminate the likelihood of such difficulties by the provisions of Articles 5 and 6, to which I have referred.

**Conclusion**

I hope by outlining the circumstances of just four cases which have taken place in the last five years I have highlighted some of the problems that can occur as a result of Judicial sales. I should say that when the most recent case to which I have referred in Australia took place it caused our Admiralty judges to express horror to think that sales which they might order might cause similar problems to be visited on the purchaser. For that reason they organised a seminar in the Court to look at the whole area of Judicial sales last year and I have personally been the recipient of warm support from Judges in Australia for the work that the CMI has done. Sadly I have not received the same degree of support from those responsible for Australia's treaties who do not seem to understand the adverse repercussions that can occur (and to which Judges such as Rouleau J and Sheen J of the Canadian and English Courts have referred, and which I have quoted above).

I cannot emphasise sufficiently that the system of Judicial sales can only succeed and continue to work if purchasers and their financiers are confident that in acquiring vessels from Judicial sales the slate is wiped clean, they can reflag the vessel if they wish and they can trade the vessel without fear of having the debts of the prior owner revisited on it. Creditors, whether they are secured or unsecured (other shipowners, crew, port authorities, providores, agents, brokers, stevedores etc) will receive less from Judicial sales if confidence in the system disappears.
DRAFT INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON FOREIGN JUDICIAL SALES OF SHIPS AND THEIR RECOGNITION
(Known as the “Beijing Draft”)

(Done at Beijing on 19 October 2012, amended at Dublin in 2013 and at Hamburg in 2014)

The States Parties to the present Convention,

RECOGNIZING that the needs of the maritime industry and ship finance require that the Judicial Sale of Ships is maintained as an effective way of securing and enforcing maritime claims and the enforcement of judgments or arbitral awards or other enforceable documents against the Owners of Ships;

CONCERNED that any uncertainty for the prospective Purchaser regarding the international Recognition of a Judicial Sale of a Ship and the deletion or transfer of registry may have an adverse effect upon the price realised by a Ship sold at a Judicial Sale to the detriment of interested parties;

CONVINCED that necessary and sufficient protection should be provided to Purchasers of Ships at Judicial Sales by limiting the remedies available to interested parties to challenge the validity of the Judicial Sale and the subsequent transfers of the ownership in the Ship;

CONSIDERING that once a Ship is sold by way of a Judicial Sale, the Ship should in principle no longer be subject to arrest for any claim arising prior to its Judicial Sale;

CONSIDERING further that the objective of Recognition of the Judicial Sale of Ships requires that, to the extent possible, uniform rules are adopted with regard to the notice to be given of the Judicial Sale, the legal effects of that sale and the de-registration or registration of the Ship.

HAVE AGREED as follows:
Article 1 Definitions

For the purposes of this Convention:

1. “Certificate” means the original duly issued document, or a certified copy thereof, as provided for in Article 5.

2. “Charge” includes any charge, Maritime Lien, lien, encumbrance, claim, arrest, attachment, right of retention or any other rights whatsoever and howsoever arising which may be asserted against the Ship.

3. “Clean Title” means a title free and clear of any Mortgage/Hypothèque or Charge unless assumed by any Purchaser.

4. “Competent Authority” means any Person, Court or authority empowered under the law of the State of Judicial Sale to sell or transfer or order to be sold or transferred, by a Judicial Sale, a Ship with Clean Title.

5. “Court” means any judicial body established under the law of the state in which it is located and empowered to determine the matters covered by this Convention.


7. “Interested Person” means the Owner of a Ship immediately prior to its Judicial Sale or the holder of a registered Mortgage/Hypothèque or Registered Charge attached to the Ship immediately prior to its Judicial Sale.

8. “Judicial Sale” means any sale of a Ship by a Competent Authority by way of public auction or private treaty or any other appropriate ways provided for by the law of the State of Judicial Sale by which Clean Title to the Ship is acquired by the Purchaser and the proceeds of sale are made available to the creditors.

9. “Maritime Lien” means any claim recognized as a maritime lien or privilège maritime on a Ship by the law applicable in accordance with the private international law rules of the State of Judicial Sale.

10. “Mortgage/Hypothèque” means any mortgage or hypothèque effected on a Ship in the State of Registration and recognized as such by the law applicable in accordance with the private international law rules of the State of Judicial Sale.
11. “Owner” means any Person registered in the register of ships of the State of Registration as the owner of the Ship.

12. “Person” means any individual or partnership or any public or private body, whether corporate or not, including a state or any of its constituent subdivisions.

13. “Purchaser” means any Person who acquires ownership in a Ship or who is intended to acquire ownership in a Ship pursuant to a Judicial Sale.

14. “Recognition” means that the effect of the Judicial Sale of a Ship shall be accepted by a State party to be the same as it is in the State of Judicial Sale.

15. “Registered Charge” means any Charge entered in the registry of the Ship that is the subject of the Judicial Sale.

16. “Registrar” means the registrar or equivalent official in the State of Registration or the State of Bareboat Charter Registration, as the context requires.

17. “Ship” means any ship or other vessel capable of being an object of a Judicial Sale under the law of the State of Judicial Sale.

18. “State of Registration” means the state in whose register of ships ownership of a Ship is registered at the time of its Judicial Sale.

19. “State of Judicial Sale” means the state in which the Ship is sold by way of Judicial Sale.

20. “State of Bareboat Charter Registration” means the state which granted registration and the right to fly temporarily its flag to a Ship bareboat chartered-in by a charterer in the said state for the period of the relevant charter.

21. “Subsequent Purchaser” means any Person to whom ownership of a Ship has been transferred through a Purchaser.

22. “Unsatisfied Personal Obligation” means the amount of a creditor’s claim against any Person personally liable on an obligation, which remains unpaid after application of such creditor’s share of proceeds actually received following and as a result of a Judicial Sale.
Article 2 Scope of Application
This Convention shall apply to the conditions in which a Judicial Sale taking place in one state shall be sufficient for recognition in another state.

Article 3 Notice of Judicial Sale

1. Prior to a Judicial Sale, the following notices, where applicable, shall be given, in accordance with the law of the State of Judicial Sale, either by the Competent Authority in the State of Judicial Sale or by one or more parties to the proceedings resulting in such Judicial Sale, as the case may be, to:

(a) The Registrar of the Ship’s register in the State of Registration;

(b) All holders of any registered Mortgage/Hypothèque or Registered Charge provided that these are recorded in a ship registry in a State of Registration which is open to public inspection, and that extracts from the register and copies of such instruments are obtainable from the registrar;

(c) All holders of any Maritime Lien, provided that the Competent Authority conducting the Judicial Sale has received notice of their respective claims; and

(d) The Owner of the Ship.

2. If the Ship subject to Judicial Sale is flying the flag of a State of Bareboat Charter Registration, the notice required by paragraph 1 of this Article shall also be given to the Registrar of the Ship’s register in such State.

3. The notice required by paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article shall be given at least 30 Days prior to the Judicial Sale and shall contain, as a minimum, the following information:

(a) The name of the Ship, the IMO number (if assigned) and the name of the Owner and the bareboat charterer (if any), as appearing in the registry records (if any) in the State of Registration (if any) and the State of Bareboat Charter Registration (if any);
(b) The time and place of the Judicial Sale; or if the time and place of the Judicial Sale cannot be determined with certainty, the approximate time and anticipated place of the Judicial Sale which shall be followed by additional notice of the actual time and place of the Judicial Sale when known but, in any event, not less than 7 Days prior to the Judicial Sale; and

(c) Such particulars concerning the Judicial Sale or the proceedings leading to the Judicial Sale as the Competent Authority conducting the proceedings shall determine are sufficient to protect the interests of Persons entitled to notice.

4. The notice specified in paragraph 3 of this Article shall be in writing, and given in such a way not to frustrate or significantly delay the proceedings concerning the Judicial Sale:

(a) either by sending it by registered mail or by courier or by any electronic or other appropriate means to the Persons as specified in paragraphs 1 and 2; and

(b) by press announcement published in the State of Judicial Sale and in other publications published or circulated elsewhere if required by the law of the State of Judicial Sale.

5. Nothing in this Article shall prevent a State Party from complying with any other international convention or instrument to which it is a party and to which it consented to be bound before the date of entry into force of the present Convention.

6. In determining the identity or address of any Person to whom notice is required to be given other parties and the Competent Authority may rely exclusively on information set forth in the register in the State of Registration and if applicable in the State of Bareboat Registration or as may be available pursuant to Article 3(1)(c).

7. Notice may be given under this Article by any method agreed to by a Person to whom notice is required to be given.
Article 4 Effect of Judicial Sale

1. Subject to:
   
   (a) the Ship being physically within the jurisdiction of the State of Judicial Sale, at the time of the Judicial Sale; and
   
   (b) the Judicial Sale having been conducted in accordance with the law of the State of Judicial Sale and the provisions of this Convention,

any title to and all rights and interests in the Ship existing prior to its Judicial Sale shall be extinguished and any Mortgage/Hypothèque or Charge, except as assumed by the Purchaser, shall cease to attach to the Ship and Clean Title to the Ship shall be acquired by the Purchaser

2. Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding paragraph, no Judicial Sale or deletion pursuant to paragraph 1 of Article 6 shall extinguish any rights including, without limitation, any claim for Unsatisfied Personal Obligation, except to the extent satisfied by the proceeds of the Judicial Sale.

Article 5 Issuance of a Certificate of Judicial Sale

1. When a Ship is sold by way of Judicial Sale and the conditions required by the law of the State of Judicial Sale and by this Convention have been met, the Competent Authority shall, at the request of the Purchaser, issue a Certificate to the Purchaser recording that

   (a) the Ship has been sold to the Purchaser in accordance with the law of the said State and the provisions of this Convention free of any Mortgage/Hypothèque or Charge, except as assumed by the Purchaser; and
   
   (b) any title to and all rights and interests existing in the Ship prior to its Judicial Sale are extinguished.
2. The Certificate shall be issued substantially in the form of the annexed model and shall contain the following minimum particulars:

i. The State of Judicial Sale;

ii. The name, address and, unless not available, the contact details of the Competent Authority issuing the Certificate;

iii. The place and date when Clean Title was acquired by the Purchaser;

iv. The name, IMO number, or distinctive number or letters, and port of registry of the Ship;

v. The name, address or residence or principal place of business and contact details, if available, of the Owner(s);

vi. The name, address or residence or principal place of business and contact details of the Purchaser;

vii. Any Mortgage/Hypothèque or Charge assumed by the Purchaser;

viii. The place and date of issuance of the Certificate; and

ix. The signature, stamp or other confirmation of authenticity of the Certificate

Article 6 Deregistration and Registration of the Ship

1. Upon production by a Purchaser or Subsequent Purchaser of a Certificate issued in accordance with Article 5, the Registrar of the Ship’s registry where the Ship was registered prior to its Judicial Sale shall delete any registered Mortgage/Hypothèque or Registered Charge, except as assumed by the Purchaser, and either register the Ship in the name of the Purchaser or Subsequent Purchaser, or delete the Ship from the register and issue a certificate of deregistration for the purpose of new registration, as the Purchaser may direct.

2. If the Ship was flying the flag of a State of Bareboat Charter Registration at the time of the Judicial Sale, upon production by a Purchaser or Subsequent Purchaser of a Certificate issued in accordance with Article 5, the Registrar of the Ship’s registry in such State shall delete the Ship from the register and issue a certificate to the effect that the permission for the Ship to register in and fly temporarily the flag of the State has been withdrawn.
3. If the Certificate referred to in Article 5 is not issued in an official language of the State in which the abovementioned register is located, the Registrar may request the Purchaser or Subsequent Purchaser to submit a duly certified translation of the Certificate into such language.

4. The Registrar may also request the Purchaser or Subsequent Purchaser to submit a duly certified copy of the said Certificate for its records.

Article 7 Recognition of Judicial Sale

1. Subject to the provisions of Article 8, the Court of a State Party shall, on the application of a Purchaser or Subsequent Purchaser, recognize a Judicial Sale conducted in any other state for which a Certificate has been issued in accordance with Article 5, as having the effect:

   (a) that Clean Title has been acquired by the Purchaser and any title to and all the rights and interests in the Ship existing prior to its Judicial Sale have been extinguished; and

   (b) that the Ship has been sold free of any Mortgage/Hypothèque or Charge, except as assumed by the Purchaser.

2. Where a Ship which was sold by way of a Judicial Sale is sought to be arrested or is arrested by order of a Court in a State Party for a claim that had arisen prior to the Judicial Sale, the Court shall dismiss, set aside or reject the application for arrest or release the Ship from arrest upon production by the Purchaser or Subsequent Purchaser of a Certificate issued in accordance with Article 5, unless the arresting party is an Interested Person and furnishes proof evidencing existence of any of the circumstances provided for in Article 8.

3. Where a Ship is sold by way of Judicial Sale in a state, any legal proceeding challenging the Judicial Sale shall be brought only before a competent Court of the State of Judicial Sale and no Court other than a competent Court of the State of Judicial Sale shall have jurisdiction to entertain any action challenging the Judicial Sale.
4. No Person other than an Interested Person shall be entitled to take any action challenging a Judicial Sale before a competent Court of the State of Judicial Sale, and no such competent Court shall exercise its jurisdiction over any claim challenging a Judicial Sale unless it is made by an Interested Person. No remedies shall be exercised either against the Ship the subject of the Judicial Sale or against any bona fide Purchaser or Subsequent Purchaser of that Ship.

5. In the absence of proof that a circumstance referred to in Article 8 exists, a Certificate issued in accordance with Article 5 shall constitute conclusive evidence that the Judicial Sale has taken place and has the effect provided for in Article 4, but shall not be conclusive evidence in any proceeding to establish the rights of any Person in any other respect.

Article 8 Circumstances in which Recognition may be Suspended or Refused

Recognition of a Judicial Sale may be suspended or refused only in the circumstances provided for in the following paragraphs:

1. Recognition of a Judicial Sale may be refused by a Court of a State Party, at the request of an Interested Person if that Interested Person furnishes to the Court proof that at the time of the Judicial Sale, the Ship was not physically within the jurisdiction of the State of Judicial Sale.

2. Recognition of a Judicial Sale may be

(a) suspended by a Court of a State Party, at the request of an Interested Person, if that Interested Person furnishes to the Court proof that a legal proceeding pursuant to paragraph 3 of Article 7 has been commenced on notice to the Purchaser or Subsequent Purchaser and that the competent Court of the State of Judicial Sale has suspended the effect of the Judicial Sale; or

(b) refused by a Court of a State Party, at the request of an Interested Person, if that Interested Person furnishes to the Court proof that the competent Court of the State of Judicial Sale in a judgment or similar judicial document no longer subject to appeal has subsequently nullified the Judicial Sale and its effects, either after suspension or without suspension of the legal effect of the Judicial Sale.
3. Recognition of a Judicial Sale may also be refused if the Court in a State Party in which Recognition is sought finds that Recognition of the Judicial Sale would be manifestly contrary to the public policy of that State Party.

**Article 9 Reservation**

State parties may by reservation restrict application of this Convention to recognition of Judicial Sales conducted in State Parties.

**Article 10 Relations with other International Instruments**

Nothing in this Convention shall derogate from any other basis for the Recognition of Judicial Sales under any other bilateral or multilateral Convention, Instrument or agreement or principle of comity.

[Final clauses in respect of signature, ratification, acceptance, approval, accession, denunciation, coming into force, language, amendment etc. shall be drafted later and separately]
POSSIBLE FUTURE WORK ON CROSS-BORDER ISSUES RELATED TO THE JUDICIAL SALE OF SHIPS: PROPOSAL FROM THE GOVERNMENT OF SWITZERLAND

Note by the Secretariat

1. In preparation for the fifty-first session of the Commission, the Government of Switzerland submitted to the Secretariat a proposal for possible future work by UNCITRAL on cross-border issues related to the judicial sale of ships. The revised text received by the Secretariat is reproduced as an annex to this note.
Annex

Proposal of the Government of Switzerland for possible future work on cross-border issues related to the judicial sale of ships

1. Introduction

At its fiftieth session (Vienna, 3 to 21 July 2017), the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law noted the importance of a proposal (A/CN.9/923) of the Comité Maritime International (CMI) drawing attention to problems arising around the world from the failure to give recognition to judgments in other jurisdictions when ordering the sale of ships. While a number of delegations supported the proposal and expressed interest in taking it up, subject to the availability of working group resources and any necessary consultation with other organizations, it was agreed that additional information in respect of the breadth of the problem would be useful. It was suggested “that CMI might seek to develop and advance the proposal by holding a Colloquium so as to provide additional information to the Commission and allow it to take an informed decision in due course”. The Commission further “agreed that UNCITRAL, through its secretariat, and States would support and participate in a Colloquium to be initiated by CMI to discuss and advance the proposal”. The Commission agreed to revisit the matter at a future session.

To that end, following a request from the Government of Malta, the UNCITRAL secretariat extended a formal invitation to all Member and Observer States of UNCITRAL to participate in a high-level technical Colloquium in respect of the cross-border judicial sale of ships, as well as the recognition of such sales.

Based on the outcome of the discussions during the Colloquium and based on the support of all represented industries, the government of Switzerland proposes that UNCITRAL consider taking up work on an international instrument to resolve cross-border issues on the recognition of judicial sales of ships

2. The Colloquium

The Government of Malta, through its Ministry for Transport, Infrastructure and Capital Projects, in collaboration with CMI and the Malta Maritime Law Association, co-hosted the Colloquium on 27 February 2018 at the Chamber of Commerce in Valletta, Malta. Panelists and attendees examined the scope of problems associated with judicial sales of ships, as well as possible solutions.

Participants were requested to elaborate on the proposal submitted by CMI to the Commission stating that “[p]urchasers, and subsequent purchasers, must be able to take clean title to the ship so sold and be able to de-flag the ship from its pre-sale registry and re-flag the ship in the purchaser’s selected registry so as to be able to trade the vessel appropriately without the threat of costly delays and expensive litigation. This, in turn, will enable the purchased ship to trade freely, and ensures that the ship will realize a greater sale price which will benefit all the related parties, including creditors (which could include port authorities and other government instrumentalities that have provided services to a ship owner)”.

---

2 Ibid., para. 464.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid., para. 465.
5 Ibid.
6 See para. 5, A/CN.9/923.
3. Participation at the Colloquium

It was noted that the lack of certainty in recognition of judgment affected a broad spectrum of industries and States. The Colloquium had 174 participants, including delegates from 60 countries. Delegates represented Governments, including Governments of flag States; the judiciary; the legal community; a number of specific industries, such as shipowners, banks/financiers, shipbrokers, ship repairers, shipbuilders, bunker suppliers, port and harbour authorities, charterers, tug operators, and ship agents; and a number of International Organizations, such as the Institute of Chartered Shipbrokers (ICS), BIMCO and the International Transport Workers Federation (ITF). The Colloquium also received a written submission by the Federation of National Associations of Ship Brokers and Agents. The participants shared how their industries and States were impacted by the lack of harmony among States in recognizing the judicial sale of a ship in another jurisdiction.

(a) Shipowners

A prominent shipowner representative identified four of the most important considerations in relation to judicial sales: (1) legal certainty; (2) maximization of the asset value; (3) availability of ship finance; and (4) ease of registration after the sale has taken place. It was stated that the failure to resolve these considerations distorted the ship sale market and caused asset value destruction to the detriment of the industry as a whole.

The presentations by shipowners, both as sellers and potential buyers, made clear that their primary interest was legal certainty, which was demonstrably absent from the current process of judicial sales. If greater certainty in the recognition process could be attained, it was thought to lead to a higher valuation in assets, in both auction and sale values, which would in turn result in greater availability of finance.

It was added that there was an interest of all involved in maritime trade (including cargo interests, trade-financing banks, insurers, and others) that the vessel employed not be stopped by unnecessary arrests instituted by former creditors or owners, despite the fact that the vessel had been sold by judicial sale. It was noted that any transit-interruption would be a nuisance to trade and shipping and would create costs and damages.

There was a clear statement by the shipowners that the situation needed to be clarified by way of an international instrument and that the points drafted by CMI could resolve the issue in a simple and pragmatic way.7

(b) Financiers/ship financing banks/shipbrokers

The support of many banks, regardless of their location, for an international regime to mitigate risk was emphasized. A leading ship financier, who shared the views of 11 major banks from his jurisdiction, agreed with the need for certainty and highlighted the substantial value of the assets at issue. From the perspective of lenders, it was felt that shipping markets are volatile. In light of these uncertainties, it was said that banks attempt to circumvent the problems by searching for amicable solutions, creating additional costs. Without a reliable international basis for recognition of judicial sales of vessels, it was stated that buyers would need to be satisfied with risks when obtaining the title, which would drive down the sale price.

(c) Ship registries

The registrar of the Maltese Flag, which has been the largest flag in Europe for a number of years with over 72 million tons, described the uncertainties that arise from

7 Several references to the draft instrument were made by participants at the Colloquium. As noted in para. 3 of A/CN.9/923, “the topic has been discussed and a draft international instrument prepared at numerous meetings including the Beijing Conference in 2012, the Dublin meeting of 2013 and the Hamburg Conference of 2014 where a draft instrument was completed, and approved.”
a foreign judicial sale. It was noted that most registries are national systems designed
to sell domestic ships in local courts, and the difficulty of having a ship deleted from
a register if it had been sold in a foreign jurisdiction was explained. It was stated that
circumstances would be greatly improved for all parties by the issuance of an
internationally-recognized certificate of judicial sale by the State in which a sale takes
place.

It was widely felt that the creation of an instrument that retained a narrow focus on
the process leading to recognition (instead of a broad project covering rules on the
actual judicial sale) would be a manageable project that would increase the likelihood
of having an international instrument adopted efficiently.

(d) Legal community
Legal practitioners from common law, civil law, and mixed systems cited to numerous
cases, particularly cases of abuse of the process of ship arrest, in jurisdictions around
the globe to highlight the lacuna in international legislation in regard to the
recognition of a judicial sale by a foreign court. There was a clear consensus that the
number of proceedings created unnecessary costs and frictions, thereby further
devaluing assets in the commercial world. From their practical experience
representing clients from all aspects of the industry, participants shared the same
request of filling the legal gap and enabling a friction-free transition from the former
registry to the new registry, and to the new shipowner, freeing the sold vessel from
all encumbrances she may have had prior to the judicial sale.

Reference was made to the work undertaken by CMI. It was felt that CMI work not
only consisted of valuable in-depth studies of the problems and their possible
solutions but also demonstrated interest in adopting rules that would be suitable for
industries and compliant with different legal traditions.

(e) Bunker suppliers/service providers
Typical ship creditors were represented at the Colloquium by bunker suppliers, who
are often also bunker barge owners. The creditors highlighted the “need for certainty
which in today’s economic climate overshadows any other commercial consideration.”
It was noted that the main concern of such creditors is the fact that they operate with
very small margins and that any step undertaken outside of unified and clear patterns
involve economically unjustifiable costs and risks. Support was expressed in favour
of a recognition regime at the Colloquium, as a regime would introduce clear and
harmonized rules and outweigh the interest in arresting the vessel after a judicial sale
in an attempt to obtain funds.

(f) Crew interests
It was widely felt that seafarers on board vessels belonging to owners who had
defaulted would benefit from a simplified recognition process. It was stated that the
crew languish in various ports all over the world, unable to leave the vessel, and have
very little by way of provisioning and fuel to keep generators going. It was felt that
the longer the proceedings took, the greater the pain for the crew members, who would
struggle to be paid and repatriated. The ITF Malta branch, which handles dozens of
such cases, expressed its support for an instrument to mitigate the hardships endured
by the seafarers and their families during such affairs.

(g) Ports/port service providers
The Malta Harbour Master explained how important it was for judicial sale procedures
to be as smooth and as quick as possible to assist in the management of the
phenomenon of abandoned vessels, which causes havoc in ports and undermines
smooth trading operations.
Maltese Government

Minister Ian Borg, Minister for Transport, Infrastructure and Capital Projects, explained that as a direct result of being the largest flag in Europe, and being in the centre of the Mediterranean, Malta heavily focused on the provision of services to the international trading community.

It was noted that Malta has a highly developed, robust and efficient legal regime providing for both judicial sale by auction and a renowned system of court approved private sales. It was stated that all the industries, the financiers and shipbuilders who had mortgages registered in the Maltese Register of ships, as well as the hundreds of service providers, including ship repairers, bunker suppliers, suppliers of provisioning to ships, crew, cargo handling, trans-shipment, and services given to the oil and gas industry, needed the comfort of knowing that they could resort to judicial sales in Malta, in the event the owner defaulted, and that those sales would be recognized worldwide. This would provide certainty to interested buyers, thereby increasing the value of the vessel during the sale.

Minister Borg thanked CMI for their initiative in bringing together a cross section of the maritime industry with the aim of discussing the pertinent subject. He stated, “Having an international instrument on the recognition of judicial sales of ships is an important step which aims to introduce a substantial degree of stability and uniformity in an important aspect of maritime trade. Malta’s participation in the discussion of this important instrument is imperative.”

4. Possible Solutions and Feasibility

The Colloquium established that the main issues and obstacles witnessed in the trade and maritime environment were:

- The lack of legal certainty in relation to the clean title which a judicial sale is intended to confer on a buyer, leading to problems being experienced in the de-registration process in the country of the former flag;
- The obstacles in relation to the recognition of the effects of the judicial sale in respect of the clearance of all former encumbrances and liens;
- The increase of transactional costs in cases of friction in the enforcement of the ship’s sale and the risk of costly proceedings and payments just for nuisance value by old creditors attempting to arrest vessels after the judicial sale;
- Factoring of those risks when evaluating the level of bidding in judicial sales, causing a loss on the recoverable assets to the detriment of all creditors (such as crew, financiers, cargo's, ports, agents, bunker suppliers, bare operators, etc.) of the old shipowner resulting from a less favourable judicial sale due to the lack of certainty in respect of its recognition by courts and authorities; and
- Reduced sales proceeds leading to a downwards trend on the brokers’ vessel evaluation and thereby causing a general loss of vessel values in the entire market.

Among the delegates and panelists there was consensus that:

- All parties were affected negatively by the gap in legal certainty;
- The gap could be filled from a legal perspective by providing an instrument on recognition on judicial sale of ships;
- A draft instrument that had been prepared by CMI would provide a helpful reference if work were to be taken up on this topic by UNCITRAL;
- UNCITRAL was the appropriate forum to resolve issues involving pernicious effects on cross-border trade. It was noted that UNCITRAL has experience in closely linked issues such as transborder insolvency issues and securities. The working methods of UNCITRAL, which permit close involvement of
international industry organizations, would also facilitate the conclusion of an instrument that would be broadly supported across industries.

5. Conclusion

Broad consensus emerged from the Colloquium in support of an international instrument to remedy the problems arising from the lack of harmony among States in recognizing the judicial sale of a ship in another jurisdiction. For that reason, Switzerland proposes that UNCITRAL undertake work to develop an international instrument on foreign judicial sale of ships and their recognition. It is noted that CMI has undertaken significant work on identifying issues and possible solutions on this topic, and that this work has been endorsed by a number of industries and States. That work provides a useful starting point to further UNCITRAL work, providing guidance for a working group and indicating the direction that might be taken.
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WELCOME SPEECH

Stuart Hetherington


The last time I was in this building was with Patrick Griggs and Queen Elizabeth II of England,-- and a few hundred others on the occasion of a visit by Her Majesty on 6 March this year to unveil a plaque to commemorate the 70 years anniversary since the Treaty establishing the IMO was adopted.

Lord Phillips, the President of the British Maritime Law Association has kindly agreed to say a few words and introduce Sir Bernard Eder. Both of whom are alumni of Cambridge University. And Patrick Griggs is here again. I often wonder how Patrick would respond, in the unlikely event the local constabulary were to ask him to provide details of his address, and whether he would nominate his home in Essex or the IMO Building. CMI is indeed fortunate he spends so much time in this building.

As you know we have decided to break with tradition and inaugurate an occasional lecture by a distinguished person on a topic of maritime law at our meetings in order to remember one of CMI's most distinguished members who passed away in March this year, Francesco Berlingieri, President Ad Honorem of CMI since he retired from that role in 1991.

We honoured Francesco in Genoa last year, just 6 months before he died. He attended the opening session of the seminar where he was presented with a silver salver and he made a lovely short speech. He also attended the Executive Council and Assembly meetings.

The words I spoke about him are to be published in the next Yearbook and I hope will stand as a fitting tribute to a man who contributed so much to the uniformity of maritime law. His legacy will be enduring and the series of lectures, commencing today, will help to remind later generations of maritime lawyers of his outstanding service and example.

I am very grateful to Sir Bernard for agreeing to present the first of these lectures.

Lord Phillips will introduce him, but first let me introduce Lord Phillips.
Lord Phillips served his National Service in the Royal Navy and then read law at Kings College, Cambridge before being called to the Bar in 1962 at the Middle Temple. He undertook Pupillage at 2 Essex Court Chambers before moving to 1 Brick Court where he became a Queens Counsel in 1978 and commenced his Judicial career four years later in 1982 when he was appointed a Recorder, and then a full time High Court Judge in the Queen's Bench Division in 1982. In 1995 he became a Lord Justice of Appeal, and in 1999 a Lord of Appeal in Ordinary and was created a life peer as Baron Phillips of Worth Matravers. He was appointed Master of the Rolls in 2000 and was Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales from 2005 to 2008 when he was reappointed as a Law Lord. From that time he was the Senior Lord of Appeal in Ordinary until he became the First President of the Supreme Court of United Kingdom on 1 October 2009. He became a Knight Companion of the Order of the Garter on 23 April 2011 and retired on 30 September 2012. Since then he has been acting as an Arbitrator, President of the Qatar International Court at Doha and a non-permanent Judge of the Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal.

For our purposes his most significant position is President of the British Maritime Law Association.
Ladies and Gentlemen,

On behalf of the British Maritime Law Association may I welcome you to the Annual General Meeting of the CMI Assembly. It was last held here in 2000. At dinner two nights ago some of us were reminiscing about some of the great names who were involved in what was then the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organisation, before this building existed – Lord Diplock, Sir John Donaldson, Donald O’May, and Frank Wiswall, particularly notable for his pink socks. Last week I had an email from him regretting that his days of Atlantic crossing were over, but sending us his best wishes. And, of course, there was the great Francesco Berlingieri, for so long the doyen of maritime law, whose company so many of us enjoyed and now sadly miss, though we delight in the company of his son Giorgio, who is here continuing the family tradition.

I am particularly pleased to have been invited to introduce the inaugural Francesco Berlingieri lecture.

In 1957 I was commissioned in the Royal Navy and despatched to Malta, to join a unit of the Mediterranean Fleet that filled Grand Harbour.

Playing in one of the narrow streets of Valetta was a five year old schoolboy, whose parents and grand-parents had taken refuge from Austria and whose father had been released from internment to join the British Army. That boy was Bernard Eder, now Sir Bernard Eder, who is to deliver this morning’s lecture. Incidentally in the same street up until 1954 there had lived a boy called Igor Judge, who was destined to be Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales.

Sir Bernard’s parents moved to England, where he went to school and then to Downing College, Cambridge. He was called to the Bar by the Inner Temple in 1975 and joined that power house of shipping and commercial law, 4 Essex Court, now Essex Court Chambers. He took silk in 1990 and was appointed a High Court Judge in 2011, sitting in the Commercial Court.
Sir Bernard retired from the Bench in 2015, returned to his old chambers as an arbitrator, and devotes part of his time to lecturing at Southampton University and elsewhere and sits on the Singapore International Commercial Court.

Sir Bernard’s practice embraced maritime law and he is currently the Senior Editor of Scrutton on Charterparties.

When I started at the Bar radar was in its infancy and tended to assist in bringing about the frequent collisions in the English Channel, where there were no separation zones. Courses and speeds were recorded in pencil in the ship’s log, readily susceptible to improvement after a collision. Every term there were several collision actions before the Admiralty Court in London. By the time that Sir Bernard qualified, this source of work was drying up, and now it has vanished altogether. Sir Bernard is to deliver a lecture on un-manned ships. I wonder whether when these collide liability will be determined by Artificial Intelligence. Perhaps he will tell us. I have much pleasure in inviting Sir Bernard to give the inaugural Francesco Berlingieri lecture.
BERLINGIERI LECTURE
UNMANNED VESSELS: CHALLENGES AHEAD
Sir Bernard Eder

Mr President, friends of the Comité Maritime International

May I join with Lord Phillips in first welcoming you all to this Conference in London; and to say that is a particular honour and pleasure to deliver this Inaugural Berlingieri Lecture.

As many of you will know, Francesco Berlingieri was a renowned lawyer and jurist, head of the leading Italian law firm which still carries his family name and, of course, the President of the Comité Maritime International for some 25 years from 1976-1991. I was still a novice in 1976. That was the year when I started as a young barrister. I soon learnt that Francesco Berlingieri was one of the great shipping lawyers of his time – like a God in the firmament. He was a great sailor and prolific author. He had an immense knowledge of shipping law with a broad vision which transcended national boundaries and a passion for the unification of maritime law in all its aspects – which is, of course, the principal object of the CMI.

What I did not know was that in 1977, he was elected a Member of the Commercial Court Users’ Committee here in London; in the same year, 1977, he was elected an Honorary Member of the United States Maritime Law Association; in 1981 an Honorary Member of the Canadian Bar Association; and in 1984 an Honorary Proctor in Admiralty by the Maritime Law Association of the United States. In 1993 he was presented with the Order of the British Empire (OBE) upon the proposal of the Master of the Rolls, Lord Donaldson in recognition of his valuable service to British maritime interests.

If I might add - he was also a great listener and someone who was willing to change his mind. I know this because if you look at one of his many books, International Maritime Conventions Vol 2, you will see he says – at footnote 129 - that he had changed his mind on the topic of wrongful arrest of ships as a result of reading an article I had written. That is a topic which is currently being considered by a working group of the CMI which will, I understand, meet this afternoon. Unfortunately, I will be unable to join you later but I am sure that Francesco would join me in wishing you well in your endeavours.
I am also sure that Francesco would be excited by the present topic concerning unmanned vessels. As I recollect, he was someone who was always looking to the future as much as the past – ready to take on the challenges of the day. And there can be no doubt that unmanned vessels will be at the centre of the future of shipping and provide an important challenge to all parts of the shipping community.

At the outset, I should confess that I am very much a newcomer to this area of shipping – although in one sense everyone is a relative newcomer. We are all on a steep learning curve. What I have learnt is that the technology is developing at an incredible rate. Of that there is no doubt. Many things that were only a pipedream a few years ago now seem likely to become a reality in the very near future. And it is plainly of paramount importance to ensure that the existing international regulatory framework is reviewed and updated as necessary to accommodate this new technology and to allow it to operate safely. That is the main focus of the International Working Group on Unmanned Ships which was set by the CMI in 2015.

As I shall mention in a moment, the IWG has done much work since then; and there is much work still to do. I do not wish to encroach on that work. For present purposes, I do no more than offer a few thoughts and highlight a number of the challenges that lie ahead. I should make clear that I do not pretend that these are necessarily original thoughts. On the contrary, I am deeply grateful for the insights provided to me by a number of individuals with whom I have been in contact over the past few months including Mr Tom Birch Reynardson, Mr Robert Veal, Lina Wiedenbach and Professor Henrik Ringbom.

To go back almost to the beginning, the concept of an unmanned surface vehicle is not new. Apparently, the first demonstration was performed by Nikola Tesla in 1898 when he was granted a U.S. patent for a “Method of and Apparatus for Controlling Mechanism of Moving Vessels or Vehicles”. The patent covered “...any type of vessel or vehicle which is capable of being propelled and directed such as a boat, a balloon or a carriage.” Well, that was some 120 years ago. And now it is certainly a “hot topic”.

Although the title of this talk refers to “unmanned vessels”, that is a very wide term that is often used generically and embraces a variety of control methods that fit broadly into two main categories.

The first category relates to vessels that are remote-controlled by one or more shoreside controllers using electronic computer equipment. This is either done by using line-of-sight communication or, increasingly, the use of the global positioning system (GPS) to control vessels remotely over the horizon. In one sense, these vessels are not “unmanned” at all. Rather,
they are “manned” but the “manning” is done by personnel who are not on board.

The second category includes vessels that are pre-programmed and thereafter they use a combination of sonar radar, advanced computer software as well as very fast control algorithms to form a pre-determined nautical circuit without any human interaction whatsoever. These are generally referred to as autonomous unmanned vessels (AUVs).

However, the terms “unmanned” and “autonomous” are often used interchangeably; and, in truth, this binary distinction is an oversimplification. For example, one study refers to 5 levels of “autonomy” viz. (i) human on board; (ii) operated; (iii) directed; (iv) delegated; (iv) monitored; and (v) autonomous. It has been said that the reality is that the developers of the technology recognise up to 10 or even 15 different levels of “autonomy” and that it is more of a “continuum”.

The IMO has established its own “Degrees of Autonomy” at MSC viz.

a. Ship with automated processes and decision support. Seafarers are on board to operate and control shipboard systems and functions. Some operations may be automated.

b. Remotely controlled ship with seafarers on board. The ship is controlled and operated from another location, but seafarers are on board.

c. Remotely controlled ship without seafarers on board. The ship is controlled and operated from another location. There are no seafarers on board.

d. Fully autonomous ship. The operating system of the ship is able to make decisions and determine actions by itself.

If anyone doubts the important part that unmanned vessels will play in the future, they need only carry out a quick search on the internet. You will immediately find a vast amount of information – including numerous articles, photographs and videos.

For example, in December last year, Harbin Engineering University and Shenzhen HiSiBi Boats Company revealed what Chinese state media claimed was the fastest unmanned waterborne surface vehicle, the Tianxing-1. The 12.2-metre electric-gasoline hybrid has a top speed of over 50 knots (93 km/h).

In February this year, a Chinese company, Yunzhou-Tech (along with the Zhuhai’s municipal government and the Wuhan University) opened the Wansham Marine Test Field. The 771 square kilometre (225 square nautical mile) zone. This allows for the testing of autonomous maritime technology and is claimed to be the largest testing facility of its kind in the world.
Also in February this year, China celebrated the opening of its Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge by holding the largest cooperative unmanned boat manoeuvre in history using 81 boats. Here is a clip of 56 unmanned boats coordinating a set of manoeuvres near the Wanshan Islands south of Hong Kong. It shows the vessels avoiding “obstacles” and maneuvering into various shapes and patterns without hitting one another. It ends with the swarm recreating the shape of an aircraft carrier while a larger – but also unmanned – boat passes through them, recreating a fighter jet taking off.

This is just the tip of the iceberg. Other countries including the UK and the USA are fast developing technologies which will make unmanned vessels not only a reality – but a commonplace. Much of the current project work is for military purposes and therefore secret. But one can readily find information on the internet which shows that this is not just science fiction.

For example, Israel has developed an unmanned boat known as the Katana Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV). It measures 11.9m in overall length and 2.81m in width, has a platform weight of 6,500kg, and can carry payloads up to 2,200kg. It can be deployed in search and rescue, intelligence gathering, protection of exclusive economic zones, homeland and harbour security, and surveillance of coastal, as well as shallow and territorial waters, fire-fighting, and public safety and security. It can also be used for surveillance and protection of oil and gas, and other critical assets.

In the UK, Rolls Royce has revealed plans for an autonomous, single role, naval vessel with a range of 3500 miles. According to their webpage, the vessel concept is capable of operating beyond the horizon for over 100 days, will displace 700 tonnes and reach speeds above 25 knots. The 60m long vessel is designed to perform a range of single role missions, for example, patrol & surveillance, mine detection or fleet screening.

Although the pioneer work has been primarily in the military field, there is no doubt that the technology will soon be introduced for use in ordinary cargo ships.

For example, last year, Rolls Royce and global towage operator, Svitzer, successfully demonstrated the world’s first remotely operated commercial vessel in Copengaen harbour, Denmark. It is equipped with a Rolls-Royce Dynamic Positioning System, which is the key link to the remote controlled system. The vessel also features a range of sensors which combine different data inputs using advanced software to give the captain an enhanced understanding of the vessel and its surroundings. The data is transmitted reliably and securely to a Remote Operating Centre (ROC) from where the Captain controls the vessel.
At this very moment, the world’s first fully electric and autonomous cargo ship is being built in Vard Brevik, Norway. The design is for a 120 TEU (twenty-foot equivalent units) open top container ship. It will be a fully battery powered solution, prepared for autonomous and unmanned operation with zero emissions. The ship’s navigation and autonomous operations will be supported by a number of proximity sensors, including a radar, a light detection and ranging (LIDAR) device, an automatic identification system (AIS), an imaging system and an infrared (IR) camera. Loading and discharging will be done automatically using electric cranes and equipment. The ship will not have ballast tanks, but will use the battery pack as permanent ballast. The ship will also be equipped with an automatic mooring system - berthing and unberthing will be done without human intervention, and will not require special implementations dock-side.

Unmanned vessels provide obvious potential advantages both in terms of running costs and environmental considerations. For example, I have already mentioned that the Yara Birkeland will have zero emissions. Once in full operation, it will apparently replace 40,000 truckloads per year reducing NOx and CO2 emissions in the process.

However, there is no doubt that the introduction of these new unmanned vessels presents many challenges.

Plainly, the technological challenges are significant at many levels. Needless to say, the vessels must be capable of providing the particular services required. At present, the main focus would appear to be for unmanned vessels to be used on relatively short passages in inland waterways or, at least, close to the shore. For example, the Yara Birkeland will sail on two routes, between Herøya and Brevik (~7 nautical miles (13 km)) and between Herøya and Larvik (~30 nautical miles (56 km)), carrying chemicals and fertiliser. It will probably be some years before we see unmanned vessels performing longer ocean voyages but it seems likely that this is only a matter of time.

Safety is paramount. This is an area which has been the subject of a number of studies; but, once again, there is plainly a lot more work to do. For example, in its 2016 annual overview, the European Maritime Safety Agency found that 62% of the 880 accidents occurring globally during the period 2011-2015 were caused by "human erroneous action". This might suggest that unmanned ships would have fewer accidents. That conclusion is supported to some extent by another important study from March 2017 which analysed 100 accidents that occurred between 1999 to 2015. The researchers attempted to assess whether the accidents would have been more or less likely to happen if the vessel had been unmanned. They found that the likelihood of groundings or collisions might have
been decreased significantly if those vessels had been unmanned. But they also concluded that where accidents do happen, the consequences may be more severe without a crew to intervene. In particular, accidents involving fires may be more serious if there is no crew to act as firefighters. Thus, although the total number of accidents may decrease with unmanned vessels, it is very uncertain whether the overall risk of loss and damage would decrease significantly if ships were unmanned.

Unsurprisingly, the various classification societies have been hard at work. For example, last year Lloyds Register produced its own “LR Code for Unmanned Marine Systems”; and only a few months ago, DNV-GL produced its own Class Guideline entitled “Autonomous and Remotely Operated Ships”. Both of these documents provide a detailed framework for the assurance of safety and operational requirements for unmanned marine systems.

The insurance position is also crucial. That is a topic that has been the subject of consideration by, in particular, the Insurance Institute of London (IIL) and the International Group of P&I Clubs which has set up a special IG autonomous vessels working group. To a large extent, insurers have historically been largely content to provide hull or cargo cover without much detailed consideration of the underlying technology of the vessels concerned; that has been left to the general regulatory framework and, more specifically, the Classification Societies. Thus, hull policies will, of course, generally include a specific warranty that the vessel will be properly classed. However, this underlines even more the importance of an adequate regulatory framework and proper classification rules.

So far as Club cover is concerned, the position is potentially more complicated for at least two reasons.

First, a threshold question arises with regard to the potential legal liability of a shipowner in circumstances where, for example, an autonomous vessel is navigated from ashore and there is a collision or grounding as a result of a software problem caused by some third party – for example, the manufacturer or installer of the automation system or internet provider. In truth, this is not necessarily very different from the legal problems which can arise in the conventional context. In each case, the broad question arises as to whether the shipowner can avoid liability because of the fault of the manufacturer or installer of the software system or the third party provider. In the context of the Hague Rules, this in turn will focus on the scope of the obligation of due diligence to make the ship seaworthy before and at the beginning of the voyage under Art III.1; and the various defences which may be available under Art IV.2 including, of course, sub-paragraph (p) – “latents defect not discoverable by due
diligence”. In one sense, these are not new problems at all. However, as automation systems become more complex, one may assume that these issues will perhaps become increasingly important. Similarly, it seems to me that the question of rights of recourse will also become increasingly significant – and complex.

Second, the P&I Clubs will no doubt have to consider the scope of particular rules. For example, Club Rules generally refer to crew serving on-board. In the ordinary course, one would suppose that loss of life/personal injury of those navigating/operating the autonomous vessel from ashore would be beyond the scope of cover; and that such risks would be regarded as a matter of shoreside liability and insurance arrangements. However, it may be that the clubs may wish to extend cover to include such risks. It is noteworthy that at least one Club has produced a bespoke set of Rules for unmanned vessels.

So far as pooling arrangements are concerned, it would seem that the main pooling agreement operates to pool all claims arising in connection with the operation of a ship save to the extent excluded. Such exclusions do not appear to bite as against unmanned vessels in a way in which they would otherwise not bite against traditional vessels and therefore, in principle, autonomous vessels should not be excluded from pooling.

I leave for the last, the work of the CMI. I have already referred to the importance of the general regulatory framework. The difficulty here is that such framework is very fragmented: it is to be found in more than 50 IMO Legal Instruments and a variety of national laws.

As I have already mentioned, the CMI set up an International Working Group on Unmanned Ships in 2015. The main purpose of the IWG is to identify the legal issues surrounding the uptake of unmanned shipping and to provide an international legal perspective to the issues involved. Following the production of a Position Paper, the IWG has carried out two main exercises. These are explained in the written submission of the IWG earlier this year to the Maritime Safety Committee of IMO.

The first main exercise was the circulation in early 2017 of a Questionnaire to the 52 National Maritime Law Associations which are members of the CMI. The Questionnaire focused on how national laws will respond to unmanned shipping in the context of the various international conventions including UNCLOS, the IMO Conventions, COLREGS and the STCW Convention. The IWG has now received some 23 responses. These have now been summarised and collated. They can be viewed on the CMI website.

This was followed by a scoping exercise undertaken by members of the IWG and also students from Hamburg Maritime University and
Researchers from Tokyo University of the main international conventions with respect to Maritime Autonomous Surface Ships (MASS). As stage 1 of the project, the IWG selected what are considered to be the conventions most relevant to unmanned shipping and therefore most urgently requiring review. For that purpose, some 8 conventions were selected including the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), The International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREGS), The International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW) and The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL). The “scoping” exercise involved an analysis of the main provisions of these 8 Conventions to see how they would apply to unmanned ships.

It is, of course, recognised by the IWG that a review of all conventions will be necessary but that work can and should proceed on the conventions selected in order to establish a modus operandi which can be applied across the legal and regulatory framework. A further complication is that the various instruments emanate from different IMO subcommittees. So effective co-ordination is very important.

In broad terms, the IWG has identified provisions in the instruments which have been examined in the course of the scoping exercise which may either require amendment or clarification.

To repeat, I do not wish to encroach upon the important work of the IWG. However, I would certainly wish to congratulate those concerned on the work that has been done so far and to emphasise the importance of the work that still needs to be done. With that in mind, it is perhaps useful to focus on a number of broad issues that arise for consideration.

The first and most fundamental question is whether ships without any crew on board are to be regarded as “ships” or “vessels” within the meaning of the conventions at all. Those terms are used interchangeably in UNCLOS but neither is defined. Other conventions contain certain definitions which do not appear to require or depend upon any particular level of crewing. However, there is obviously much sense in eliminating any uncertainty and providing a clear definition – or at least a universal term that makes it plain that the concept of a ship or vessel does not necessarily depend upon the extent to which any crew may or may not be on board. From a practical point of view, it seems to me that that makes obvious sense. After all, the risks and dangers created by vessels are broadly similar – whether they are manned or unmanned.

However, that really is only just the beginning. The real problem is that there are many provisions in the Conventions which make no sense whatever with regard to unmanned vessels or at least give rise to
fundamental difficulties of interpretation and application with regard to unmanned vessels.

For example:

a. The International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) obliges contracting states to ensure minimum standards, in particular, in construction, equipment and operation with a view to ensuring the safety of life at sea. The SOLAS Convention is supplemented by a highly detailed annex which spans 12 chapters. Chapter II-1 deals with the ships’ structure, subdivision and stability, machinery and electrical. Regulation 5-1 includes a requirement that the Ship’s “...master...be supplied with information....as is necessary to enable him by rapid...process to obtain accurate guidance as to the stability of the ship under varying operating conditions.” So, the obvious question arises as to how this applies in the case of an unmanned ship. Similarly, Chapter III prescribes the life-saving appliances to be carried on board the relevant ship and corresponding arrangements. In the context of passenger ships, Regulation 10 requires that “…there shall be sufficient crew members, who may be deck officers or certified persons on board for operating the survival craft and launching arrangements.” Although the chapter permits the use of alternative designs, it will be difficult for an unmanned ship to comply with this regulation. Even more important is Chapter V Regulation 14 which requires that all ships are “…sufficiently and efficiently manned....” There has been some debate about the scope and effect of this provision. On its face, it does not prohibit unmanned vessels. However, the counter-argument is that there is underlying assumption of some minimum manning by crew on board the ship. Another crucial provision is Regulation 24 which requires that in “hazardous navigational situations” it shall be possible to establish “manual control of the ship steering immediately”. The concept of “manual control” is somewhat elusive. The suggestion has been made that it may be performed remotely. I have to say that I find it difficult to agree with that suggestion. But there is no doubt that this needs to be addressed.

b. Similar difficulties arise with regard to numerous provisions contained in the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREGs). For example, Rule 2 (Responsibility) provides: “(a) Nothing in these Rules shall exonerate any vessel, or the owner, master or crew thereof, from the consequences of any neglect to comply with
these Rules or of the neglect of any precautions which may be required by the ordinary practice of seamen, or by the special circumstances of the case.” It has been said that this is the elephant in the room: the “ordinary practice of seamen” is not an entirely satisfactory benchmark of responsibility in the case of an unmanned vessel. More specifically, Rule 5 requires that “…every vessel…at all times [maintains] a proper look-out by sight and hearing as well as by all available means appropriate in the prevailing circumstances….to make a full appraisal of the situation and risk of collision.” So the question arises as to what is meant by a proper look-out by “sight and hearing”. The view expressed by the IWG is that the reference to “sight and hearing” clearly requires a human input in surveying and assessing the situation and collision risk, consistently with Rule 2; and that, as such, autonomous ships relying, for instance, on algorithmic collision avoidance technology would not satisfy the requirement of appraisal by “sight and hearing”. However, as the IWG Paper also points out, the present generation of unmanned craft use sophisticated aural and camera sensors to project the vessel’s vicinity to shore-based remote controller; and that this arguably satisfies the Rule 5 requirement with the requisite human input still firmly in the appraisal process in the sense that the use of an electronic aids does not take the arrangement outside of the spirit or wording of Rule 5. Neither does its shore-based orientation. However, I agree with the IWG that this is a point which must be clarified.

c. The Convention on Standards of Certification, Training and Watchkeeping (STCW), amongst other things, prescribes qualification standards for masters, officers and watchkeeping personnel on board seagoing ships. It also deals with watchkeeping procedures. In terms of the STCW’s watchkeeping requirements, Chapter VIII is titled “Standards regarding watchkeeping”. Part 4, paragraph 10 (Watchkeeping at Sea) states “when deciding the composition of the watch on the bridge ... the following factors, inter alia, shall be taken into account”. One of such listed factors includes “at no time shall the bridge be left unattended”. In addition, paragraph 24 provides that “the officer in charge of navigational watch shall...keep the watch on the bridge...[and]...in no circumstances leave the bridge until properly relieved”. Furthermore, paragraph 24.2 provides that the officer in charge of the navigational watch shall “in no circumstances leave the bridge until properly relieved”. As pointed out by the IWG, to
the extent that the STCW Convention finds application, these provisions presents difficulty for unmanned ships.

These are just some of the difficult provisions in a few of the main Conventions. They are just a few examples – but they highlight the problems which exist with regard to the existing regulatory framework.

The challenge for all of us is what to do. How is the international regulatory framework to be updated and adapted to the new world of unmanned vessels?

The obvious solution would be to amend each and every Convention so that they all make sense with regard to unmanned vessels and make proper provision with regard, in particular, to safety. In an ideal world, that probably makes the best sense.

However, to review each and every Convention line-by-line and produce appropriate amendments as necessary which would then have to be agreed at the international level by a host of countries and a number of NGOs each with different agendas would seem to be a gargantuan task. As a matter of practical reality that may well be impossible.

The alternative is to create some overarching instrument along the lines perhaps of the Polar Code which could address specifically the issue of unmanned vessels. I should immediately make plain that this is not my idea but one that has been suggested to me over the past few months. However, it seems to me that such suggestion has much to commend it and, as I understand, has wide support.

For example, the IWG has already identified a number of generic words and terms in each of the major Conventions which they have considered so far which need to be clarified. For example, almost all of the Conventions refer to the “master”. It will have to be considered whether the term “master” extends to shore-based personnel and in either case how the regulations can be adapted so that they apply effectively to the reality of command and control being exercised by one or more individuals from the shore or another ship. These generic words/terms tend to be repeated in many of the Conventions and the IWG has suggested that it may be that an overriding instrument can provide a general application of these words across the Conventions without a need to make serial amendments to each Convention.

In my view, that is a good starting point. However, it seems to me that, at the very least, serious consideration should be given to a much broader project: the creation of a separate international Code that will apply specifically to unmanned vessels.
I recognize fully the burden of that task. It will require a huge amount of work by all concerned. But I am sure that it is a project which deserves the engagement of the CMI. And I am also sure that it is one which would have the full and enthusiastic support of Francesco Berlingieri in whose memory this Lecture is dedicated.
Executive Summary

This discussion paper has been prepared by the International Working Group on Ship Finance Security Practices for the purposes of assisting in the debate and deliberations at the International Sub-Committee meeting on Thursday 8th November 2018.

Section 1 – Introduction – gives some background to the history and circumstances which led to the establishment of the International Working Group (IWG), some observations on the Cape Town Convention and the scope and nature of the questionnaire whose results are now being reported. The IWG had the brief "To gather as much information as possible from our national maritime law associations on the regimes prevalent in each country on ship finance security practices and the ease or otherwise of the enforcement of maritime securities."

Section 2 – Some wider background issues and developments - gives some industry content to the issues under discussion including issues related to the international shipping market since the financial crises of 2008 and how financiers and mortgagees have reacted, a summary of developments in relation to the CMI Draft Convention on the International Recognition of Judicial sales including UNCITRAL’S decision at its 51st Assembly in New York in June to add cross border issues relating to the international recognition of Judicial Sales to its working agenda, a CMI driven project. It also refers to writings which have considered the subject matter of a Shipping Protocol to the Cape Town Convention.

Section 3 – Responses to Questionnaire – gives a high level summary of, and commentary on, the responses received so far from national maritime law associations (NMLAs).
Section 4 – Some tentative conclusions – tries to draw some conclusions from the responses so far and contains some observations on the suggested next steps. Its suggestions are made in the context of the fact that it is the role of CMI to do industry’s bidding and thus far input is only from NMLAs; unlike the aircraft industry there does not appear to be a demand from industry for an international regime; thus the CMI would need to decide if it was appropriate for it to form a view on the need for such a regime and if so whether NMLAs through the means of a further Questionnaire should be asked to canvass the views of industry more fully. In that case the remit of the IWG would have to be extended by the Executive Council.

1. Introduction

Brief background

The very first set of draft articles on a "Prospective UNIDROIT Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment" prepared by the Study Group of UNIDROIT, provided for the application of the convention to vessels. This idea was discussed by the maritime industry in general including maritime jurists, experts and maritime organisations including the IMO and UNCTAD, and CMI and the conclusion was that whilst such a convention could be very useful indeed to aircraft, rolling stock and space assets, the very need of such a convention to ships was questioned. There was mention of the possible conflict between such a convention and the 1993 Liens and Mortgages Convention. There was also the general feeling that the entire body of maritime law with its very special sector specific rules which had been developing and evolving over the years regulated the rights of various maritime creditors. Most jurisdictions gave special rights to the entire spectrum of maritime creditors either by virtue of already existing international conventions or by virtue of local law and therefore it was difficult to see what precise value such a new regime could provide and how it could effectively improve a system devised as a direct result of the very nature of maritime trade. A number of these rights are not registrable and still enjoy a privileged status. Thus, it was perceived that conflicts between the convention rules and existing law would be rather challenging to overcome, questioning the need of embarking on a protocol related to shipping.

As a result subsequent drafts of this convention saw the reference to ships being dropped and when the Convention on International Interest in Mobile Equipment was signed in Cape Town on the 16th of November 2001, the protocols which accompanied it related to aircraft, rolling stock and space assets. The Convention became known as the Cape Town Convention.
The main proponents of the Aircraft Protocol to the Cape Town Convention consisted of persons immediately involved in the aviation business including the main leading aircraft manufacturers. The protocol was thus driven by the aviation industry.

During 2013 there was renewed interest at UNIDROIT with attempts to put the matter of extending the Cape Town Convention to ships back on the Agenda. At the 92nd session of the Governing Council of UNIDROIT held in Rome, it is noted that "The Secretariat accordingly seeks the authorisation of the Governing council to conduct a preliminary study, which should first identify and describe the legal obstacles faced by market participants in the shipping industry concerning security over ships and maritime transport equipment in cross-border situations and give an overview of the status and development of internationally harmonised rules in this field of law."

At the 93rd session of the Governing Council also held in Rome in 2014, UNIDROIT assigned a low priority to a possible maritime protocol "in light of potential industry opposition expressed to some members of the Council, as well as continued, although limited use of the 1993 International Convention on Maritime Liens and Mortgages.

In view of the above and the renewed interest of UNIDROIT in the subject matter, the President of CMI Stuart Hetherington wrote to the Secretary General of UNIDROIT in August 2014 enquiring about the level of priority assigned by UNIDROIT to this work. The reply from Jose Angelo Estrella Faria, was to the effect that other projects enjoy higher levels of priority however "the informal consultations required to gather information on the actual financing practices of the maritime industry are a most useful activity for us to undertake at the present time and are to be considered as ongoing."

As a result of the above, it was considered appropriate that CMI embark on the creation of an International working group chaired by Ann Fenech, Managing Partner at Fenech and Fenech Advocates Malta, made up of persons with as wide a geographical spread as possible. As a result, the following were approved Members of the IWG:

Andrew Tetley - Partner at Reed Smith, Paris
David Osborne - Partner at Watson Farley and Williams, London (Rapporteur);
Armstrong Chen - Partner at Rolmax Law Office, Beijing
Souichirou Kozuka - Professor of Law at Gakushuin University, Tokyo
Camila Mendes Vianna Cardoso - Managing Partner of Kincaid Mendes Vianna Advogados, Brazil
Allen Black - Partner at Winston and Strawn, United States
Stefan Rindfleisch - Partner at Ehlermann Rindfleisch and Gadow, Germany
Andrea Berlingieri - Partner at Studio Berlingieri Maresca, Italy
Haco van der Houven van Oordt - Partner at AKD, The Netherlands

The brief of the IWG was "To gather as much information as possible from our national maritime law associations on the regimes prevalent in each country on ship finance security practices and the ease or otherwise of the enforcement of maritime securities."

The Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment (The Cape Town Convention.)

The Cape Town Convention, attached as Annex 1 A, is about the creation of a central international register where an international interest in mobile equipment will be registered. There are currently 3 protocols on Aircraft, Railway Rolling Stock and Space Assets.

According to Prof. Roy Goode: "Its purpose is to provide a stable international legal regime for the protection of secured creditors, conditional sellers, and lessors of aircraft objects, railway rolling stock and space assets through a set of basic default remedies and the protection of creditors interests by registration in an international registry thus securing priority and protection in the event of the debtor’s insolvency."

It provides for the constitution and effects of an international interest in certain categories of mobile equipment by virtue of the registration of such an international interest in an international register.

Article 2 of the Convention provides that an international interest in mobile equipment is an interest in a uniquely identifiable object granted by the chargor under a security agreement, or vested in a person who is the conditional seller under a title reservation agreement or vested in a person who is the lessor under a leasing agreement.
By way of summary, in the event of default the holder of an international interest can:

a. Take possession or control of the object
b. Sell or grant a lease of any such object
c. Collect or receive any income or profits arising from the management or use of such an object
d. Any sum collected from the sale is applied towards discharge of the amount of the secured obligations
e. Where the sums collected or received by the charge exceed the amount secured by the security interest, unless ordered by the court the chargee is to distribute the surplus among holders of subsequently ranking interests which have been registered.
f. Ownership passing on a sale is free from "any other interest over which the chargee’s security interest has priority under the provisions of article 29."
g. The buyer buys free from an unregistered interest even if the buyer has actual knowledge of such an interest.
h. A registered interest has priority over any other interest subsequently registered and over an unregistered interest.

All these rights in the hands of the holder of an international interest would give rise to a number of substantial challenges as regards the maritime law of most jurisdictions which provide for non-consensual rights and interests by way of maritime and other liens, hypothecs or privileges given to specific category of creditors such as crew, harbour authorities, salvors, suppliers of provisions.

This was partly addressed in article 39 which provides that a contracting state may declare those categories of non-consensual right or interest which under that State’s law have priority over an interest in an object equivalent to that of the holder of a registered international interest and which shall have priority over a registered international interest. 259

These areas give a flavour of some of the challenges which would need to be addressed in developing a Shipping Protocol to Cape Town. They have not been considered by the IWG, as being outside its terms of reference. Some further and tentative observations are made in Section 4 below.

259 This has given rise to numerous questions including what would therefore be the point in such a convention extending to ships if states could enter these caveats.
The scope and nature of the Questionnaire:

The IWG set about drafting an extensive questionnaire which was circulated to all the 52 National Maritime Law Associations. Given the nature of the subject matter it was considered imperative that the questionnaire be as extensive as possible. A copy of the Questionnaire is being attached to this paper as Annex 1. As can be seen questions ranged from whether the jurisdiction has ratified applicable maritime conventions to what rights does the ship’s register in that jurisdiction confer, to the formalities of the registration of a mortgage, to the procedures for the enforcement of a mortgage, to information relating to security interests in ships, and to general enforcement issues.

Up to now the following 21 countries have replied to the questionnaire:
Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Croatia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Malta, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Panama, Spain, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.

2. Some wider background issues and developments

The state of the shipping industry and developments in the market

The 10 years following the financial crisis of 2008 have seen a deep and widespread downturn in almost all sectors of the international shipping market. Some sectors have been affected worse than others. Different sectors have not necessarily been affected at the same time. The steep decline in oil prices which began in 2014 has resulted in the offshore oil services industry also being in considerable distress.

Chapter 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code has been the formal insolvency proceeding of choice for shipping companies seeking protection from their creditors (including secured lenders), with the US courts liberally extending jurisdiction to companies with slim connections to the US.260 Chapter 11 is seen as unfavourable by some ship financiers but not by all. Many lenders view it favourably, especially US banks and private equity funds to whom it is familiar. This is especially the case in relation to pre-packaged or pre-negotiated Chapter 11 proceedings, as opposed to "free-fall" filings. There have been other noteworthy formal insolvency proceedings in other jurisdictions, including Korea Line and Hanjin in Korea. In the Chapter 11 proceedings involving the Taiwanese company TMT the Court in Houston granted the application of the mortgagee in requesting the court to agree to a lifting of the stay order for the purposes of proceeding with a Court approved private sale in Malta. Acute distress has occurred in the German KG market, which has not

---

260 See for example Marco Polo Seatrade BV, Re Case No 11-13364 (Bankr SDNY 27 September 2011).
resulted in Chapter 11 filings and has mainly been resolved informally or through German liquidation process.

There have also been numerous work-outs of different types which have not involved formal insolvency proceedings. These can range from simple debt rescheduling to fleets of vessels being transferred into new ownership at the instigation of mortgage lenders, with varying degrees of cooperation from the distressed shipowner. Such matters are sometimes reported in the trade press, but many are not. Anecdotal evidence is that the number of shipping companies which have been involved in out of court work-outs or restructurings of one type or another is substantial.

Financiers who have faced defaulting situations have handled their situations differently. Some have opted for the full enforcement process culminating in judicial sale proceedings whilst others have opted for out of court work-outs or restructurings.

It is possible to speculate that a number of factors have contributed to a financier’s chosen course of action:

- Mortgagee lenders have been reluctant to recognise the losses which would be crystallised on a court sale in a very depressed market, without a mortgagee or mortgagee – supported bid at a level sufficient to avoid a low sale price.

- Where lenders are prepared to accept losses, they have often preferred to sell loans (and loan portfolios) to exit problems rather than deal with problem loans directly. In any event banks have been under intense regulatory pressure to reduce exposure to shipping, especially when vessel values are below the level of bank debt.

- Many mortgagee lenders are unwilling or unable to bid or support bids by third parties and, where local law requires it, are especially averse to the double-funding risk arising from paying the auction price into court before receiving proceeds back. This issue is exacerbated where local procedure results in a potentially lengthy period to establish priorities of competing claims before proceeds are distributed.

- The alternative of moving vessels into new ownership through exercise of mortgage self-help (private sale) remedies261 where the law of the mortgage permits this or consensually with the cooperation of the shipowner can sometimes be a more attractive alternative albeit a risky exercise since in most jurisdictions it

---

261 Or sometimes but more rarely enforcing security over shares in a SPC ship owning company.
would be permissible for creditors to follow the vessel and seize the vessel irrespective of the sale. (Lenders have generally been increasingly wary of using self-help remedies in view of the risk-averse nature of credit committees.)

- If levels of trade debt are not high as a percentage of vessel value there is less of a compelling need to cleanse vessels of debt through a court sale.

- For a court sale to provide a successful outcome for a mortgagee it needs to take place in a suitable jurisdiction. Putting a vessel through a court sale in the 'wrong' jurisdiction can be disastrous in terms of amount and timing of recovery by the mortgagee.

These factors do not detract from the importance of ship mortgages but merely mean that they are not invariably enforced through court sale. Even where a mortgagee is prevented from pro-actively taking enforcement steps through being stayed in debtor-friendly insolvency proceedings (most notably in Chapter 11) its mortgage still gives it the enhanced rights of a secured creditor in the applicable proceedings. Where a mortgage gives the mortgagee self-help remedies it can be used to transfer ownership without putting the ship through a court sale; even if the mortgage is not expressly used for this purpose the possibility of its use can be a factor in achieving the shipowner's cooperation to a work out involving change of ownership.

In the meantime, the landscape for secured ship lending has been re-shaped since 2008 by a number of factors, which are all symptoms of an industry facing the combination of a trading downturn and the constraints suffered by financial institutions after 2008:

- A significant de-leveraging, with lending levels generally being 50/60% of vessel values rather than the 75% (or more) seen before 2008.

- A reduction in speculative ordering of new buildings by shipping companies, combined with and in part promoted by a reduction in the willingness of financiers to support such ordering.

- Increasing reliance on ECA-backed financing, which has in part filled the funding gap caused by banks' decreased appetite for shipping risk. ECAs are by nature conservative providers of credit.

- The increasing role played by non-bank providers of funds, both debt and equity, especially private equity houses of different types and appetites.
- Overall, a reduction in the availability of conventional finance.

The Brazilian case of the FPSO OSX3

Some alarm was caused in 2014 by the case involving the Liberian-registered FPSO OSX3 in Brazil. The Brazilian courts (at first instance and on initial appeal) refused on various grounds to recognise the Liberian mortgage. The case brought into sharp focus issues of recognition and enforcement of foreign mortgages in Brazil and caused many to wonder whether similar problems could arise in other jurisdictions, in view of the relatively small number of countries which have acceded to the ship mortgage recognition conventions. The case was quite swiftly overturned on appeal to the Superior Court of Justice in Brasilia in 2017 and the foreign mortgage was recognized as valid in Brazil.

The growth of (Chinese) ship leasing.

There has been one further and very significant development in the last decade which has provided an alternative to traditional mortgage-secured ship finance: the growth of leasing, specifically by the leasing arms or subsidiaries of Chinese banks. Whilst financing of ships by way of lease is by no means new\(^\text{262}\) the growth of Chinese leasing adds a new dimension. Ships leased by way of a Chinese lease are often but not always mortgaged by the leasing company to secure its own financing, either at inception of the lease or subsequently by way of 'back-financing'.

The recent growth of ship leasing has led to legislative changes being introduced by two of the major flag states – the Marshall Islands in 2014 and Liberia in 2018. These changes allow a charter which is reclassified under applicable law as a security interest granted by the charterer/lessee in favour of the registered owner/lessor\(^\text{263}\) to be given the status of a preferred mortgage in favour of the latter.


An important part of this discussion is the progress made by the CMI on the draft convention on the International recognition of judicial sales. It was Professor Henry Li of the China Maritime Law Association who drew attention to the fact that there were increasing problems arising around the world from the failure in some jurisdictions to give recognition

\(^{262}\) Leasing of ships can be incentivised by tax advantages, although this has been cut back or closed off in most of the jurisdictions where it was once common. The Japanese operating lease (or "JOLCO") is a significant product but has been eclipsed in volume by Chinese leasing.

\(^{263}\) These legislative changes have been driven principally by the risk to lessors of reclassification of a finance lease as a security interest, most notably in US Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceedings; see *In re Lykes Bros. S.S.Co., Inc.*, 196 B.R.574 (Bankr – M.D. Fla. 1996). Their efficacy in this context is thought to be so far untested.
to judgments in other jurisdictions ordering judicial sales. This of course led to a great deal of uncertainty amongst mortgagees in particular.

An International Working Group was created with a view to carrying out research on the extent of the problem, what the implications where and to work on a draft convention.

Data was obtained by the IWG indicating that between 2010 and 2014 more than 480 ships were sold by way of judicial sales each year just in 4 Asian jurisdictions alone – the Republic of Korea, China, Singapore and Japan.

An important tenet of any judicial sale is that the vessel is sold free and unencumbered to the buyer who purchases the vessel clean from any pre-existing debt. This ensures that buyers come forward to bid and pay a price reflecting the fact that the vessel does not carry with it all its previous debts. The higher the price the better for all the creditors and ultimately her owner. However, this "rule" which is respected by a number of jurisdictions worldwide, is not universally applied.

When a judicial sale by auction ordered by a competent court is not recognised in another jurisdiction this causes huge obstacles to the smooth operation of international trade. The new buyer, the mortgagees of the new buyer, the vessel’s new registry and a host of other important links in the maritime chain face substantial losses and above all uncertainty.

All of this led to the CMI Draft International Convention on Foreign Judicial Sales of Ships and their Recognition which was done in Beijing in 2012, but not concluded until after further meetings in Dublin and in Hamburg in 2013 and 2014.

The draft convention, a copy of which is attached to this paper as Annex 2 contains 10 articles which provide inter alia:

a. For a system of notification of the sale of the ship to the Registrar of the ship’s register, all holders of any registered mortgage, all holders of any maritime lien and the owner of the ship.

b. That the vessel is sold free and unencumbered and that any title to and all rights and interests in the ship existing prior to its judicial sale shall be extinguished and that any mortgage shall cease to attach to the ship

c. That there is issued a certificate of judicial sale by the competent authority in the state where the judicial sale is held and for the deregistration and registration of the ship.

d. That all state parties shall recognise a judicial sale conducted in any other state for which a certificate would have been issued as
being the sale of a vessel free and unencumbered and that where a ship sold in a judicial sale is arrested for a claim arising prior to the judicial sale, such a court shall dismiss such an arrest.

e. The CMI then embarked on a mission to persuade an international organisation to take up the project and take it up to an international convention.

Part of the process was the organisation of a Colloquium held in Malta in February of 2018 by the CMI and the Malta Maritime Law Association fully supported by the Government of Malta.

The Malta Colloquium was a huge success attended by 174 participants from 60 countries representing ship owners, financiers, tug operators, suppliers of provisions, the International Transport Federation (ITF), BIMCO, the Institute of Chartered Shipbrokers (ICS), and the Federation of National Associations of Ship Brokers and Agents.

There was support across the board for the absolute need for more certainty in this important area of international trade. There was much emphasis by a leading ship financier who shared the views of another 11 major banks that there was need to provide international certainty through the creation of an international convention.

Lenders emphasised how the shipping market was volatile and in light of additional uncertainties banks attempted to circumvent the problems by searching for amicable solutions very frequently adding to the cost. It was underlined that without a reliable international basis for the recognition of judicial sales of vessels buyers would need to be satisfied with risks when obtaining the title, which would drive down the sale price.

The deliberations and conclusions of the Malta Colloquium led to a Proposal from the Government of Switzerland to UNICTRAL on possible future work on cross-border issues related to judicial sale of ships. The Proposal contained a resume of the deliberations at the Malta Colloquium which clearly underlined the need for certainty in such an important aspect of international trade.

The Swiss proposal was put on the Agenda for the fifty first session of the General Assembly at UNCITRAL. The Swiss delegation was represented by Prof. Alex von Ziegler who presented the proposal supported by Stuart Hetherington and Ann Fenech on behalf of the CMI. There were several other proposals presented to the General Assembly. However the Swiss Proposal for possible future work on cross-order issues related to the judicial sale of ships received a great deal of support from a number of countries including India, Australia, Argentina, Columbia, Singapore and China. BIMCO was very supportive stating in a letter that: "At its recent meeting in New York, BIMCO’s Documentary Committee decided that
BIMCO representing shipowners worldwide but also working in the interest of other parties engaged in the maritime transport chain should lend its support to the proposal by Malta and Switzerland of a possible future work on cross border issues related to the judicial sales of ships. While the proposal clearly strives towards the unification of maritime law and practices in respect of the judicial sales of ships, BIMCO believes that it brings along concrete benefits for the shipping industry such as legal certainty.” UNIDROIT represented by the Secretary General "commended the excellent proposal of CMI.”

UNCITRAL noted that the issue had the potential to affect many areas of international trade and commerce, not simply the shipping industry and agreed that priority in the allocation of working time should be given to the topics of judicial sale of ships and issues relating to expedited arbitration and that the judicial sale of ships should be allocated to the first available working group.

This has therefore cleared the way for much greater peace of mind for those financiers who decide to go down the route for enforcement proceedings through the judicial sale of a vessel. Such a convention will ensure that financiers will obtain the best possible price for such vessels sold in these forced circumstances because such sales transferring title free and unencumbered will be recognised by all state parties. This will therefore give more confidence to ship financiers when extending facilities to owners of vessels.

Academic and other interest in the topic

Whether or not the Cape Town Convention should have a Shipping Protocol has been the subject matter of several publications.

We are attaching hereto a number of articles which all put a different perspective on things.

Francesco Berlingieri’s article on "News from Unidroit" attached as Annex 3.

In his paper Prof Berlingieri highlights a number of important considerations including:

- What would be the relationship between the national registry and the international registry given that no financier will take the risk of registering his interest solely in the international register?

- What would be the relationship between the registered charges and the non registerable consensual rights of so many maritime service providers including crew, suppliers of provisions and port authorities?
- How would the enforcement of claims actually work in the event that there are so many other non consensual rights?

- Would such a protocol not add even more problems rather than eliminate them?

Dr. Ole Böger from the Ministry of Justice in Germany presented the Case for a new protocol to the Cape Town Convention covering security over ships at the 5th Annual conference of the Cape Town Convention Academic Project in Oxford in September 2016, attached as Annex 4.

In his paper Dr. Böger highlights the following:

a. He underlines what in his view is the unsatisfactory legal framework especially regarding differences between the legal systems concerning the use and status of proprietary security in cross border business

b. He expresses concern on whether and under which conditions these consensual proprietary security rights would be recognised under a foreign law.

c. He acknowledges however that with some exception, most legal systems have reformed their law so they now provide for the recognition of ship mortgages and hypothecs where the requirements are fulfilled.

d. He believes that too many jurisdictions do not follow this same rule when it comes to deciding on priority between claims leading to uncertainty

e. He believes that all of these difficulties would be overcome were there to be a protocol extended to shipping.


In his presentation he made these observations:

a. Whether current cross-border ship-finance practices are satisfactory and if not, whether the international harmonization of those practices through Cape Town provides a better working solution.

b. Whether Cape Town can do for ship finance what it has done for aviation finance by lower borrowing costs and increased financing opportunities
c. Whether ship finance has a problem in need of a Cape Town Solution or is Cape Town a solution in search of a ship finance problem.

d. That academics see crossover befits for ship finance and that aviation finance professionals are satisfied with Cape Town and the aircraft protocol

e. That the marine sector however is sceptical due to the growth in size and sophistication of the top 7 registries worldwide, the very problematic issue surrounding non consensual rights and that the actual remedies under Cape Town give rise to several complications.


He raised the following issues:

a. Would a shipping protocol to the Cape Town Convention help resolve some of the difficulties and challenges in shipping finance and, if it would resolve such issues, would the protocol be adopted, ratified, enter into force and be implemented or used by sufficient number in the sector to make a real difference?

b. That the challenge in "joining the dots" between the shipping protocol to Cape Town and the somewhat chaotic tapestry of international maritime conventions should not be underestimated.

c. Whilst the difficulties as they exist particularly with the different ways in which priorities are dealt with in different jurisdictions as the rationale for the creation of a shipping protocol to Cape Town, ironically these difficulties are also one of the barriers to the adoption of such a protocol.

d. That it is possible that a shipping protocol would resolve many of the issues involved in the maritime sphere in theory but it may not do so in practice.
Responses to the Questionnaire

Responses have so far been received from NMLAs in the following countries:

- Argentina
- Australia
- Brazil
- Canada
- Croatia
- Finland
- France
- Germany
- Greece
- Ireland
- Italy
- Japan
- Malta
- The Netherlands
- New Zealand
- Nigeria
- Norway
- Panama
- Spain
- Switzerland
- United Kingdom

This is 21 out of the 52 NMLAs contacted. There are some responses outstanding from some important jurisdictions, including China and the United States.

The responses so far are attached as Annex 7 (a), Annex 7(b) and Annex 7 (c), sorted on a question by question basis. Some observations on the responses are made below. At some risk of subjectivity, oversimplification or over-generalisation these observations are deliberately kept brief and are more by way of executive summary than a detailed analysis.
Question 1 – Maritime and other conventions

The responses reflect the relatively wide ratification of the 1952 Arrest Convention and the limited ratification of the 1999 Arrest Convention.

In any event a mortgagee generally has a right to arrest. This applies not only to vessels registered in the arrest jurisdiction but also to mortgages of foreign vessels.

The responses reflect the low level of ratification of the 1926 Maritime Liens and Mortgages Convention and the lack of traction of the 1993 Convention.

Foreign maritime liens are widely recognised in one way or another (but see further Question 11).

Question 2 – Nature of the ships' register

Not all ships' registers are registers of title and even where they are they are not always conclusive as to title.

Some jurisdictions have more than one register, and for different purposes.

The ability to register as a bareboat charterer ('bareboat charter registration in') so as to fly the flag of the bareboat charter register (with title remaining registered in the name of the owner on the 'underlying register', with entitlement to fly the flag of that register suspended) is common but not universal. It is not common to be able to note on the bareboat charter register the existence of a mortgage on the underlying register.

Some but not all registers allow 'bareboat charter registration out', i.e. the ability of an owner to allow a bareboat charterer to register a ship on, and fly the flag of, a different register from the underlying register, with the entitlement of the owner to fly the flag of the underlying register suspended (i.e. the converse of 'bareboat charter registration in').

Registers which allow bareboat charter registration in do not necessarily allow bareboat charter registration out, and vice versa.

The test for what is capable of registration as a 'ship' varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. In many countries it is open to interpretation whether assets used in the offshore industry – which have developed since the applicable legislation and rules were written – are capable of falling
within or without the registration requirements. Most jurisdictions do not expressly deal with these types of assets.264

Question 3 – Formalities and mortgage registration

It is not common for full copies of underlying loan documentation to be required to be attached to the mortgage, although sometimes important terms of the documentation (such as events of default) need to be set out in this mortgage.

Ad valorem registry fees by reference to the amount secured are not uncommon but are usually not in an amount which is prohibitive.

Registration is indefinite (i.e. does not require periodic renewal) in all but a few jurisdictions.

It is unusual for registration of the mortgage to be required in a register in addition to the ships' register.265

It is noteworthy that in Australia ship mortgages are not registrable in the ships' register but in the Personal Property Securities Register.

Question 4 – Information concerning security interests in ships

It is almost universal for information to be publicly available.

There are differences in the procedure for obtaining information and the time taken to obtain the results of a search.

Many jurisdictions allow a sale of a ship which is subject to a mortgage, sometimes subject to the mortgagee's consent – but in all cases in private sale scenarios, the mortgage survives in the new ownership.

264 Two exceptions are Nigeria and Norway which expressly provide for the registration of FSOs and FPSOs. In practice many types of such assets which are not 'ships' in the traditional sense are known to be registered on a variety of different registers. The litigation in Brazil in relation to the Liberian registered FPSO OSX3 (see paragraph 2.2 above) was a local law challenge to the registration of such assets notwithstanding the approval of the law of the register. The Superior Court of Justice overturned two lower court decisions which did not give effect to the mortgage.

265 This is, however, the case in the UK and certain other common law jurisdictions such as Ireland and Nigeria which have a 'company charges' registration regime. Further registration is also required in Spain. The position in Canada is complicated.
Question 5 – Arrest of a chartered ship

There is generally nothing to prevent a mortgagee from arresting a ship which is on charter.

It is rare for a mortgagee to be liable to a charterer for wrongful interference (or similar) with the charter – but in some jurisdictions such liability can arise if the arrest is wrongful or abusive (or similar).

Very few jurisdictions have express provisions relating to the discharge of cargo from arrested vessels.

Question 6 – Priority issues between mortgages registered in the ships' register in your jurisdiction

A minority of jurisdictions provide for a ‘priority notice' system which allows priority to be 'reserved' in advance of registration of a mortgage.

Consent of an existing mortgagee is generally not required for the registration of a subsequent mortgage.

Priority between mortgages is almost invariably determined by the time of registration.\(^{266}\)

It is rare for a registered mortgage to be deferred to a previous unregistered mortgage on the basis of a doctrine of notice, or equivalent.

Generally, a subsequent mortgagee does not require the consent of a prior mortgagee to enforce its security.\(^{267}\)

It is relatively rare for interests other than mortgages to be capable of registration.

Question 7 – General enforcement issues

Most jurisdictions do not distinguish between local and foreign mortgages as regards enforcement.

Obtaining a judgment against the shipowner is necessary in some jurisdictions. In some cases this can take years.

Most countries accept jurisdiction based either on the 1952 Arrest Convention Article 7 or equivalent domestic legislation.

\(^{266}\)In Greece mortgages registered on the same day have the same priority and rank pari passu.

\(^{267}\)This is of course subject to any contractual agreement to the contrary.
Question 8 – Judicial decisions and appeals

Specialist admiralty courts are relatively uncommon.

Procedures for sale vary and can be delayed by intervention/appeal by the shipowner.

Question 9 – Sale procedure

Sale by court auction (or court sale by tender) is almost universally available. A judgment for the debt is often required before sale.

Most jurisdictions have some concept of sale pendente lite (i.e. before judgment) this may be in the discretion of the court and require it to be established that the ship is a wasting asset.

Most jurisdictions fix a minimum bid price, by one means or another.

Some jurisdictions allow the shipowner and/or creditors to intervene in the fixing of the minimum bid price.

Most sales are publicised locally, but more rarely internationally.

The shipowner can influence the timetable of the sale process in a number of jurisdictions.

Court approved private sale (as district from court auction or tender) is relatively rare – and in some jurisdictions requires the agreement of the shipowner.

The ability of a mortgagee to bid its debt (animo compensandi) rather than having to pay cash or provide security for the full price is possible in a number of jurisdictions.

Question 10 – Sale proceeds

Most sales take place in local currency, or with a requirement to convert the price into local currency.

The sale proceeds generally bear interest at a low rate.

Exchange control or similar restrictions on payment out of sale proceeds are relatively rare.

Court or admiralty marshals' fees vary.268

268Note the court duty fee of 10% of the sale proceeds in Ireland.
**Question 11 – Priorities generally**

Priorities are variously determined by the lex fori, the lex causae or the lex registri. A large number of jurisdictions apply the lex fori.

The claims (i.e. maritime liens) having priority over a mortgage vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

The priority position of a mortgage vis-à-vis other claims is generally not affected by whether the mortgage is local or foreign to the lex fori.

It is rare for preferential treatment as regards priority to be given to local creditors.

There is wide divergence in respect of procedure and timing for distribution of sale proceeds.

Rights of appeal are common.

**Question 12 – Mortgagee's self-help remedies**

Self-help remedies only tend to be available in common law jurisdictions, as opposed to civil law jurisdictions.

A security power of attorney in favour of a mortgagee is allowed in a few jurisdictions which otherwise do not generally allow self-help remedies.

There is variance on whether jurisdictions of enforcement allow self-help remedies which are alien to its law but are permitted by the law of the flag.

**Question 13 – Insolvency processes**

The UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency has been adopted in six of the twenty one countries which have responded so far.

The 'Recast' EU Insolvency Regulation applies in EU countries.

Otherwise, the position on recognition of foreign insolvency proceedings is diverse.

There is wide variation on whether mortgage enforcement is stayed where there are insolvency proceedings and whether mortgage enforcement is generally deferred to insolvency proceedings (or vice versa) – but a stay or suspension is common in one form or another.

Reflecting the diverse position on recognition of foreign insolvency proceeding generally (where the UNCITRAL Model Law or the EU

269 And sometimes by a combination, as in Greece.

270 Port authorities etc. which are owed money frequently have super-priority treatment however.
Insolvency Regulation do not apply) there is a correspondingly diverse position on giving effect to a foreign insolvency stay.

'Clawback' in the context of specified pre-insolvency transactions is common in one form or another.

Even where the UNCITRAL Model Law or the EU Insolvency Regulation do not apply a 'universalist' approach claiming insolvency jurisdiction over worldwide assets is not uncommon.

Question 14 – Leasing

In some jurisdictions leasing only appears to be common in relation to small vessels and/or is not common.271

The responses indicate approaches that vary widely from jurisdiction to jurisdiction as regards a formal approval or functional (re-characterisation) approach to leasing. There does not appear to be a clear division of approach depending on whether a jurisdiction is a civil law or a common law jurisdiction. There are, not surprisingly, indications from some responses that the treatment and approach depends on the terms of the lease and that there might be a distinction between a finance lease (or equivalent) and an operating "true" lease (or equivalent), with only the former being characterised as a security interest.

In Australia and New Zealand the relationship between the PPSA regime and the regime for registration of ship mortgages merits further investigation.

The responses so far indicate that it is common for rights and remedies of the lessor to be capable of being expanded by contract but some jurisdictions appear to adopt a more restricted approach.

Some jurisdictions prohibit exercise of self-help remedies but others permit it - but not surprisingly only if the lease contract so provides.

The majority of responses are to the effect that a leased vessel is an asset of the lessor. It would be expected that this would be the case in jurisdictions that adopt a formal approach.272

271 No response has yet been received from China. Leasing by leasing companies affiliated with Chinese banks has become a very major source of finance in the last few years as noted in paragraph 2.3 above. Further, although not responding countries, also as referred to in paragraph 2.3 above it is known that the Marshall Islands and Liberia have amended their laws to enable a charter which might be vulnerable to re-characterisation as a security interest to be registered as a deemed mortgage granted by the charterer in favour of the registered owner.

272 But this is also the position in Australia and New Zealand, where a functional approach is taken by virtue of statute. The responses to this question were surprisingly unequivocal.
In a few jurisdictions a lessee (as bareboat charterer) is treated at least for some purposes as having a proprietary interest.

The responses from a few jurisdictions note the distinction between legal treatment and accounting treatment.

As regards the effect of lessee insolvency on the rights and remedies of the lessor, the majority of responses are consistent with the lessor having rights and remedies of an owner. This is to be expected in jurisdictions which adopt a formal approach and where the vessel is an asset of the lessor. Some jurisdictions give some optionality to the lessee (or its bankruptcy official) to terminate or continue the lease. Many of the responses on whether the answer is affected by the type of lease are not explicit.

The responses from a number of jurisdictions are to the effect that a lessor, being owner of the vessel, cannot arrest its own asset. Other jurisdictions indicate no conceptual issue about a lessor arresting its own vessel.273

A number of jurisdictions indicate that in one way or another a lessor takes subject to maritime liens/claims - on the basis that the lessor is the owner of the vessel rather than a party with a claim against the owner of the vessel.

On whether there is generally a wish to promote leasing the responses were negative from ten countries, lukewarm from two countries and positive from four countries.

**Question 15 – Reservation of title**

The position is diverse amongst jurisdictions.

Generally there are no special registration regimes for registration of title arrangements.274

**Question 16 – Insurance proceeds**

Most but not all jurisdictions give a mortgagee an interest in insurance proceeds by operation of law.

**Some tentative conclusions**

What picture emerges, and what conclusions can be drawn, from the responses so far to the questionnaire? It is necessary to bear in mind that a number of responses are so far lacking; also, the nature of the questions

---

273 The response from Croatia refers to a lessor having a right to arrest, and to join in arrest by third parties, provided it has a maritime claim - but without elaborating what a maritime claim is in this context. The response from Ireland is similar.

274 But the position already noted in the Marshall Islands and Liberia on registration of charters is relevant in this context.
and that they have been addressed to NMLAs. The questions are deliberately neutral in tone and address issues of law. The questionnaire is not a wide ranging survey of industry participants. Against this background some points are tentatively made as follows.

The findings are generally what one might expect, with few surprises. The picture which emerges is diverse and disjointed but not dysfunctional. Most jurisdictions recognise and give effect to ship mortgages by one means or another. In particular, foreign ship mortgages are widely recognised. However, by its nature the questionnaire does not reveal the extent to which practical difficulties or delays may be encountered.

To the extent that the responses so far indicate shortcomings it seems that these are not essentially issues of international recognition of rights as between different jurisdiction but, rather, the effects of domestic law or procedure.

It is not within the International Working Group's terms of reference expressly to consider whether there should be a Shipping Protocol to the Cape Town Convention. However, in view of the material which has been published on this issue in the last few years it seems appropriate to make some observations.

There is as yet no sign of pressure from financiers to develop a Shipping Protocol. This contrasts with the strong aviation industry pressure (from both manufacturers and financiers) which led to the development of the Cape Town Convention and the Aircraft Protocol.

To our knowledge no interest either has been shown in the subject matter by any of the major shipping organisations, including ICS, BIMCO, FONASBA, or the Institute of Chartered Shipbrokers.

The shipping and ship finance industries have long been accustomed to ship registration performing a dual function: registration for operational and flagging purposes; and registration for property and mortgaging purposes. This duality of purpose is reflected in most jurisdictions. The position with aircraft was less well established as regards property and mortgaging, leading to the perceived need for Cape Town and the Aircraft Protocol.

---

275 As already noted the concern caused by the OSX3 case in Brazil has subsided after the two lower court decisions which did not recognise a Liberian mortgage were overruled by the Superior Court of Justice.
276 See paragraph 2.5 above.
The dual purpose of ship registrations is however not set in stone. The practice of bareboat registration separates the operational and flagging functions from the property and mortgaging functions. A Shipping Protocol to Cape Town would add another regime dealing exclusively with a new type of international interest. It would co-exist alongside the existing ship registers in the same way that the Cape Town regime for aircraft co-exists alongside domestic aircraft registers.

Developing a Shipping Protocol for Cape Town would be a major and time-consuming undertaking. In order to stand any chance of success it would need to side-step any attempt to create conformity on treatment of maritime liens, i.e. the issue which has been the stumbling block to the success of the Maritime Liens and Mortgages Conventions. This alone is likely to raise numerous questions given the extent of important privileges enjoyed by non-consensual right holders.

One potential advantage would be to remove the ‘bankability’ issue around some registers and some enforcement jurisdictions. The ability to take a Cape Town international interest might be attractive to financiers of a ship registered on a flag which does not give satisfactory remedies to a mortgagee and/or which is operating in an unfavourable enforcement jurisdiction. This is something about which industry views will need to be canvassed.

The recent and rapid growth in the financing of ships by leasing from Chinese leasing companies and anecdotal evidence of an increase in other sale and leaseback transactions introduce an important dimension to the debate which should be factored into the continuing process.

It is suggested that the next steps would be for the Executive Council to approve the following:

---

278 The position in Australia should also be noted. Ship mortgages are registered in the Personal Property Securities Register rather than the ship register.
279 It is common for aircraft financiers to take both a Cape Town international interest and a mortgage in the applicable domestic aircraft register. The relationship between a mortgage registered on a conventional ship register and a Cape Town interest would need to be carefully addressed.
280 It has been suggested that the task might be too great and that a more manageable and fruitful task would be to develop Cape Town Protocols for containers or for offshore oil and gas assets which are not typical 'ships'. It is understood that the fourth Protocol on the Mining, Agricultural and Construction (MAC) Equipment that UNIDRIOT is now working on diverges from the Aircraft Protocols to a greater extent than either the Protocols on Space Assets and Railway Rolling Stock. Thus a Shipping Protocol would need to be drafted to reflect the specific nature of the complex shipping industry. This will increase the time and cost necessary for drafting.
281 The major 'open' ship registers provide bankable mortgages so might see this potential benefit of a Shipping Protocol as a commercial threat.
To complete the current survey by seeking responses from key jurisdictions which have not yet responded; and

After that, through the NMLAs, take soundings from industry sources to ascertain whether or not there is any dissatisfaction at all with the status quo or whether, if there is such dissatisfaction, the extent of it.

With the responses of the questionnaires in hand, to open the matter up to a wider group for further discussion.

This document was prepared for your consideration by the International Working Group on Ship Finance Security Practices.
IWG SHIP FINANCING SECURITY PRACTICES:
MINUTES OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE MEETING

Thursday 8th November 2018, 9 – 11 am
Reed Smith, Broadgate Tower, 20 Primrose Str. London.

1. **Members of the IWG:**

**Present:**
- Ann Fenech – Chair (Malta)
- David Osborne – Rapporteur (England)
- Camila Mendez Vianna Cardoso (Brazil)
- Andrea Berlingieri (Italy)
- Armstrong Chen (China)
- Haco van der Houven van Oordt (Netherlands)

**Excused:**
- Allen Black (USA)
- Stefan Rindfleisch (Germany)
- Andrew Tetley (France)
- Souichiro Kozuka (Japan)

2. **Attendees:**

Ann Fenech asked all attendees to leave a visiting card so that the IWG would have details of attendees for the purposes of keeping them informed. Most left a visiting card, however it is likely that a number did not and thus remain unrecorded for that reason:

**Argentina:** Nelida Beatriz Angelotti
**Belgium:** Benoit Goemans
- Vincent Fransen
**Brazil:** Luis Felipe Galante
- Marcelo Frazao
- Larissa Toledo
**Canada:** Marc Isaacs
- William Sharpe
China: Chu Beiping
Yu Shihui
Lijun (Liz) Zhao

England: Charles Buss (WFW)
Elaine Ashplant (WFW)
Philip Chope (WFW)

France: Arthur Gibson

Germany: Rolf-Jurgen Hermes

Greece: Deucalion Rediadis
Yiannis Timagenis
Maria-Angeliki P. Vlachou

Hong Kong: Liang Zhao

India: Shardul Thacker

Italy: Massimiliano Musi
Dardani jnr
Marco Manzone
Lorenzo Fabro
Filippo Cassola
Giuseppe Duca
Corrado Bregante

Japan: Mitsuhiro Toda

Malta: Suzanne Shaw
Stefan Piazza
Adrian Attard
Martina Farrugia

Netherlands: Robert Hoepel
Van Hoek
Harmen Hoek

Nigeria: Damilola Osinuga
Romania: Adrian Cristea  
Ciprian Cristea  
Augustin Zabrautanu  
Carmen Zabrautanu  
Andrei Murineanu  
Spain: Diego de San Simon  
Sweden: Paula Backden  
Malin Hogberg  
Turkey: Emine Vazicioglu  
Sertac Sayhan  
Cansu Yildirim  
Ukraine: Evgeniy Sukacev  
United States: Frank Nolan  
David J. Farrell Jnr  

3. **Proceedings:**

Ann Fenech thanked all those present for attending in such large numbers. No less than 21 jurisdictions were represented and at least 57 people attended. It was standing room only in the room made available by Reed Smith for the meeting. She briefly explained the origins of this project and explained the differences between the International Working Group and its members and the International sub committee. She went through the Discussion Paper which had been made available well in advance of the meeting and which is being attached hereto. She reminded the participants that the entire object of the exercise was to hear the views of as many national maritime law associations as possible. She explained that it was now important to hear the views of those present on whether they were aware of dissatisfaction expressed by financiers around ship mortgages under current arrangements and generally what they thought about a possible Protocol to the Cape Town Convention dedicated to shipping.

David Osborne developed on the above theme, explaining further the ideas behind the questionnaire, giving some insight into the discussion which had taken place at the Cape Town Academic Symposium at Oxford in 2016 and giving further background on the current developments in ship finance, particularly the growth of lease finance. He also noted that responses to the questionnaire from India, Japan and the United States
had arrived after the Discussion Paper had been prepared (and that the response from China was imminent).

The following countries made the following points:

**China**

Armstrong Chen explained how the Chinese leasing business has been developing substantially. He commented on the fact that there was not much if anything at all by way of international legislative support for the lessors in financial leasing structures. He further added that he and others were interested to see what CMI could contribute to global legislation in this field, and how this in turn might address the traditional reluctance of Chinese leasing companies to pursue business in differing jurisdictions.

Prof. Chu Beiping advised on the recent updates related to Maritime Law in China and on the New Chinese maritime code.

**Malta**

Suzanne Shaw stated that as a jurisdiction which came into contact with a cross section of financiers from all over the world registering mortgages against vessels, experience showed that the mortgage system worked well, that mortgagees were by and large satisfied by the manner in which their security rights were protected and thus Malta did not see any need for a protocol to the Cape Town Convention related to shipping. She added however that Malta would like to make the point that there was no international instrument which sought to deal with the rights of lessors in leasing structures and was advocating that research should be undertaken with lessors to see if there was appetite to pursue an international instrument which would deal with leasing. She concluded by saying that, such an instrument would be totally separate and distinct from Cape Town.

**The Netherlands**

Robert Hoeple stated that there was no strong opinion in favour of such a shipping protocol given that generally speaking the existing system worked well.

Haco van der Houven van Oordt expressed his personal view that his main concern about a shipping protocol was that it added a layer of confusion in an area which should strive to make things clearer and not more complex.

He explained how one of the main stumbling blocks was most certainly the fact that the maritime law of most jurisdictions provided protection through non consensual liens to numerous creditors including crew, harbour authorities and suppliers of provisions. He noted that whilst
article 39 and 40 provided for states to state on signing that they had such non consensual rights which pre ranked, and came before mortgagees, contrary to Cape Town, he questioned what was going to happen when most of the jurisdictions made such a reservation.

**Brazil**

Camila Mendes Vianna Cardozo explained that whilst issues of non consensual rights certainly gave rise to practical problems she explained the huge frustration encountered by financiers when their mortgages were not recognised as what occurred with the FPSO OSX 3 case. She added that matter was appropriately resolved, however it showed that more had to be done to develop a clear legal framework in respect of national maritime law and ensure consistent application by a suitably experienced judiciary. At the same time she acknowledged that there did exist problems on the ground relating to non consensual rights of creditors particularly crew.

**Nigeria**

Damilola Osinuga, also from the World Maritime University, felt that there was no need for a shipping protocol to the Cape Town Convention. He explained how in Nigeria, whilst enforcement may take some time, he added that the Judges making up the bench in Nigeria were not specialised Admiralty judges and it had taken them already some time to get accustomed to the special maritime rules regarding liens and priorities and he felt it would be rather problematic to get these judges to accept and adjust to a totally new regime. Furthermore he felt that any system which would appear to be interfering with traditionally accepted priority rights such as those reserved for crew would be problematic.

**Italy**

Andrea Berlingieri advised that the Italian Maritime Law Association had not yet taken a formal position on the matter. He advised that given the recession since 2008, the Italian ship finance sector had suffered however what remains works relatively well. Banks are used to granting loans which are secured through traditional mortgages. He added that the relationship between the entry of the mortgages in traditional registries and in the central register could be problematic especially when it came to the traditional maritime creditors who have historically always been protected such as crew. He cautioned that before any suggestion could be made a proper analysis of how such a protocol would effectively interfere with the traditional maritime rights had to be undertaken.
Romania

Adrian Cristea expressed the view that having an international convention on the international recognition of judicial sales would be of great benefit to the maritime sector and international trade generally and would give financiers greater peace of mind. Separately and when asked specifically on ship finance security practices and Cape Town, he added that in his view a protocol on shipping subject to further research and study, would strengthen the protections generally sought by the financier.

Belgium

Benoit Goemens stated that he did not have an official position of the Belgian Maritime Law Association and was therefore speaking from a personal perspective.

He was of the view that rather than focus on a shipping protocol, there was scope for a protocol to cover containers – totally separately from ships. He was of the view that the stumbling blocks to implementing a protocol in respect of ships would not arise in respect of containers. He highlighted the potential utility of a protocol in protecting security rights in containers by way of two examples.

First, he referred to recent prevalence of bankruptcy of large operators. Drawing on the recent Hanjin bankruptcy, he noted there were 950,000 containers in use in over 900 locations leased to Hanjin by the owners of the containers. Leasing companies of these containers were still struggling, or finding it impossible, to enforce their security and recover the containers. One example of difficulties faced was the impounding of such containers by terminals, which would then demand payment of "release monies" as a pre-requisite to recovery. Such "release monies" could total most or all of the intrinsic value of the containers.

Secondly, he referenced frequent cases of fraud, whereby "investment companies" would raise funds from innocent investors by claiming ownership of containers which were in fact owned by non-related companies or, indeed, entirely fictional.

Following such examples, he advocated the protection of such container owners and 3rd parties through a similar international instrument such as a protocol to Cape Town which would, inter alia, provide a central registry of ownership. He added that he felt that Cape Town was ideal for containers.
**Greece**

Deucalion Rediadis advised that answering the Questionnaire had enabled them to focus very clearly on the subject. He stated that Greece was a country of ship owners and of course there was a fair amount of finance. He added that from his personal opinion, it appeared highly unlikely that there would be any appetite for such a protocol. This was due to a number of reasons. First because banks had other issues to worry about right now related to their very survival and secondly because there was no discussion related to any need to have finance securities in the maritime sector regulated in any other way other than in the traditional way.

He added however that thanks to the setting up of this International Working Group to discuss this very subject of ship finance security practices, it has succeeded in bringing together two diverse yet related and interdependent sectors of the same industry being the ship finance lawyers who would be engaged in advising clients at the beginning of any sale and purchase transaction, and the marine litigation lawyers who would get involved when owners default and when the financiers need to have their rights protected and enforced.

He was of the view that even if it was decided that there was no scope for a protocol, the existence of this IWG should be maintained as a forum and platform for these two important sectors of the maritime industry to discuss issues which related to this important sector.

**The United States of America**

Frank Nolan, President of the USMLA, stated that in his view, there was no need for a shipping protocol to the Cape Town Convention. He stated that most of the leading shipping registries in the world had a very efficient infrastructure related to mortgages and their enforcement and provided adequate and satisfactory remedies.

He added that leases did have to be catered for by a new regime and mentioned that there existed provisions on leasing in Liberian and Marshall Islands ship registration law (which he had been instrumental in drafting) and which financiers such as Chinese leasing companies were already starting to make use of.

He added that the situation in the maritime sector is very different from say aviation. He stressed that in aviation there had been a legal vacuum which needed to be plugged due to imperfect mechanisms for perfecting security across differing jurisdictions. However there is no such vacuum in shipping, where there are effective and practical provisions for registration and perfection of security in national registries, which are well-understood by the relevant parties involved therefore he saw no point whatsoever in such a protocol.
Speaking again later, Frank Nolan, fully supported the idea of having a protocol dedicated and related solely to containers. He agreed that there was a vacuum at an international instrument level relating to security rights and interests in containers and it was a good idea to think about it.

India

Shardul Thacker gave a very clear exposition of the position in India.

He addressed the fact that there was no doubt in his mind how the greatest challenge in Cape Town for ships was indeed the rights which Indian Law gave to other creditors, first and foremost crew. He acknowledged that this was not just an Indian issue, but an issue likely to effect most jurisdictions. He therefore questioned how things would pan out if most jurisdictions exercised the rights given by article 39 and 40 of the Cape Town convention, effectively nullifying the primary aim of Cape Town which was to give the internationally registered Cape Town interest priority rights over all creditors. He asked what would happen if different jurisdictions therefore applied their own order of ranking which would differ one from the other and certainly differ from Cape Town. That would render a Cape Town protocol on shipping irrelevant. He added that India had a very sophisticated and highly developed general body of maritime law similar to that of England which offered protection to a number of other creditors.

He further explained how the Indian flag was used by only a handful of Indian owners and how Indian flagged vessels only carried around 4% of the trade from and to India. He added how Indian law therefore recognises mortgages entered against foreign registered vessels and how according to Indian law, the mortgagee would get his money after the crew get paid, and that cannot be disturbed by any other law or instrument. India is essentially a nation of sea farers.

He concluded by saying that given that there is little ship financing originating in India and given that, the political priority was the protection of seafarers and, there would be no appetite whatsoever for a protocol on shipping. It was thus most unlikely that an Indian Government would support such a protocol.
Canada

William Sharpe stated that the Canadian Admiralty courts enforce both local as well as foreign mortgages under a similar framework to that of the UK. He stated that it would be of benefit if further work is done in the area of insolvency reorganisation, however he saw that as a separate and distinct matter to a Cape Town protocol on shipping. He added that ship financing generally was underdeveloped in Canada and therefore it was felt that there would be no important financial institutions to speak of who would register any interest in, or provide impetus to, such a project.

Sweden

Paula Blacked advised that the Swedish MLA was not aware of any interest whatsoever shown by financial institutions in Sweden in such a protocol. She advised that the subject was not discussed at all which indicated that the generally applied current system was not being debated or questioned, whether by financiers or operators.

Turkey

Sertac Seyhan explained that Cape Town was not known at all in Turkey. As far as the rights of the mortgagee were concerned these are quite well protected in Turkey especially since the amendments to the Maritime Code. Prior to the amendments there were circa 15 other maritime creditors which ranked prior to the mortgagee. Today following the amendments these have been reduced to 6. He advised that banks are now placed in position number 7 in the order of priorities which is not a bad position. Of course there remains the danger at times that if a vessel is sold the mortgagee may risk getting nothing. Therefore speaking theoretically, the financier would stand to gain by Cape Town, but the reality is that no Turkish government would agree to remove the rights currently enjoyed by other maritime creditors. Any unsettling of generally developed rights in Admiralty would be a red line. Maritime law contains well developed norms for an entire body of maritime creditors including financiers - there are numerous interests which cannot but be taken into account.

Croatia

Representatives of Croatia were not present during the meeting however Gordon Stankovic, President of the Croatian Maritime Law Association sent the views of the Croatian Maritime Law Association in writing.

“We have considered the brilliantly written discussion paper on Ship Finance Security Practices and our views are that:

We at the Croatian MLA do not see a “compelling need” (if we may use the IMO language so close to our hearts) of developing a shipping
protocol to the Cape Town Convention. Moreover, we think that Croatia would probably be extremely reluctant to let go of the traditional dual function of its ship register. Also, introducing another type of interest (“the Cape Town Interest”) in addition to the registered mortgages and (unregistered) maritime liens would in our opinion increase the complexity of the whole matter.

Having said the above, the Croatian MLA supports the proposals set out in caption 4.12 of the Discussion Paper.”

David Osborne

As rapporteur of the group, David Osborne made a number of interventions at various stages of the discussion as follows:

1. He stated that whilst there was a degree of nervousness related to change in this sector this did not and does not exist in other areas. He explained how the major difference was that Cape Town was originally driven by the aviation industry and its financiers, particularly the manufacturers of aircraft and US Eximbank. That drive for reform was not present in shipping or had not yet manifested itself.

2. He agreed that the “legal vacuum” as Frank Nolan put it in relation to aircraft which had been a driving factor behind Cape Town indeed did not have a direct equivalent in the case of ships. Ship registries traditionally address proprietary issues alongside regulatory issues to a greater extent than aircraft registers.

3. He noted that in any ship mortgage enforcement the jurisdiction of enforcement, ie where the ship arrested, is crucial to the amount and speed of recovery by the mortgagee. A financier might be able to take steps to enforce in a favourable jurisdiction but this would often not be the case, with potentially disastrous consequences. Any Cape Town protocol for ships would most likely not be a panacea for local procedural difficulties and delays.

4. He stressed that the ship finance scenario today was facing a number of changes, principle among which were the various ship leasing structures, especially those coming out of China. Cape Town addresses leasing specifically.

5. He was of the view that it would be worth looking at the ways in which leases could be addressed from an insolvency perspective (noting the Aircraft Protocol in this context). Generally, any
review of ship security interests should take full account of insolvency regimes, in particular the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross Border Insolvency and the Recast EU Insolvency Regulation.

6. He stated that in his anecdotal experience, post the 2008 financial crisis, resort to the traditional method of ship mortgage enforcement has been comparatively rare when taking account of the overall scale of distressed shipping loans.

7. He underlined how the Cape Town Convention provides for a number of self help remedies irrespective of any applicable law in the relevant jurisdiction which could potentially be an advantage of a shipping protocol.

8. He was of the view that a shipping protocol could have the effect of making registries in certain countries more acceptable to financiers by providing financiers with the ability to rely on a Cape Town international interest rather than an inadequate domestic ship mortgage.

9. In response to the concerns expressed regarding one of the main challenges, which was how to deal with the regimes in most countries which grant non-consensual priority rights to different categories of traditional maritime creditors, he underlined the possibility of Articles 39 and 40 of Cape Town being deployed to preserve the priority status of applicable non-consensual rights.

10. He explained that he had already floated the idea of how containers (more easily and less controversially than ships) lent themselves to a Cape Town protocol at the Cape Town meeting in Oxford in September 2016

11. In response to the view that there may be parts of Cape Town which could work for shipping which however did not justify a protocol on shipping but perhaps instead a separate instrument, he reminded the meeting that each and every protocol (on aviation, space assets, rolling stock, and mining and agricultural equipment) was or would be sector specific and different, which could be the same for shipping.
As Chair of the group, Ann Fenech, also made a number of interventions at various stages of the discussion.

1. She underlined the importance of maintaining a sense of objectivity throughout the entire discussion paper drawing attention to the fact it had referred to a number of learned articles which held different views regarding the subject matter.

2. She explained that the Maltese experience possibly having much do with the fact that Malta is bang in the middle of one of the busiest shipping lanes in the world saw its fair share of traditional mortgage enforcement in all the post 2008 bankruptcies and insolvencies with a record number of judicial sales by auction or court approved private sales during the past 5 years meaning that financiers were still ultimately seeking traditional enforcement measures which were very efficient.

3. Whilst acknowledging that one of the tenets of the Cape Town Convention was indeed the self help remedies she raised the point that in terms of the same article 8 of the Convention, these self help remedies only existed: “to the extent that the chargor has at any time so agreed.” Thus these self help remedies only existed in so far as the relevant documents actually granted contractually such self help remedies to the chargee.

4. She observed that if one put the general idea of whether it was a good thing or a bad thing to have a shipping protocol to one side and if one were to look at the Convention line by line, it was of concern to note that there were a number of matters which she feared may create more problems than solve. One such example is the constant reference to “the court” as in for instance Article 9 and the definition of same leading to the unsatisfactory situation where different contracting states would refer the matter to a different court. This in her view would be a major stumbling block and lead to a great deal of uncertainty.

5. She agreed that whilst Articles 39 and 40 gave contracting states the ability to opt out of the absolute priority ranking to the mortgagee, this very fact would give rise to much uncertainty if each country would be entitled (as they are ) to apply its own ranking and priority. It appears that this would defeat the object of the exercise.
Part II – The work of the CMI
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6. She was of the view that whilst each protocol can be designed to suit the subject matter she reminded the meeting that there was a limit to how different to the actual convention the protocol could be, referring to Prof. Francesco Berlingieri’s article in which he had stated: “Nevertheless what is described by Mr. Stanford as “core rules” must be substantially preserved otherwise there would be no “core” at all and each protocol would become an independent convention almost unrelated to the other protocols. If this were the ultimate result the very purpose of this exercise would obviously be defeated.”


The meeting lasted from 9 am to 11 am. In conclusion Ann Fenech thanked all those present for their interest and active participation in the discussion which was vital to enable the IWG to decide on the next steps that should be taken.

She advised that detailed minutes of the meeting will be prepared and presented to the Executive Council. Furthermore the IWG will keep everyone present and everyone who had participated in the International Sub-Committee fully informed of further work going forward.

She concluded by saying that the views expressed during the meeting would be referred to Exco which would then need to consider these views vis – a – vis the next steps recommended at the end of the Discussion Paper.
INTRODUCTION

The UK Insurance Act 2015 is the most significant reform yet of the codification by the Marine Insurance Act 1906. It applies more widely than to marine insurance alone, embracing all business and commercial insurances apart from consumer insurance. It is also not a comprehensive measure, applying only to a few problematic and sometimes controversial areas of insurance law.

The Act derives from an extensive period of reconsideration by the Law Commissions for England and Wales, and for Scotland. It makes amendments to the law relating to good faith, pre-contract duties of insureds, promissory warranties and certain other contractual terms. It clarifies the law relating to fraudulent claims and introduces a new implied contractual term relating to the payment of claims.

The 2015 Act applies to non-consumer contracts of insurance, including reinsurance contracts and P&I insurance: and also to contractual variations of such contracts.

With two exceptions, the 2015 Act sets out a code of default rules. The exceptions relate to “basis of contract” agreements and the implied obligation to settle claims within a reasonable time (both are examined later). Otherwise its provisions may be excluded or amended by the express agreement of parties. The eight UK member Clubs of the International Group of P & I Clubs have exercised this power widely and new standard clauses have become available in the London insurance market to facilitate both the adoption, with or without amendments, and contracting out of the new statutory provisions. These developments are commented upon later in this Report.
The extant law of English commercial and marine insurance is now to be found principally in the Marine Insurance Act 1906, the Insurance Act 2015 and the common law.

There are occasions when the Consumer Insurance (Disclosure and Representations) Act 2012, which as its title indicates applies to consumer insurance as defined in the Act, may be relevant. This will be the case where the assured is a natural person and the vessel is used wholly or mainly for leisure. Such may be the factual situation relating to the insurance of a luxury yacht.

The focus of this report is to examine the impact of the 2015 Act on marine insurance in the UK and on certain foreign jurisdictions. It is not proposed to subject the Act to a full and detailed technical analysis. No reference is made to case-law or secondary materials and legal and market jargon is also avoided, as also are footnotes.

**GENERAL PRINCIPLE OF GOOD FAITH**

The principle of good faith is codified in section 17 of the Marine Insurance Act 1906 in declaratory terms. Under the reforms of the 2015 Act the section survives save to the extent that the words underlined below are omitted –

A contract of marine insurance is a contract based upon the utmost good faith, and, if the utmost good faith be not observed by either party, the contract may be avoided by the other party

The principal impact of this reform is to uncouple the remedy of avoidance from the breach of the duty of good faith.

Under the preceding law the only remedy available was that set out in the original section 17, namely avoidance, which resulted in the contract of insurance being expunged and the parties returned to the status quo ante. This, over the years, was the source of much judicial concern and had a less than beneficial impact on the development and application of the principle of good faith.

This position is radically changed by the 2015 Act reform. Beyond the bare statement of principle, the amended section 17 no longer specifies any remedy for breach. The effect is (a) to prepare the way for the new law relating to the pre-contract duty of insureds (discussed later) and, more widely (b) it is likely to have a material influence on the future judicial development of the concept of post-contract good faith (a topic not dealt with by the 2015 Act).

Apart from the question of remedies, the definition of the principle of good faith remains unchanged. There continues to be no legislative
definition or guidance as to its meaning. It remains an evolving concept developed incrementally by the judiciary.

Also, it is clear that the duty of good faith is owed by both parties to the contract of insurance, the insurer and insured, notwithstanding that this is not now made expressly clear by the reformulated section 17.

**PRE—CONTRACT DUTY OF INSURED**

**Introduction**

This aspect of good faith has been refashioned by the 2015 Act and is now described as “The Duty of Fair Presentation,” the various elements of which are set out in substantial detail in Part 2 and Schedule 1 of the 2015 Act.

Section 3(1) provides-

> Before a contract of insurance is entered into, the insured must make to the insurer a fair presentation of the risk.

This provision makes it clear that the duty is owed by the insured only and arises pre-contract during the placement of the risk. The duty, therefore, terminates once the contract of insurance is entered into. On the London market, where the slip procedure is adopted, the contract is entered into once the underwriter scratches the slip. In the context of other procedures, there may exist uncertainty as to when precisely the contract of insurance is entered into. It will primarily, in all instances, be a question of fact.

The substance of the duty of fair presentation is very much in line with the former law, but it is set out in different language and in a different format, and in some regards in much greater detail. There are, however, some differences of detail and emphasis.

The most significant difference relates to what is “known by an insured” which has the effect of extending the duty of disclosure. The consequences of breach of the duty are made more flexible and proportionate. There has also been a significant change to the legal position of the placing broker, though this is considered not to have changed the duties and responsibilities of brokers.

**Duty of fair presentation of the risk**

*The duty defined*

The duty of fair presentation of the risk obliges the insured to –

(a) disclose every material circumstance which the insured knows or ought to know or, alternatively, which gives the insurer sufficient
information to put a prudent insurer on notice that it needs to make further enquiries for the purpose of revealing those material circumstances, and

(b) make that disclosure in a manner which would be reasonably clear and accessible to a prudent insurer, and

(c) ensure that every material representation as to a matter of fact is substantially correct, and every material representation as to a matter of expectation or belief is made in good faith.

The duty as stated is identifiable with the preceding law, but there are differences. The duty of disclosure in paras (a) and (b) is set out in much greater detail than in the former law and also gives clear recognition to aspects of the common law that were in the process of evolving. To this extent the new formulation introduces momentum and certainty to the law. The duty of disclosure is also probably wider because of the way the knowledge of insureds is defined (considered later).

Para (c) addresses the duty with regard to representations made by an insured.

Observations on the duty of disclosure

With regard to disclosure the duty is discharged even if there has been a failure to disclose all material circumstances as required under the first part of para (a), provided sufficient material circumstances have been disclosed to put a prudent insurer on notice that by making further enquiries such further material circumstances may be revealed. This is the effect of the second part of para (a) and hints at “waiver”. An insurer who fails to make the further enquiries impliedly waives the necessity to communicate to it the further material circumstances that would have been revealed had those enquires been made.

The qualification in the second part of para (a) also makes it clear that an insurer during the pre-contract stage bears a degree of personal responsibility to take steps to ascertain material circumstances. The obligation is no longer entirely on the shoulders of the insured, with the insurer entitled to sit back and remain uninvolved. In appropriate circumstances the insurer is required to take the initiative, seek out material information, with failure to do so prejudicial to his interests.

The duty of disclosure also incorporates a procedural obligation which is set out in para (b). The disclosure must be made in a manner which is reasonable clear and accessible to a prudent insurer. It follows that an insured or broker who buries a material circumstance in a large bundle of documents and files presented to an insurer in the hope that it will not be discovered will not be considered to have made a fair presentation of the
risk. The insured and his broker have a positive obligation to bring material circumstances to the attention of the insurer. Whether this requirement has been satisfied will in each case be a question of fact.

**Duty not to make misrepresentations**

The substance of the legal duty relating to material representations remains the same as under the preceding law.

The test of materiality

This is a question which has received considerable judicial attention over the years. The test under the 2015 Act remains the same as under the former law –

> A circumstance or representation is material if it would influence the judgement of a prudent insurer in determining whether to take the risk and, if so, on what terms.

The test is objective, assuming the stance of a prudent insurer, not a prudent insured. The essential criterion is that the circumstance or representation would influence the judgment of a prudent insurer in assessing the risk, in the context of the decision whether or not to accept the risk, and, if acceptance, on what terms and conditions. The test of materiality extends more broadly than circumstances and representations that affect the actual decision of the insurer. Something may be material, therefore, notwithstanding that it does not ultimately weigh directly upon the decision of the prudent insurer, in the sense of being considered as decisive. It is sufficient, in a broad sense, if the prudent insurer would wish to be aware of the circumstance. This has the effect of broadening the reach of the concept of materiality.

The question what is material in any particular circumstance gives rise to a question of fact with the burden of proof on the insurer.

The 2015 Act does not provide a detailed definition of what is material. It does, nevertheless, set out the following guidelines -

1. special or unusual facts relating to the risk,
2. any particular concerns which led the insured to seek insurance cover for the risk, and
3. anything which those concerned with the class of insurance and field of activity in question would generally understand as being something that should be dealt with in a fair presentation of risks of the type in question.
Knowledge of the insured

This is a crucial concept because the duty of fair presentation relates to every material circumstance “which the insured knows or ought to know”. This begs the question what does the insured know and what, beyond that, ought he to know?

The position under the 2015 Act differs according to whether the insured is an individual or other entity, such as a company.

Insured as an individual

Where the insured is an individual, the insured knows what is known to him as an individual, and to the individual(s) who is/are responsible for the insured’s insurance.

Insured as a corporate entity

Where the insured is a company, the insured knows what is known to the individual or individuals who are (a) part of the insured’s senior management, or (b) responsible for the insured’s insurance.

Senior management

An individual is part of the insured’s senior management if the individual plays a significant role in the making of decisions about how the insured’s activities are to be managed or organised.

The concept of “senior management” clearly includes a member of the board of directors. It does, however, have the capacity to extend more widely into higher tiers of management below board level, but the crucial question is how far.

Constituent elements of Knowledge

What is known by an individual?

In all circumstances where the knowledge of an individual is in issue the 2015 Act adopts a broad approach. Knowledge includes –

(a) actual knowledge – that which the individual actually knows;

(b) blind-eye knowledge - matters which the individual suspected did exist but of which he had no actual knowledge because he deliberately refrained from confirming or enquiring about them

and

(c) knowledge that ought to be known to the insured - that which should have been revealed by a reasonable research of information available to the insured, by making enquires or by any other means.
In this context “information” includes information held within the insured’s organisation or by other persons, such as the insured’s agent or a person for whom cover is provided by the contract of insurance.

Knowledge of individual(s) responsible for the insured’s insurance

The insured also knows what is known to an individual who is responsible for the insured’s insurance.

This alludes to any individual who participates on behalf of the insured in whatever capacity in the process of procuring the insured’s insurance.

This will include but it is not confined to the placing broker.

A significant feature of the 2015 Act is that the placing broker has ceased to be independently recognised as was the case under the repealed section 19 of the Marine Insurance Act 1906. There is no replication of a distinct duty of disclosure.

The broker is now included in the group of individuals “responsible for the insured’s insurance” and as such the broker’s knowledge as an “individual” is attributed to the insured.

Of course, if the broker fails to disclose to the insured material information known to him and this results in the insured being in breach of the duty of fair presentation, there is also a breach of duty under the brokerage contract, with the insured entitled to compensation for any adverse consequences arising from the breach to make fair presentation. In this regard the position of the placing broker is in reality the same as under the 1906 Act.

If an individual who is responsible for the insured’s insurance perpetrates a fraud on the insured, knowledge of the fraud is not attributable to the insured.

The insured also is not taken to know confidential information about (i) an individual who is the insured’s agent or an employee of the agent, and (ii) that information was obtained by the insured’s agent or an employee of the agent through a business relationship with a person who is not connected with the contract of insurance.

The persons connected with the contract of insurance are (i) the insured and any persons to whom cover is provided by the contract, and (ii) if the contract reinsures risks covered by another contract, the persons who are connected with that other contract.

To this extent the change in the framing of the law relating to pre-contract disclosure has not worked any change to the legal relation between insured and broker.
What need not be disclosed by insureds

As was the case under the former law, the 2015 Act expressly identifies categories of circumstance that need not be disclosed.

In the absence of enquiry the insured need not disclose a circumstance if

(i) it diminishes the risk,

(ii) the insurer knows it – an insurer knows what is known by one or more individuals who participate on behalf of the insurer (whether as employee or agent or as employee of an agent or other capacity) in the decision whether to take the risk and, if so, on what terms.

Where an individual identified above perpetrates a fraud on the insurer, that knowledge is not attributed to the insurer.

(iii) the insurer ought to know it - an insurer ought to know something if (a) an employee or agent of the insurer knows it and ought reasonably to have passed on the relevant information to an individual mentioned in (ii) above or (b) the relevant information is held by the insurer and is readily available to an individual mentioned in (ii) above;

(iv) the insurer is presumed to know it – an insurer is presumed to know (a) things which are common knowledge, and (b) things which an insurer offering insurance of the class in question to insureds in the field of activity in question would reasonably be expected to know in the ordinary course of business;

(v) it is something as to which the insurer waives information – it is open to an insurer to expressly or impliedly waive the obligation to communicate material circumstances.

The recognition in the former law that a circumstance need not be disclosed if it was covered by a warranty is not reproduced. This, probably, is because of the different approach taken to breach of warranty in the 2015 Act (considered later).

The above categories apply only in the absence of an enquiry by the insurer. If the insurer puts specific questions to the insured, the insured is required to provide answers which are in keeping with the duty of fair presentation.

Breach of the duty of fair presentation and the consequences of breach
Requirement of causation

Beyond the establishment of a factual breach of duty, a remedy is not available unless the breach can be shown to have been causal. There must first be established the fact of causation. The 2015 Act makes express reference to this precondition, whereas in the preceding law the requirement arose by implication.

The requirement of causation means that the breach must have had a direct impact on the way the insurer responded to the presentation of the risk. The insurer must show that “but for” the breach he (a) would not have entered into the contract of insurance at all, or (b) would have done so on different terms, which might relate to policy conditions or premium rating.

The requirement of causation has the consequence that there could be a breach of the duty of fair presentation which has had no impact on the response of the insurer, and therefore leaves the insurer without any remedy. If, had there not been a breach of duty, the insurer would have underwritten the risk on the same terms and premium rating, there is no remedy.

The burden of proof is on the insurer to establish causation.

Qualifying breaches

When a causal breach is established, it is characterised under the 2015 Act as a “qualifying breach”, indicating that the breach is remediable.

A “qualifying breach” may be either (a) deliberate or reckless or (b) neither.

The former characterisation applies if the insured knew that he was in breach of the duty of fair presentation or did not care whether or not he was in breach.

The burden of proof is on the insurer to establish intentional or reckless conduct on the part of the insured.

As it will be seen the characterisation of a qualifying breach is relevant to the question of remedies.
Remedies for breach

Original contract of insurance

With regard to the original contract of insurance the remedies for breach vary according to the nature of the qualifying breach.

Where the breach is deliberate or reckless the insurer (a) may avoid the contract and refuse all claims, and (b) need not return any of the premiums paid.

Where the breach is otherwise, the remedies open to the insurer depend on the way the insurer would have responded to the presentation of the risk had there not been a qualifying breach, in other words had the insured properly performed the duty of fair presentation of the risk.

If the insurer would not have entered into the contract on any terms, the insurer may avoid the contract and refuse all claims, but must in that event return the premiums paid.

If the Insurer would have entered into the contract but on different terms (other than terms relating to the premium), the contract is to be treated as if entered into on those terms, if the insurer so requires

If the insurer would have entered into the contract, whether on the original or different terms, but would have charged a higher premium, the insurer may reduce proportionately the amount to be paid on the claim.

The reduction is based on the ratio that the premium actually charged bears to the higher premium that would have been charged expressed as a percentage.

The burden of proof is on the insurer to show how he would have responded but for the breach of duty by the insured. It will be of interest to observe how this burden of proof will be discharged in practice. Clearly a simple assertion on the part of the insurer will not necessarily be sufficient. The test presumably cannot be wholly subjective. It would appear that there must be some supporting evidence, for example, by reference to the nature of market practice or the evidence of other experienced and reputable underwriters in the same area of insurance or the previous practice of the particular insurer.

Contract varying the original contract

Where the breach relates to the variation of a contract of insurance, the possible remedies follow the same general pattern but are adjusted to respond to the changed situation. There are now two contracts in issue, the original contract of insurance and the contract purporting to effect the variation. It is also possible that the variation may be accompanied by an increase or decrease in the premium rating.
The remedial position is set out in Part 2 of Schedule 1 of the 2015 Act.

*Where the breach is deliberate or reckless*, the insurer may by notice to the insured treat the contract of insurance as terminated as from the time the variation was made and is not obliged to return the premiums paid.

*Where the breach is otherwise and the total premium payable has been increased or remains the same*, the remedies available to the insurer will again depend on how he would have responded had there not been a breach of duty on the part of the insured.

If the insurer would not have agreed the variation on any terms, the insurer may treat the contract as if the variation had not been made, but must return any extra premium paid.

If the insurer would have accepted the risk but on different terms (other than a term relating to the premium) the variation is to be treated as if those terms were included, if the insurer so requires.

If, in the same circumstances, the insurer would have increased the premium (in the case of unchanged premium) or increased it by more (in the case of an increased premium), the insurer may reduce proportionately the amount to be paid on a claim arising out of events after the variation. The amount payable is the proportion that the total premium actually charged bears to the total premium that the insurer would have charged expressed as a percentage.

*Where, by contrast, the total premium was reduced as a result of the variation*, the same broad approach is adopted to remedies but with adjustments made for proportional payments.

If the insurer would not have agreed to the variation on any terms, the insurer may treat the contract as if the variation had not been made and may reduce proportionately the amount paid on claims arising out of events occurring after the (purported) variation. The ratio being that which the premium actually charged bears to the original premium.

If the insurer would have agreed to the variation on different terms (other than a term relating to the premium) the variation is to be treated as if those terms were incorporated.

If, though prepared to accept the risk, the insurer would have increased the premium or not have reduced the premium or reduced it by less, the insurer may reduce proportionately the sum payable on claims arising out of events occurring after the variation. The percentage sum payable is determined by the ratio as between the total premium actually charged and the original premium, if the insurer would not have changed it, and the increased or reduced total premium (as the case may be) the insurer would have charged.
Comment

The formulation of the possible remedies may appear densely complex but there are explanations for this state of affairs.

As previously explained, in the event of a variation there come into existence two contracts, the original contract of insurance and the subsequent contract to vary the original contract. This, in turn, raises the question as to whether the remedy for breach of the duty of fair presentation in respect to the variation should be restricted to the variation or extend to the original contract of insurance.

When it comes to the assessment of premium rating, the remedy of reducing proportionately the amount to be paid on a claim is straightforward in the case of the original contract because it applies only when the insurer would have charged a higher premium. But when it comes to a variation the total premium payable may have been increased, remained the same or decreased, and, but for the breach of duty, the insurer may have responded in anyone of these possible ways to the rating of the premium. In this regard the legislation attempts to respond to the various possibilities. There is also the question whether any proportional reduction in the payment of claims should apply to all claims arising under the varied contract or only to claims arising from events occurring after the variation is agreed.

Promissory Warranties and Other Terms

Marine Insurance Act 1906

The English law on warranties has long courted controversy primarily because of the consequences of breach. The pre 2015 Act law is set out in the MIA 1906, sections 33-41, much of which is unaffected by the new law.

A promissory warranty is defined in s. 33(1) as an undertaking of the assured –

“…that some particular thing shall or shall not be done, or that some condition shall be fulfilled, or whereby he affirms or negatives the existence of a particular state of facts”.

The nature of the undertaking and consequences of breach were set out in s. 33(3) which may be summarised as follows –

(a) a warranty must be exactly complied with;
(b) it may be material to the risk or not;
(c) if not complied with, subject to policy terms, the insurer is discharged from liability from the date of the breach; but
(d) the insurer is responsible for liabilities incurred before the date of breach.

The discharge from liability occurs automatically and is not dependent on the exercise of an election and/or giving notice (The Good Luck [1992] 1 A.C. 233).

Further, where there has been a breach, the assured cannot cure the breach by complying with the warranty before loss has occurred (s. 34(2)).

It is always possible for an insurer to waive a breach of warranty (s. 34(3)).

Apart from express warranties the 1906 Act recognises implied warranties in relation to the seaworthiness of ships (ss.39 and 40(2)) and legality (s.41).

Reforms introduced by the 2015 Act

The 2015 Act repeals ss. 33 (3) and 34 of the MIA 1906. Otherwise the provisions of the MIA 1906 remain in force, including the definition of a promissory warranty and the recognition of implied warranties.

The new provisions in the 2015 Act are set out in sections 10 and 11 and their effect may be presented as follows –

(a) Continuing warranties

These are warranties where the undertaking of the assured extends continuously over the period of the policy or a shorter period specified in the policy.

The consequence of breach of this category of warranty is that the liability of the insurer is suspended for the period of the breach. If the breach is remedied, from that moment the liability of the insurer is restored.

In the result the insurer is liable under the policy until the occurrence of a breach of warranty and thereafter liability is suspended until the breach is cured. Once cured the insurer is again on risk. Should the breach not be cured the liability of the insurer is suspended for the remainder of the policy period.

There is in this regard a technicality to be noted. With regard to the suspension of liability it is stated that the insurer is not liable for-

“…any loss occurring, or attributable to something happening, after the warranty (express or implied) in the contract has been breached but before the breach has been remedied”. (s.10(2)).

This provision makes it clear that when the source of loss occurs during the period an insured is in breach of warranty but the actual loss is
suffered after the breach of warranty has been remedied, the insurer is not liable.

There is less clarity about the position when the source of the loss occurs before the breach of warranty but the actual loss is suffered after the breach. Under section 10(4) the insurer appears to be liable, because the loss is attributable to something happening before the breach of warranty. Nonetheless, by section 10(2) the insurer appears not to be liable for any loss occurring after the breach of warranty and before there has been a remedy.

(b) One-off warranties

The rule of suspension of liability operates most comfortably with regard to continuing warranties. There is however a class of warranties where the undertaking of the assured is of a one-off nature, relating, for example, to something specific in point of time. They are, therefore, not continuing warranties and are defined in 2015 Act as warranties which require –

“… that by an ascertainable time something is to be done (or not done), or a condition is to be fulfilled, or something is (or is not) to be the case”.

It is clear that the breach of such a warranty cannot logically be cured in the traditional manner and in response to this difficulty the 2015 Act formulates a specific concept of cure. The breach is deemed to be cured “if the risk to which the warranty relates becomes essentially the same as that originally contemplated by the parties”.

This provision is probably best explained by examining an unexceptional example. An insurance policy on a ship contains a warranty “that a specified safety certificate of compliance will be presented to insurers within 14 days of the date of the insurance”. The insurance is dated 1st January 2018. The insured fails to present the certificate within 14 days and consequently there is a breach of warranty with cover suspended. Nonetheless the insured presents the safety certificate on 1st February 2018. Logically the breach of the express warranty cannot be cured: there is no way the insured can correct the failure to present the certificate by the due date. Nonetheless, applying the concept in the 2015 Act the breach is cured on 1st February 2018, on which date the liability of the insurer is revived.

The essential nature of the risk that the insurers were accepting was the insurance of the particular ship in respect to which the specified safety certificate had been issued. When the insureds failed to produce the certificate within 14 days this ceased to be the case and the liability of the insurers was suspended. But on 1st February 2018 when the safety
certificate was presented the risk became precisely that which the insurers had accepted when agreeing to provide the insurance. The Act deems this to amount to curing the breach.

(c) Warranties/terms protecting against the occurrence of specific risks

This provision applies to what for convenience may be characterised as specific risk terms. It also applies to promissory warranties which fall within the characterisation.

A specific risk term may be express or implied. It is a term compliance with which would tend to reduce the risk of one or more of the following – (a) loss of a particular kind, (b) loss at a particular location, and (c) loss at a particular time.

In the event of loss the insurer cannot rely on the breach of a specific risk term/warranty to exclude, limit or discharge its liability if the insured shows that the “non-compliance with the term could not have increased the risk of the loss which actually occurred in the circumstances in which it occurred”.

The burden of proof is borne by the insured to show that the breach is not material in the above sense. That it has not even in the loosest sense increased the risk of loss that has actually occurred. If it is appropriate to view the relationship between the term broken and the loss suffered in terms of causation, it is probably a very weak causal test.

If the burden of proof is not discharged the insurer can rely on the breach to avoid liability.

It may again be best to illustrate how the new law will operate by the use of a simple example. An insurance of a ship includes the following term/warranty –

“The vessel shall at all time carry on board the most up-to-date navigational charts”.

During the period of the insurance a serious fire breaks out on board the vessel which causes extensive damage. The insurance covered the risk of fire.

It is also discovered that the insured owners were in breach of the term/warranty because the ship did not have on board the most up-to-date navigational charts.

Under the new law the insurers cannot rely on the breach of the term/warranty relating to navigational charts if the insured can show that the breach did not increase the risk of fire. The term/warranty relating to
navigational charts was incorporated in the insurance to ensure safe navigation of the vessel. It had no connection to the risk of fire. Subject to the insureds being able to discharge the burden of proof, the insurers would be precluded from relying on the breach of the navigational obligation as a defence.

This statutory provision draws a distinction between a specific risk term/warranty and “a term defining the risk as a whole”. The latter alludes to the definition of the cover provided by an insurance contract, to be distinguished from a term/warranty aimed at managing a risk which falls within the cover provided by the contract of insurance.

**BASIS OF CONTRACT AGREEMENTS**

**Introduction**

A basis of agreement contract is an agreement by the parties that statements made when negotiating the insurance shall form part of the contract of insurance.

The agreement may be in the slip or proposal form, or in the contract or policy, and may be incorporated from another document.

In English law these agreements were valid and construed as invariably establishing warranties. In other words the effect of these clauses was to convert pre-contract representations into promissory warranties. It followed that if any false or incorrect statements made in the placement process, it would also amount to a breach of warranty with serious consequences for the insured.

The following is a simple illustration of such a term -

“...this proposal and the statements made therein shall form the basis of the contract between me/us and the insurer”.

There had long existed disquiet about the fairness of these agreements, which concern was shared by the judiciary.

**Reform**

By section 9 of the 2015 Act these clauses are rendered void, as also is any agreement which purports to circumvent the prohibition.

The principal policy reason for this repeal is based on considerations of fairness. The clauses are considered to give insurers an unconscionable advantage.

When the statutory wording is considered closely it is noticeable that the prohibition is that the “representation is not capable of being converted into a warranty by means of any provision of the…insurance contract…or
any other contract...whether by declaring the representation to form the basis of the contract or otherwise”.

This suggests that the objection based on considerations of policy relates to the conversion of representations into warranties and not to the principle of a basis of contract agreement. Such an agreement may exist and it may succeed in incorporating terms into the insurance contract provided they are not promissory warranties.

Also, it remains possible for a representation made in the course of the placement of risk to be made the subject of a warranty, but this can only be achieved by an express warranty in the insurance contract.

Relevance to marine insurance

These clauses appear to be more relevant to P&I insurance than to other types of marine insurance. For example -

North P&I Rules 2017-18 -Rule 7(2) - ‘Accuracy of information’

All particulars and information given in the course of applying for insurance shall, if the entry of the relevant ship is accepted, be deemed to form part of the contract of insurance between the Member and the Association and it shall be a condition precedent of such insurance that all such particulars and information were true so far as within the Member’s knowledge or could with reasonable diligence have been ascertained.

It is arguable that where the 2015 Act applies this clause is void. The words underlined (for the purpose of emphasis) would probably be construed in English law as indicating an intention that the particulars and information provided are to be regarded as promissory warranties.

FRAUDULENT CLAIMS

Common law

The definition of fraudulent claim and the associated law has developed under the English common law. For reasons influenced by considerations of policy rather than logic, a fraudulent claim is not viewed as a breach of the principle of good faith: it is analysed as breach of a distinct common law rule.

A claim is fraudulent if it is made in whole or part dishonestly or with reckless indifference whether it is true or false. A claim which is substantively honest but the indemnity claimed is exaggerated (but not de minimis) is a fraudulent claim.

A claim which is true but is advanced by dishonest means may also be a fraudulent claim. This category is generally described as “fraudulent
devices” or “collateral lies”. Recently the Supreme Court has recognised a limitation to this approach in The DC Merwestone [2016] UKSC 45. Where the lie or dishonest act is irrelevant to the existence or amount of the insurer’s liability the fraudulent device is not to be considered as rendering the claim fraudulent.

There was continuing uncertainty in the common law as to the effect of making a fraudulent claim on the contract of insurance. Beyond striking down the fraudulent claim in its entirety, or recovering a payment already made, there was debate if it also amounted to a breach of the insurance contract, and if so, the contractual remedies that followed. In particular, did the making of a fraudulent claim justify the insurer accepting it as a repudiatory breach and terminate the contract of insurance. In other words, in addition to rejecting the claim in its entirety could the insurer also terminate the cover.

Reform

The Insurance Act 2015, section 12, follows the common law definition of fraudulent claim and focuses wholly on the remedies available to insurers. In this way it usefully introduces clarity and certainty into the law.

The 2015 Act sets out the following remedies –

(a) the insurer is not liable to pay the claim,
(b) the insurer may recover from the insured any sums paid by the insurer to the insured in respect of the claim, and
(c) in addition, the insurer may by notice to the insured treat the contract as having been terminated with effect from the time of the fraudulent act, and need not return any premium paid under the contract.

It is to be noted that under para (c) the contract of insurance is terminated from the time of the “fraudulent act” and not the time notice to terminate is communicated to the insured. The former may be at a much earlier point in time than the latter and it may not always be straightforward to pinpoint.

Para (c) is of importance because it establishes an additional statutory legal right to terminate the contract. This has the effect that the insurer (a) may refuse all liability under the insurance in respect of a relevant event occurring after the time of the fraudulent act and (b) is not under any obligation to return any of the premiums paid under the contract.

The liability of the insurer is unaffected with regard to a relevant event occurring before the time of the fraudulent act.
A “relevant event” refers to whatever gives rise to the liability of the insurer under the insurance contract. This is essentially a question of contract e.g. the occurrence of loss, the making of a claim, or notice of a potential claim.

The Act also deals with fraudulent claims in the context of group insurance which relates to insurance provided for a person(s) who is not a party to the contract of insurance, identified as the covered person. In the event of a fraudulent claim by the covered person the insurer may exercise the rights under the 2015 Act as against that person as if there is a contract between the covered person and the insurer. But this does not affect the insurance cover provided to any other person.

**DAMAGES FOR LATE PAYMENT OF CLAIMS**

**Introduction**

Section 13A of the 2015 Act, incorporated in the legislation by the Enterprise Act 2016, for the first time introduces into English law an implied term relating to the settlement of claims. It provides in subsection (1) --

> It is an implied term of every contract of insurance that if the insured makes a claim under the contract, the insurer must pay any sums due in respect of the claim within a reasonable time.

**Concept of a reasonable time**

This is a question of fact to be determined having regard to the all the facts and circumstances of individual cases.

The section sets out the following framework.

A reasonable time includes a reasonable time to investigate and assess the claim.

The relevant circumstances to be taken into account include –

(a) the type of insurance  
(b) the size and complexity of the claim  
(c) the obligation to comply with any relevant statutory or regulatory rules or guidance, and  
(d) any factors outside the control of the insurer

If the insurer is justified in disputing the claim on the question of liability or quantum, the insurer does not act unreasonable merely by failing to pay the claim while the dispute is continuing.
But the conduct of the insurer in handling the claim may be relevant in determining whether or not the insurer has acted reasonably.

**Remedies for breach**

This question is not directly addressed by the section save that it is incidentally recognised that the possible remedies include damages.

Damages will doubtlessly be the standard remedy but questions may arise as to whether in appropriate circumstances other contractual remedies may be available, such as repudiation. This will depend, at least in part, on the way the implied term is characterised as a matter of contract law.

The contractual remedy for breach is in addition to any right to enforce payment of the sum due and any right to interest.

The existence of the implied term does not preclude the parties from agreeing that the settlement of claims shall be governed by the terms of an express agreement.

**Comment**

Although on the face of it this appears to be a straightforward provision, in its practical application it is likely to be troublesome and of limited assistance. It is highly fact based and operates within a protective framework that may be considered to assist insurers.

On the London market the desirability of prompt settlement of claims is also governed by market practice and regulation, and this may prove to be a more effective source of protection for insureds.

**CONTRACTING OUT OF THE 2015 ACT**

A significant aspect of the 2015 Act is that subject to two exceptions its provisions may be excluded or amended by agreement of the parties, thereby placing an insured in a disadvantageous position compared with the position that would have been occupied had the provisions of the 2015 Act applied. To this extent the legislative provisions may be regarded as default provisions.

The first mandatory provision relates to “basis of contract agreements”, which are rendered void by the Act and any agreement of the parties to the contrary is void (considered previously).

The second relates to any attempt to avoid liability for deliberate or reckless breaches of the implied obligation to pay a claim within a reasonable period of time. Such an agreement is again void (considered previously).

An exclusion agreement is one that places the insured in a worse position in respects of any relevant provisions in the 2015 Act. Although the
principle of contracting out is accepted there are certain transparency provisions which have to be satisfied for the agreement to be valid.

To achieve exclusion by what are referred to generally as “disadvantageous terms” the parties must satisfy the following procedural pre-conditions -

(a) the insurer must have taken sufficient steps to draw the disadvantageous term to the insured’s attention before the contract is entered into or the variation agreed

This requirement does not apply if the insured or his agent had actual knowledge of the disadvantageous term when the contract was entered into or the variation agreed.

(b) the disadvantageous term must be clear and unambiguous as to its effect.

It is to be noted that the emphasis is on the “effect” of the agreement and in this regard the term must be “clear and unambiguous”. The precise demands of this requirement are uncertain and will probably be clarified over time by judicial pronouncements. Nonetheless, it is clear that the insured must to some extent be given knowledge of the consequences of agreeing to the exclusion, but the question is how much.

In determining whether the requirements in (a) and (b) have been met the characteristics of the insured as a group to which the insured belongs, and the circumstances of the transaction, are to be taken into account.

**CONTRACTING OUT BY UK P & I CLUBS**

The eight UK member Clubs of the IGP&IC, the Rules of which are governed by English Law, have contracted out of the provisions indicted below. The sub-titles indicate the rules excluded, described succinctly, and the brief commentary that follows explains the consequences of the exclusion:

(i) Abolition of legal remedy of avoidance for breach of good faith in contract of insurance

Consequently, the contract of insurance between Club and owner is one of good faith and in the event of a breach of the duty the Club is entitled to avoid the contract. The original position under section 17 of the MIA 1906 is retained.

(ii) Remedy for breach of the duty of fair presentation to be proportionate.
Consequently, in the event of any breach of the duty to make fair representation of the risk the Club retains the right to avoid the policy regardless of whether the breach is innocent, deliberate or reckless. Avoidance is retained as the sole remedy.

(iii) Remedy for breach of warranty to be suspensory.

Consequently, the Clubs continue to require all warranties to be strictly complied with and in the event of breach the Club is automatically discharged from liability from the date of the breach regardless of whether the breach is subsequently remedied.

(iv) Remedy for breach of a specific risk term or warranty and causal requirement.

Consequently, the Clubs require all contractual terms, including warranties, relating to the management of specific risks, to be strictly complied with. In the event of breach the Club’s liability may be excluded, limited or discharged in accordance with Club Rules, notwithstanding that the breach of the term or warranty did not cause or increase the risk of the actual loss suffered.

(v) Remedy for fraudulent claims in group insurance

Consequently, in the event of a fraudulent claim by or on behalf of the Owner and/or any Group Affiliate the Club shall be entitled to terminate the contract in respect of the Owner and all insureds.

The Clubs have adopted the remaining provisions relating to fraudulent claims, including the right to terminate the contract of insurance by giving notice.

(vi) Implied term relating to payment of claims

Consequently, there does not exist an implied term that the Club will pay any sums due in respect of a claim within a reasonable period of time except where the breach is deliberate or reckless.

RESPONSE OF THE LONDON INSURANCE MARKET

The Lloyd’s Market Association (LMA) and the International Underwriters Association (IUA) have cooperated in formulating a general response to the 2015 Act. In particular they have formulated two suites of standard terms for use in insurance and reinsurance contracts, the first of a general character and the second relating to damages for late payment of claims.

On the whole the response is not as cohesive and clearly directed as that of the UK P & I Clubs. They provide a choice whether to follow or depart
from the terms of the 2015 Act, or to adopt the terms together with selected amplification of their provisions. It appears that no market position has been adopted, the choice is left to individual underwriters and the standard clauses formulated are sufficiently diverse to facilitate the choice made.

The standard clauses relating to damages for late payment of claims variously provide for damages being limited to breaches which are deliberate or reckless; a general limitation, variously designed, on damages payable; what a reasonable time to investigate a claim may involve by way of action; and the obtaining of legal advice not to be a waiver of privilege.

As for reinsurance clauses they may variously provide for the reinsurer not to be liable for liabilities for late payment under the primary insurance, or to be liable only when the breach is deliberate or reckless. Provision may also be made for the reinsurer to be liable only when the breach by the reinsured was caused by the power of the reinsurer to control the settlement of claims under the primary insurance.

A FINAL COMMENT ON THE UK APPLICATION OF THE 2015 ACT

The 2015 Act is clearly a significant development in the evolution of English marine insurance law but it may not be of momentous importance. This is particularly the case if the focus is directed to the practical effect of the Act rather than its underlying theoretical policies analysed in the abstract.

Apart from the two mandatory provisions which have been noted, and which are of limited practical significance, the Act provides a code of default rules which apply in the absence of any specific agreement by the parties. They may consequently be excluded or varied by party agreement. It follows that on the matters covered by the 2015 Act the parties can establish their own contractual regime and thereby may even elect to continue to be governed by the relevant provisions in the 1906 Act.

This has been the policy of the eight UK members of the International Group of P & I Clubs. They have effectively contracted out of the significant provisions of the 2015 Act relating to the consequence of breach of the duty of good faith, the duty to make fair presentation, warranties and specific risk terms, retaining the default regime set out in the 1906 Act. They have also excluded the implied duty to settle claims within a reasonable period of time, save to the extent the implied term is mandatory.
The London Market has not developed a coordinated response with matters left to be determined by individual underwriters. The standard clauses which have been prepared and published by market organisations in response to the 2015 Act facilitate whatever may be the choice of individual underwriters or the agreement of the parties.

**WIDER IMPACT OF THE 2015 ACT**

Although this is potentially an enquiry without limitations, for practical reasons it has been restricted to jurisdictions within the common law tradition which have, to differing degrees, shown an inclination to follow or be influenced by legislative developments in English law. These include -

**Australia**

A sub-committee of the Maritime Law Association of Australia and New Zealand (MLAANZ) has noted and considered the provisions in the UK Insurance Act 2015 and proposed that the Australian Marine Insurance Act 1909 be amended, suggesting several supporting reasons, including “maintaining legal harmony with the UK marine insurance law”.

The sub-committee prepared a draft Bill proposing the enactment of a Marine Insurance Amendment Act 2016, the effect of which would have been to make amendments to the Marine Insurance Act 1909.

This proposal has not to-date been acted on and the indications are that there is no enthusiasm currently on the part of government for new legislation. The insurance industry also appears to be disinterested.

**New Zealand**

The UK Insurance Act 2015 and developments in Australian law have resulted in renewed consideration of the state of insurance law in New Zealand.

The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment has instigated a process to review a range of insurance topics including those covered by the UK legislation. This process closed on the 13 July 2018 but no report has yet been published.

---

282 I am grateful to the following who generously and very helpfully responded to enquires about the position in their respective jurisdictions, namely The Hon Justice S C Derrington (Australian Law Reform Commission), Pauline Davies, Partner, Fee Langstone, Auckland, New Zealand, Associate Professor Yeo Hwee Ying, National University of Singapore and Marc D Isaacs, Isaacs & Co, Toronto, Canada.
Singapore

In Singapore marine insurance is governed by the Marine Insurance Act 1999 which is in harmony with the UK Marine Insurance Act 1906.

The Singapore Academy of Law has recently convened the Law Reform Sub-Committee on Review of Insurance Law to evaluate the deficiencies of Singapore law in the light of the UK insurance law reforms. It has yet to report.

Malaysia

The Malaysian Financial Services Act 2013, Schedule 9, makes provisions relating to insurance which amend the Malaysian Insurance Act 1996.

These provisions are adapted from the UK Consumer Insurance (Disclosure and Representations) Act 2012 and what was then the prospective Insurance Act 2015. The new law does not follow UK law in strict detail, but are adaptations taking into account national policy and circumstances. However, some of the amendments take a fundamental different course – for example, the adoption of the “reasonable proposer” test in the context of the assured’s pre-contract duty and do not adopt the approach of proportional remedies for breach of this duty.

It has to be observed that some of the amendments may have been introduced before the UK reforms had become familiar or fully digested.

Hong Kong

It does not appear that the UK reforms have elicited any response.

Canada

Canadian marine insurance law follows the MIA 1906 very closely and to date there is nothing to suggest that the UK reforms have stimulated any reassessment or call for reform.
IWG ON SHIP NOMENCLATURE
NOTES OF MEETING

8TH November, 2018
Offices of Reed Smith

PRESENT:
Frank Nolan (President)
Edmund Sweetman (Rapporteur)
Bulent Sozer
Jens Mathiasen
Massimiliano Musi

1. There was a general discussion about the number of responses. It was agreed that there was a need to secure more input than the 13 responses to hand. There was also a discussion of the need to consider trimming down the questionnaire and provide a better set of instructions focusing on the main issues – for those NMLA’s who had yet to reply.

2. There was some discussion of the purpose, or thrust of the project – what we hoped to achieve? The decision on this could help focus any future questionnaire. Should the purpose of the project:
   a. Focus on collecting as much information from as many as possible so as to have a catalogue of the variations in the different national jurisdictions.
   b. Or just confine the analysis to the main issues of conflict.

3. In Frank’s view – the subject matter seems better suited to a comparative study than an area of diversity of laws / heterogenous regulation which could be addressed by an international convention. It being notable also in countries without a lot of maritime / shipping experience – one gets extremely varying results.

4. Massimiliano gave some detail on some of the work he and his group had done, explaining that they had produced a book
comprising a comparative study taking material from a seminar on ship nomenclature – and including input from the Norwegian, Chinese and Italian jurisdictions. The result of this was that many links / similarities between the jurisdictions were identified. He explained that special legislation might exist for certain types of vessels – in the case under discussion the pleasure navigation code – they had their own definition of pleasure units – which may be ship or not.

5. It was agreed that there was a problem relating to definitions in varying conventions.

6. Frank explained how the federal law worked in the United States of America. He explained that there was a uniform commercial code – uniform law in 52 states with very small variations however where there existed the possibility of having a commentary as a guide to interpretation. By analogy with the situation of the international conventions and the definition of ship, Frank suggests a commentary would be useful – less than a formal convention, mere guidelines as to implementation.

7. There was some debate as to whether to stay with the existing questionnaire – and simply bring pressure on the different member associations to reply or to re-work the same.

8. The idea of promoting replies was supported. Edmund suggested that we might identify those countries which had not replied and “divvy them up” between the members of so as to combine a personal approach to NMLA’s and official urging to the NMLA’s to reply. In order for all the work involved in doing a “comparative study” to be worthwhile, we required as many responses as possible.

9. Massimiliano remarked that he found the caselaw attached to the responses very interesting – and perhaps the questionnaire could be broadened to capture more caselaw…

10. A discussion arose on the interesting situation where differences might arise in the Working Group in respect of defining a ship as between the approach of different states – where there might be a majority view and a minority view as to what the guidelines might contain – if we have to make a recommendation on what is the better view, how we might do this, and our standing to do so.
11. China would have a particular interest in seeing the treatment of these issues by other states. The Chinese judge spoke about the revision of Chinese Maritime code – proposal of definition of ship – navigable units – sea and waters adjacent to the sea. Less than 20 tons excluded. It was explained that registered vessels have separate provisions. No registered mortgage on vessels less than 20 tons. Inspection regulations determine what type of vessel may be inspected. Smaller vessels are subject to the jurisdiction of local government. In China – lower limits of liability for internal waters vessels – they are proposing to harmonise the same.

12. A question arose, discussed by Shiu Shiu – as to whether offshore units can be registered as a ship or not. Frank - Offshore units – laws bent in US to allow definition as a ship so you can get a preferred mortgage. i.e. Marshall Islands – you can register a moveable offshore platform. However, if there is an accident in Norway – who don’t recognise the platform as a ship – what happens in those circumstances? A barge in US law is a vessel – unless permanently attached to land (ship is used as a definition primarily for regulatory functions) – but may not be so in other jurisdictions.

13. In China – there is a requirement for propulsion – it is a prerequisite for characterisation as a ship – if not – it is a maritime structure.

14. Bulent?? There was a discussion of the remit of the IWG – one could feel that it was a hopeless task as regards one single international definition of a ship – impossible to define a ship for all contexts.

15. The idea being proposed – and this was in agreement with a suggestion of Franks – of coming up with a catalogue of definitions of ship – with comparative definitions of ships in different jurisdictions – it was suggested that this could be of real benefit to practitioners and legislators.

16. Frank stated that he felt that as long as there is a definition which exists in domestic law, the situation was less likely to problematic, the judge applies that – the problem where the lex fori applies – and there is no definition – and the vessel/structure is regarded as ordinary mobile property.
17. Further discussion as to how to define a ship (Bulent) Two criteria might be taken – a criteria which might serve as a common denominator – navigation and carriage. How to define navigation? What is carriage? Rather than navigating – “floatability” - in many cases it is not navigation which is concerned .- it is rather some other function while floating Tug is navigating, however not carriage.

18. It was felt that in respect of new types of maritime structure, need a new definition.

In conclusion it was felt that we should tidy up the questionnaire with a view to recirculating, and that personal approaches, as well as official imprecations from the CMI would be used to get a good response.
IWG LIABILITY ON
WRONGFUL ARREST:
TRANSCRIPT OF THE DEBATE

Friday 9th November 2018, 14.30-16.30
Thomas Miller & Co., 90 Fenchurch Street, London, EC3M 4ST

Aleka Sheppard

88 delegates in attendance.

The Agenda for the meeting and the questions set for this debate are also attached as a point of reference for the delegates and others who receive this report.

Executive Summary and Reflections

1. We had a very interactive 2-hour session.

2. Various representatives of NMLAs spoke (such as from Canada, USA, UK, Ireland, the Netherlands, France, Spain, Greece, Malta, Nigeria, Turkey, Ukraine, Japan, Hong Kong, China, and representatives of ICS, P & I Clubs, and cargo interests’ insurers).

3. There was an illuminating and constructive debate among participants, who freely expressed their views as derived from their experience of practice in their own jurisdictions.

4. As it will be seen in the transcript, most of the participating lawyers and cargo insurers were concerned about any change of the law and were more or less happy with their national law regarding wrongful arrests.

5. It was said, that although many of them have had experience of ‘so called wrongful arrests’, actual wrongful arrest cases are rare and, in any event, there can be other remedies in place than a claim for general damages, which can be disproportionate. As to counter security or a cross undertaking, it was said that such a provision would deter the weaker claimants, such as crew members and others who are not protected by compulsory liability schemes, to have access to justice.
6. Many expressed the view that there is no real problem, first because wrongful arrests are rare, other than the occurrence of sharp practices to put pressure on the shipowner, and second because in most cases security is provided without much delay to the ship or even arrest. In the event of a failed claim there is a costs award.

7. However, P & I Clubs and the ICS (which represent owners) expressed the view that they are unhappy with the system because it is unsatisfactory and fragmented, and it will need to be looked at further.

8. Although the IWG project and the debate were welcomed and the participants would like to have more of such debates for the purpose of learning about the various national systems on arrest of ships, there was no appetite for change. The show of hands, however, was almost evenly balanced for and against change.

9. At the end of the debate, there was consensus that the CMI Project should continue to the next stage of a further questionnaire and further communication with the industry sectors.

10. However, I think that to attempt a reform of the system of arrest at an international level would not only be an almost impossible task, but it would also be prevented by national protectionism. On reflection, I do not think that any attempted uniformity would be achievable; (and even if it were, it might have the same fate as the 1999 Arrest Convention). Model law rules will only be serving the purpose of guidance.

11. The project, once the industry became aware of it by reason of the debate (and it was commended by the Court of Appeal in the Alkyon), has had the value of learning and it may provide a stimulus to law reformers of each national system to improve their respective laws on the subject.

12. Personally, I have come to the view that Sir Bernard Eder is right to pursue improvement of the procedural rules of arrest under English law, until such a day when the Supreme Court finds an opportunity to overrule its decision in the Evangelismos. Perhaps Sir Bernard’s approach may be taken as an example for improvement of the national laws of the other jurisdictions.
13. Looking at the matter academically, of course, one can see that the laws should be somehow harmonised. But from what transpired broadly from the debate, which was attended by the very top legal practitioners and other professionals of the shipping industry, is that, in practice, the national legal systems work satisfactorily.

14. Be that as it may, the following points emerged from this debate:

(a) there is an important distinction between technically defective arrest and wrongful arrest which causes confusion;

(b) different legal systems have different procedures of arrest; many do not have the concept of an action in rem;

(c) in some jurisdictions, the court gives only permission to arrest the ship and it does not issue the actual arrest order;

(d) counter-security or a cross undertaking as a condition for arrest would raise the threshold of arrest as the judge would have discretion whether or not to grant the arrest order;

(e) besides, (d) above would cause unfairness to economically weaker claimants – such as the crew and those who are not protected by compulsory insurance – because they would be prevented from access to justice;

(f) a balance must be struck between the competing interests;

(g) other remedies should be considered for the rare eventuality of wrongful arrest instead of change;

(h) one should look at the context of wrongful arrest, i.e. which jurisdiction, how many arrests occur there, experience of lawyers, experience of judges etc;

(i) if the arrestor loses on the merits, he/she will have to pay costs award, being the losing party;

(j) a distinction should be drawn between a procedurally wrongful arrest and the strength or weakness of the underlying merits.
The questions that can be considered for the next questionnaire, as arising from this debate, may be around the following:

(i) state: (a) your jurisdiction; (b) how many years you are practising; and (c) how many arrests of ships take place more or less in your jurisdiction?

(ii) have you or your colleagues dealt with a wrongful arrest case, or one that was considered to be close to wrongful?

(iii) was it in your jurisdiction – or in another one, and which?

(iv) if yes, give details of the case;

(v) was there a procedural mistake or defect?

(vi) were any tactics used by the arrestor to put pressure on the shipowner?

(vii) was the arrest aiming to challenge: (a) the inherent jurisdiction of another state; or (b) the jurisdiction agreed by the parties to the dispute in an arbitration agreement; or (c) was the arrest made for the sole purpose of obtaining security for the claim?

(viii) was security for the claim readily available?

(ix) what was the outcome in your example?

(x) do you want CMI to make proposals for unification of the law on wrongful arrest of ships, or not?

(xi) instead of unification, would you support the provision of (a) counter security or (b) cross undertraining to be provided as a condition of the arrest?

(xii) what exemptions should there be in such a provision and for whose protection?

(xiii) what should the test for wrongful arrest be (negligence, or other)?

(xiv) in the event of a finding of wrongful arrest, what damages do you consider would be fair? (a) no damages; (b) just the legal costs; (c) all losses suffered by the shipowner if it is proved they were caused solely by reason of the wrongful arrest?

(xv) would you like to propose alternatives to damages, other remedies?
Edited Verbatim Transcript

Dr Aleka Sheppard, Chairman of the IWG (hereinunder “Aleka”):

Thank you very much for attending this Meeting which is very important.

By way of an introduction, the CMI instructed us to assemble as many people from the shipping industry together (i.e. representatives of P & I Clubs, cargo insurers, and the NMLAs, so that we can have an open debate about wrongful arrest of ships. I will explain in more detail in a minute.

I am Aleka Sheppard - for those of you who do not know me. I would like to introduce you to my colleagues, the team: to my right is Edmund Sweetman (a barrister in Ireland, who practises also in Spain, I understand). He is the new Rapporteur of the International Working Group (“IWG”). Previously, I was the Rapporteur and Giorgio Berlingieri was the Chairman. When he stepped down as Chairman, I was appointed in his place. So we have a young Rapporteur, who is energetic to do the work. We are honoured also to have Dr George Theocharidis (on my left) who is a Joint Rapporteur and was appointed yesterday by the Executive Committee of the CMI. He is both an academic and a practitioner and he offers his knowledge from the continental jurisdictions, mainly Greece.

To the very left of the panel we have Reinier van Campen from Holland, who is another member of the IWG from a civil law jurisdiction.

We have more members of the IWG but, because they have had CMI engagements elsewhere, they are unable to join us today. Giorgio Berlingieri had to fly to Italy because he was instructed in a number of arrests and I hope one of them is a wrongful arrest!

Ann Fenech from Malta is presently dealing with matters of the CMI executive committee at the IMO. Another member and a great contributor to the group is Karl Gombrii - a very distinguished lawyer in Norway.

Also, a valuable contributor to and a member of this group is Sir Bernard Eder who is involved in an arbitration today and it is a great pity that he is not here with us.

I aim to include in this IWG younger people but this will be determined after this meeting. This debate, in fact, will determine whether or not we continue with the project, if there is enough appetite in the industry and the NMLAs for the furtherance of this project. In particular, if there is a need, or any reason, why the CMI should take steps to attempt uniformity of the law.

I assume you have read the discussion paper which is the basis for this debate so we can start.
You have read what is the mandate of the IWG, so I do not need to repeat that, Ok?

At this meeting, the purpose of this debate is to exchange views and it is, in fact, your opportunity to make your voices heard and we will pass your views on to the CMI, so that we can make a record of what the industry wants. It is your time to speak, it is not our time – we are going to have views from the floor.

As you can see in the Agenda, the main issues derive from the answers to the questionnaire; we sent a questionnaire out to the membership of the CMI and the analysis was fascinating, I did not expect that. We were complaining about English law being the tough one – that you cannot have a wrongful arrest case ever because of the very, very high threshold in the test. But in the civil law jurisdictions the law is really very diverse; there are some similarities between jurisdictions, but diversity is more prominent and you see that the law has got to become somehow uniform, if people want it.

Some people say they want our law to be as it is – diverse – because “it is an attraction of claimants to our jurisdiction, because we get work” – that’s a lawyers’ argument – but it is not really a reality, is it? So, I am raising now the first question of the debate: do you see a need for a revision of the current fragmented regime at national level and adopt a uniform regime at international level?

John Kimball (USA)- not all of us have a lot of experience of this IWG; I was wondering whether you could take a couple of minutes to set the stage a little bit more. What is the starting point of the IWG?

Aleka: OK, the results of the questionnaire and the analysis of the answers were uploaded on the CMI website. The beginning of this working group was, in fact, in 2014 after Sir Bernard Eder gave a speech at the Tulane University in 2013 when he had a robust debate with Professor Davies who was against Bernard’s campaign to reform common law on the subject. Bernard has been fighting for reform of English law for over 30 years. At the same time in 2013, due to Bernard’s encouragement, I wrote an article, and in my book as well, about the wrongs of wrongful arrest under English law and I compared it with some civil systems. I suggested in that article that reform might be needed at international level. That was spotted by John Hare, who was then the Secretary General of the CMI and, I guess, he was looking for an international law reform project. He invited me to speak at the CMI Hamburg in 2014 and, following on this, the CMI EXCO, officially set up the IWG. The first Chairman of it was Giorgio Berlingieri and I was the Rapporteur. The mandate was primarily to find out how wrongful arrest is treated in various national regimes and jurisdictions and then to obtain the views of the CMI members on whether
they wanted the CMI to attempt to unify or the law; assuming there was consensus for reform, the group would attempt to draft uniform rules. That was the beginning; we set up the questionnaire fairly quickly. Karl Gombrii, Giorgio Berlingieri and I drafted the questionnaire. We sent it out and Giorgio was the ‘Chief Whip’; he really pushed the national maritime associations to respond and we got 38 responses as you heard at the CMI Assembly. We set the CMI record for the greatest number of responses. I had the onerous task of analysing them. It was very time consuming and I engaged 2 young assistants to summarise the results in tables.

You will find the answers to the questionnaire at the CMI web-site and in this booklet at the back. Leaving aside the common law jurisdictions, the other jurisdictions are divided and some of them, to my surprise, apply strict liability as a test for wrongful arrest. Others apply the negligence test and some others use peculiar terms in their legislation which need to be defined. The diversity of these results – prompted the CMI to give us the go-ahead to explore the matter further and that is why they advised us to have this meeting to explore the industry’s views, and here we are!

Aleka invites responses

So, does anybody wish to contribute to the first question – “do you see a need to revise the current fragmented regime and adopt a uniform regime at international level?” Or “do you want to just stay as we are with different legal systems and different legal tests for proving wrongful arrest?”

To warm you up, I will start with my co-panellists; Reinier are you happy with the system in Holland?

Reinier van Campen (Netherlands): In general, we have a good working system in the Netherlands, it is, in fact, and while I may not be entirely objective, I think we have a fairly balanced system – as follows: you apply to the court for permission to arrest the vessel. It is an ex parte application. The court then, having reviewed the application, grants permission to arrest a vessel. It is a big difference between common law jurisdictions and civil law jurisdictions. I think in the common law jurisdictions you get a court order and the court orders the arrest. In the Netherlands, we have a permission from the court and as the applicant, who has obtained permission – the applicant - the arrestor – instructs the bailiff to effectively arrest the vessel. That is a difference. Why did I say it is a fairly balanced system? Because in the Netherlands, you obtain permission from the court fairly easily, you submit your petition – it can be two or three pages – you set out the details of the case and why you think the ship owner is liable and you have to mention whether or not it is one of the 1952 arrest convention flag states, which vessel you want to
arrest, and it is all done ex parte – so you get permission from the courts purely on the facts as you have presented them. The fact that you obtain permission from the courts doesn’t give you a real justification to actually arrest; you have the permission but it is still your risk to do so, and if you do take that risk (you need good advice prior to arresting) and you lose your case on the merits entirely, then you are strictly liable for all damages you caused; so the balance is you obtain permission to arrest fairly easily but if you do arrest you also take a risk. I have been practising close to 22 years as a lawyer and I have never arrested a vessel which turned out to be wrongful, because you know what the liability is, and you are cautious when advising clients to arrest. On the whole (I speak on different occasions on ship arrest in the Netherlands) and I think people, not coming from the Netherlands, consider the Netherlands a sort of arrest paradise – it is so easy; it is just a perception, but yes, of course, Rotterdam is a fairly big port in Europe, so there are a lot of vessels calling in the Netherlands and overall we receive many instructions to arrest, and on each and every occasion I will say, ok yes, that we can obtain permission, if we present the case right, but please know what the risks are and the risks can be quite substantial if you arrest wrongfully, but the bottom line, I think, as I experience this as a Dutchman, and as my clients experience it, it is a fairly balanced system.

Aleka: Did you have any experience of wrongful arrest or handle a case of wrongful arrest?

Reinier van Campen: the most recent case of wrongful arrest was published a number of years ago and it had a strange turnout. Basically, it was a straightforward cargo claim – groundnuts or peanuts from China – and the vessel was arrested; security was obtained and then they started litigating over the merits – things did not develop quickly and 13 years later, there was a final judgement and in the final judgement, the entire claim was entirely dismissed, rejected; the arrestor did not have a claim and he should never have arrested the vessel; then the shipowner said: well that is interesting, now we know that the arrest was wrongful, and now we are going to pursue the cargo and cargo claimants for wrongful arrest; so it ended up in court and the court said: ‘well, 13 years later you are a little bit too late because you knew from day one who was the arrestor and how wrongful the arrest was’. Under Dutch law the claim for wrongful arrest or any wrongful act becomes time-barred after five years, and so you will have to take a close look at your time bars, as well, and that is the only published case I know of.

Aleka: Thank you – now, anybody from the audience with any experience of wrongful arrest? I should mention that this session is being recorded, so please state your name and jurisdiction.
**Andrew Keates (UK):** there is clearly, perhaps, a lack of international knowledge because Mr Reinier is clearly a very accomplished Dutch lawyer, but here in the UK we do not have to get any permission from any court to arrest. It is purely a procedural and administrative matter – I must take my instructions from my client. I must then decide if I can swear what used to be an affidavit, which is now a witness statement, using the appropriate admiralty forms to make the claim, describing the claim but more importantly describing the vessel etc, etc etc; then the Admiralty Marshall, who is not a judicial officer but what used to be known as a clerk of the court, but is now a ‘manager’ or something, and he will make the decision on procedural grounds more than anything else; so the whole thrust of making an arrest lies with the client and the lawyer and it has nothing to do with the court at that stage; so it is a rather different situation to the ones which we have heard Reinier describing; many civil lawyers with whom I deal (and I have dealt with many civil lawyers and other common law lawyers over the years) have, perhaps, some sort of misunderstanding, which needs to be put right first, before we can do anything, or take any steps, because if we need comparative steps to be taken then that is something maybe we should make a priority.

**Aleka:** – OK, well we have done the preliminary steps – we know how the 38 jurisdictions deal with wrongful arrest – what is the country and what is the test and what damages might be allowed. This meeting will determine what we do next – we are going to do another questionnaire upon your guidance people – this is the industry’s forum and CMI needs your guidance – what do you suggest the next steps should be? I guess it will be another questionnaire to explore more about the subject.

**Voice:** The issue is dissemination of that knowledge.

**Aleka:** – Yes, we have disseminated it to the industry but just through the CMI website, which I presume is visited by reps of the NMLAs. However, not many people knew about this project until receiving our invitation to attend this forum.

**Andrew Keates:** I was incidentally involved in a wrongful arrest case, an English case back in the early 1980s, which was utterly fascinating, I am not going to go into the details now, but it can be discussed.

**Aleka:** Did you win in England?

**Andrew Keates:** We won on the fact that it was wrongful, but the court decided that it was not quite grossly negligent enough by the lawyer who had conducted the arrest!
Aleka: That is the problem with common law and all the other jurisdictions of common law. Of course, you know, as the English lawyers do, that *the Alkyon case*, which was decided by Teare J. at first instance, was recently heard by the Court of Appeal and the judgment is awaited.

Mitsuhiro Toda (Japan) I have one experience – I arrested a ship for the claim of paint supplies but unfortunately the arrest order was later cancelled, repealed, by the court; then the ship owner sued my clients for wrongful arrest damages but the court said, no, no, no, it is not wrongful arrest; of course it could be said to be defective in a situation like this. Well, my client supplied paints to A and A in fact owned the ship but the ship flies convenience flag registered by the name of B; so in such circumstances it is difficult to identify who are the real owners. But anyhow, later on, it was decided by the court that you arrested the ship alleging the ship was owned by the other party whose name was not registered; anyhow, I would suggest that defective arrest and wrongful arrest, sometimes, under the civil law country is very difficult to specify who the real owner is; and in the case of, what shall I say, provisional attachment to obtain the security, then such things happen. You arrested a ship but later you failed to prove the merits, so it could be said to be defective but defective arrest cannot be said automatically to become wrongful arrest for which the ship owner is entitled to claim damages. That is my point.

Aleka – thanks. In England, I do not know about other jurisdictions, you do a search to find the real registered owner to arrest the ship and if you arrest the wrong ship it should be wrongful, but in England it would be difficult to pass the test of malicious intent. This was the case in *The Evangelismos* where the claimants arrested the wrong ship but it was held it was not out of malice or ‘crassa negligentia’, so the owners whose ship was mistakenly arrested failed in the claim for wrongful arrest. In your case, one aspect is the procedural and the other is the substantive; of course, if you arrested the wrong ship, you lose on the merits. How do you define wrongful arrest in your jurisdiction? What is the test?

Mitsuhiro Toda: Negligence

Aleka: Well, was it not easy to prove negligence in that case?

Mitsuhiro Toda: No, shipowner failed to prove negligence.

Aleka: Thank you very much for your contribution. Are you happy with the system in Japan?

Mitsuhiro Toda: Yes, happy

Aleka: it gives you work!
Mitsuhiro Toda: Because we do not have procedures in rem, it makes a difference.

Aleka – would you like uniformity then?

Mitsuhiro Toda … Well, the gentleman said that under English law, you do not need to get the court’s permission or a court order to arrest a ship, so perhaps I would like such a system to change, so in such sense, unification would be good.

Aleka: Yes, English law has to change anyway! (I can see you are taking notes; it is all recorded, so you do not have to make notes). Anyone else?

John Kimball: Just to follow up with the first speaker - I did not feel like I got to the end of your story – if in fact there was a wrongful arrest, what would be the financial consequences to the party who initiated that arrest and was there a requirement for counter security to be put in place to pay for that mistake?

Reinier: to answer your last point first, in the papers that were distributed, the Netherlands are mentioned as being a party where counter security is mandatory – in fact it is not. We should be at the bottom of the list – there is a provision where the judge has the discretion to order counter security but, in practice, it never happens, really it never happens. As regards the first part of your question, to what extent are you liable: – you are liable for all the damages you have caused, not only the cost of security, (basically a bank guarantee that has been out there for a number years and the interest accrued over the amount that was secured), but also if the vessel was detained for a number of days and if it lost hire over those days; you are liable to compensate that and, of course, all the damages must be proved to the court. If you do not agree to it, this may cause some difficulty but, in principle, you take a big risk if you have a flimsy case. I always advise my clients to arrest the vessel immediately when it enters the port because during the loading or discharging the vessel will not be delayed at all – other lawyers say we should arrest right before she starts sailing because the pressure is really high and we will get our security for the cargo claim much quicker because they want to leave the port; there are two ways of looking at this; yes it will create a lot of extra pressure but if you have a weaker case then you are also more likely to cause damages and the damages can be substantial.

Aleka: By the way, Reinier, the paper regarding your jurisdiction has been corrected to reflect the judge’s discretion on counter security.

I think we should continue without following the order of the agenda items because John you have progressed the discussion to damages.
Would people go for strict liability like in the Netherlands and for general damages?

**Nicola Cox (West of England) UK:** I have one question, one observation. What is the policy reason behind why there should be such a high test under English law? It seems strange that a local authority can have a loose paving stone and be liable and negligent for substantial damages and yet you intend to arrest a vessel, albeit for security, and you are not liable, unless the defendant can prove a much higher test I cannot see the logic looking at this from scratch – I cannot see the policy reason for why there is such a high test?

**Aleka:** You have to read my article, it is all there!

**Nicola Cox:** Why is it higher than say negligence to prove wrongful arrest?

**Aleka:** It is rather a historical matter, in 1800 the House of Lords, in the Evangelismos case, applied the test applicable to malicious prosecution of a person because there was no precedent at common law for wrongful arrest of a ship. That test required the party to prove malice or gross negligence of the prosecutor.

**Nicola Cox:** so, the reason was taken from an analogous case …. Rather than first principles as to why there is policy under English law.

**Aleka:** Then the courts were stuck with *The Evangelismos* which has been followed for over 200 years and is still not over-ruled and the case is so far followed by the common law systems, which follow English law.

Let us have the views of more participants.

**Edmund Sweetman (Ireland & Spain):** it does seem to give rise to a very distinct imbalance of circumstances where a claimant can obtain security against the shipowner and even if the claimant loses the case, he is not to be liable for the damages the shipowner has suffered. It might be interesting to hear from anyone in the audience who can speak up for the common law regime and the test of mala fides.

**Beatrice Witvoet (France):** just to contribute to the discussion we have in front of us; in France we have really similar system as the Dutch, so we need to go to the judge to have permission and then the claimant would carry out the arrest; but we have some cases regarding wrongful arrest and the consequences and some condemnations against the claimants – it is not very often but we have had some.

**Aleka** – ok but the test is very, very fluid – what do you have to prove for wrongful arrest?
Beatrice: it is quite subtle, I would say – it is not straightforward, but usually there is the idea of a fault from the claimant; it is not only that he should not have arrested the vessel that he knew he did not have grounds to arrest; so it is just a little bit in between, I would say.

Aleka: so, it is not just negligence. It is an objective and subjective test?

Beatrice: Yes.

I have an example: it is in relation to the OW Bunkers’ bankruptcy and the consequent arrest of vessels. We had a Dutch client whose vessel was arrested once in the US for first time, and a deposit was placed into the hands of the judge as security; then when the vessel arrived in France, on the west coast, she was arrested second time, for the same claim by the same claimant. So, it can happen and we had to go back to the judge who authorised the arrest and he said OK the arrest was lawful and we had to go to the court of Appeal and, at the end of the day, and owner of the ship won – it happens with the condemnation of the claimant who decided to arrest the vessel; he is usually condemned to fully indemnify the shipowners.

William Sharpe - Canadian Maritime Law Association: so, I will say a word for the Evangelismos test:

Yes, the Supreme Court of Canada in the Shiller Fertiliser case, reviewed the test and came to the conclusion that it had been settled law for so long that any change should be a matter for the legislature. So I will now discuss the policy behind that test and, first of all, it is well to remember that compulsory insurance for marine liability is by no means universal for oil cargoes, yes but for many types of claims there is no international regime for compulsory insurance; there may not be a domestic regime for compulsory insurance and there are many sorts of claims such as charter hire where there may be FD&D cover, but in others the shipowner may not necessarily have such resources. For risk management, it is a common practice among shipowners to use single purpose vessel companies and ships are mobile assets; we are not dealing with a factory that is planted in the ground; so there are many classes of claimants such as seafarers who are owed wages and tort victims whose only effective recourse is to have a low threshold right of arrest. Now this is by no means one-sided based under Canadian practice because while a ship may be arrested readily, so may a motion be brought for the release of the vessel; such motions are expedited; if the claimant is unsuccessful, then the claimant is faced with an adverse cost award so it is by no means a no risk proposition for a claimant to act imprudently in arresting a vessel - certainly among the Canadian admiralty bar the plaintiffs do take some care in trying to locate the owner to associate the owner with the claimant in rem – so certainly in the Canadian experience there has been very little
abuse of the system and interim security is often negotiated beforehand and, if it cannot be negotiated beforehand, then certainly the shipowner and their insurers do have prompt recourse to the courts to sort things out and I should say that the position of the Canadian Maritime Law Association is that - while we are very appreciative of all the analysis and we appreciate that the debate should occur - we have not yet seen evidence of such severe abuse as to suggest that the CMI might accept the policy of demanding a higher threshold and that is CMLA position.

Aleka: thank you very much – that is a great contribution and, of course, Canada is a very civilised nation. But there are jurisdictions where there are cowboy claimants and they just arrest a vessel for the sake of establishing jurisdiction there to make life difficult for the defendant in breach of a contractual jurisdiction clause or for other reasons. I have another example from Ann Fenech which happened in Malta. She told me to contribute her example here because she is not able to attend this session. Recently she has been battling with an arrest of a ship which was arrested in Jamaica first by the mortgagees. The ship was judicially sold. The courts held three million dollars for security for the mortgagees. The claim was one million and the mortgagees, out of spite, went to Malta, arrested the ship again in Malta and blackmailed the owner by maintaining the arrest; and as we know there is no P & I club cover for that type of claim. Is that right Nicola?

Nicola Cox: not just for transactional or operational costs but if there is a value dispute under the terms of the contract it will fall under FD&D claim potentially like any other claim for any other cost.

Aleka: Anne’s case is similar to the *Alkyon*, really, where the mortgagee did not have a legitimate claim. But with a civilised nation like Canada and others, the lawyers would have advised the claimant properly; that is the crux of the matter, good lawyers, moral lawyers, ethical lawyers, advise their clients properly. My question now is: should we close our file on the CMI Project and report there is no desire for change or uniformity of the law?

William Sharpe: But there could be *in personam* remedies against the person who acted unreasonably in arresting. It is not that there are no other remedies; if the claimant is a financial institution they are not going to fold up their tents and steal away in the night and therefore certainly under Canadian law it would be possible to insert an *in personam* remedy against an unreasonable claimant and it would proceed to trial and a determination on the merits – the critical issue here is what should be the initial threshold and what procedures are appropriately associated with the initial threshold for arrest.

Aleka: Absolutely
Edmund Sweetman: William, just a question; given that you are standing up as a defender of the common law in that situation, what justification do you see for a situation where there is a bona fide arrest made and where ultimately the claim fails for some reason? for example, if the claim is for damage caused to a ship and it is found not to be the fault of the vessel arrested. So there is a bona fide arrest made and there is a dispute determined by the court and it is determined against the arrestor; but in those circumstances, certainly under Irish law there would be no liability for wrongful arrest; I assume that the same position would obtain in Canada [YES] - what justification can you see for allowing that situation – why shouldn’t, in those circumstances, the bona fide arrestor be liable for the damage caused by the arrest?

William Sharpe: As I mentioned, ships are very mobile assets.

Edmund: so, are you worried about the chilling effect that might occur otherwise?

William Sharpe: yes, I do have an example of the chilling effect; some years ago the Canadian office in British Columbia introduced the *in rem* process and I am sure that the marine lawyers who pushed for it assumed that the *Evangelismos* test would be applied. A few months after the new procedure was introduced, an arrest came before a judge who was experienced but not in admiralty law who said, aha, this is like an interim injunction, so yes countersecurity undertaken for damages. It is not surprising that we see the *in rem* process is used very little; so it is the relevant power of the parties who are talking about a sea farer or a claimant who may not have access to insurance – the issue becomes one of access to law and a balancing of interests and, of course, it is a policy decision but there is a rationale for the *Evangelismos* test, which is to say the remedy can be pursued by means other than raising the threshold to arrest.

Edmund Sweetman: yes, I can see. You might identify a difference between the requirement for counter security and liability for an arrest in circumstances where the action fails because in the same way, an unsuccessful litigant would be liable for the costs of the action if the costs follow the event, as they do in many jurisdictions – but I can see how countersecurity might be considered a barrier to access to justice, particularly where ships are mobile assets. That is probably a distinct issue in many ways.

Aleka: Yes, we can go to that later. You said it could be unjust to the crew if we change the test but the crew have maritime lien so there is no problem for the crew or anybody who has a maritime lien which follows the ship.
An un-named Delegate: well it is an issue where the crew has no financial resources to follow the ship from jurisdiction to jurisdiction in the hope that someday it might be arrested. The interests of the crew and tort victims in liability regimes where there is no compulsory insurance, they have to be considered in the mix.

George Theocharidis (Greece); Before I comment, I would first like to thank on behalf of the International Working Group, Thomas Miller for hosting this event here in the very heart of London next to this very iconic building, IMO was really a very good headquarters, but I think we are better here.

Now there seems to be a problem which is why we have this debate, we have clashing interests. On one side you have the claimant and the claim could be something like hundreds of dollars or something substantial like a bank claim for a million or even more and on the other hand we have the ship owner. At this very initial point we do not really know the substance of the case and therefore, as was correctly said, the claimant needs to find this asset which is moved around the world in order to obtain some kind of security and therefore to know that it will be able to satisfy its claim in a convenient way because, although the counter argument to that would be, “you can find the vessel anywhere after you have a judgement on the merits”; however, by that time, the vessel has probably changed flag or shipowner which is very, very easy, so we need to find a balance on the one hand for that claimant; – how much he has to pay, how much he has to suffer in order to pursue the claim and, of course, the shipowner, on the other hand. We have given an example here of a vessel, an energy vessel, which carries 100 million value of cargo; now, if that ship stops for five or six days, somewhere, we can understand how much damage that would be for the shipowner; so in order to approach that issue we have to strike a balance and it is interesting from the reports by the different countries to see that, even in continental law jurisdictions, we still have some countries which have a hard test like the common law, not to that extent of course; Greece for example, in order to be able to get a claim for wrongful arrest, the shipowner will have to prove first of all that the right, the substantive right, which the claimant was pursuing was nonexistent and either the claimant had knowledge of that or he was grossly negligent which is quite hard to prove. So even in continental law countries you can still find, like Greece, that there is quite a hard test and the rationale behind that is quite clear – you can have a good faith claimant, as Edmund said, who wants to pursue his claim; it could be for 5,000 dollars - a crew member, or a bunker provider, finds the vessel very close in the area; he does not want to change continent and does not want to pursue the claim somewhere very far; then if for any reason - even for any procedural or technical reason - his claim might fail before the court
- perhaps it is time-barred - and he might find himself in a position where he might have to pay substantial damages – lots of thousands. So, I think, and this is why we want to hear these opinions, especially from the P & I Clubs, because they deal with security, they deal with the problems of shipowners and how they see the problem. Could there be some uniform law whereby they would know the limits of security; they would know when to put up the security in place and, if something does not go well they would know to what extent they would be able to recover that.

Aleka: Thank you George. I sense that, although I have not heard from many of you yet, there is a sort of uneasiness about disturbing their national systems and you would rather stay with a fragmented international system, is that correct? How many people prefer fragmentation? Raise hands please. (Some hands are raised, perhaps half of the audience).

How many would opt for doing something to improve the system as far as we can? Perhaps unification? Raise hands please. (A reasonable show of hands).

I would like to hear from more people with practical examples of wrongful arrest.

Has anybody had wrongful arrest, in your experience, either in your jurisdiction or know of in other jurisdictions?

Andrew Chamberlain, HFW (UK): – just a couple of comments which are along the line of what you are discussing. It is quite important to distinguish defective arrest from wrongful arrest – there is a problem of definition here and I agree with our Japanese colleague that an arrest might be defective, but it is a long way short of bad faith or wrongful. I am firmly a defender of the common law jurisdictions – our Canadian colleague made excellent points as well; it is about balance. I do agree, but my one experience of a wrongful arrest claim – and I preface that by saying that wrongful arrest is relatively rare – there are a number of reasons for that, one is the high professional standard required of maritime solicitors around the world – my experience of arresting ships around the world, many of our colleagues in Holland, Belgium and France are admirably even-handed about giving an honest appraisal of the prospects of successful arrest and getting the law right. You sometimes get more difficulties in jurisdictions where there is very little expertise of maritime law at all, particularly, where the judiciary has no background in maritime law; so, my one personal experience was in Spain and I have nothing against Spanish colleagues. But one of the dangers of uniformity where you always have to have security for wrongful arrest is that when wrongful arrest is alleged in a common law jurisdiction, the question of whether an arrest is maintainable is Question 1, but actually has nothing
to do with the underlying merits, quite rightly – they are two different questions. You have a rightful arrest, a hopeless case that you then lose – that’s fine. When you have an opportunity for a party to complain of wrongful arrest, what you will find (and this happened to me in Spain), is that inevitably the merits of the case then get argued in the context of whether it is a wrongful arrest or not and it was a disaster – years of litigation, huge amounts of money spent and nobody was very happy on any side; so I am firmly a defender of the status quo and I say that for a number of reasons, and I just throw out this question for perhaps Nicola and other P & I colleagues, I do wonder whether a significant liability for wrongful arrest is actually covered by P & I interests? I don’t think it is. No, so that is something for the P & I community to think about carefully, I would suggest.

Aleka: So, I guess that is the feeling of common law jurisdictions – anyone else?

Kiran Khosla - ICS: ICS represents shipowners and I think, as a general principle, we would be interested in the ICS if the CMI work continued to try to improve the situation. The last attempt that was made for protecting shipowners from wrongful arrest was in 1999 at the Arrest Convention and at that point we did support Article 6 in the 1999 Arrest Convention, which provided protection for shipowners in the event that an arrest was wrongful, or unjustified or excessive and we would like to pursue that. Whether uniformity is achievable, and I think that is questionable, we certainly think it would be something to consider because there have been cases – and I think that the case you have referred to in your paper The Alkyon, highlights the problem of wrongful arrest where shipowners are left without any recourse and have had to incur quite considerable losses, which they are unable to recover; so some form of countersecurity is certainly what we would be looking at and we would hope that it is made mandatory as well.

Aleka – Thank you for that. May I comment on that first point. What Sir Bernard Eder is arguing is for a provision of a cross undertaking in damages like in freezing injunctions. Would that solve the problem? I personally do not think so. The problem will not be solved, unless we change the test for wrongful arrest. The 1999 Convention of course provides for a lower threshold of negligence but you would still have to define what is unjustified arrest - so the two go together. You cannot have a cross-undertaking or counter security and not have a change to the test, because you would have to go through that loop of proving culpable conduct later on, when you try to prove your case of wrongful arrest.
Nicholas Wilson MFB (UK): If I could just answer that point about cross undertakings; I do think that there is a possibility that if you require cross undertakings that you are going to snuff out legitimate claims, that there is every possibility there; Just to go back to Mr Sweetman’s point earlier, regarding say a collision action and the question of security; you often hear the phrase: “it is only security that we are after, we are not necessarily seeking to have the matter resolved there and then” and the easy answer is to put up security, if that is what somebody is seeking, and it is a very, very premature at the arrest stage, as has already been mentioned, to consider the merits. With an asset which is mobile and vulnerable, and it could change ownership, this may not be a problem with a collision because there is a maritime lien on it, obviously, but it is premature to try to determine the merits of any matter, when it is only security which you are seeking, and it could take a year, two years, before a matter gets to trial and there is a final determination in relation to the issues; and I think it is arguable, from a common law perspective, that it is a bit much to expect of the lawyer who is undertaking the arrest, if you like, and their client to ascertain the liability at that stage – you are only seeking security for your reasonably arguable best case, as it were.

Aleka: Obviously there are very complex issues to consider before any change is made. Just to refer to the possibility of a provision for a cross-undertaking to be provided by the arrestor just as it is provided when a freezing injunction is applied for, (the argument pursued by Sir Bernard). This would require the arrestor, the client of the lawyer, to undertake to be liable to the shipowner in damages, if the arrest is proved to have been wrongful, and it would require the court to have discretion to grant it as a condition of the arrest. As English lawyers know, prior to the Varna case, the court had discretion to grant the arrest upon consideration of the evidence given in an affidavit in which the arrestor or on his behalf the lawyer was required to state on oath to the court that he had made full and frank disclosure of all relevant information known to him. That rule was displaced by new procedural rules on arrest and the arrest became a right, which meant that the court was deprived of that discretion.

Emeka Akaboglu – Nigeria MLA: One of the things that I am going home with today is the distinction between wrongful arrest and defective arrest – I like that distinction and while I sympathise with the position of the ship owners, as relating to loss suffered, I think it should largely be taken care of by the need to immediately offer security and I emphasise the importance of this distinction because there are many times where a strict liability regime against the arrestor will be unfair, to say the least, particularly within the Nigerian jurisdiction, where you often find that an arrest may be vacated on technical grounds, which have nothing to do with whether the arrestor has a legitimate claim. So there is a typical
scenario where we have ship arrest being vacated for an alleged reason ie that leave was not obtained before the processes were served on the particular party. So it may be served on the correct party later, but because there is an allegation they did not obtain leave to serve outside jurisdiction before arrest, it is vacated and that has absolutely nothing to do with the merits of the claim; so in that scenario if there has been such a vacation and the ship owner comes back to start claiming for some damages because the last claim couldn’t proceed, then it is unfair by all respects.

So, I align myself with the submissions that the security which needs to be provided by the ship owner should be provided as quickly as possible and the ship continues doing business and the losses mitigated and essentially the status quo should remain.

Aleka: Nigeria is a common law jurisdiction, isn’t it?

Edmund Sweetman: I might just intervene there, Spain has been mentioned and wearing my Spanish hat for a moment to speak about the idea of a cross undertaking, which would be perhaps what one would expect in a freezing injunction situation; obviously you have to undertake to be liable i.e. the applicant for the injunction would have to undertake to be liable for any costs or damages by reason of tying up the defendant’s property. That is effectively a promise to pay, but different to counter security, such as it exists in Spain, where money must actually be lodged in court or a bank guarantee be furnished to a percentage of the amount being claimed, and that certainly has the potential to be a barrier to access to justice and to this particular and specific asset which is the ship.

Aleka: but arrests happen in Spain, don’t they?

Edmund Sweetman: well I can just imagine, I can see the argument where perhaps a crew member or a person is perhaps injured on a ship, perhaps a serious injury where someone is quadriplegic and would have a very significant claim and would have to effectively post a bond of a significant amount of money in order to arrest a ship in Spain and that would certainly be an issue and as regards the test of the merits, what they say in Spain, it is very easy to arrest but you need leave from a judge; but you effectively set out in bold terms your grounds of arrest and once it comes within the convention your arrest order is issued, but you don’t arrest the ship until you have actually posted the security. That is in Spain, there is then the application to balance against the ease of arrest the potential to set aside that arrest, but it is not on the merits, it has to be on a technical ground and then, if you lose your action, you are liable for costs. But I think it is an interesting question, I am wondering if anyone else has views on why shouldn’t the unsuccessful litigant be liable for the cost of the failed action, but also the costs of tying up the vessel because
it is a distinct issue in those circumstances; why is it necessary to protect the unsuccessful litigant?

**Aleka**: we will come back to that ……

**Damilola Osinuga Nigerian MLA**: I would just like to echo what Emeka has said; basically, Nigeria is a common law jurisdiction and it is almost the same thing as happens in England, except for the fact that you need a cost order to get an arrest. However I seem to be in favour of a cross undertaking because what you have in Nigeria now is that there are impasses where lawyers decide to arrest a vessel so as to frustrate, maybe the charterer, knowing fully well that the vessel has to sail and knowing fully well that the charterer is not the relevant party; and they know that because the charterer will also be liable for other contracts that he may be in breach of that contract and so they arrest that vessel. So I agree that the Evangelismos test is not the best we should have now but I am definitely not in support of the strict liability regime and I feel that a cross undertaking might just be the solution; this cross undertaking should be given for the arrest. We have a situation in Nigeria where you can give security for costs after the arrest. The owners of the arrested vessel can come to court with an application to get security for costs. However, that can only be given in two conditions when the claim is above five million, or when the defendant or the claimant are not resident in Nigeria. And it is still at the discretion of the judge.

So not everyone is entitled to security for costs in Nigeria so I believe it should be a situation where cross undertakings should be given before the arrest and I am in favour of that.

**Aleka**: Well, if a cross undertaking as a condition to arrest were to become a requirement before arrest, we should have exceptions – i.e. for the crew and the weaker parties who are not protected by compulsory insurance.

**Damilola Osinuga**: Yes, I agree that crew members should be exempted, but there is an unfortunate situation in Nigeria that the court decided that the crew members did not have a maritime lien! They do not have a right of maritime lien any more, and they should go to the Industrial Court to pursue their claim. It was a High Court decision.

**Aleka**: that is very strange!

**Nelson Otaji (Nigeria)**: I just want to make a little clarification about what my colleague has just said. Crews have a maritime lien in Nigeria, as is provided in the Merchant Shipping Act. But the issue that comes up now is that there was a little amendment to the Constitution, so that if the action you are filing is not an action in rem, but an action *in personam*, which means you sue the employers of the crew, – may be a mining
company owing crew wages; so therefore if you are suing them *in personam* then you have to go to the Industrial court.

**Aleka:** Okay, that is an *in personam* action.

**Nelson Otaji:** so that is the main distinction that needs to be drawn.

**Kiran Khosla:** we have been hearing a lot of comments about crew claims and I want to point out that there is now compulsory insurance for crew claims under the MLC and that has provided quite a significant amount of protection for particular types of claims; and I also think, and I want to come back on this, for a freezing order there is a requirement to put up counter security and we can’t see why this should not apply for arrest of ships as well.

**Aleka:** thanks

**Laurence Mc Kenzie (UK):** I am an English lawyer; I just wanted to support what Mr Sweetman said about the arrest in Spain. I had a contractual claim on behalf of a client and, as far as I was concerned, there was a good contractual claim and I had taken legal advice from myself and also from Spanish lawyers; but the Spanish system requiring security through the Proctor at Law, a court official, effecting the arrest, discouraged the arrest even though we felt it was a good claim; so there are issues against counter security in certain jurisdictions.

**Sertac Sayan - Turkish MLA:** I am a lawyer – I would like to give you clarification about Turkish law on the arrest of vessels. Since the 1st July 2012 there were big changes in Turkish court of arrest in order to arrest a vessel and it has been simplified; also, steps have been taken for both the party who applies for the arrest and for the judge to follow in order to arrest the vessel. First of all, the vessel must be within the territory of that court and the judge writes a letter to the port authority and tries to find out whether the vessel is in that territory or not and also they go one step further and ask who the owner is.

If the vessel is found within the territorial jurisdiction of that port, then you have to pay 10,000 SDR lump sum amount of money which is the equivalent to 17,000 or 18,000 USD; then you have to submit supporting evidence to prove your right to arrest the vessel and if the judge is satisfied to arrest the vessel, they issue the arrest order in three days. So, the party who suffers the arrest has the right to oppose this and the judge must fix the date of hearing from three days to seven days to handle the oppositions, and the judge may increase or decrease the amount of security. Under these circumstances, I have not come across any wrongful arrest claim under Turkish law; it is very difficult because the defence will be: “we submitted all the supporting documents, the judge accepted this”, unless you submit fraudulent documents, which may slip from the
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attention of the judge; and if there is a wrongful arrest it should be examined under the law of obligations and the causing of indirect or direct losses to the party who is subject to the arrest.

Aleka: Does it not take rather long to arrest a ship?

Sertac Sayan: No, there is a very specialised maritime court in Istanbul and most of our cases and files are in front of the judge; you cannot make any false declarations to the judge because they say you will go again to the same judge – it takes only one day to arrest a vessel if all the documents are in front of the judge, otherwise it is easy.

Edmund Sweetman: There is an interesting issue, that is, with respect to what is demanded of the applicant for an arrest in English law and, certainly, it is referred to in the English answer to the questionnaire. In England there is no duty when applying for an arrest, when swearing the witness statement; it is not necessary to make full and frank disclosure of all matters which might be relevant to the issue.

Under Irish law there is a certain obligation that whatever matters are deposed to should be bona fides and in utmost good faith and has a duty to make frank disclosure to the court when applying for the order.

Aleka: do you wish to add something?

Another unidentified delegate: That is correct but you still have to attest to believing what is being said is true; so there is no utmost good faith and full and frank disclosure duty, but it is not a million miles away from that; you are still having to attest the truth of what you are saying and putting forward prima facie evidence as to your claim as well. And you have to say, if it is a statutory arrest for example, which heading it falls under, i.e. under Section 20 of the Supreme Court Act 1981.

Another Delegate: I think it is fair to say from what we have been hearing today, and it has certainly been my experience, that in the English jurisdiction people do tend to be quite responsible in terms of arresting a vessel.

Aleka: True. Like in Canada. Civilised jurisdictions

John Kimball: to come back to Edmund’s question, as to why an arresting party who has proceeded in good faith but ultimately loses on the merits and whether he/she should have to pay damages, I would like to talk about that, and I would also like to make a comment about the civil losses, as I am not sure that the opposite is always fair either. Under the US system, to have an arrest you have to have a maritime lien to start with and our law is not always clear exactly as to whether there is a lien or not. Under our system if you act in good faith, bringing arrest action which ultimately fails, because it turns out that you did not have a lien, that could
take a couple of years for a court to decide. Under our system, at least in my view, it would be inappropriate to penalise the plaintiff for bringing the action and to impose damages on the party for bringing the law suit. Under the American rule we don’t even ask that party to pay for the other side’s legal fees and it would be inconsistent with our system to impose damages on the plaintiff for bringing the case in the first place. And, I think, the American Law makes a lot of sense; But I think this group, the IWG, is a great idea and the discussion has been fantastic. I think it should continue and you should try. But to go back to the civil law system, I should just ask the question: If in the case you talked about earlier, suppose the ship owner never put up any security and just left the ship there for 13 years, or however long it took, would the arresting party be liable for damages for detention for that long period of time. How does that work?

**George Theocharidis:** I have not come across a situation where that happened. From a strict legal point of view yes, if you cannot put up security, post a bank guarantee or anything else, if there is no P & I cover, then you have nothing else left to do but leave your ship there under arrest; then yes, if the claim on the merits by the arrestor is fully rejected then he would be liable for the entire damages, yes.

**John Kimball:** There should be a debate as to whether that were really a fair outcome.

**Tim:** surely you would have to mitigate the loss.

**Edmund Sweetman:** In Spain, certainly that is the situation because you have strict liability for an arrest where it fails; – obviously, there is a lot of litigation there, but what is the quantum of that loss? There is no article dealing with it but the effective jurisprudence of the court suggests, and the way the courts normally treat it, you are only liable so long as it would take the ship owner, in normal circumstances, to post the security, so effectively it is a limited amount of time.

**Aleka:** ok thank you. At the moment, I feel this discussion illuminates the problems with the fragmentation of the systems between civil law jurisdictions and also, of course, the contradiction between common law and civil law. That is undesirable to me; we need to find the right balance; is there anybody from the insurance industry here, cargo insurance? I think we had some bookings by some insurers; who wants to speak? We want to find the right balance, we don’t want to push reform in favour or against. It is a balanced position we are trying to find.

**Mark Meredith - Xchanging Claims Services (UK):** for us, having listened to the discussion, it seems quite clear when you have a big loss on a cargo claim; the first step you take is to contact the P & I Club and
hope you get security firmly in place. The prospect of an arrest is the last resort. You don’t even want to go down that avenue. You have got to make sure everything is set, and you have got everything right. I think Andrew Chamberlain makes a very good point, as well; from the cargo point of view, it is quite straightforward, there is not much appetite, we understand, for unifying everything, but it is always a matter of being sensible, looking at the claim, looking at the merits, who your target is, where are your proceedings; so to us, it is reasonably straightforward in that respect, get good security in place for your claim and let’s discuss the merits thereafter.

Aleka: Anyone from a P & Club here still?

Evgeniy Sukachev (Ukraine): I would like to make a short comment about my country.

Aleka: Where are you from?

Evgeniy Sukachev: From Ukraine. There is a new Procedure and we like it because lots of Turkish clients come to Ukraine.

Aleka: Quid pro Quo, is it?

Evgeniy Sukachev: Yes, because we are in one region. This is very interesting because last year we had also new procedural courts – a civil procedural court and a commercial procedural court, where there are new procedures to arrest and, nowadays, in our ports the judge should make a decision in two days from when the application comes to the court; so if you apply to the court today with a claim until the end of the next day the courts should make a decision anyway.

Aleka – It takes a rather long time –

Evgeniy Sukachev – no just two days so much shorter than in Turkey! – [big laugh]

Also, put joking aside, the judge does not have any time to find out any other points to make a decision; so if you apply, you have for the application all documentation you would like to show the court; if the judge finds them in order, you can have an arrest because all the documents prove your claim. If not, no arrest.

Aleka – so it seems you have to prove a prima facie case and the judge has discretion to grant the arrest order? – is it so?

Evgeniy Sukachev: of course, but his decision is based on submitted documents. Afterwards you can make a counter-claim, or anything else, but this is also a timed procedure, which is shorter than in Turkey.
Another person: (Turkey) In relation to cargo damage, the arrest of the vessel is such a straightforward thing because you go onboard the vessel and then you discover that the cargo is damaged. You stop discharging and call in court appointed experts to determine the damage and usually the judge comes together on board the vessel, determines the damage and they arrest the vessel so there is no problem for the cargo interests...

Reinier van Campen: can I flag maybe a difference, a problem area? We are trying to unify the arrest of ships. But if we have a different test for the arrest of ships, for instance, we now should amend the 1952 or 1999 Convention, or something similar; for my jurisdiction the rules would change – (if counter security, for example, becomes a provision before being allowed to arrest a vessel); – then all of a sudden, we might have a little bit of unification, but there will be a big new difference because bunkers are not a ship, and for bunkers the provision of counter security would not apply, so then everyone goes after the bunkers.

Currently we have a system where you say we leave it up to each national jurisdiction to set the rules; as I said, in my country, I think, in general, in Holland, we are quite happy with the way we arrest vessels and what the risks are – in fact we have currently a revision of the arrest paragraphs in our procedural code - on ships nothing is changing - and yes if we solve one problem we may create another; we have to be careful about that as well.

Aleka: Absolutely, the fragmentation is so broad, it would be very difficult to unify really. Do you want the CMI to try to find a balanced position? If you don’t, the next point is: do you really want counter security, or cross undertaking? it seems to me that you do not want that either (or there may be little support for that) because that will take time to set up and it would be unfair for some parties; so that is out of the question. I will disappoint Sir Bernard about that. And then, since we are not going to be unifying anything, there is no point talking about what damages you get because we will stay as we are, and everybody is happy. Is that a fair understanding?

[Common law jurisdictions do clap], I hear the approval for doing nothing!

Laurence Mc Kenzie: (UK) I would like to comment in support of the Turkish lawyer that I do have experience of a vessel trying to leave Turkish port when it was under arrest and the court ordered the coastguard to fire a warning shot across the bow of the vessel – the Turkish press reported this and a lot of Turks were upset because it was a Turkish vessel being fired upon! but a lot of other people supported the rule of law because the vessel had tried to escape arrest; so I am rather fond of the Turkish jurisdiction ....
M Toda (Japan): In Japan, two days, perhaps longer, well in Japan it may be one day in most of the cases that the court will decide from the time of receiving the application for arrest, particularly, in ship collision cases; well I have a lot of experience in arresting ships involved in collision cases; just after the collision, maybe several hours after, or the next day, the court issues arrest since such claims give rise to a maritime lien; so in Japan no countersecurity is required, but it should be very, very clear that 100% liability should attach to one vessel. I would like to tell you that as regards countersecurity, we may differentiate the claims; for example, in terms of this collision claim you should put up countersecurity, but on the other hand, with another type of claim no countersecurity would be required. Such discussion perhaps may be useful.

Aleka: It is very rare to have 100% liability in collisions.

So to recapitulate from what it has been said so far: you prefer a fragmented system, you don’t want counter-security or a cross undertaking, and we dump the damages question too.

Dr Liang Zhao, City University of Hong Kong: I am from the city of Hong Kong and of course I was from China before, so I saw the response from the Hong Kong maritime association and no response from the China Maritime Association, so I can comment on Chinese law. First of all, China is not a party or State Party to any Arrest Convention; further just a couple of weeks ago, I attended a forum organised by the China’s Maritime Court. I asked the question: is there a wrongful arrest concept in the view of judges? and they said: yes, theoretically there is a concept, but in practice no, we do not make the judge wrong, or if the claim is wrong, because the judge will have the primary trial of the case and decide whether there can be arrest or no arrest …….. But I had a case a few years ago with these facts: the vessel was arrested by the China Maritime Court, but it was proved it was wrongful arrest because the name of the vessel was mistaken, and the applicant wrongfully arrested a vessel with a similar name and not the vessel which should have been liable. It was wrong, but the China Maritime Court said no, it was not a wrongful arrest, because that is a human error – everyone can make a mistake! So they would not say it was wrong but theoretically in China the people could claim for the wrongful arrest against the applicant who wrongfully arrested the vessel and also claim against the court. That means claiming against the government; in China it is possible but it is complicated. But for countersecurity in China yes, it is very important; the arrested vessel is the kind of security for the claimant but for balance of interest of course the claimant should provide security except in 2 exceptions; (i) in claims for personal injury and (ii) in claims by the crew for the salary because in
Aleka: thank you. please raise your hands if you know, you or your colleagues, have had experience of a wrongful arrest in any part of the world - Oh many hands! So, something must be done! At least to try, am I right? Anyone who supports the CMI Project? We want to hear – yes or no? – do you want the CMI to try with another questionnaire to seek the views of the NMLAs whether uniformity is favoured or not? You must answer yes or no. You are hesitant; it seems the answer is No.

**Do you say yes for us to try to pursue the project?**

[Show of hands (about half of the audience more or less)]

**How Many people say no – they do not wish the CMI to do anything?**

it looks like it is 50:50 ....

With so many hands up with experience of wrongful arrest, the questionnaire may focus broadly on the issues arising from this debate.

Then we could have a further discussion.

**John Kimball:** My experience is that wrongful arrest may occur only in exceptional cases.

**Reinier:** So, we actually come to accept that all those hands showing that they are aware of some case of wrongful arrest we should come to accept that this is a rare phenomenon? And we accept, therefore, that the system functions well? If we see some problems and there is a need for fine-tuning, we do not want to open the whole Arrest Convention. I mean it is obvious also, as Anne said, we should go to the specific issue of arresting a ship. We just want to see through a questionnaire to be answered by practitioners, the NMLAs, based on experience and real cases, what the problems have been, what damages were awarded; maybe some fine-tuning could be done on a practical level.

**Hugh Bryant (UK):** I am an ancient P & I man. As you have been calling for a position from P & I Clubs I just wanted to say to you that it seems to me there is a big distinction to be drawn between places where a P & I club can give security and situations where they can’t. If you look at the *Alkyon* case, it was a bank that was arresting for something where there could not be security from a P & I club; there has been some suggestion that FD&D can help. It can’t – FD&D never guarantees the principal amount in dispute, so it seems to me in fact that the mischief, if there is a mischief, is in those cases where there isn’t readily available security to release the ship, that is in cases where a ship is arrested and security by P & I letter or whatever or bank guarantee by P & I Club is provided quickly
but, even if it is a wrongful arrest, there is actually no harm done. It is where you have actually got a case where the ship owner’s ship is denied to them, but perhaps we have all been there; there is a lot of comity here – nobody is naughty. When I was in practice, a long time ago there was an expression, sometimes used, which was called ‘judicial wrongful arrest’ and there were certain people who did that as a way of putting pressure on people and it seems to me that that’s where the mischief is and if the CMI wants to try to address that, it is really a matter of focusing on those cases where security is not easily provided.

Aleka: Yes, they are very rare though, I suppose.

Kiran, could I hear from you what the position of the ICS would be? Any examples?

Kiran Khosla: I can obtain examples, but I don’t have any at the moment, but our position is that we would like to see uniformity in this area. We think it is questionable as to whether it can be achieved; past attempts have not resulted in uniformity, but we don’t think that there is any reason not to try.

Aleka: I think we might be wasting our time! CMI projects take a long time; then they go to the IMO to pass the Convention, and then there will be another 50 years, if not rejected outright!

Kiran: I think you are right. It is; I can’t remember whether your questionnaire obtained results of cases which have caused real problems

Aleka: No, it was not in that first questionnaire, so we must ask in a new questionnaire.

Kiran: that would be a worthwhile exercise and then we can decide whether there is merit going forward and spending the time and resources.

Aleka: that is correct and a good answer for the CMI and I believe there is consensus– we do not want to go empty-handed! By the way, this project is for the young generation because they have to continue it. They have to have something to do at the CMI!

Edmund Sweetman: I think we have all come across tactical uses of an arrest in a case whether that be legitimate, semi-legitimate or illegitimate – that is what Reiner was referring to: do you arrest the ship when she was in port, or do you arrest her when she was leaving. If you arrest when she is leaving, you put huge pressure on the shipowner to concede a greater amount to be secured plus creating a greater load on the ship owner and incentivising perhaps an earlier settlement. These are, certainly, speaking realistically, the issues that I think all of us must come across in practice where the shipowners are the victims.
Dermott Conway, Irish Maritime law Association: it strikes me that hard cases make bad law, sometimes, and certainly in the context of jurisdictions where there are no consequences for wrongful arrest. I think on the point made by my American colleague earlier about needing context in things, you really want the context of how many wrongful arrests there are in, say, common law jurisdictions before you’d want to be taking on a body of work – several hands went up when you asked the question how many people had been involved in wrongful arrest; well the other question should be how long have you been practising, how many were there and in common law jurisdictions like Ireland and UK, where there are no consequences, the question becomes well how many in the context of that jurisdiction each year are there, how many arrests are there, and then you would want to find out how many findings for wrongful arrest did you have in each year, because that is the real context – and if you find one ship owner in the context of the global shipping market who has had a wrongful arrest does that justify the moving of mountains that you described a minute ago?

Aleka: Thank you, that will go into the Minutes as part of the Executive Summary

Would you want me to round up or do you have any more contributions to make or have you had enough?

Yes, let us go for drinks, courtesy of the UK Club to whom we are grateful.

Steve Cameron – Anecdote - …. And the court proceedings were being relayed to us by a P & I Club lawyer, in a very English tone: “we went through the week and things were going in our favour and the judge called both parties into his chambers and said: at the end of the week he was minded to find in favour of the shipping line (which was us) but now we got to the second part of the proceedings, where we established who has got the biggest brown envelope; it was at that point that our lawyer, who may have been the only straight lawyer in this particular country, was incensed and had completely lost his temper, leaned over the desk and bit off the bottom of the judge’s ear”!

Aleka: thank you for cheering us up and, on this note, I close the proceedings.

Jeremy Thomas – thanks were given on behalf of the LSLC and the CMI to the panel, to the audience, and to Thomas Miller for their hospitality in providing the venue, facilities and drinks generously.
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"Crossing vessel approaching off the port bow" the Second Mate tells the captain as he comes onto the bridge. "Won't Stand-On, but she's coming in fast" says the Master. He looks worried. He grabs the VHF:

"This is UK registered container vessel HANDSHIP. Calling unidentified vessel approaching my port bow on a heading approx 310°. My course is 040°, speed 16 knots. You are Give-Way vessel. I repeat. You are Give-Way Vessel. Please alter course and speed immediately."

There is no reaction.

The master tries again. "Vessel now approaching close quarters situation with my vessel. I remain Stand-on Vessel. You are Give-Way vessel. Please alter course and speed immediately to avoid collision."

Still no reaction whatever.

But now the Master can see the other ship more clearly.

"No-one on her bridge, Cap'n" says the Second Officer. "Aye, and none on deck either. Looks like the Mary Dwear - not a soul in sight. Maybe she's one of those drive themselves Google ships - Quartermaster, helm to manual and ready for emergency stations."

... Still the mystery vessel keeps coming ... without course or speed change.

With a collision imminent, the Master tells the Second Mate "No avoiding it now, we'll have to try to turn into her and slip past standboard to her starboard side. It's the only way we're going to avoid a head-on." He then orders hard a port, full ahead and sounds one long blast on the horn. He reckons that with enough speed he has saeaspace to clear inside of the other vessel – which is obviously not going to give way. Responding to the Second's obvious concern, he assures her "The COLREGS allow departures for extreme calls like this one."
But the Master watches in horror as the helm fails to respond: his own ship maintains course and speed. Then a message suddenly flashes up on all the bridge computer screens:

![Image of a computer screen with a warning message]

The Give Way vessel is the AUTOSHIP. The Master was right: she is unmanned. She collides heavily with the MANDSHIP’s port side, amidships.

Deafeningly, the two vessels scrape down each other’s sides. The anchor in the hawsepipe of the AUTOSHIP gouges deep into the fo’c’sle of the MANDSHIP and rips out part of her bosun’s store before the two ships clear.

The mystery vessel continues, speed unabated and course unchanged, until she slows, with systems in limp mode.

The MANDSHIP is badly damaged and requires salvage into a port of refuge, where her owners declare GA. The bosun and an AB require hospitalisation for serious injury. Temporary and then permanent repairs run to many millions of dollars. Her current voyage and two future chartorparty fixtures are cancelled, cargo is discharged in the port of refuge, and her entire crew is finally repatriated from the port where permanent repairs are carried out.

The AUTOSHIP is boarded by the Spanish Coast guard and a salvage crew who regain control of her and take her into a safe place in which to tranship her cargo.

*Meanwhile, off the east coast of Scotland...*

A products tanker is on passage from Peterhead south to Aberdeen. She is fully laden with gasoline. Without warning, the duty officer notices the vessel appears to be veering off her autopilot course – to starboard, in the direction of land. The officer calls the Master to the bridge. “Not sure what’s up, Cap” the officer remarks “We seem to be heading off the course you set us for the Aberdeen roads. I’m trying to correct but the helm is becoming increasingly sluggish.”

*Steer two points to port* the Master orders. But the helm becomes completely unresponsive and the ship now seems to be heading inexorably for the shore – with a mind of her own.

At that moment, the bridge screens go blank, then show a picture of a Black Hat, followed by the same notice that was flashed onto the screens of the MANDSHIP.

The tanker takes bottom just off Baimedie, on the pristine shoreline of a golf course. There she remains.
Scanning the shore with his binoculars, the Master's blood runs cold when he sees a prominent sign on the edge of the greens. ... There is awful pollution, and the golf links has to be closed for a year. (The first letters of demand for consequential losses arrive via Twitter, and the incident spawns a tsunami of #TrumpPollutionLitigation.)

No sooner had the collision and the grounding occurred when a ransom demand flashes worldwide across the screens of viewers of the electronic daily edition of Lloyd's List, warning of further incidents - unless a Sultan's ransom in a selection of cryptocurrencies is paid to the hackers. The ransom notice concludes:

“We have had a little fun up till now but we will soon start to play our games in earnest. There will be loss of life and massive pollution if our terms are not met within 48 hours. Our tentacles reach wide into your Safe, Secure Shipping industry. We are The Black Hat”.

An insurance investigation team chances upon a link between the three vessels. Although each came from a different yard, all three were fitted with operational and navigational software supplied by Autonav Inc of Boston Ma. Autonav's software technicians installing their systems at the three building yards were infiltrated by sophisticated hackers - the selfsame Black Hat Inc - who left their malware behind.

Further investigation finds that all three ships have similar Doxford main engines with computerised Engine Management Control Systems. All three ships' Engine Management Control Systems had been compromised by Black Hat's infiltrators substituting the regular Intel chips with a lookalike Brightspark chip - which had been preloaded with their malware.

A Marine Court of Enquiry held in London is asked to make a fault finding in relation to the collision. The Court finds that Black Hat's hackers took control of the navigation systems of MANDSHIP, having earlier broken through the ship's firewall protection while two junior officers were playing computer games with their personal laptop plugged into the ship's mainframe internet modem. This was against the vessel's standing instructions. The court accepts evidence from a mole that Black Hat had then taken control of the navigation system of the ship and that they were also able to access the EMCS of the main engine, rendering the ship unresponsive. Their control of MANDSHIP was complete.

Evidence shows that the MANDSHIP’s firewall protection design was wholly inadequate; the way it had been set up failed to isolate the various computer networks on board. Especially, the network used by the crew for commms was not properly isolated from the ship's operating and navigation systems. This was a flaw in her design.

The Court hears that the unmanned AUTOSHIP was being intermittently monitored by suitably qualified mariners at its control centre in London. No alert was transmitted by the AUTOSHIP to the control centre as it came into close quarters with MANDSHIP. The AUTOSHIP’s Autonav software failed to respond and reduce speed and heading appropriately.

Although it is clear that AUTOSHIP’s EMCS was similarly compromised, it remains unclear whether Black Hat was able to take control of the vessel before the collision, or whether their embedded malware simply overrode AUTOSHIP’s collision avoidance software at the crucial time. It is also unclear whether Black Hat had infiltrated the London Control Centre — although the Centre’s software was installed by Autonav. Design security safeguards are called into question.

The Court calls for expert evidence to be heard to determine whether the AUTOSHIP’s Autonav onboard software and/or its London control system’s software was adversely affected by the known cyber-interference and if so, to what extent. The investigators are tasked also with ascertaining how
the hackers gained control of not only the tanker’s EMCS, but also of her ECDIS and navigation systems.

All three vessels are insured on the London Market, with P&I split between London and New York.

The actions on all three vessels were clearly concerted, connected and meticulously planned.

Examine the legal and insurance implications, considering inter alia:

1. COLREG and SOLAS implications of the collision
2. Seaworthiness implications in relation to all three ships - from a Carriage of Goods and a Marine Insurance perspective
3. Kidnap & Ransom insurance implications
4. Oil pollution liabilities and IOPC Fund exposure in relation to the tanker spill
5. Liabilities for other vessel collision damage, and cross liabilities of vessels, if any
6. P&I implications of crew injury, cargo damage, delay and charterparty cancellation
7. Limitation of Liability implications
8. Cybersecurity on shore and on board all three ships
9. Exposure of the Classification Societies of each vessel in failing to satisfy themselves that the vessels had been in all respects (including electronic systems protection) fit for purpose
10. Product liability for software – including failure of firewall protection and inadequate protection against malware infiltration
11. Liability exposure of the three shipyards and of the software installers.
MS Amlin at the cutting edge of the blockchain insurance revolution

Global (re)insurer MS Amlin is using blockchain technology to help clients to better manage their risk portfolios in an increasingly digital and connected world. Insurwave is a pioneering blockchain platform developed initially for the marine insurance industry.

Developed by heavyweight consulting giant EY and technology provider Guardtime, and in collaboration with MS Amlin, A.P. Møller - Maersk A/S, Willis Towers Watson, AXA XL, Microsoft and ACORD, the Insurwave platform launched live in production in May 2018. Paul Taffinder, MS Amlin Director of Strategy & Innovation, says he believes it is a world first for the marine insurance.

He said: “The success of the marine blockchain platform is a concrete example of where radical innovation using new technology is being deployed to drive positive change in the insurance industry.”

Paul believes that blockchain and other emerging technologies, such as the “Internet of Things” (IoT) and machine learning have the potential to redefine the (re)insurance model and help the industry overcome many of its current challenges – challenges that arise largely through the lack of availability of timely, accurate and trusted data.

The features of blockchain - which is also the technology used for Bitcoin and other crypto-currencies - enables very granular pieces of asset or risk data to be added and maintained on the blockchain ledger, and shared peer to peer across a network, in a secure and immutable way. Trust in the data is enabled because of the security and integrity of the blockchain, where structured data in the form of a ‘block’ of information (uniquely identified by a set of numbers) is encrypted and linked together in a ‘chain’ of related ‘blocks’. Together, this chain of blocks is an immutable digital ledger of transactions with very high integrity. These characteristics are useful for the sharing of digital asset or risk data that can be deployed in insurance transactions – like Insurwave. ‘Smart contracts’ – or pre-programmed code - allows you to automate contract changes as the asset or risk characteristics change, because not only is the asset or risk data
digitised but so is the contract data digitised on the platform. This can be done in real or near real time.

Madeline Bailey, MS Amlin Head of Strategic Initiatives, who is leading the blockchain effort at MS Amlin, says that the deployment of smart contracts can radically change how (re)insurers manage post bind contract changes, such as for war risks declarations. She said: “The combination of digitising the contract data alongside geo-fence data on the platform means that we can automate any premium changes for war risks as a ship moves though a war zone. Our clients have said this is a big win for them.”

These emerging technologies open up new opportunities for global (re)insurers like MS Amlin to look at new client propositions that deliver value to clients and the industry, as well as help to alleviate the bottom line pressures for both shippers and the insurance industry alike.

Through an innovative and agile approach MS Amlin and the Insurwave collaborators have used blockchain to solve a concrete problem for a single very large client (Maersk, the integrated shipping and logistics company). It also puts in place the building blocks for how the platform could scale up in the future. Initially the platform will deliver significant benefit to policyholders, as it will capture exposure and loss data at a very granular level, along with premium, tax and deductible information in a structured way that can be shared digitally across the network.

Analysis of risk performance is enhanced by moving from nine data points to more than 24 data points, along with the ability to move away from deploying resource on contract administration to more value-add risk management.

Brokers also benefit from the ability to offer higher-value advisory and proactive services. Insurers and reinsurers will gain clearer insights to track their exposures across the full portfolio of risks in near real-time and be able to offer new and customised services, faster claims servicing and new products. Efficiencies can be realised for all parties in the value chain.

If we look further out to the future there is the opportunity to move to far more tailored (re)insurance coverages that reflect policyholders’ individual risk profiles, which is something insurance companies hear many clients say they are looking for. The combination of blockchain with sensors and IoT data could enable preventative risk management to be in-built. Rewarding policyholders for the right behaviours, by paying a price that is fair based on the risk profile, is possible with this technology.

The use of blockchain in marine trade and risk management is new, and as with many new technologies the future is difficult to predict. There are
complexities to manage through the implementation of distributed ledger solutions, including the interoperability of multiple blockchain applications, and there must a supporting legal and regulatory model.

However the fundamentals of sharing data digitally, securely and transparently, and automating the impact of changes to an insurance contract — could really benefit shipping and marine insurance, not only hull but also other marine classes such as cargo.

The Insurwave collaboration is one of the radical innovation initiatives that have emerged from MS Amlin’s Edge innovation programme.

MS Amlin set up Edge two years ago with the aim to start to tackle the enormous challenges faced by the insurance industry, through an innovative approach across three levels: the first is tactical - what technology is out there that might improve how we currently do business? A good example of this is our work in Robotics Process Automation; the second is radical - this is about doing things that are so different we might even come up with new a business model shifting how we operate, like the Insurwave platform – which is changing how we think about sharing and transacting information digitally; and the third is exploratory - here we test out ideas in a ‘sandbox’, or experimental environment. For example, we ask what would the insurer of the future look like with 24/7 trading and omni-channel distribution?

Another example where MS Amlin is leading adoption of new innovative insurance solutions is its partnership with InsurTech company Cytora to deploy artificial intelligence into commercial underwriting processes.

Paul Taffinder is also leading the innovation effort across MSI International and chairs the Digital Working Group seeking to look at digitisation and innovation that can be used across all of the MSI International businesses, not just MS Amlin.

For more information please email edge@msamlin.com

MS Amlin is a leading insurer and reinsurer, and part of the global top-10 insurance group MS&AD. With a 300-year record and more than 2,200 people in 24 locations worldwide, we deliver continuity for businesses facing the most complex and demanding risks. In turn, this promotes continuity and prosperity around the world. Our role places us at the forefront of the Property & Casualty, Marine & Aviation and Reinsurance markets.

We are experts in underwriting, with both technical capability and deep knowledge of the areas we insure. Our claims service sets the industry reference point for quality, with efficient, fair and timely claims management.
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STATUS OF CONVENTIONS

(Guidance as to where information can be obtained)
STATUS OF SIGNATURES, RATIFICATIONS, ACCEPTANCES, APPROVALS, ACCESSIONS, RESERVATIONS AND NOTIFICATIONS OF SUCCESSION WITH REGARD TO MARITIME LAW CONVENTIONS

Since 1951 CMI has published information about the status of maritime law conventions in its CMI Bulletins, and later in its CMI Yearbooks. The information was initially limited to the Brussels’ conventions which were the result of the work of CMI itself. But over time information about maritime law conventions produced by IMO and other organizations was also published by CMI. For its information CMI relied on the kind cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Belgium (the depositary of the Brussels’ conventions), and the secretariats of the relevant international organizations.

Over the years the Belgian Ministry and the international organizations have proceeded to publish information on the status of conventions on the internet. These internet publications are updated as soon as new information becomes available. Therefore, spending a lot of time on the gathering of the same information for an annual publication in a paper yearbook would now seem to serve a very limited purpose. It was therefore decided to stop publishing the status of conventions in the CMI Yearbook and switch to publication on the CMI website. In order to prevent the unnecessary duplication of information already publicly available (and kept up to date) on the websites of the Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the international organizations, CMI will now simply provide a list of the relevant maritime law conventions with links to the websites of convention depositaries and international organizations. References to national treaty databases which provide trustworthy information on the status of multilateral conventions are also included.

The conventions are listed under six headings:

- Status of Brussels (CMI) Maritime Law Conventions
- Status of IMO Maritime Law Conventions
- Status of UN and UN/IMO Maritime Law Conventions
- Status of UNESCO Maritime Law Conventions
- Status of UNIDROIT Maritime Law Conventions
- Status of Antarctic Maritime Law Conventions
As was done in the CMI Yearbook the conventions are listed within these categories in chronological order, but keeping protocols to conventions grouped together with the original convention.

It should be noted that the information provided on the websites referred to may vary in detail and accuracy. Just as in the past, CMI cannot guarantee that all the information is complete and correct. In the end it is advisable to contact the official depositary of each convention. Experience has shown that even then the information provided may be subject to debate.

T. van der Valk

CMI Publications Editor
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Status of Brussels (CMI) Maritime Law Conventions

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of Law with respect to Collision between Vessels, Brussels, 23 September 1910
Entry into force: 1 March 1913

- the depositary, the Belgian Government:
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):

Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of Law relating to Assistance and Salvage at Sea, Brussels, 23 September 1910
Entry into force: 1 March 1913

- the depositary, the Belgian Government:

Protocol to amend the Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of law relating to Assistance and Salvage at Sea Signed at Brussels on 23rd September 1910, Brussels, 27 May 1967
Entry into force: 15 August 1977

- the depositary, the Belgian Government:

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules relating to the Limitation of the Liability of Owners of Sea-going Vessels, Brussels, 25 August 1924
Entry into force: 2 June 1931

- the depositary, the Belgian Government:
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of Law relating to Bills of Lading, Brussels, 25 August 1924
Entry into force: 2 June 1931

- the depositary, the Belgian Government:
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002801dof51
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):
Entry into force: 23 June 1977

- the depositary, the Belgian Government:
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800ea4ab
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):

Entry into force: 14 February 1984

- the depositary, the Belgian Government:
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800d54ea
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules relating to Maritime Liens and Mortgages, Brussels, 10 April 1926
Entry into force: 2 June 1931

- the depositary, the Belgian Government:
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules concerning the Immunity of State-owned Ships, Brussels, 10 April 1926
Entry into force: 8 January 1937

- the depositary, the Belgian Government:
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:
Additional Protocol to the International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules concerning the Immunity of State-owned Ships, Brussels, 24 May 1934
Entry into force: 8 January 1937
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/005942

International Convention on Certain Rules concerning Civil Jurisdiction in Matters of Collision, Brussels, 10 May 1952
Entry into force: 14 September 1955

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to Penal jurisdiction in matters of collision and other incidents of navigation, Brussels, 10 May 1952
Entry into force: 20 November 1955

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to the Arrest of Sea-Going Ships, Brussels, 10 May 1952
Entry into force: 24 February 1956
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- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):

**International Convention relating to the Limitation of the Liability of Owners of Sea-going Ships, Brussels, 10 October 1957**
Entry into force: 31 May 1968

- the depositary, the Belgian Government:
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800ea54a
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):

**Protocol amending the International Convention relating to the Limitation of the Liability of Owners of Sea-going Ships dated 10 October 1957, Brussels, 21 December 1979**
Entry into force: 6 October 1984

- the depositary, the Belgian Government:
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800d549d

**International Convention relating to Stowaways, Brussels, 10 October 1957**
Entry into force: not yet in force

- the depositary, the Belgian Government:

**International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules relating to the Carriage of Passengers by Sea, Brussels, 29 April 1961**
Entry into force: 4 June 1965

- the depositary, the Belgian Government:
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800ea435
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):
Entry into force: not yet in force
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/009108

Entry into force: not yet in force

Convention relating to Registration of Rights in respect of Vessels under Construction, Brussels, 27 May 1967
Entry into force: not yet in force

Entry into force: not yet in force

Status of IMO Maritime Law Conventions

International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, Brussels, 29 November 1969
Entry into force: 19 June 1975
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/003096
Entry into force: 8 April 1981

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization:
  http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800e815e&clang=_en
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):

Entry into force: not yet in force

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization:
  http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):

Entry into force: 30 May 1996

- the depositary, the (Secretary General of the) International Maritime Organization:
  http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800a5777&clang=_en
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):

International Convention relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties, 1969, Brussels, 29 November 1969
Entry into force: 6 May 1975

- the depositary, the (Secretary General of the) International Maritime Organization:
  http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx

• Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/003095

Entry into force: 30 March 1983

• the depositary, the (Secretary General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx


• Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/002394

International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, Brussels, 18 December 1971
Entry into force: 16 October 1978

• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx


• Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/002837

Entry into force: 22 November 1994

• the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
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  Entry into force: not yet in force

  Entry into force: 30 May 1995

  Entry into force: 3 March 2005
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Convention relating to Civil Liability in the Field of Maritime Carriage of Nuclear Material, Brussels, 17 December 1971
Entry into force: 15 July 1975

- the depositary, the International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/002836

Athens Convention relating to the Carriage of Passengers and their Luggage by Sea, 1974, Athens, 13 December 1974
Entry into force: 28 April 1987

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx

Entry into force: 30 April 1989

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
Entry into force: not yet in force

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx

Entry into force: 23 April 2014

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/011547

Entry into force: 1 December 1986

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/001656

Entry into force: 13 May 2004

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/007428
Entry into force: 1 March 1992

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization:
  http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800b9af3&clang= en
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):

Entry into force: 1 March 1992

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization:
  http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800b9af3&clang= en
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):

Entry into force: 28 July 2010

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization:
  http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):
Entry into force: 28 July 2010

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization:
  http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):

Entry into force: 14 July 1996

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization:
  http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800a58b3
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):

Entry into force: 13 May 1995

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization:
  http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- the United Nations Treaty Collection:
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800aada6&clang= en
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank):
Entry into force: 14 June 2007

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/009370

Entry into force: not yet in force

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/007429

Entry into force: not yet in force

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/012292
Entry into force: 21 November 2011

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) International Maritime Organization: 
  http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): 

Entry into force: 14 April 2015

- the depositary, the International Maritime Organization: 
  http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): 

Status of UN and UN/IMO Maritime Law Conventions

Entry into force: 6 October 1983

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: 
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=080000028003a445&clang=en
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): 

Entry into force: 1 November 1992

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: 
  https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=0800000280042179
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Entry into force: not yet in force
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=0800000280025033&clang=en

Entry into force: 16 November 1994
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=0800000280043ad5&clang=en
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/000493

Entry into force: not yet in force
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=080000028004c485

Entry into force: not yet in force
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=080000028004b4e0&clang=en

Entry into force: 5 September 2004
- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=080000028004a70a
Entry into force: 14 September 2011

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=080000028004ce27
- the International Maritime Organization: http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Pages/Default.aspx

Entry into force: not yet in force

- the depositary, the (Secretary-General of the) United Nations: https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=080000028021e615
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/010533

Status of UNESCO Maritime Law Conventions

Entry into force: 2 January 2009

- the depositary, the (Director-General of the) United Nations Educational, Scientific, Cultural Organization (UNESCO): http://www.unesco.org/eri/la/convention.asp?KO=13520&language=E&order=alpha
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/010501

Status of UNIDROIT Maritime Law Conventions

UNIDROIT Convention on International Financial Leasing, Ottawa, 28 May 1988
Entry into force: 1 May 1995

- the depositary, the Government of Canada: -
Status of Antarctic Maritime Law Conventions

Annex VI to the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty: Liability Arising From Environmental Emergencies, Stockholm, 14 June 2005

Entry into force: not yet in force

- the depositary, the Government of the United States: -
- Netherlands Treaty Database (in English) (Verdragenbank): https://verdragenbank.overheid.nl/en/Verdrag/Details/010766
CONFERENCES
OF THE COMITE MARITIME
INTERNATIONAL

I. BRUSSELS – 1897
President: Mr. Auguste BEERNAERT.
Subjects:
Organization of the International Maritime Committee - Collision -Shipowners’ Liability.

II. ANTWERP – 1898
President: Mr. Auguste BEERNAERT.
Subjects:
Liability of Owners of sea-going vessels.

III. LONDON – 1899
President: Sir Walter PHILLIMORE.
Subjects:
Collisions in which both ships are to blame - Shipowners’ liability.

IV. PARIS – 1900
President: Mr. LYON-CAEN.
Subjects:
Assistance, salvage and duty to tender assistance - Jurisdiction in collision matters.

V. HAMBURG – 1902
President: Dr. Friedrich SIEVEKING.
Subjects:
International Code on Collision and Salvage at Sea - Jurisdiction in collision matters - Conflict of laws as to owner-ship of vessels.

VI. AMSTERDAM - 1904
President: Mr. E.N. RAHUSEN.
Subjects:
Conflicts of law in the matter of Mortgages and Liens on ships. - Jurisdiction in collision matters - Limitation of Shipowners’ Liability.

VII. LIVERPOOL - 1905
President: Sir William R. KENNEDY.
Subjects:
Limitation of Shipowners’ Liability -Conflict of Laws as to Maritime Mortgages and Liens - Brussels Diplomatic Conference.

VIII. VENICE – 1907
President: Mr. Alberto MARGHERI.
Subjects:
Limitation of Shipowners’ Liability -Maritime Mortgages and Liens -Conflict of law as to Freight.
IX. BREMEN – 1909  
President: Dr. Friedrich SIEVEKING.  
Subjects:  
Conflict of laws as to Freight - Compensation in respect of personal injuries - Publication of Maritime Mortgages and Liens.

X. PARIS - 1911  
President: Mr. Paul GOVARE.  
Subjects:  
Limitation of Shipowners’ Liability in the event of loss of life or personal injury - Freight.

XI. COPENHAGEN – 1913  
President: Dr. J.H. KOCH.  
Subjects:  

XII. ANTWERP – 1921  
President: Mr. Louis FRANCK.  
Subjects:  

XIII LONDON – 1922  
President: Sir Henry DUKE.  
Subjects:  

XIV. GOTHENBURG – 1923  
President: Mr. Efiel LÖFGREN.  
Subjects:  

XV. GENOA – 1925  
President: Dr. Francesco BERLINGIERI.  
Subjects:  

XVI. AMSTERDAM – 1927  
President: Mr. B.C.J. LODER.  
Subjects:  
Compulsory insurance of passengers - Letters of indemnity - Ratification of the Brussels Conventions.

XVII. ANTWERP – 1930  
President: Mr. Louis FRANCK.  
Subjects:  
Ratification of the Brussels Conventions - Compulsory insurance of passengers - Jurisdiction and penal sanctions in matters of collision at sea.
XVIII. OSLO – 1933
President: Mr. Edvin ALTEN.
Subjects:
Ratification of the Brussels Conventions -Civil and penal jurisdiction in matters of collision on the high seas - Provisional arrest of ships - Limitation of Shipowners’ Liability.

XIX. PARIS – 1937
President: Mr. Georges RIPERT.
Subjects:
Ratification of the Brussels Conventions -Civil and penal jurisdiction in the event of collision at sea - Arrest of ships - Commentary on the Brussels Conventions - Assistance and Salvage of and by Aircraft at sea.

XX. ANTWERP – 1947
President: Mr. Albert LILAR.
Subjects:

XXI. AMSTERDAM – 1948
President: Prof. J. OFFERHAUS

XXII. NAPLES – 1951
President: Mr. Amedeo GIANNINI.

XXIII. MADRID – 1955
President: Mr. Albert LILAR.
Subjects: Limitation of Shipowners’ Liability - Liability of Sea Carriers towards passengers - Stowaways - Marginal clauses and letters of indemnity.
XXIV. RJEKA – 1959  
President: Mr. Albert LILAR  
Subjects:  

XXV. ATHENS – 1962  
President: Mr. Albert LILAR  
Subjects:  
Damages in Matters of Collision - Letters of Indemnity - International Statute of Ships in Foreign Ports - Registry of Ships - Coordination of the Convention of Limitation and on Mortgages - Demurrage and Despatch Money - Liability of Carriers of Luggage.

XXVI. STOCKHOLM - 1963  
President: Mr. Albert LILAR  
Subjects: Bills of Lading - Passenger Luggage - Ships under construction.

XXVII. NEW YORK – 1965  
President: Mr. Albert LILAR  
Subjects:  
Revision of the Convention on Maritime Liens and Mortgages.

XXVIII. TOKYO – 1969  
President: Mr. Albert LILAR  
Subjects:  
“Torrey Canyon” - Combined Transports - Coordination of International Convention relating to Carriage by Sea of Passengers and their Luggage.

XXIX. ANTWERP – 1972  
President: Mr. Albert LILAR  
Subjects:  
Revision of the Constitution of the International Maritime Committee.

XXX. HAMBURG – 1974  
President: Mr. Albert LILAR  
Subjects:  

XXXI. RIO DE JANEIRO - 1977  
President: Prof. Francesco BERLINGIERI  
Subjects:  
XXXII. MONTREAL – 1981
President: Prof. Francesco BERLINGIERI
Subjects:
Convention for the unification of certain rules of law relating to assistance and salvage at sea - Carriage of hazardous and noxious substances by sea.

XXXIII. LISBON- 1985
President: Prof. Francesco BERLINGIERI

XXXIV. PARIS – 1990
President: Prof. Francesco BERLINGIERI

XXXV. SYDNEY – 1994
President: Prof. Allan PHILIP
Subjects:

XXXVI. ANTWERP – 1997
CENTENARY CONFERENCE
President: Prof. Allan PHILIP
Subjects:

XXXVII. SINGAPORE – 2001
President: Patrick GRIGGS
Subjects:

XXXVIII. VANCOUVER – 2004
President: Patrick GRIGGS
Subjects:
XXXIX. ATHENS 2008
President: Jean-Serge Rohart
Subjects:
Places of Refuge – Procedural
Rules Relating to Limitation of
Liability in Maritime Law –
UNCITRAL Draft Convention on
Contracts for the International
Carriage of Goods Wholly or
Partly by Sea – Non-technical
Measures to Promote Quality
Shipping –Implementation and
Interpretation of International
Conventions – Judicial Sale of
Ships – Charterer’s Right to
Limit Liability – Charterer’s
Right to Limit Liability – Wreck
Removal Convention 2007 –
Draft Convention on Recycling of
Ships

XL. BEIJING 2012
President: Karl-Johan Gombrii
Subjects:
Judicial Sales of Ships – Salvage
Convention 1989 – Rotterdam
Rules –York Antwerp Rules 2004
– Offshore Activity – Fair
Treatment of Seafarers – Piracy –
Maritime Issues for Judges –
Marine Insurance – The Western
and Eastern Cultural Influences
on Maritime Arbitration and its
Recent Developments in Asia –
Arctic/Antarctic Issues – Cross
Border Insolvencies – The
Shipbuilding Industry in Asia: Problems and Challenges – Future of the CMI in the Decades to come. – Young Members

Session: Arrest of Ships and Judicial Sales of Vessels –
Offshore Activities, New Regulations and Contracts – Enforcement on Shipping Companies by Creditors.

XLI. HAMBURG 2014
President: Stuart Hetherington
Subjects:

XLII. NEW YORK 2016
President: Stuart Hetherington
Subjects:

MLC 2006 Issues and Implementation.